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If you think about it, and you won't have to think for very 
long, you'll see that the term "survival situation" is 

redundant. I f you're in a s ituation it's a survival situation. 
One thing I've run into a lot lately, particularly among 

women, is a quest for the feeling of safety, To me the feeling 
of safety is an illusion of safety, but in actuality the only place 
safety exists is in the grave. If you're dead, nothing worse is 

going to happen. Life is tough for everybody, but it's deadly 
for the complacent. 

Americans live in comparative safety. I live in Southern 
California, where we have a much better chance of surviving 
an earthq uake than people in Guatemala. In the area where 

llive we're surrounded by woods, and the place could go up 
in an hour, s tarring from any time at alL So, we might be 
isolated by an enrthquake or roasted by a forest fire, Am I 
nfraid? No, Am I concerned'? You betcha. We have a first aid 
kit, thirty gallons of water, enough gas in the car to get oucof 
Dodge, and a bunch of other sensible stuff. 

Do I feel safe? No. Are we snfe? No. Are we relatively safe, 
and are we prepared. vh huh . 

A.C . Hawke has writren a really valuable book here, not 
because it's packed with surefire survival techniques. It has 
some of those, but mostly it's about attitude, and I believe 
that attitude is necessary for all of life, not just extreme 
situations. What it's about is awareness, preparedness, and 

being ready to take every aspect of your situation back to 
zero, to look at everything around you for threats and tools. 
It's about being calm when all about you are losing their 
minds. It's about looking at things as they are, and not how 
you wish they were or how you fear they are. 
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A few years back I was getting ready for a flight to Texas 
from Kennedy in New York. The flight was delayed for an 
hour. My companion, who was a real dish, and moreover in 
the movie business, stomped her li ttle foo t and said, "This is 

unacceptable!" 
Imagine, human ity longs to be able to fly for the entire 

5,000 year history of our "civilization" and this one hour 
delay is "unacceptable." This is not the attitude to take into 

a survival situation. 
Actually my companion was just playing the role of 

"Cherokee American Princess." She could ride and she could 
shoot. Othe r than the fact that she'd probably be wearing 
heels and an Armani suit, there's no one I'd rather be thrown 
into a real surviva l situation with. 

But I digress. 
Point is, you need the survival attitude for every aspect of 

life. They're all survival situations to one degree or another. 
What we call "survival situations" are sudden, unexpected 

survival situations, being downed in the arctic or the desert, 
having your safari overtaken by a civil war in some third

world hellhole. 
But your home is a survival situation, your car, your job, 

a day in the park. Everyone of those has poten tial threats 
that you'd be better off to be aware of and prepared for, 
better orf to keep a cool head and an open mind . 

That's what my friend Hawke is about. Read this book 
ca refully. The journey will be fun on one level, and 

instructive on another. I f it makes YOll one-tenth more aware 
it may well have been the best investment you ever made. 

- Jim Morris 
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A bit of background before we begin .... 

1 was born a po' boy in Kentucky. My Pa was a soldier and 
my Maw was a waitress and we didn't have squat. That's it. 

We lived like lots of soldiers' families in the 1960s, 
especially the young ones like my folks: very, very poor. We 
literally had outhouses and well water. But hey, it wasn't bad. 
And like a lot of families during the '60s when the free-love 

and war-time mentalities separated the nation, my folks split 

up when I was young. So most of my childhood was spent 
living all over the Southeast with many different friends and 
relatives, whoever could take me in for a while. 

What this meant was a lot of poverty and lot of hardship 
for my family, and a lot of time for me to try to escape all of 
that and explore the world away from all the troubles at 
home, whether it was in the country woods or the city areas 

not safe for the general public, let alone a child. 
Now, much of the time, I'd be with my mother, back and 

forth in between spells with relatives, boyfriends, neighbors, 
sitters, and other friends or co -workers. My mother and 
father were both good-hearted people, but both had a rough 
childhood themselves and so, as very young parents, there 

were a lot of things they could've done better. 
Many times, we had electricity or gas or heat or water cut 

off, or were evicted from our home. vVe lived in shacks, cars, 
and trailers with no utilities. We even lived one winter in a 
house under construction with nothing working, no doors 
or windows, buckets to catch the rain in the bedroom which 

only had one bed that we all slept in under one car blanket 
in all our clothes that we'd then wear to school the next day 
and all week. 
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So, many days I spent trying to scrounge food for my 
brothers and sisters since I was the eldest and the adu lt(s) 
were often nowhere to be found. Sometimes we'd have gas 
and water-shoot, if we only had flour, I'd make flat bread
and sometimes, I'd just go steal some food from the local 
store. Can't count how Jllany times they caught and kicked 
me out of stores, haha! But when they found out what and 
why 1 was stealing, they'd usually just let me go. 

Now, I could speak a lot about falling in with wrong 
crowd and all that, but that is another story. The key in that 
part of my growing up was that [ had a lot of near-death 
experiences, from car crashes to shootings, stabbings and a 
whole lot more. [n all that, I developed an approach to life 

that comes down to this: Never Quit. 
But what really set me on the path to cultivating a deep 

interest-and eventually, expertise-in survival, was the 
winter my mother went away. 

I was 14; it was late fall in Virginia. [ had started working 

at eight years old, doing yard work for fo lks around the 
neighborhood, then paperboy, dishwasher, and grocery 
bagger, before a great job came along. A friend was working 
for his stepfather doing high-water-pressure washing of 
t rucks. They got a contract out in the country to use their 
water to clean the paint off a building and itwas short notice; 

the money was good so I left that day. 
Now, I wasn't in school, and I'd often be gone days at a 

time. I'd tell my Maw I was at a friend's and that would be 
fine by her as she'd have one less mouth to feed. So, it wasn't 
too big a deal when I didn't show lip for a few days, but this 
job was two weeks, and it just so coincided with a time when 
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she was evicted and had run out of options in Virginia. She 
got an invite from a friend to move to Texas, and she took it, 
leaving with my Ii'l bro and my two sisters, and without me. 

Since we never had a phone, there was no way for her to 
reach me. When I eventually did retul'll home, full of joy at 
the proper money I had earned, it was nighttime. It wasn't 
unusual for the doors to be locked so I broke in. I went for 
the lights and the power was off; again, not too unusual , but 

when I called out and got that hollow echo of an empty 
hOllse, I knew something was wrong. 

I slept on the cold noor and, come daylight, I saw the 
house had been vacated and there was a note on the kitchen 
cOllnter for me. Something to the effect of, "Dear Myke, [ 
had to go to Texas. Sorry. Love, Ma." And with that, I was on 
the streets. Winter was coming on hard and I had nowhere 

to go, but at least I had some money in my pocket. 
1 exhausted the good will of my friend's parents after a 

couple of weeks, and there were no more regular homes and 
couches available to me, so I took to the streets in search of 
food, water, shelter, and warmth. 

It was during this winter, when I had nothing, that I 
became a student of and believer in survival. Not that I knew 

it at the time; I was too busy trying to survive and being 
angry at my circumstance, in between bouts of sadness as 
well. I didn't like it, but I could understand my friend's 

inability to help me. 1 learned I could rely on no one but 
myself. On the whole 1 guess L did alright; heck, I survived. 

I s lept in dumpsters and hallways, broke into cars, homes, 
and offices-anything I could find. I found food in trash cans 
and behind grocery stores, ate lots of ketchup and mustard 
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from fast food places, drank water from mall water 
fountains, took baths in public toilets, found heat in the form 
of homemade fires and the old fave: the heat cranked out 
from the refrigerator units behind grocery stores. [ had to 
keep slapping rats that were trying to nibble on my head, but 
the need for heat made them only a small nuisance. 

Spring came and I got a real break with ajob at a grocery 
sto re, saved up enough money, and soon mn into my 

mother's number-one fall back guy, Earl (R.I.P.), and he took 

me in. 
From there, it's just a story like many others-joining the 

service and growing up. 

• •••• 

What I will say is that many men in the Elite Forces are just 

regular guys with a little extra drive. Some come from a 
background that pushed them a little harder; some come 
from the stock of being a little more gifted . But most are just 
regular folks who wanted something they believed in, tried, 
didn't quit, and they made it. That's all. 

When it comes to career military pursuits, some try to be 

the best at what they do. For example, one man might get 
into hand -to-hand figh ting and become expert. Some focus 
on the shooting, or scuba, 01' skydiving, or other such skills. 
For me, the thing that always held my interest was basic 
outdoor survival. So, whenever we deployed, that's what r 
was interested in and developed. And over time, it became 

my area of expertise. 
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As to military background, my service started in the U.S. 
Army in 1982 and I've seen servke in Active Duty, in the 
Reserves, in the National Guard, and later as a defense 

contractor as an operator and manager. I spent time in the 
Cavalry and Rangers before joining Special Forces. I 
qualified as a Special Forces Communicator, Intelligence 
Operator, and Medical Specialist attaining the enlisted rank 

of Sergeant First class before being Commissioned as a an 
Officer in the Medical Branch. After 9/11 [ was activated to 

report for the Special Forces Officer course, almost 20 years 
after first joining the Arm)'. Upon complet ing this 
Detachment Commander course and al1 Officer Advanced 
courses required until reaching Lieutenant Colonel rank, I 

served in the Global War on Terror both abroad and at home. 
Al1 told, my accumulated experience was gained in African, 
Asian, Latin American, Eastern European, and Middle 
Eastern theaters seeing combat in eight connicts including 
over 80 actual engage ments. An "engngement" in my 
experience wns defined as folks actuall y shooting at me, 

unlike the curren t trend of cOllnting a trip to the market as 
a "combat" mission. What it all means is that I gained a lot 
of real experience all over the globe under high thrent-very 
risky and ve ry real threats to my life with death a real , 
constn.nt possibility. 

• •••• 

As it was then, so it is now; J still have a job and famil y to 

tend, so you won't catch me traipsing off to live a life in the 
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Alaskan wilderness for a year at a time. I find that to be a 
luxury only afforded to people with lots of money or lots of 

time. And that's not most of us. So I learn, do, and share what 
I can as I can in hopes that it will be useful for other folks 
like me: not th e extremely rich or just pl ain extreme, but 

regular folk who have an interest in but not a consumi ng 
lifestyle in survival. 

And my brand of su rvival could not be call ed "fancy 
cam ping," nor is it an interesting academ ic pursuit of lost 
traditions and ancient primitive practices. It surely isn't like 
some of the survival shows on TV these days that teach crazy 

stuffthat migh t be able to be done by someone when things 
are extremely bad, but isn't the best thing for most, most of 
the time. For most, doing some of those TV drama-survival 
acts will bret you killed. And finally, my survival teaching isn't 

some extension of all those military survival books out there, 
talking about techniques geared towards soldiers and the kit 
they have issued and ava ilable at all times. Heck, if you have 
even just a parachute kit for survi val, you pretty much have 

evc rything you need . 
Nope, this book is about a fusion of all these things. Using 

some real experience both from study and li ving, with some 
military aspects like the discipline and drive, with some good 
old fashioned common sense and, most importantly, the one 
thing we all have- the "will to live" no matter what it takes, 
to drnw from everything around you to make it out alive and 

get home safe. 
That's what I hope to instill in anyone who reads thi s 

book- the belief that you will su rvive, and the knowledge 
that will help you to survive. I want you to believe that just 
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because you don't have all the goodies and supplies, or the 
t raining and experience, doesn't mean you won't or can't 
make it; it only means it will not be as easy and you'll have to 
try harder. But that's ok, because lesson one is the most 
important lesson of all: NEVER QUIT! 





"vhen it comes to learning, I am not a natural genius or 
gifted with a high IQ. What I do, and do very well, is work 
Smarter, not harder. More times than not, this actually serves 
better than having big brains, as those who do often know 
too much and perhaps think too much. 

Within my company SPECOP$ (lV lVlI'.Specops.com), we 
train civilians in the skills of surv ival with a focus on 
medicine, mental and physical fitness, self-protection, food, 
water, shelter, navigation, and basically how to get out of 
simulated survival scenarios alive and well. These scenarios 
can border on the extreme, but our teaching methodolo!,'Y 
always remains s imple: provide the most use ful information 

and skills, and do so in a way that our students will be able 
to comprehend and npply the knowledge quickly and 
accurately. 

When it comes to teaching, I try to reduce everything 
down to its simplest components. Then I plnce those 
components in order of their importance or sequence. I 

reduce these key concepts to one word each, then I use the 
first letter of each word to give me an acronym. Each word 
within the acronym reminds me of a phrase, and each phrase 
helps me to remember what [ need to do or know. This 

method helps me retain complex information without 
feeling overwhelmed, and enables me to act effectively 
without becoming subdued due to the sheer volume of 
information. 

An example is the common term "ABC" as it applies to 
basic first aid -Airway, Breathing, and Circulation. I, 

however,jumble the acronym to "CAB" for Circulation, then 

Airway, thell Brenthing, since most folks in dire situations 
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are suffering from wounds and bleeding more than airway 
issues. Also, we can go a minute without air ;:md be fine, but 
we C:lIl bleed out in a minute and be dead. So, [ remember 
CAB, ~lIld if [ don't tend to these elements in that order, the 
victim will be catching a CAB-to the afterlife. ['11 expand 

on this lesson inside the book. 
For now, another quic k eXllmple of my teaching 

methodology is the "K.I.S.S." principle: Keep It Simple, 

Stupid! That's exactly what I always try to do, and encomage 
you to do the same when in a survival situlltion. 

So in this book I will normally reduce everything down to 
one word. Those will lead to other words, then other 
phrases, then other concepts and ideas. In this way, you will 
have a mental survival kit containing the smallest, lightest 

things with the most uses. 
You might also notice as you go along thllr I stay away 

from using names. I don't say use this tree or that plant as 
you never know where you are goingto be. I don't brive a rae's 
butt what a thing is called by scienrists or other experts. 

What I do care about is universal principles. There are 
always exceptions, but for most things there are general 
rules that will serve you well. For example, it's not important 
to know the scientific or common name of every hard 

wood- if I Clln't stick my thumbnail into it, it's a hard wood. 
I f I can, then it's a soft wood. I will then use it according to 
my needs. If a wood is light and floats, maybe I'll use it for a 
boat. If it's hard and tough, maybe I'll use it as a weapon 
handle or tool. 

I suggest, <IS you go <lbout leaming, that you ask questions 
of folks wherever you <Ire. Don't mind so much what they 
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call something, but rather note how it looks, feels, smells, 
etc. Then note its purpose ,md uses, as food, medicine, tool, 
or poison. And then !,rive it your own name. This is how you'H 

retain it best, and be most likely to recall it when necessary 
and apply as required . Par example. I don't recall the name 
for a plant, instead, I'll name it the medicine plan t, like the 
;'tummy ache leaf" or the ;'fever root" or the "roof-tile leaf," 

etc. This way, I'll be able to identify a familiar plant and 
associate it with its purpose. After all, that's all I really 
need- to see it <llld to use it. 

With all my subjects, I teach that you should try to know 
about 10 options. Master one, be very good at two more, have 
tried three more, and be familiar with four more after that, 
If you have about]O options for food , water, fire, and shelter, 

and master at least one in each category, you will be able to 
do whatever you need with the one you master and the other 
nine will serve you in various situations should 

circumstances change or preclude you from doing the ones 
YOll know best. 

So, these <Ire the basic things thnt everyone should learn, 
know, and be able to do with nothing but your bnre hands, 
the clothes on your back, and your knowledge: 

• FIRE: Know how to make fire in at least one way with sticks 

only. 

• SHELTER: Know how to make one type of shelter from scratch 
that stops wind, rain, cold, and pred<1tors with 110 tools to 

assist you. 
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• WATER: Know how to get water with no tools in at least one 
way, in the primary <lre<l where you live, work, and travel. 

• FOOD: Know how to make at le<lst one simple trap or snare 
very well, and/or at least one fishing technique, with nothing 

bur what's around yOU. 

• PLANTS: Know at least three pl<lnts that are edible, nutritioLls, 
filling, plentiful, and easily identifiable in the area where you 
live, work, and travel. Learn them by theil" leaves, 
stalks/stems, and roots as all three are part of the plant, 
might have use, and will confirm identity ofthe plan ts. Take 
into account the seasons when they gt"Ow and soils where 

they b"'Ow, and any relative plants that <lrc around that might 
lead you to them. Also know at least three plants that are 

mcdicinal in some significant way and that are easily 
identified, readily available, and most lIseful based on your 

needs. 

• WEAPONS, TOOLS, INSTRUMENTS: Know how to make at least 
one weapon that can defend your life or take an animal's. 
Know how to make at least one tool that can assist YOli in 

improving your quality of life. 

When you finish this book, don't put it down. March right 
out with it into the woods or whatever your environment is, 
right now, today, or as soon as possible. Do this at least once, 
if never <lgain, for the sake of your future survival and for 

those whom you care to return to should you ever become 
separated. Do it for life. 
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Finally, know that this book will NOT save your life. Let's 
just set the record straight right up front. This book will give 
you some vital information that will serve you in a difficult 
time, But at the end of the day, should this hardship come 
your way, there you'll be and tben , , . YOU will save you. 
That's all I have to say on that. 

Happy Survivalin'! 

• WARN ING: If yOli are a survival expert or outdoor 
professional , this book is not for you! (Although you may 
learn something llseful which you may have considered 
beneath your skill sec) 

This book is for every housewife, businessman, weekend 

adventurer, and any other person who is exactly the opposite 
of the typ ical tested survival ist. It's for anyone who may one 
day find themselves in a dire position between life and death, 
where survival comes down to will and certain skills that 
you may not otherwise have. And my primary goal is to 
impart to you both the su preme importance of developing 
your natural will to survive, while also prov iding you with 

enough simple skills to make it happen. 
Myself, I didn't ask for this and didn't necessarily want to 

ever be in the position where survival was my only option. 
But it came to me, and I learned from it. And now, I feel it 'd 
be wrong of me not to share what I've learned . And that is 
the simple fact that anyone can survive even the harshest 
ci rcumstance; they need only choose to do so. The rest is 
simply details that will help along the way. Thi s book is 

meant to provide the simplest means to thatend-everything 
you really need to know to survive, and nothing else. 
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Chapter 1: 

Survival 



It happens to thousands of people every year, and it could 
just as easily happen to you. Your airplane goes down in the 
wilderness; or the train you' re riding derails miles from the 
nearest junction; or yOllr car breaks down in the desert; or 
you get lost while hiking in the woods; or a snowstorm 
strands you in the mountains unprepared . . . the possibilities 
are endless. 

In any case, you may survive the ini tial trauma event only 
to quickly realize that you are now in a terrible, dangerous 
predicament. It's possible that everyone who was with you 

hns died, including your spouse, child, or friend; or maybe 
some have also survived. ![ 's likely that you or others have 

sllsrnined bnd injuries; injuries that would make you vomit 
to look at. You may I1nd that you have little-to-no resources 
availnble- no food or water, no tools, no COllllllun icntion 
device, and no clue where you are or how to get to someplace 
safe. But the biggest question of all is whether or not you will 

be able to handle the reality of the situation in your head and 
heart; Do yOli have the will to su rvive? 

This book is for anyone who would hope to be prepared 
should they find themselves in such dire straits. The general 
survival situation I tnlk about inside this book is the kind 
that no one chooses to place themselves into-in other 
words, this is not for hikers or mounta inee rs or sk illed 

outdoorsmen. And the information and skills I provide are 
mennt to be grasped and applied by anyone. By fa r the most 
impol'tant factor in nnyone's survival in these cases is nor 
only the topic of this I1rst chapter, but it is someth ing that 
anyone can develop nnd carry with them at all times. That is, 
a strong psychology for survival-the will to live. 
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Now I <lin not the sm::u"test, strongest, toughest, baddest 

rella in the land. But 1 am the most dedicated to the 
commitment that I will fight death in all its forms; I will 

cheat it every chance 1 get; I will take every :ldvantage 1 can 

get away with; and I willncver, ever, EVER give up. Even if 
I should perish, r vow that my very cells will never quit and 

will fight even as the maggots eat my flesh, grow into flies, 
get consumed by birds and so on up the food chain until my 

cells make it back to civiliziltion and home to those I love. It 

is my mission and my purpose to face dowll my fears and to 

fight for my SlIl'vivnl with every fiber of my being. J will do 

everything and anyth ing it takes to stay alive and to keep 

going with every ounce of my physical and spiritual energy, 

and I will do this until I get back home and into the hearts 

of the olles I love. 

I am telling yOll right now that thi s is the single most 

important lesson in this book: NEVER QUIT! 

No matter what your circumstance, the most important 

aspect of survival is psychology. This, ironically, is the easiest 

and simultaneously most difficult part to teach, because it 

is the only thing that absolutely must come from within . As 

a survival expert and teacher, I can open doOl's to your own 

survival psychology, and I might even find a trigger to 

release a trap and allow some crucial part of you out, but at 

the end of the day, this is the one thing that you must find 

within yourself, and YOUll1ust al low it to take control in the 

worst of situations. Most of my survival courses, since they 

are usually with regular folk and not woodsmen, take the 

form of helping students to find this key element within 

themselves- the "will" to survive. All of the other skills and 
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knowledge I teach are useless without it. 
As we'll discuss in this chapter, there are several elements 

you need to develop a s trong psychology of su rvival~get 

prepared by learning and practicing the skills and 
knowledge offered here; build con fidence that you'll always 
make it; learn to face the negati ves; always use you r head 
and your heart; know the reasons why you must survive; 
and, of course, NEVER QUIT! 

Preparation at 
Fort Living Room 
The general rules of life clearly state that if you're ready for 
something, it won't happen; and if you ain't ready, it sure will 
happen! This phenomenon is sometimes called "Murphy's 
Law" (or "Sod's Law" in the UK) and I have found that it 

also translates perfectly into "Hawke's Law of Survival." So 
w hen I travel, I always have a little chu ckle to myse lf 

thinking, "If this plane goes down and anyone survives, it 
probably won't be me, but rather someone who wouldn't 
even know how CO use half my travel survival kit, providing 
they even thought to look for it, haha!" I'll be the dead guy 
with all the handy stuff on his body, so search me well if you 
happen to be on my flight! 

Okay, this gives you a fee l for my sense of humor. You'll 
see that I apply it throughout the book, and heck, 
throughout my life for that matter. You'd be surprised at how 
a sense of humor can benefit you in the worst of situations. 
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Look at it like this: it'd be pretty funny to survive a plane 

crash or boat sinking, and then die from lack of food or 

water! But look at the upside-either way, if you die fast, 

there's no suffering; if you die of starvation or exposure, well, 

at least you had time to make peace with your maker. You 

see, either way and in all things, I suggest yOll always look for 

the positive, and don't dwell on the negative any more than 
you need to in order to identify it and learn not to repeat 

whatever caused it. If something you're doing or thinking 

ain't fixing or improving your situation, it 's wasting your 

time. And the clock is always ticking towards your death, so 

don't squander one momen t in unproductive depression or 
self-pity or any of the other things that only serve to drain 

your energy without benefit. 

Now, don't get me wrong: of course you should take some 

time-after you've done all you can to handle the immediate 

disaster and are having a well-deserved and well-timed 

break- to give things a think, even have a cry. This is healthy 

if controlled, and even necessary for your psyche. We must 

mourn if we experienced loss, and usually with a survival 

situation, there is loss. Make peace with that concept. And 

accept the possibility that more anguish may be on the way

otherwise, you will fear it, and fear will beat you down faster 

than anything and spread like a virus. It will consume you 

in a heartbeat and even spread to others very quickly if 

you're in a group. 

That is why combat commanders cannot tolerate fear in 

the ranks. I have literally seen an enti re battalion running in 

fear, to the point they attacked my troops in mad panic when 

we came to assist. Fear is that dangerous, and you should 
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view FEAR as your worst enemy in any survival situation. 
The way we as commanders manage it, is to keep the troops 
busy and productive. All that apparent "busywork" that 
soldiers always seem to be doing has a purpose

commanders are making sure the men don't have time for 
fear to set in. You should do the same. 

You see, most fear is a result of i!,'llOranCej it's a fear of 
the unknown. By sitting down in Fort Living Room, right 

now, learning techniques and gaining confidence in your 
knowledge of what to do, you are putting yourself in a better 
position to handle a survival situation when you're in a real 
hurt box. So, good on ya'! 

Now, reading and thinking about it is better than nothing, 
but noth ing is better than hands-on experience when it 

comes to the survival arts. So GET PREPARED by reading 

this book, trying many of the skills and techniques within, 
getting good at the ones that feel most natural to you, and 
practicing them every once in a while. This will give you the 

hard ski lls and confidence that will keep you prepared for 
anything. And that is the number-one way to fight fear-to 
know what to do. 

I will refer to psychological and even spiritual concepts 

as we go. Some might not see this as befitting a down-and
dirty guide to survival. But let me dispel this myth right up 
front. In all my years of training and fighting, I have learned 
one thing is always true-human spirit is what counts the 
most when all else is equal and all else fails . It is what one 
believes in, including one's self, which makes the difference 

between those who make it and those who don't. 
In fact, many of my best fighters have been fat old guys or 
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scrawny runt f,"uys or lanky bigh'1.IYS who were flat-out brave 

in fire fights and other dangerous situations. They used their 

head rin d henrts to compl iment their skills. The only men I 

eve r relieved for cowardice under fire, happened to be 

young, fit guys, The lesson to me was the reinforcement of 

tharold adage, "You can'tjl.ldgc a book by its cover." I've seen 

more pretty-boy bodybuilders quit and more fat, skinny, 

short, t" l1, old, :md young guys make it-always based on 

their heart and mind first and foremost. In a nutshell, 

attitude is everything. 

No matter whether you arc a man, woman, child, old, 

young, fit, or even disabled-I don't give a rat's butt, frankly

YOLl can mnkc it as long as you work on your bnsics, know 

whatyoll W:1I1t to live for, and never quit. Heart, Mind, and 

Skills ( in that order!) vanquish fear. This is the key to 

surviva l. 

So you didn't grow up as an Eagle Scout. So what? Get 

over it! I ain't a billionaire either, but 1 eat every day. And in 

a sllrv ival situation, even without tons of sk ills and 

experience, you can make do with a few basics and some 

common sense. T he most important skill you can have and 

develop is simply good old -fashioned common sense. And 

before we get into what it takes to be prepared, let's talk for 

a moment about not being prepared. As in Murphy's Law of 

combat, you'll likely find YOLirsel f in a survival situation right 

on the day you decide to go to the sto re to buy a bunch of 

survival stuff, haha! 

UltimMely you need to be mentally prepared for the 
harsh realties of surviving. Death is real and a real possibility 

always. One of the big things I teach in all my survival classes 
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is that it ain't a game; it ain't TV or a movie; it's real, and lots 
of folks bite the dust simply because they don't comprehend 
this. It's no joke, and it sure ain't camping. The key is, if you 
find you rself in a bad situation and you have noth ing: 

You lock it in your head right now that you will 
survive, you will not quit, and even if they find your dead 
body, there will be no mistake that you were fighting the 

fight right to the end! 
When you bnve nothing, this commitment is all you have, 

and, more times than not, this can actually be enough, My 

combat base camp has been overrun by the enemy a few 
times, and I've been in a lot of firefights, and there were days 
I could see the bad guys all around and the bullets were 
whizzing. At times I could even see some of them smiling, 

they have been thM close, and I JUSt knew in those moments 
that this was it, I would not see the end ofthis day, and like 
so many bodies I bad looked upon, I wondered how they'd 
look upon mine. Bur despite all this, [ kept on with my job 
and my mission, whether it was moving or rescuing or what 

have you. You don't stop to think and let the fear get a grip, 
you just keep driving on and never quit, Keeping a grip on 

one's courage has carried cOllntless many through almost 
certnin death in battle, and so it can serve you, too, in the 
battle for survival. I cannot repeat or stress enough the 

mantra: NEVER QUIT! 
Of course the survival situation is quite a different reality 

than that of the combat soldier. However, the potential end 
result is the same. Dead is dead . And it is in this way that the 
psychology of surv ival is applicable barh to soldiers and 
survivors, 
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Tools & Toys 
Obviollsly, most su rvi val scenarios happen instantly and 

without warning, so it's unlikely that you will have any tools 

at all on your person to help YOli through. Or is it? 

I always carry at least a minimal "survival kit" most places I 
go. I'll discuss these in detail in Chapter 10. But for now, let's 

look nt some orthe most practical survival tools~or "toys" as 

we sometimes call 'em-yoll should cons ider carrying 

whenever you travel. 

COMMUNICATIONS 
First and foremost is communications. Let's face it, the best 

way outta trouble is the most direct and easiest-pick up the 

bat phone and c(lll for the rescue limo service . 

• SATELLITE PHONES. Sat phones are the best thing to have 

when travelling above or across grcnt expanses of 

wilderness. They're not much bigger than a modern ceH ular 

phone. So, get a sat phone if you're into flying, boating, or 

doing anything where you're in remote areas on a regular 

basis. Heck, even if you 're going somewhere remote on a 

one-time basis, it's good to borrow or otherwise get yO Ul" 

hands on one. Lt cou ld mean aH the difference in the world 

should the unimaginable befall you. They're not as 

expensive as one might think, but the usage rates can be. Of 
course, when it comes to life saving, it's best to spend a bie if 

needed. Like a11 items in your survival kit, play with it and 
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makc sure you know how to work it before you go. It 's also 
smart to know how to do it in thc dark. Get into the closet or 

slap on a blindfold and practice. Sounds crazy, I know, but it 
works. Also, think about trauma, and protcct it with a solid, 
waterproof, shock-rcsistant case. 

• CELL PHONES. I go with a service provider that covers the 

whole globe. 1 can get a signal in any major town anyw here 
in the world w ithout switching service or falling off the 
radar. However, out in the hinterlands, I have found my 
major provider lacking. A good back-up plan is to either have 

a world phone and buy a local sim card in the area of your 
travels for a few bucks, or just buy a chcapo local phone as 
soon as you hit the ground in any country. Again,just being 
able to make commo might S:lVe your lifc. But do yourself a 
favor when yOll buy these phones or sim cards: take a second 
to ask how to dial for help. Even better, I line up three 
medical evacuation companies capable of air or sea rescue in 
the area and have three hospitals lined up with the best level 

of care for trauma and disease just in case, whcnever I travel. 
And finally, while you' re doing your area study, look into 
who are the official SAR (Search and Rescue) folks in th:lt 
neck of the woods. Good to know, better to make contact in 

case . 

• RADIOS. If I'm going to be somewhere for a while, and can 

carry extra gear, J always have an !-I F (High Frequency) 
radio. These can broadcast around the world with very little 
power and no license, and they operate in almost any 
weather. Now, there are some tricks to frequencies and 
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[mtennas, wave theory and propagation, etc., that throw 

people ofr. But it's not as tricky as one might think to master 

the basics. They're worth their weight in gold if yO Ll are 

goingto operate somewhere remote. So, plan these into your 

su pply li st and get familiar with them. Much morc on this 

later. 

Next are the hand-held radios. There arc some good ones 

now that combine GPS with radio and even help you find 

th e other radios near you if you' re in a team on "walki e

talkies." These are great, but at best, they have a two-mile 

range. The marine band radios for sea only have about a five

mile range. So, while handy for daily operations, it's not 

really someth ing to bank on in a survival situation. 

SIGNALS 
There are all kinds of laser lights, strobes, beacons, 

tnlllsponders, flares, etc. on the market these days. It's good 

to get something for daytime and night time signaling. 

There's even a nifty watch that has a beacon transponder 

built into it. The key when it comes to signals is to do some 

research and find the ones best su ited for your needs. I 

always look for size and weight firs t. The reason is simple: if 

it's too big and bulky, it becomes cumbersome and eventually 

gets left behind. Murphys' Law of Combat states: "The day 

you leave it beh ind, even after years of carrying it without 

use, will be the very day you need it most." So, with that rule 

in mind, I try to carry everything all the time and that is why 

I go for size and weight as priority criteria. Always test these 

devices be fore you leave home. 
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KNIVES, TOOLS, AND OTHER GIZMOS 
Everything you C.:ltl get, and carry, is good. And anything is 
always better than nothing. But 111.:lke it count. There are lots 

of products our there rhnt I've bought and tried and found 

either to be wholly lacking or downright worthless! Much 

to my chagrin and su rprise in some cases. So, [ always like to 

experiment with new things, and first thing after I buy them, 

I actually try them. Don't 1llnke the mistake of keeping it in 

the wrapper and thinking that's the best way to keep it new 

:md ready. Check it out. 

I once bought a really cool fire starter, this impregnated

wax product. I n the old days, we'd take cotton balls soaked 

in Vaseline an d putthcm in foil , then in a ziplock baggie, and 

thi s made a good fire starter material for rainy days when 

you didn 't have a lighter or match. So, I thought, great, 

someone finnll y made n commercinl version of it. I bought it, 

tucked it in my emergency rLicksnck and forgot all nbout it. 

A few month s later I got tnsked to do n TV show and we 

went to s tart a fire (the fire w<lsn't pnrt of the show, just 

LOoking up some bugs and roots) so I tried the fire wax. Not 

only did it not work, I had to use other methods to start the 

fire, and after a few hours of cooking and eating and filming, 

when I put the fire out and went to ste rilize the area, the 

dang thing was still there, completely intact, un-melted and 

not worth a darn. How bad would that have sucked if my life 

depended on it? 

So, try new things, bur TRY them after you buy them and 

before you need them! 

And remember: keep it light. If you are stranded in a 

survival situation and have to walk out, that might make all 
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the difference in the world. We used to joke in Special Forces 

that we had 100 pounds of lightweight stuff. But guess what, 

it was still 100 pounds of weight in OUl" rucksnck, which we 

affectioll<ltcly called, "the life-sucking tick." Think light. 

That's all I'm goingto go into at this point for gadgets and 

gizmos. 
As for knives and tools, for every pro there is a Call. A big 

knife is grent for whacking down trees to make a shelter, a 

raft, a sled, etc. But, they not only make it really hard to do 

small stuff like make snares and traps, they can actually be 

dangerous. 

The same goes for knives that are too small. These are 
great for most jobs arollnd the camp for sLlrviving, but they 

sure make it hard to build a shelter. Try for a middle ground . 

But knives are for another chapter, too. Just want to address 

the, ahem, "point" that they are a gadget to be considered. I 

have many different kinds to choose CO carry. Some for when 

I'm in a suit, some for when 1 travel by air, some for when 1 

do medical or communications work, some for when I go 

into heavy bush, or just field camping. 1 even have a specific 

one for when I walk the streets of London, as they have very 

strict laws about what you can carry. I learned about this the 
hard way when 1 was almost arrested for a one-inch locking

blade knife. 

The number-one tool in survival is the knife. Always 

carry one or have one available and/or accessible. And learn 

a few ways to make or improvise different knives. 

Whatever the size or quality-and quality is im portant when 

it comes to blades-I always make sure that one principle 

holds true for all of them, and that is that l have one! 
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The Positivity 
of Negatives 
Most fol ks will tell you that personality is the most 

importan t trai t. Looks, smarts, strength, skills, all these arc 
important, and contribute, but when it 's:111 said ;:md done, 

personality is what matters most, as it is an outward 

ohsCI"vnble mnnifesmtion of one's attitude towards life an d 

those in their life. So, it is in life, it is in death. 

Your attitude towards your newfound survival situation
really, your potential demise nnd death-is going to be the 

dominant intern:! 1 factor dctermin ing your III ission Sllccess 

or failure. It will get you through more thillhrs than you can 

imagine. 

But the ex ternal factors- the elements of your 

circumstance- will a lways vary. I n th is book, and in rca] 

survival situations, I refer to these as the Negalil'es. The 

neg~tives ~re p~rtof your re~lity. There ~re ~Iwnys negatives 

in life, and nlt·ely nre they so immediate nnd significant as 

when one is t ruly surviving, fncing the potential for denth . 

So, I will nlwn)'s address the negntives, but note thnt [ 

address them first. and then the positives. I do this for a 

reason . You mllst always f~cc the negatives, and that !l1e~ns 

to acknowledge them, identify them , define them, ~nd find 

ways to denl with them. You cannot neg,:ne or mitigate the 

negatives if you do llot address them. Basically, you mllst 

confront your demons. No one C':l11 or will do it for you . To 

ignore or pretend they're not there, to wish or hope they'll 

go away, is to do nothing morc than open the door and wait 

for them to do all that yOll fear. So, face your fears, stare them 
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right in the eye, and smile, saying, ''Ahh, I know you're there, 

and can get me, but not yet, not yet!" Then you COllnt your 

positives-or in other words, your options-and take what 
seems to be the best of them at the time. 

T his is a key component of my sllrvival philosophy

worki ng effectively within your reality. I've seen people 

freeze in th e face of fear and death. Very farely has this 
served any good that I have observed. Both in street fights 

and in trauma when J worked as a paramedic, I have seen 

people freeze in some way, not willing to open their eyes. 

Although their eyes were wide open, they simply did not 

want to accept what was happening right in front of them 

nnd they froze. 

YOLl must not fall into this trap. The best and easiest way 

is to do some thing, almost anything, and it will snap you out 

of th e shock and horror that beset you in the first place. 

When there is no one around to pimp sbp you bac k to 

reality, you must do it yourself. Action is the answer. 

J call this approach the "positivity of negatives." Look for 

all the negatives you can find , and then figure out the best 

ways around them. When you do, you feel better because 

you have a plan, you have considered the negatives, you are 

aware of th em, and you know what they mean or could 

mean. Hut now that you have calculated them and factored 

them into your plan, you've effecti vely neutralized your 

negatives! 1·low's that for survival algebra. 

[n essence, [ am a "yes man." I want to hear and see all the 

"no's" and ask why and how? When I find out "why" I can't 

do this or that, I then look for and find out "how" I can get 

to "yes." In fact there can be only one answer: yes I can 
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surv ive,yes I will survive,'yes I will try:md do and go until I 
need not do any lon&rcr, 'yes, this I can do and will. )'es! 

••••• 

Okay, the rcst of the book will get more into basic stu ff for 

those who don't care to wax philosophical on the subject. I 
don't sweat that too much , as cveryone who has been and 
anyone who w ill be in a real survi\'31 situation, will find 
themselves touching the esoteric anyway: evcn if they arc 
reluctant to indulge me here and now, they will bter, 

One of Murphy's/ Sod's Laws is thnt there nrc no Atheists 
in fox holes, That means, when you're in battle and bullets 

are fl ying, folks who do nor believe in God or some spirihlnl 
entity by any name, tend to find themselves making prayers 

to someone or something when it looks like dea th is an 
imminent potentiality, And the same holds tl'Ut' for those 
surviving: all of a sudden, you fi &'1.l l'e out what mall e I'S to you 
Illost and wh3t you believc in, if yOLl hadn't before, I've seen 
it h3PPt'1l plenty o f times, so I don 't fret it when folks say to 

mc, ;; H:l\vke, shut lip about the philosophy; tell me how to 

survive." Even though I am telling them the most important 
th ing, I shut my t rap, smile, an d s tart ta lk ing about 
sOl11 cthingclsc,., . They' ll sec. 
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Murphy's Laws of Combat 
and Hawke's Laws of Surviva l 
Let me share with you a few of Murphy's Laws of Combat, 

as they're extremely relevant to Hawke's Laws of Survival. 

For you vets, these will remind you of the tickle you got the 

first time you learned them in practice. For those of YOllllot 

familiar with them, they will give you ahtreat illsight into the 

realities of survival, since survival really is combat between 

you and nature, a fight to live. And nature is always stronger, 

you neve r defeat her, yOll only overcome her challenges. 

Respecting the laws of combat is tantamount to respecting 

the laws of tlnture. You will be better off for it in both 

ill stalKes. 

MURPHY'S LAWS OF COMBAT (J UST A FEW, AS THERE 
ARE MANY) 

• If it's stup id but it works, it ain't stupid 

• No plan ever survives first contact with the enemy 

• The enemy attacks on two occasions- when he's ready, 
and, when you're not 

• No inspection-ready unit ever passed in combat, and no 

combat-ready unit ever passed inspection 

• When you are short everything but enemy, yOll are in com
bat 

• When the battle is going your way, you're in an ambush or 

trap 
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HAWKE'S LAWS OF SURVIVAL (FOR STARTERS . ... ) 

• Never quit 

• Everything you plan and pack, will be lost in the event that 
causes the survival scenario 

• Survival situations happcn to those who haven't studied, 
or have but aren't ready 

• The best-trained, most-equipped survivalist wil! be the 
first one killed in the crash 

• The person least likely to survive will be the one left to face 
surviving 

• When you lack everything but misery, you arc surviving 

• When you think you got it all handled, you're in the biggest 
trouble 

Instructors 
& Instruction 

The first rule about instructors and instruction is that no one 
owns the market on survival. It is innate in every livingthing 
all the planet. M;:m has been doing this as long as we have 
existed, and it is inherent within each of us. Remember that. 

Do not be misled by any claims to mastery of survival by 

anyone. Most people who teach survival have never been in 
a s ituation in which they htld to su rvive or die. And most 
folks who have overcome a survival situation c ither never 
studied survival before, or, after their ordeal, never wanted 
any 1110re to do with it. 
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I teach my style, which is simple and basic. Hawke 

Survival is fot' when you have nothing but a knife, the clothes 
on your back, your wits, and heart. (And if you don't have a 

knife, YOll make oneO That is what' learned in those hard 
winters on the streets as a kid with no money, and I 

enhanced that education with much army and Special 

Forces training later. All the goodies are good, but what if 
you don't have them? Then what? That's what this book is all 

about: "Then what?!" 

In all my hands-on survival training, I combine the 

techniques and methods and devices I've learned to impart 

the most practical information, a!ongwith mYOWll innuence 
and experience. 

The us Air Force (USAF) has a great survival schooL 

Since pilots have always flown across borders and risked 

being shot down, survival training has pretty much been a 

part oftlleir preparation from the early days. But know this

their instructors start off as kids like any other military 

enlistee. No one is a born expert. These men and women go 

to a course, and then presto, they are instructors. Granted, if 

they get into their work and do it longenollgh, they become 

pretty good . But, USA F teaches a very differen t type of 

survival. Designed for pilots, with military survival items 

and that makes a huge difference. $0, if you want to learn 

how to use lots of gadgets and travel with a vest ful! of 

military kit, this is great training. The premise is that a pilot 

need only survive until rescue, as most of the time his 

location and the time of his downing is known precisely. [n 

short, a one- to three-day time frame is the key component 

of the USAF survival school ment:llity. 
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The US Special Forces (SF) is a bit ditTercn t, in that they 
mostly llse seasoned folks to teach their courses. (The 
British Special Air Service (SAS) and a few others fall into 

this category as well.) Some of their instructors are retired 
SF men who practice their trade as a IXlssionate hobby when 
not instructors, so their practical skills are as sharp as their 
teach ing skills. 

The basic SF course was set up by a famolls SF survivor 
and escapee. Nick Rowe, who spent five years as a PO\lV in 

Vietnam. The foclls of the course is geared tOIV<lrd actually 
living and operating behind enemy lines for ex tended 
periods, often with no gear, as an escapee. which is very 
different from USAF training for pilots who would have a 
vest full of the best government-issued surv ival stuff 
available. 

Many of the early Army SF S.E. R. E. (Survival, Escape, 
Resistance, and Evasion) instructors were PO\'Vs or escapees 
from internment camps during the cold wars. Many retired 

from active duty at the school and continued to teach long 
afterwards as civilians. This gives the graduates of USSF 
SERE school some distinct advantages in survival skills. But 
again, it is only a school, with limits on time and instruction. 
Like learning cumbarives, you can get ;1 lor out of 30 days of 
training, but unless it is practiced and applied, it is just 
another course, just theory. 

However, it shou ld be pointed out that despite my 
obvious bias towards SF survival training, the SF training 
still often had instructors who only knew their own specific 
area of su rvi val. and did not know m;my othe r elements. 
Furthermore, just because a man went through survival 
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school, does not make him a true expert 011 the matter. It jusr 

means he's been through :1 pretty good course to give him 

some skills in case he ever needs it, yet most neve r do and 

therefore they cannot give you any idea of the reality of 

survival situations since they don't know it themselves. 

But in all Special Operations Forces (or SO P, n blnnket 

name covering tmy unconventional fo rce, and oftclll11istakcn 

for SPEC iAL FOI~CES which is the unique elite force 

specializing in 1Illcol1vcntionall6'1.lcrri II" warf:ll'e) there are 

people who take an imerest in a specific skill set and seek to 

develop rhnr niche. Some fOCllS 0 11 shooting or snip ing; some 

get into scuba and underwater training; some concentrate 

on alpine or arctic knowledge; others specialize in skyd iving; 

some become world class martial artists. 

It is in this way that I took an interest in survival training. 

Because I had lived it as a kid, always scrounging and 

improvising to procure food, clothing, and shelter, this topic 

became my n:ltural area of interest. And one thing [ leamed 

vcry quickly was that bec:ll1se we travel so much, to so many 

different locations on too short notice most of the time, it's 

virtually impossible to really develop nn in depth knowledge 

of nil the fnctors in all areas-for example, which plants are 

poisonous, edible, and medicinal in every region of the 

world. In fnct, one could spend a lifetime studying nnd 

earning multiple degrees in plant life and sti ll make a fntal 

mistake and ent the wrong thing. So, it became npparent to 

me carlyon, that whnt was needed \\Ins a set of UN IVERSAL 

SUR VIVAL PRINCIPLES thnt [ could take with me 

nnywhere and npply in any circumstances. This was to 

become the founclation of my core survival techniques. 
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Besides SOF trainer!>, there arc many civi I ian instrucrors 
out there teaching great stu ff. One of the ad vantages of a 

civi I ian instructor is that they usually have only one thing ro 
focus on - teaching, learning, practicing su rvival. Most 
military folks do not have that luxury; they have other jobs 
and mi ssions that require most of their attention and skills. 
But they hnve to lenrn nnd master to one degree or another, 
survival, as n potential reality in their occupation. Civilians 

need only ro do one thing. Often in SF we went to a civilian 
to learn a particular skill, as he or she might have been the 
best mountain biker or alpine skier in the world, ns that's all 
they do. And often rhnt civilian might have grownup in that 
specific area, know it inside an am, might even be a native or 

local tribesman and that's great, especia lly if that's where 
you want to learn your surviva l craft as that's likely the only 

place you'll use it. In these cases, I highly recommend going 
to local talent for local knowledge. 

ECO LOGICAL FOOTPRINT 
Another element [ constantly encounter in the comparison 

of rhe civilian instructors to military instructors is the 
consideration of the land nnd ani1llnls. First off, many 
civilian courses teach to pack food, and otherwise cat roots, 
plants, nuts, and berries- now thm's all fine and good . Bur it 
takes an immense amoLlntofknowledge to know which ones 
to e:;lt in the first place, nnd it actually tnkes a ron of effort to 

attain these things. too. 
The military teaches specifically ro kill and cat animals. 

To kill takes some skill and work, bur actually, far less than 
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finding and digbring up the edible roots. Some plants can't be 

eaten, or else. But most animals can be eaten. Also, some 

roots need to be boiled to get Ollt the toxins. (Do YOll know 

which ones? You'd better!) Most meat can be eaten raw if 
enten right away. Fin:lliy, the fa t and protein of the animal 

will give you more bnng for the buck than any root, fruit, 

plant, nut, or berry when it comes to nourishment for 
surviving. And so, we kill to live. 

I am constantly surprised by the number of people who 
have never killed for their own food. Even though they are 

meat eaters at home, they flat refused to kill, like they are 

somehow better than that or above it. Let me tell you right 

now, survival is the great equalizer in that rich or poor, smart 

or not, if YOLl don't do what you have to do, you won't live. 
Unfortunately many civilian survival classes skip this 

piece of tmining, and that is a shame. I f there is no killing, 

you are merely camping! 

Another difference is that many civilian classes teach you 

to how pitch your tent and set up your sleeping bag. Now, I 

love my "wubby," a.k.a. the army poncho liner, our 

equivalent to a lightweight sleeping bag, but more on that 

later. For now, I will say this, if you have a tent and bag, 

you're camping! Survival is when you don't have these 

things. How do you make a shelter or a blanket from the cold 

and wet environment? Bottom line, you chop a tree or kill 

some plants. Survival is brutal, make no mistakes about it. 

Like war, it is a fight to the death; something must die for 

you to Jive. Many civilian courses disapprove of this element 

of survival training, and do not want to harm the 

envi ronment. And I agree, to a degree. I was raised with 
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many Native American ideals, and to live with nature is one 

of them. But I also know that man has always taken what 
nature has had to offer and used it for his needs. It is seen as 
a gift as long as it is respectfully done. Only take what is 
needed, and always being humble and thankful. But, cut a 
tree or kill an animal to survive nonetheless, this is the only 
way. 

One superior element of SF survival training is that it 

teaches you to live off the land, specifically behind enemy 
lines where you may have to do so for long periods of time. 
We are schooled and const.mtly tested to understand one 

thing: we are there for the duration. If that war goes on for 
ten years and we can't get out and they can't get to us, we 
must be prepared to settle in for the long haul. [f we do get 

ou r, most likely it will be by walking a mighty long way-like 

across the country, a few countries, or even a continent. 
\.yhat it means is that we learn to ration, to be constantly 
aware of surroundings, and to live behind the Jines with 
trackers and dogs looking for us. So we live "small." leaving 
as little a footprint as possible for them to track and find liS 

as we know what awaits us if we're caught. 
However, sllch eco-minded survival-leaving no trace-is 

not for this book, ,md not for the lay person to consider when 
in a real survival situation. In that case, you wantro leave as 
big a mark on the ground (or at sea) that you can, so that 

ground or air rescuers can see your mark. Heck, make it so 
that even a satellite will find you if it passes overhead! 

What it all means is this: when I encounter people who 

don' t want to chop a small tree for their shelter in the cold, 
ot' they don't want to kill a small mammal fat' their meal , 
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then I hand them :l pencil and paper, I ask them, "who is 

the most important person alive on this planet that you love 
and care for?" Then [ tell them to write this letter: 

"DcaI' JOllnie/Jallie, 

[ love yOll vcry Illllch, but I love this tree or this critter more 
than YOll, so, l refuse to kill it. Therefore, [will/ay down here 

Gild die. But know that I love YOll, very much, just /lot as much 

as this rabbit or bush." 

They always chop or kill after that .... 

So these are all the factors to consider when YOll are 

deciding what survival class and teacher you want to train 

with. One area where the military instructors tend to be a 

lot better is exnctly the opposite of the localized 

instructors-they must be prepared to deploy and operate 

anywhere in the world, so they train CO survive likewise. No 

one else does this, simply because they don't need to do so. 

Now, I'm not taking :mything from [lnyone. What I am 

saying is th:!t learning survival is the same as learning a 

martial art-you must learn what the differences are, then 

find the right art for you and the right instructor for that art. 

Consider thnt when choosing to further your educntion in 

survival. And no matter what you study, with whom, where, 

when , or how, the most important thing is to get out and do 

it. Go to your yard, do it in your house, go camping, pull off 

the roadside, nnything- just go and do is the key. 
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Should I Stay 
or Should I Go 
T he second key decision you will have to make after a tragic 

event leaves you in a survival situation is: Should I stay or 

shou ld I go? (The first, of course, is : "Do J want to live, or 

am I gonna give up right now because it 's all just too much ." 

By now, yOli know the answer to that question. Hint: NEVER 

QUIT!) 

Before you can start considering food, water, fire, shelter, 

and other necessities, you must first assess your immediate 

circumstances. If your life is in peril, you must remedy that 

condition . If someone else is in peril, too, and you assess that 

yOLl can get them and yourself out at the same time, then do 

not hesitate to snntch them up and scoot. However, if you 

got a snapped arm, and they've got double brokcnlegs, then 

it's not heroism but rather foolishness to try and pull them 

and you out, if the plane is about to go over a cliff, for 

example. In the first moments, it's all about heartbeat 

3ssessments and split-second decisions. Many folks can and 

will second-guess themselves later, but that is for then, not 

now. If you're a fitness stud and conditions are right, go for 

the heroism. If you're hungover, or sick, or otherwise weak, 

and you just know you can't get them too, then get yourself 

alit-otherwise, there isjust one more dead person and that 

would be a tragic waste as you might have saved ten people 

later if you had lived . Now if your child or lover is in danger, 

and you'd rather not live without them, what the heck, go 

for it-do all you can to save them regardless of your position 

or the situation. Either way, yom problems will be solved. 
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But once you have yourself and others out of immediate 
harm's way, and you've treated yourself and others-as 

FIRST AID is th e real first priority ofsurviva\-then you 

make the decision to STAY where yOll are and wait for help, 

01' GO, evacLL3ting the immediate area and looking for ways 

Ollt. 

This decision will determine everything that follows. 

What to bring, what to leave, what to lise now, what to 

ration; these are all answe red b3sed on this one key 

decision - to stay or to go. 
Now sometimes you won't even have an option. If you r 

ship sinks, you're pretty much stranded right where it sunk 

unless you have a lifeboat. But without it, you're stuck at the 

mercy of the seas, currents, winds, and other elements at 

play. In these cases, you just start working on improving your 

situation, seek ing refuse. debris, other survivors, etc. 

But when it is .'In option to stay or go, the general thinking 

is most of the time it is better to stay put. Especially 

nowadays when most aircraft, sea vessels, and other forms of 

transport are tied into radio, satellite, and navigation systems 

that tell others back in civilization where that transport is 

and where it isn't, when it should have reported in, and 

when it didn't make its last required communications. 

For these reasons, most of the time, the right answer is 

to stay put. Even when you are alone in a broken down 
vehicle or at a campsite, these things have a larger footprint 

than a lone individual walking around by themselves. This 

means it will be easier for someone to find you ifYOll are lost 

or stranded. Staying put near .'I crash site will highly increase 

the chances of being found and ultimately surviving. 
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In these cases. figure out what the priorities me. II11110st 
cases, water will be the very first priority, but, if you're in 3. 

harsh environment, shelter might be the top priority. And if 
very cold 01' wet, fire might be more immediately important 

than water. But in all cases, make water a priority and when 
not number one. keep in mind that it is always a close 
11l1111ber two unless you happen to have plenty of it on hand. 

of course. there will be s ituations in which you will come 
to realize that your best cha nces of survival will be to pack 
up and start walking. In some cases, the place you're at will 

be so inhospitable thm extended survival there doesn't seem 
likely. In other cnses. you may do all you can to survive for 
several days or even weeks at the scene of the disaster while 
hoping that rescuers are on the way, and then finally decide 

that no one is coming to save you, in which case you would 
have to seriOllsly consider making a plan and heading out to 

find your own rescue. 
vVhether you stay or go, the priorities of survi val remain 

the same. The constants arc: shelter, water, food, and fire . 

Their order is v:lriable, btU th ese factors are 110t. Remember 
the acronym: S.vVF.F. In other words, you need to think and 

act "SWif.' Fl y" in all things survival. 
We' ll discuss these things in detail in each specific 

chapter. For now, it is enough to know th:lt you must make 
a decision early 011 to stay or to go. The rest of your dramatic 

sto!'y will unfold and be told as YOll go from that fork in th(.' 

road. 
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Reason 
to Survive 
Let's go back once :lh'Clin to vcry first question you will have 

to answer when facing death: "Do I wallt to live? Do I h.:lVC 

what it takes to do whatever it t"kes to make it ou t of here 

alive?" 

I 11 fact , you will prob"bly find yourself asking that 

question more than just once, ulltil yOll either die or get 

rescued. As [ s:lid before, survival :lin't n T V show. It's real, 

just <IS your potential death is extremely real. And the 

challenges you will face in a SUl'viv:l] scenario-mentally, 

physically, and spiritually-are greater than anything YOLl 

could ever imagine. T hat's exactly why YOlllleed to draw on 

things from within yourself th:!t trump everyone of the 
obstacles you w ill come [lcross. 

Mentally, picture your spouse back at home. Picture your 

child, your parents, your siblings, all the people you lovc. 

Mnke n pnct with them that you will do everything in your 

power and thcn some to keep yourself nlivc nnd get homc to 

thcm safely, Omw eneq:,'Y and strength and commitmcnt 

from them, Though you may be in the darkest place 

imaginable, they em be:l beilcoll to keep you going. 

Physically, trust your body to take on all YOll ask of it nnd 

more. The human body-nnd especially the mind/ body 

connection- is capablc of accomplishing vastly mOl'e than 

the average person imagines, As J've sai d before, some of the 

most sucecssful soldiers I've experienced have been of the 

fat, skinny, too taB, or too short variety. Butthey fought with 

all their heart and got more ou t o f their bodies than could 
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be expected. There will be plenty of moments during your 
ordeal in which you think you've reached the end. Ignore 
those thoughts and push through it- and don't be surprised 
when your body actu<ll1y delivers wh<lt you <lsk it to do. 
When you feel p<lin or you're extremely tired or st<lrvingor 
dehydnlted or genemlly depleted physic<lIIY-<lnd you just 
want to stop and sit down, or lay down <lnd go no further
tell yourself: ;'Keep Going!" Your body will respond, you will 
keep going <lround each new obstacle until, hope fully, you 

turn <I corner and find rescuc. 
Spiritually, some pmy to their God for help. Others speak 

to something like the Native Americans' "GreM Spirit." 

Others s imply ask Mother Earth for protection. And somc 
start to pray to God even if they never have before. Whatever 

your beliefs, now is a. good time to tap into them and lise 
them for support as yOll work your way through the ordeal. 
Throughollt time people have reported gaining amazing 
advantage through mysterious powers. Now, I'm not goingto 
preach <lbout God or the spirit world, but in a survival 
situation, I'm all for someone going [0 God or gods or spirits 
or what have yot! for help, strenf,rth, and the power to go on . 

Whatever it takes for you to keep trying to make it, works 
for me and should work for you. Use your innate powers of 
the physical , mental, and spiritual in every way you can to 
drive home to yourself the number one point of surv ival: 

NEVER QU IT! 
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Plan Man versus 
Semper Gumby 

Always make a plan, no matter what. It gives yo u (and 

others, if present) a starting point. It helps YOli to keep 

foclised and on-track when thill bTS happen to confuse or 
i ntCITupt your efforts. 

But remember Murphy's Law: No plan survives first 

contact with the enemy. The same is true for you ill a 

survival situation. Rarely will anything you plan work out 

just the way you think or envision. In fact, it is best to plan 

on having numerous changes in the plan! 

What I have found - and this helps me when I get 

frustrated or thwarted in my endenvors-is that when thinl:,"S 

nren't going my way, it is often because I need to stop, step 
back, re-think it, and find a better way or solution. If I'm 

working too hard, usually it means I'm doing it wrong. 

Secondly, I've seen over time that when things don' t go 

according to my plan, it LlSLlany ends up turning out far 

better than I could have ever hoped by revising the plan on 

the ny and doing what I need to do in the moment. So whcn 

things don't go right, I try not to get too upset and don' t take 

it to heart, I simply back up, give myself and the situation 

somc space and time, and things just work themselves out. 

So, the bottom line is to always make a plan, and have a 

plan , but to never expect that plan to work out exactly the 

way you expect. Do yom best and do an you can, rest and 

relax when you must, and things will be alright. There is 

nothing more you can do than an you can do, then, let go and 
be flexible. 
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You prob.:lbly know the f"mous 1960s c1:lym:ltion C:lrtoon 

c.:llled Cumby. And you prob:lbly didn't know th.:lt the n.:lllle 

becmne part of an oft-ch.:lnted excl:llll.:ltion by us Marines 

whenever:l pl:lnned ch.:lnged, whic h was ne:l rly :llways in 
war time: "Semper Cumby!" This Ill.:lkcs sense. as their motto 

is Semper Fidelis, or shortened to Semper Fi, which means 

"A lways F.:lithful" in Latin. So. in the hUlllorous way of 

soldiers, always with a bit of bi te, Semper Cumby means 

"Always Flexible," just !ike Gumby since he's made of clay 

and can be stretched into .:lnything one can im.:lgine. 

So, lllnke n plan, but always remember. "Semper Gumby!" 
And when it comes to initial decisions nnd moves, 

remember the .:lcronym "O.A .P.R. S.o.G." In other words, 

"Oapper before SOGgy." This relates to four elements: 

• DANGER: Get out of harm's way, and get others out of harm's 

way if you safely can. 

• ASSISTANCE: Provide first aid to yourself and others. 

• PRIORITIZE: Assess the situation and prioritize the SWFF 

constan ts (shelter, water, fire, food). 

• REALITY: Decide to stay 01' go. 

R:ltion and plan for the long haul, no matter what your 

circtllllst.:lnces and decisions, as it is the case more t imes 

than not th:lt folks are str.:lllded far longer than they ever 

anticipate. Whether YOll opt to stay at the site or make a 

move, ra tioning is the smart move. 
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Ancient Chinese Wisdom: 
Expectation Is the Source 
of All Unhappiness 
I have one more thing to say along the lines of the "foo-foo" 

philosophy of survival according to Hawke. And it's about 

expectation. 
Some people expect people to give them things, like they 

are owed by the world for no other reason than being born . 

Some people expect people to sacrifice for them without 

reciprocation. They expect that even if evcryone else dies, 

they will get out. Some call these people winners, but I call 

them takers. 
Some people expect to hnve to share, they expect have to 

lose something just because it is the way and it happens. 

They even expect to die in some cases. Some folks ca ll these 

people losers, but I call them givers. 

These are very critical points to understand about 

hU!11:lns if you find yourself in any stlrvivnl situation with 

people other than yourself. "G&T." That's the quick label to 

help you figure out who's who and how they'll likely jump in 

a pinch . Givers and Tnkers are who you'll be with-know the 

difference. 
Again, there nre no easy answers, not black or white on 

grey and shades in between. Both hnve their merits and 

faults. The key is to recognize them in others and yourself 

and work with these natural traits, not against them. That is 

to bJ"() abrainst nature, and the number one Hawke principle of 

survival is to nccept the wn)'s nnd go with the flow of nature. 

One of the fundamental keys to your survival is to not 
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expect anything. 

Do not expect to be rescued; you will only be let down, 
disheartened, and disillusioned ifit doesn't come to pass. Do 
not expect to have any creature comforts; you will only 
become an!:.'TY, frustrated , and fatigued when you don't have 
them. Do not expect that anyth ing will go right or go your 
way or be easy; you will only lose interest, drive, and 
motivation at every corner when they don't. 

Expect nothing. Expect no one to do anything for you . 
Expect no one to find you. Expect not to live. This is your 
reality. You must accept this and live in this very moment 
this way. To expect to get out and walk away is to fear the 
opposite if it happens. To fear is to freeze, and to freeze can 
be the very thing that causes what you fear to happen. 

The point of this Asian concept is to live right here, right 
now, in this present moment. 

If YOll see a poisonous snake, do not expect it to pass you 
by without striking, but rather see it for what it is at that very 
moment-a potentially deadly threat to your life in that exact 
instant. Then, look at it for what it is-simply an animal with 

a purpose, to weed out the weak animals in its environment, 
and to survive itse lf. Its intention is merely to live, the same 
as yours. It does so by killing, same as you will need to do, 

Simply living in the moment without expectation allows 

you not to fear but to see the potential to make the most of 
the situation and ma.ximize its potential. Without fear of 
death or expectation of being left alone, you merel y strike 
the an imal and make it a meal. You'll never know if it was 

goingto strike YOli or not. You don't live in the past or future 
of "what ifs", you only live in the here and now, without 
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expectation, only action or inaction. 

Expectation is different than hope. Hope for everything. 

Believe in yourself. Dream of your return to better times, see 

it and envision a happy ending. Do this in the slow moments, 

or the quiet, cold, wct, or hot moments when you can do 
nothing else bu t think. But then, when that time has passed 

and it's time to work or move, put those thoughts away and 

hold no expectations of their fruition. Keep all ofthesc alive 

and within yOll, and nurture them every day and re-kindle 

them when doused, so as to never let them fade and pass. 

BUT DO NOT EXPECT. 

As the ancient Chinese wisdom says, expectation is the 

source of all unhappiness. It is true. It is a false seed that will 

not bear fruit. Do not plant it; do not let it take mot. Ri p it out 

ifit does begin to grow in you, and do this with a vengeance. 

Expect nothing. Hope for everything. 

REMEMBER: Choose Life; Kill to Live; be DAPR before 

SoG!,')'; think SW FFly; and above all, NEVER QUIT~ 

T his is all I have to say on Survival Psychology. Now let's 

do stuff! 
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Chapter 2: 



Easiest first is the rule for shelters. 
Look around you and make what you have work for you . 

If you have a broken down vehicle, aircraft, sea vessel, or any 
wreckage or building debris, use it. 

Be very aware that building a shelter takes time, and a 
good one takes some work and therefore energy-especially 

to make it windproof and waterproof. If you are lucky 
enough to have all that sorted out for yOll, or if you're in such 
a pleasant climate that you can do without, then maybe you 
would consider not even making a shelte r. Forget that! In 
the best of conditions, [ still recommend using something 

for cover. Weather can change quickly, night temperatures 
may be very different than daytime temperatures, and most 
of all, you never know what critters and creepy crawlers are 

about. 
Just don't risk it. 
And don't fool yourself by thinking you're tough and try 

to sLIck it up and go without a shelter. I read in a book once 
where a guy slept in the snow, so I tried sleeping out in the 
cold one night without anything but my clothes .... I was 
sick with a cold for a week, ha! 

Thinking you're rough is fool ish thinking. Preserve your 

health and eneq,,'Y like a precious jewel. It is your life savings 
at this point, and it just might be what saves you. Guard it in 
all you do, and let common sense and concern for 
unnecessary risk be a major factor in all your decision

Il1nking criterin. 
So, first use what you have. If you don't have a ready

made shelter, use what is readily available in your 

slllToLlndings to make the easiest thing first. Of course, the 
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situation dictates. If you need to keep dry from the rain or 
heat or snow, cold, and wind , then do wh3t YOll need, but 
just past the minimum is what I recommend the first night. 
You will have plenty of other things to do. 

• THE TIME FACTOR Give yourself at least one hour to make a 
minimal shelter if YOll have good stuff around you. !fthere's 
not much around, giw yourself two hours. Shelters t3ke time 

to build. Build time into yOllr plan. If it 's early morning, 
great, you have time; if it 's afternoon or evening, move 
shelter higher on the priority list. Even if you have 
something for shelter already, get in it and test it before dark. 
I've had grent shelters in cnrs, dumpsters, hallways, caves, 

and in bushes, but at times still hnd a bnd night of sleep 

bec3use I was too conAdenr in:l particular shelter, :lnd little 
things like a few holes 01' lumps caused me more grief than 
I bargained for. 

J have also taken all day to mnke a very good shelter, but 
only after I hnd food and w3ter sorted out. In some shelters 
J have slept as good as I ever have in any bed anywhere. In 
these I took the time to get it off the ground and protect it 

well from wind and rain and critters, and made sure th3t I 
was well padded and covered while inside. With every 

shelter, be su re to gather lots of cushion for sleeping nnd lots 
of leaves and foliage to cover yourself for warmth. 

But on Day One, you need only to create a shelter that's 
just good enough. Otherwise, hydrate, eat, keep dry, tend 
wounds, make fire, make tools. make sigt13Is, or do 3nything 
productive if there is plenty of daylight once you've made 
the shelter. 
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• OTHERWISE, SLEEP! Sleep as much and as long as you can the 
first night. You have likely just gone through hell. YOll are 
more tired than you know, and :'cared, afr"id of the 

uncertainty ofyollr situation . This is normal. Everyone is 
concerned when they are not in control. Bur you can conrrol 
yourself. 

Start by getting rest. or "recovery." It is necessa ry for your 
machine, your body, to have down time to recover its 

streni,>th and maintain its health. Do not underestimate the 
power of sleep to do this. and do not neglect it as a 
mandatory pnrt of your planning in all phases. 

It is a fact that nirborne troops who pnrnchute into a 
tnctical scenario are often at just fifty percent of their 

fighting capacity when they arrive. as comp"red to ground 

troops who were transported by other means. This is 
becnuse the airbume troops went through hours of 
strenuous preparntion and then a stressful jump where risk 
of death is real for every jumper. every time (! personally 
have broken my bnck and neck. dislocated my femur. and 
crncked ankles duringjul11ps). And thnt adren;lline surge 

tnkes n tremendous toll on your mental nnd physical reserves 

of energy. 
The kind of event that leads to a survival situation is also 

usually an adrenaline surge. So your energy stores must be 
replenished, and the only way to do that it by sleep. 

[ know it doesn't sOllnd like tough-guy thinking, but sleep 

is imperative to your survi",,!. 
I f you 're fatigued. you'll likely pass out until daylight 

wakes you; if not, you' ll likely find the first l1ight ro be the 
longest. and that works on people's heads. Just remember: 
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the first night is the roughest, and odds are good that the rest 
won't be like that. So, do not let yourself become 
demoralized during the next day, and instead, focus on 
re111edyingthe situation by l11:lkingyour shelter good enough 
to ensure you get a good night's sleep the second night. The 

whole world will seem better to you after that. 

• STAY OR GO? After you've rested you can make a more 
informed decisiol1 to stay or go. If you decide to go, then 
having spent too much time on a shelter would h<lve been a 
waste oftil11e :lnd eneq:;y, and one that could cost you dearly 

later. This is <lnothel" I"e<lson why you should only !11:lke:l 
just-better-thrll1 -needed shelter for the first night. 

Also, even if you do decide to st<ly at your 10c<ltiol1, you 

might find your actual shelter site might not be the best one 
available in your immediate vicinity. You might be in an 

opening to the prevailing winds, or be open to a trickle of 
W:lter if the rains pour. 

So, SCOUT! If you're staying put, scout around and see 
what you have aV<lilable. I call it shelter shopping. If Jean 

rind me some super dih'S that are already dug, I :l111 all about 
being lazy. I've only ever found one great cave-th:lt is, that 
a critre!" hadn't already made home. But I've found lots of 
natur:l l holes, indentures, or concave pieces of terrain 
suitable for building IIp into a nice low-level hooch. And I've 
found many nicely leaning trees, large-rooted trees, and 
well-placed boulders, all good for turning into a nice shelter. 

Ifyoll decide you need to go, as you walk, always be 011 

the look out for a good de<ll, that barg<lin shelter waiting for 
YOll to pay a visit. 
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[ h~ve stopped a long trip short simply to exploit a nice 
target of opportunity when it comes to shelters. [f you're 
makinga movement, you have no re~l idea how long you'll be 
go ing. [ ~lw~ys pl~n for a long time, so [ get my head around 

the fact that "['m here ... until I'm not." So when I see 
Nature offering a nice natural place for shelter, I accept her 
courteous offering graciously. Like in POW survivaL it's all 
about small victories. Every little break Mother Nature gives 
you, bask in it and enjoy. 

Bottom line, the function of a shelter is to protect you 
from the elements when necessary, and to protect you while 
\'ulnerable during sleep. Its quality level will affect your 
sleep, which in turn will affect all your decisions, judgement, 

~nd reaction time. 

CONSIDERATIONS FOR SHELTERS 
• T HE BASICS. First of all, let me say that thel'e is no exact "right 

way" to build a surv ival shelter. You will be making your 
shelter out of the material s available to you, and so ench 
shelter you build wi11100k different. However, there are 

basic principles that you should know and practice thnt will 
enable you to make fine protective shelters in pr~ctically ~l1y 
environment, regardless of what tools or resources you may 

or may not h:1\'(,. Some terms describing the most basic 
shelters include A-fr:ul1e (.\ stick frame shaped like the lener 

"A"), tepee (shaped like a common Native American tepee 
and made from sti cks nnd foliage). [md lean-to (basic~ ll y, a 
wall of sticks built on a leaning angle to protecf from 
elements), YOll can also burrow our a shelfer, make a shelter 
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from rocks or logs, dig into snow. and so on. Let's get into 

the details .... 

• BOX OF ROCKS. That is, do not be as dumb ns a box of rocks 

and slee p on rocks! They're too hard and will cause body 
parts to fall asleep resulting in aches and pains that may 
wake you or cause pain the next day. They're also too cold, 
and will zap your ene rgy and you'll wake up fatigued. Be 
cnreful in the desert, as rocks feel warm by day but by night 
get ve ry cold. It's nlso wise not to sleep tI/lder rocks, either. 
J've seen big rocks fall for no reason, like they waited a 
millions years just to fall when I was around. And critters 
like to get in there under low-hanging rocks, sometimes th e 

dnngerous kind . 

• GET OFF THE GROUND. The first rule in all cases, really, is to 
get off the ground. I always look to the trees for shelter first 
when I need shelter fnst. It gets me off the ground and keeps 
me sa fe from most things-flash floods, mean beasties, and 
bad bugs. No shelter is perfect, and there is always risk of 

something like a snakes or in sect, but rarely is this more 
likely in a tree than on the ground. 

In a worst-case scenario where you have no tools or little 

time, simply find two good branches-one to sit on, straddle, 
01' otherwise hold you up, with another one close enough to 
wedge yourse lf in so you won't fnll out. And then let the rest 

of your body lean agninst the base of the tree. I call this 
"airplane sleeping." You're high up, and you can almost sleep, 

but not quite, like in the economy seats on airplanes. 
But it will get you off the ground , provide yo u so me 
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shelter ( if it's bushy enough, and not too windy or rainy), 
and it is safer chan nothing unless you're so high that a fall 
would be harmful or fatn l. In any case, it's wise to use a belt 

or shoe strin!,'"S or an extra item of clothing to "tic in" so YOLI 

don't fall completely. Farone example, you can tie your arms 
or legs together and, ifyoLi should fall , the tLigwil1 hold YOli 
up while you quickly respond. It 's up to you to picture and 

figure out the best way to tie yourselfinro the trees that you 
choose; I'm just giving you the basic principles . 

• IMMEDIATEACTJON DRILLS. I always rehearse my ';immediate 
action drills ," or [ADs, before I go to sleep. If in a tree, [ 

practice a few times, pre ferably before dark, by reaching and 
seeing where I'd grab if [ fell this way or that. So if something 
happens or gives way, my response will be rehearsed enough 
that ['II react appropriately and immediate ly, even from a 

dead sleep. 
I practice lADs if sleeping on the ground, or in a cave or 

rock shelter, or anywhere for that matter. [ imagine what 

could happen, make a plan, rehearse it in my head, and 
practice it i f it 's something that requires a physical response. 
!t's a good starting point for any exigency. 

I also always hnve some so rt of weapon for defense, 
whether it's a stick or rock or something else. and J rehearse 
reaching for it and lIsing it, so rhM if I'm disturbed from 

slumber, something is going to get a strong and painful 

response. 
So, tic in 3nd rehe3rse lADs before going to sleep. 
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• BU ILDING A TREE SHELTER. When picking a tree or trees, I first 
look to see if it is easy in and out, 01' in this case up 01' down. 
All things considered, I try to find an easily climbable tree 
with a nice fork of two very stl'Ong branches so I can by 
some other branches between them as a platform-and now 
1 have a pretty good start point for a shelter. It helps to 1ash 
these branches down before building up on them. I also look 
for a nice third branch as my roof center-piece, above. The 

height of your shelter off the ground will be dictated by the 
trees you find, bu t ideally you'll be at least shoulder height, 
and not so high that a fall would be fatal. 

If I'm among trees that arc simply too big, too high, or 
just not right for a shelter, , look for groves of smaller trees, 

ideall y three or four close enough together that I can, again , 
lay some other small log-like branches across their branch 
joints nea r the base to give me a platform off the ground. 

Think of these strong branches laid across as your bed 

frame, Tly to make them as level as possible, Using the trees' 
forks in this way will save you from having to make and 
apply lashings, which is especially handy if you don't have 
any. 

Also, don't be sci f-restricting in youl' preconceived ideas 
about how thin6'$ should look. If you can't make a square bed 
like back home, maybe because you only have 3 trees close 

together, then make a triangular bed and sleep curled up. Or 
if you have m(Hly trees, like five or six, but they can be linked 
together by your branch poles, then make that situation 
work. Getting yourself off the ground and on a fairly flat 
platform upon which you can rest safely is the key. Outside 
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of those two criterin, there nrc no limits to what you might 
mnke nnd no number of drnwings el11 cover :tl i th e 
possibilities. 

Once 1 build my bed frnme, whatever its shnpe, Ilay more 
branches in between and pnrallel to the ou ter structure. 
Think of these ns the slats for the bed frame. Then I put 

down lots of sort bushy stuff for my mattress, [tctunl ly about 
two-feet thick since much of the green stuff will mat down 
as I sleep on it and none of the sla ts [ laid will be exnctly flat 
and smooth. 

Tree shelter 

Platform of sticks buil t between 
lower boughs of three trees 
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I thcn fashion a roofin the same manner. Use the higher
up branches to lay slats and COvel~ if avail<lble, <lnd if not, you 
can lll<lke <I pyramid roof by angling long loose branchcs 
starting from the four comers of your plntfor111 <lnd 
connecting <It the center point above. Leave the open side 
away from the wind direction as best you can, and stack as 
much foli<lge:ls possible on the roof as the more there is, the 
less ch<lncc of wind <lnd rain getting in. 

The m:lin concepts for the tree shelter arc that it 's off the 
ground, you have a strung plat form, and there's a decent 
overhead cover. A lot of ti mes it will end up looking just like 

a bird's nest, but these things are easy to build, require 
nothing but the trees around YOll, and they'l l protect YOll and 
help you sleep well. The only thi ng is that they do take ti me, 

so make time . 

• SWAMP BED. A swamp bed is sorta like the tree shelte r, 
except inste:ld of using standing trees as the "leh'S" that hold 
your pl:ltform, you create the 1eJ:,>"S by hammering three or 
fOllr logs into the b"round :lnd then creating a platform fr;lme 
on those. Many survival books encourage you to build these, 
but I'm here to tell you now, that is ,1]1ice fiction. Unless you 

havc incredible tools or amazing strellb>th to drive the log
legs into the ground, they will give and sway sideways until 
YOLl end up on the ground-exactly where you don't want to 
be. You will also be more depleted from all the effort needed 
to m:lke it in the first place. 

• GROUND -BASED SHElTER. Let's say you don't have trees 
nearby, or they're so huge or tiny that they won't work for 
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sheltl"· purposes. No problem! The ground is where most 
I1lnnllnnls live, and so cnn ~'ou. Just get comforfnblc with [he 
idea and appl y common sense to your si tuation. 

So. wl"re on the ~rotlnd, but we're not. We want to get 
ourselves as scpn l'ared as we can from the ground. If wc havc 
to lind logs, rocks. pih.·s of ycgctntion. even a stack of flat 
cacti can be used (mnke sure you talllp down the spikes if 
you r boots arc solid and the spikcs nrcn't too long and hard!). 

After you've laid down your stic ks or logs or rocks. so ften 
the base by covering it with sand or topsoil or more 

vegetation . 

Ground·based shelter 
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There are no limits to what you might find and lise; the 
key is to look at everything around yOll as a resource and see 
it not for what it is and what you know of it, but for what 
YOli need and how it can be mnde to serve yOllr purpose. 

Survival sitllntions arc all about imaginiltion .:md creative 
problem solving. This is why r find it one of the best ways to 
teach leadership and family counselling as it forces you to 
search for Ilew nnd different wnys to solve common 
problems. 

Once you've got the platform laid out, stnrt to fnshion 

walls and a roof~l F you have the time, enerb'Y, and materials 
nvn il nble. (YOLl cnn just sleep right on the gl"Ound plntform if 
necessnry.) Again, many survivnl sources instruct yOll to 
bui ld a classic "A-frame" structure, which is nil well and 
good. In reality, anything you cnn come up with that makes 
sense in your surroundings, works. Now, the A-frame is 
simple to make. Start by nnglingtwo long branches fl"Om the 
ground lip (nbout three to five feet apart), meeting at a 

center point a few feet off the ground, and lash them 
together, creating what looks like the letter "A." This is the 
front end of the frame where you get in. Then make another 

"A" for the back of the shelter. Then lash one end of a long 
thick stick to thc top of one A, and the other end to the top 

of the other A, and you've got the basic structure. Then lay 

many sticks on an angle from this top beam down to the 
ground all either side. nnd cover with as much foliage as you 
can find. 

Ikmember that you can :lIsa use existing trees, rocks, 

ledges, and anything else to help creMe walls and a roof 
above your pl:ltform- just make sure you SCOUT the are:l 
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A·frame shelter 

ilnd m.:lke best use of all resources available. 

Once you've got the platform and walls/roof set, if you're 
in a cool climate, fill yOllr hooch to overflow with leaves and 
burrow into them; it's kin da like a big comforter bbnket, and 

will do much to keep you warm and make you fee! cosier. If 
you'rc in a rcally hot spot. try to give yourself illorc space in 

}'our hooch for air flow, like a higher roof 01' wider walls or 
edges. so the breeze can get in and YOll don't trap your own 
heat . 

• ON, NOT IN . 011 the ground is typiC.llly better than 1n the 
ground (or numerous reasons. First, if it rains, you likely 
won't be floodcd out. Second, creepy crawlies just naturally 
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seem to find holes in the ground, and you don' t \Vanna wake 
up with bug bites or worse. Next, the ground is colder and 
morc wet if you dig into it, not usually a plus for the survivor. 
And finally, the biggest factor- it takcs hard work and encr6'Y 
to dig into the ground! Ask :lI1y infantryman who has had to 
dig a trench, only to pick up and move out shon!y thereafter. 
And without a decent tool, this can be a very tasking 
endeavor. So, unless you have the tools, time, stre n!,rth, and 

necessity, it is better to go on the ground. But of course, there 
are exceptions .... 

• IN, NOT ON. [f it is excruciatingly hot or cold, try to get into 

the ground. Usually in such environments the ground tends 
to be very hard, so look for the soft spots. 

I f yOLl are in a desert area that is all sand dunes, you're in 
a bad place. Be exceedingly frugal with all energy and make 
conservative decisions. The key is to save wnter, so, dig into 

the sand to get to a little cooler spot and then lise something 
to shade yOli from the sun. Even if you have to get naked to 

use the dothes on your back as the layer that sepa rates you 
from the sun, do it. Make a small hole, lay your cloths acl"OSS 
it and put more sand on the edges to hold them in place, then 
get into the hole and rest by day and work or move by night. 

In a non-san d-dune desert environment that is also 

extremely hot by day and cold by night, dig ill . Fortunately, 
most deserts have a rich variety of terrain . So, again, scout 
about, find an area that is more sandy or soft and dig in there. 
Always try to usc a tool if you can to prevent scratches and 
small injuries which could lead to infection e:lsily and 

quickly. 
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In cold mountains environs, like mountains or fores[' 
look for areas covered in snow to dig a cave. Do so right 
away-as heat will surely cook you, cold will quic kly freeze 

YOLl . Get out uf it. Just digging into the snow and burrowing 
in wi ll be sllrpri singly warmer than the outside air around 
you . Also try to pllt something between you and the snow; as 
your body warms it. you'll get moist if not in waterproof 

dothes, when <Ill else fails, at least keep YOllr tOl'SO dry and 
head warm. 

[f there isn't enough snow to burrow into, but there is 
some, then try to f[lshion it into some form of shelter, like an 
igloo or a couple walls with sticks and branches on top. I've 
found igloos arc hard to make without a snow shovel to cut 
nice blocks, But you can make large snowballs, place them as 

you would bricks, <lnd then fill in the holes and gaps with 
snow and p.lck it in. I find a pyr<lmid shape works best 

bec.:tuse, as you st.:tck your w<llls, e<lch one .1 little closer in , 
the last row of snowballs will make yOLlr 1'00f, 

But <lg<lin, this rakes time and, without gloves, it C<ln be 
very difficult. So, weigh alit the time and energy expenditure 

with the valuc added you expect. If planning to hold tight 
for:1 spell in thc cold, it might be worth cold hands the first 
day while the strength is good to lll.:tke a snow hooch . 

Again, the poim here is if YOII don't have:l shelter or 
someth ing to make a shelter with, and it's really cold . don't 
stay on the ground-get into it. It will give more warmth as 
it reduces your exposure to wind and precipitation, J n the 
worst-case scenario, just scrape .1 burrow into the snow, lay 
in it. and cover up. This will buy you some time to rest and 

regroup, Then decide if YOli need to build lip or move Ollt. 
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• TIME TO ACT. It sounds hateful, but when you're really 
surviving, everything is out to kill you . Remember that in all 
things. Always take a moment to think and question before 
yOll take an action. What could go wrong? Can I do this in a 

better way? Do I really need to do this at all, or are there 
other options? When yOLl h:we time, take time! 

Now, if you don't have time, then m3ke 3 decision 3nd go 
hot! Often in urgent circumstances, where time is not an 
option, some decision is better than 110 decision. I can not 

tell you how many times in operations I bMe seen a persall 
die unnecessarily becausc somcone couldn't figure out 
whether to start an IV, apply a tOll1'l1iquet, or dress a wound. 
Someti mes, because people are in shock, afmid, or busy 
trying to call for 3 med ic, they simply don't apply common 

sense and reach dOWll and plug the hole to stop the bleeding, 
then do whatever else needs to be done. And in survival, the 
samc th ing applies-marc timcs than not, inaction to 3n 

immediate need will calise more harm or loss than a poor 

aCfion, but action nonetheless. [n other words, you might 
spill a lot of water by trying to catch a falling bucket, for 
example, but you will lose all the wMer if you don't try to 
reach for it. 

• THINK ABOUT "SITTING." This is another handy acronym that 

relates to survival shelters, and it makes sense since "sitting" 
is someth ing yo u' ll be doing a lot of inside it- sitting, 
thinking, working, plann ing, doing, and making thin6TS. 

"S" is for "shelter." Always find , build, ;md use one based 
on your environment. 

"I" is fo], "improvise." Use wreckage if available, and 
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improvise ,111 other 11lMeriais from wh.It's around you. 
"1''' is for '·trees:· Always look to trees for shelter, 

whether as a quick sleep spot, as a frame with two or three 

t runks, or in a cluster. 
"N" is for "nature." Use all that Nature provides, 

including caves, holes, logs, fallen trees, ditches boulders, 

foliage, dirt, rocks, and so on. 
"G" is for "ground." Niake a platform on the ground at 

least, as a last resort. and go undergrollnd in ex tremes. 
Now let 's look at typical sLlrvival shelters in specific 

environments. 

JUNGLE 
The best types of shelters arc the store-bough t kind that are 
a combination of a hammock, rain ny roof, and mosquito net. 
There are great lightweight ones available on the market. of 
course, if you're in an unplanned survival situation, yOLl 
won't have this. Bur if you're travelling into, over, or through 
a jungle region. it's good to pack one of these in case. The 
concept is that these set the standard for you to strive for as 
yOll go about improvis ing your own shelter in the jungle 

environment. 
Tents simply are not a good idea in real jungle as it's hard 

to find a clear, level, dry place to put one down. Any rain or 
critters pose more of a h.:lznrd to tent shelte rs ns well. Best 
to think hammock nnd get off the ground . 

But when it carnes to jungle survival, I find old-fashioned 

is best. i go for the jungle trio "HiPiN" (Hammock, Poncho, 
Net)-nnd I prefer these to be separate units. For hammocks. 
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I pre fer the old-fashioned US Army jungle hammock. Not 
because it's the best; in fact , I often get a snag or button 
caught in the netting during the night. But I prefer them for 
their multipurpose utility. I can make them into a rucksack 
for carrying things or a litter for a wounded person or a trap 
for animals or a net for larger fish. They just make a good 
generic tool for a lot of uses. But I mostly use them as a bed, 
as opposed to the "survival" nets which can be used for 
everything and a bed, but they don't make the best bed, as 
they're not primarily a bed. Best to have a true bed that can 

also do other things, than to have a multi-purpose tool that 
serves as a bed secondarily. 

I also like my rain fly to be separate. Again, I prefer the 
US Army poncho. The reason is the same as with the 
hammock: I can lise it as a poncho for shel ter against wind, 
rain, and sun; I can make a raft or a huge water-catcber with 

it; J can use it to smoke meat; and any number of other uses. 
The general rule in survival packing and planning is to 

get the most use for the least weight and space. 
Most of the expens ive specialty items that are designed 

for one specific thing offer less practicality when surviving, 
as the basic day-to-day needs of a human require many 

implements to ful fill. Therefore, your best tools are those 
you can rely on to handle a variety of jobs. 

If I'm going to take the time to buy, pack, an d carry stuff, 
[ want to make sure I really get all [ can out of it. And so it 

goes with Illy mosquito net. I like a separate mosquito net as 
I can use it in so many ways. Besides being a must-have item 
for sleeping, it can be used as n bird trap or a fish net. 
Sometimes you can get enough tiny minnows in them to 
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make a nice simple meal all by itself. 
Sometimes it's so sweltering hot and humid, that poncho 

is just a huge heat retainer. I f it's not pouring rain, I'll skip 

the poncho and just spread the skeeter net and have a bug
free slightly cooler jungle night's sleep. Let's say it's late, 
dark, and I'm tou tired to bu ild the three-part jungle hooch 
of poncho, hammock, and net. Then J will usc the net as 
insulation, the poncho as a blanket to protect from min and 

bugs, and the rolled-up hammock as a pillow- I've had many 
decent nights' sleep this W:l)'. 

• JUNGLE SHELTER W ITHOUT GEAR. Now if you don't have any 
gear, it gets back to the beginning on shelters- take to the 

trees. 
The swamp bed comes to mind here. But the smart way 

is the e'ls iest way that works. Don't bother with the classic 
Illethod of making a swamp bed described above. Instead, 

take three smaller sticks/ logs about one-foot long each. hold 
them in a bundle, and tie them with cordage (shoe string, 
ripped cuffs off your pants, natural material. whatever is 
available) :md nuke one 1.1Sh and a granny knot. When 
securel y fastened, open the sticks like n tripod nnd place 
them down on the ground. Make fOLLr tripods and you got a 

swamp bed stand that you can rake with you . These wil l set 
on the ground sturdily, 110 force needed , and they're easy to 

adjust ns well. Once the four tripods are down, lay two long 
"poles" (branch, limb, thin log, etc) lengthwise onto the tops 
of the tripods, and two shorter poles as youI' width. rlnd then 

lrlY slats, nnd then lay foliage to lilY on and under. 
As for the lashings needed to put this all together, if you 
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Swamp bed 

h~vc 110 lllnnmnde cordage available, find some nexible 

vines, or pliant young sapl ing branches, or rough longer 
roots of small trees or plants, and wrap them into bundles; 

these should hold as a temporary lashing. I t [Ill takes a bit of 

feeling it Dllt , but thrlt's what it tnkes. Some getting used to 

YOllr environment, opening your mind to your new 

sllI'1"Oulldings, and taking in what is avni1able to you :md 

seeing how YOll can mnke it do yOUl' will. 

If you have nothing, and it 's dnrk, or you're zapped of 

cncrb,)" you can always grab a few large-leafed plants und 

!l1:lke a sort of blanket over yourself while leaning ngainst 

the dry side of a tree. Try to find a tree that rises 011 a bit of 

an angle, and always look above for loose branches that may 

fall. Be sure :md lay <l lot of foli<lge underne<lth you for rh<lt 

ever-impormnt elev<ltion, <lnd you'll I1wke it through the 

night. 
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• THE BENEFITS OF BAMBOO. of all the great materials the 
jungle offers with which to build impressive structures, 

bamboo has to be the all-time best thing growing out there 
in nature-always be on the lookout for it. Not only can you 
make a bed or shelter frol11 bamboo, you can also make 
utensils, weapon s, canteens, pots, P:l11S, cups, and marc
heck, yOll can even EAT it! In short, you can do almost 

anything with bamboo. It 's even great for starting fires. So, if 
you find a clump of bamboo growing, it's a good idea to 
consider making a home nearby as you'll have plenty of 
supplies in the store for building. 

One or the coolest llses ofbambao is to make a rain-gutter 

roof. To do this, split a number of bamboo shafts in half. and 
lay them all tightly together with the curved part facing up. 

The shnfts should be vertical to the f,'round; not horizontal. 
Then lay other hal ves on top so that one edge is sitting in the 
groove of the upward facing picces on either side. This make 
a wonderful waterproof roof in that most of the rain is 
blocked by the bamboo and then caught in the upward 
facing cups of the first row, allowing the water to rUll down 
to the edge. 

It's important to make the roof plenty long so that the 
rain falls off the edge fnr enough away from you . [ prefer a 

lean-to type roof as they're faster and easiCl' to build . [ make 
it at least two feet more around the edges than [ need, ~llld 
bave it sloping downward in whatever I think is the best 

direction to block the rain. 
If it's rainy season, and you'll be holing up for awhile at 

your site, best to make an A-frame roof with your bamboo, 
and lay one long fat piece of bamboo across the top to keep 
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the rain from coming down the middle. You should also 
consider improvising a gutter to channel rain away from you 
and into some water-holding vesseL Even if it's just a hole 
you scraped out with a stick and then line with leaves to 

make a reservoir, it's :l good way to save water and enerh'Y. 
Bottom linc in the jungle: YOl1nced to get off the floo r, 

mind the bugs, :lnd do all you can to stay dry. Think of these 
things when it comes to shelter building. 

Bamboo roof with gutter 
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DESERT 
The desert is a funny pbce. It can be scorching hot or 

downright freezing, evcn snowing. 

There can be long periods of drought, and then a sudden 

flash flood . So, the first thing to do in the desert is to get rid 

of any preconceived notions of what it is or isn't. The desert 

can kill you (1uick if you're sloppy or disrespectful. 

Most likely, you won't have a poncho 01' panlchure or 

anything else besides the dothes on your back. Every time 

J've been in the desert, I've had virtually nothing :Hld it is a 

real challenge to get shelter in pure desert without a cover 

of some sort. 
Start by looking at what is avnilablc. There wi1l1ikcly be 

some sort of physical tCITain that will give you shade for a 
period o([he day- find it and L1SC it. In the middle of the day 

when the sun is at its blazing honest, if yOll can 't find any 

natur::tl cover, then sit down, t::tke off your clothes and use 

them to create a sh::tde ::tbove yourself. If you can find or 

make a hole or depression to get into, and then usc your 

clothes as a cover above YOll, all the better. The key is to not 

le:1\'e your flesh exposed. Sunburn is fast, painful. and 

potentially de:ldly in the desert. and the resulting blisters 

only serve to slick even more water out of your circulatory 

system. 

But when you do h:lve a tarp of some form , use it as a 

shelter during daytime. place it a few feet above you to allow 

1110rc heat to radiate off of it. If you have two covers, use one 

as the sun shield higher up, and the other a few inches under 

it to create a space that will trap heat while you remain 

remarkably cool underneath. However, this call be difficult 
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if YOli don't have enough worbble lashings and poles to keep 
your cover in place. So, operate on the principle of simpl icity 
and simply gctonc cover high up. That will do you just right. 

At night in the desert, expect the temperature to drop 
dral11atically. If your overilll plan includes trying to wnlk 
toward safety wherever it may be, then you may consider 
doing your tr,:lVelling at night to avoid the crippling heat of 
the day. If YOllneed to sleep at night, then be sure to SCOllt a 

good location long before dark, and to gather the materinls 
that will keep you warm. Small caves, the underside of rock 
ledges, thick brush. and other natllrnl formations can serve 
as cover or shelter. In the desert, if you have nothing else, n 
rock ledge with a small fire can provide enough warmth and 
safety to get you through the night. 

, " . 

Desert shel ter 
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ARCTIC 
",vhen you're in rhe Arnie, or any su b-zero climate for that 

matter, thl' Fi rst order of business is to get out of the cold as 

soon as possible. As fal' as priorities go, w<lter, fire, food , and 

all but immediate life-snving first aid, all COme second to 

seek ing shelter and getting out of the cold . Every moment 

you spend exposed reduces you r physical and mental 

capacities, which leads to poor decisions and. ultimately, 

quick and final breakdown. 

If you COl11 find a field orc1uster of rocks, seek shelter in 

them. There will likely be good pockets of space between 

the snow and rocks. and they'll block the wind better than 

trees enn. I r there are no stich rock reSUllrces, get into the 

trees. Often there is Sp:lCC under the snow-covered tree 

boughs that 1l1:1ke for:1 really nice, rC:1dy-nl:1dc snow dcn, If 
the snow isn't deep enough, then use the tree ns tcmpornry 

shelter for brenks from the wind as you build up a snow or 

debris wall. 

• 

Snow hole dug 
behind boulder 

. . 
Snow shelter 

Roof of sticks 
covered in snow 

~ 
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Debris includes anything and everything around you that 
YOll can simply grab, drag, pull up, break off, and gather 
around yourselr to fashion a rudimentary shel ter. It ain't 
pretty, no two ever look alike, :md they're not ideal shelters 
as they don't completely protect you rrom wind, rain, sun, 
and critters. But the very notion or having even a 

rudimentary shelter is extremely comrorting, and 
psychologically, that mental security blanket can go along 
way in reinforcing your will to li ve. But even debris shelters 
take a lot or time and energy to make, so plan on the t ime to 

make even this s implest of shelters. 
The si mpl est and quickest technique of getting out of the 

cold in 'Hl arctic or snow-covered area is simply to dig into 
th e snow and cover up. This will buy you time while you 

think about your next moves. Also, it is remarkably warmer 
inside a snow cave-even a small one that you quickly dig 
out-than you might imagine. 

Ultimately, anytime you are stuck in a sub-ze ro 

environment, trying to stay and wait might not be your best 
option unless yOll have materials to sustain yourself for a 
long wait or you are fair ly confident that a search party will 
be looking for you. Without resources, merely wa iting alone 
can do you in. So, without resources or imminent rescue, 
quick she lters and quick movements are your keys to 
survival. 

SEASHORE/ISLAND 
The seashore is a relatively easy environment for survival. 
You can pretty much get all you need in most cases on the 
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senshore. I call this ens), living. 
Unless you're stuck on n tiny islet with zero growth, you 

can usunlly fashion n deccnt shelter when on 01" near a 
beach. There is alwn}'s debris floating up on the shore that 
can be used to make an elevated shelter. Combined with a 
small bU1Tow and your clothing ns n cover, this will suffice to 
keep you our of the elements of sun. 

Whether you choose to build n sw,11np bed or an A~frame 

shelter or some such thing, always first look above your 
chosen locntion to ensure thnt nothing is nbove you that 
might mil on you, such as coconuts, loose brnllches, rocks, 
etc. Coconuts arc especially dangerous, ironically, as they 
arc nlso lifesavers when in such :llocale since they provide 
water :lnd food. I've set'n them just drop nt anytime, and an 
unexpected number of folks die every year just from 

coconuts falling on their head! 
Also study the ground ne31" your potentinl shelter 

locntion. Look for grooves in the ground thnt could have 
been 11lnde by flnsh strenms of wnter. Also senrch for signs of 

nnimallife in the immediate nrea, such ns trncks, holes, nests, 
or droppings, and if there arc many such signs, find a 
different plnce to put down. Another conside ration in 
se lecting a location is tidal movement-check the shoreline 
for signs of rccent tidal activity, nnd notice whether the ti de 
is moving in or out, and determine if it will soon covcr the 

nl"ea you are considering for n shelter. 
One good thing about seashore survival is that the lcnves 

nnd br:111ches often found ncnr beaches are great for mnking 
n shelter. The best lenves for 1l)nking a shelter nre the ones 

thnt require the lenst nl110unt of work to use. For this, I prefer 
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"elephant cars," which look exactly as the term irl1pli e~. [f 
they arc nor around, ['11 reach for palm fronds or any other 
large- leafed plants. Round palm fronds work well just as 
rhey arc; other elongated fronds work better if split down 

the middle. All require a stick structure with slats. such ns n 
lean-to, tepee, A-frnl1lc, etc. to build upon. [f you hnve time, 
weave the Icnvcs into the slnrs for cxtrn sturdiness and 
wenrher protection. When there is no time to do so, simply 

Iny enough slats to hold the le~lVes without falling through, 
and then lay a few more slnts over all the leaves to give them 
security in bad IVcathCl". 

leaves woven into slats 
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In the simplest of terms, find the right loc<1tion , make a 
frame. lay the fattest leaves, anchor them. <1nd rest. I f you're 
going to be ill StIch an environment for weeks or longer, you 
will have plenty of time and materi:lls to const ruct a very 
fine shelter. 

WOODLANDS 
The type of shelter you can create in woodlands is relatively 
more sturdy as the environment produces stronger 
resources. I n most woodl:mds there arc many branches on 
the ground that still retnin a lot of their original sturdiness 
and, unlike equaily sized branches in the tropics. they have 
not been corroded by the fast-decaying tropical climate. 

Also, the vegetation in woodlan ds is easier to deal with than 
jungles, as it doesn't h'TOW as thick. Another helpful aspect of 
woodland su rvival is there isn't n real need to get off the 
ground; therefore the logistics nrc quite simple. Just 11".01 

some sticks together in an A-frame or teepee structure. or 
construct a bnsic lean-to, or use a tree :IS a lean-to, nnd stnrt 
stacking pine boughs, variolls leaves, soil. and/o r other 
resources, and you're sorted. 

If it's still daylight ,:Jfter you've made your shelter. 
perfor111 a quick "sun-spo t check." Just lay inside you r 
shelter and look up, and if you can sec .:lny sunlight, that's 
an area thar will be susceptible for r.:lin to come in-so 

quickly flll those spots in with more debris. You cnn also do 
a similar le:lk-check by building a s111:111. s.:lfe fire in your 
hooch and look fot· s1110ke leaks coming out. \;>"Iith the 
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smoke~check technique, you' ll have the added benefit of 
repelling bugs. 

Woodland shelter 

MOUNTAINS 
Mount:lin~area shelters are about the same as the 

woodlands, except you might incorporate boulders as walls 
against which you C.:Ill f.:lshion your leall~to. You may also 

And clusters of boulders to be your walls and you'll just need 
to make a roof and All in :my gaps in your walls with brush 
and branches. 

lfthere are no boulders to work with, there will likely be 
plenty of stones or rocks you can stack co make a good wall. 
Another technique is to make a shape of stones-square, 
circular, or triangular-simply piled one or two high . Then 
use them as a form against which you can wedge your stic ks 

and make a nice little shelter. 
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Stone and stick tepee shetter 

Often a fallen tree or log can be found in the mountai ns. 
and these make a nice starter structure for a shelter, or even 
a good sel (-contained temporary shelter if you're wounded 

or too ill or depleted [0 make a shelter in time. Just pull up 
some soil or debris for coverage and get as comfortable as 
possible. 

J n fact, whenever you're building a shelter, m.'lke use of 
all YOllr effort. Vihar I mean is, when you digup dirt or break 
.'Ip.'lrt sticks or rip up leaves, there will be debris from tha t 
activity. Use that debris! Put it to usc by forming it into a 

small wall around your shelter, or as.'lll insul.'ltor to keep out 
bugs, or as a stopgap to preven t leaks of water and wind, 01' 

as.'l small rain ditch around any ground shelter. The basic 
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idea is to use [Ill resources aV[liiable in your situation, and to 
maximize all your efforts. 

Another trick to handling rain is to tie a piece of string 
where it is entering and angle it so the water wil l be diverted 

away fro111 you. Or, for the edges of a roof or the top joint of 
an A- fl'[lme, h[lve your foliage overlap:1 good six inches or 
1110re so that the rain is dispersed long before it gets to the 
joint and then nows down the side walls in ste[ld of dripping 
into the middle of your home. I f despite [Ill that, it still rains 
into your hooch, diga little ch[ll1nel [lnd direct it out the door 

and sleep on the opposite side. You've got nothing better to 

do but home improvement in these cases, or conduct 
personal hygiene and tnke n bath instend! 

SWAMP 
The swamp can be pretty tough going. If you gct stranded 
there, be prepared for a mcntal battle as it can be very 
intimidating as you're frequently submerged, which reduces 

your body temperature and softens the sk in which increases 
exposure to damage and infection . Also, swamps are often 
filled with gators and snakes. However, like the jungle, 
mountains, or island settings, one can survivc there a long 
time- unlike the desert and arctic. But the chances of being 
found in a swamp arc ex tremely slim unless a plane wreck 

left a good imprint in the ground . Even then, the marsh 
usually just sW[lllows these up and the traces of a wreck are 
very hard to find for rescuers. So, staying in the swamp is 
not a real good plan. wh.1t that means here is that you don't 
really want to spend [l lot of timc making a shelter here. 
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Therefore, swamp shelters should be the minimum needed 
to get through the night, and then you should continue 
moving by day unless you're ill or injured. 

The ultimate rule of swamp shelte rs is to seek high 
ground . Often you'll find sma ll patches of drier, harder 
ground to 111ake:l. shelter on. It 's still good to get off the 
ground even ifit is h:l.rder, it will often moisten very quickly 

as you work around your site and turn into quite a muddy 
mess. If you can get off the ground. ta ke extra care and time 

to stack a very high pile of grass an d padding to keep you dry 
at the top. 

I've spent days in knee- ro waist-deep water, and it isn't 

fun. In these cases, start early and make a swamp bed. Forget 
the method of driving poles into the ground, :ll1d instead t ie 
into some trees. The ground here is often so wet and sloppy, 
it 's purl' fool ishness to try making a platform of sticks 

stabbed into the boggy ground . 
Aga in. like the nest platform described earlier, chop or 

break some strong branches, lay th em into the forks formed 
by branches of a closely grouped set of stand ing tree 
branches, and build a platform to get you up out of the water. 
Hang everything off the trees around you ro dry while you 
rest, and do all you can to keep yourself dryas well. 

Once you have a platform constructed to hold YOLI up and 
get you out of the water, t ry to fashion a roof over your 
structure in case it rains. But if you don·t think it necessary, 
don't spend th e time on a roof. The platform alone will rake 
longer th:l.n you think. Again , the key is that YOll won·t be 
staying long and therefore, it's more like a roadside motel 

instead of a nice vacation resort. Just get dry, get rest, and 
then get moving. 
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URBAN 
Some may ask, why bother even covering urban survival in 

this book? And I'll expla in. If a war breaks out or a COIlP 

d'etat occurs, or there's a natural disaster, you mny find 

yourself in a city with no way out and not wanting to be 

found. In this sense, it actuall y is important to teach and 

learn about su rviving in an urban environment. 

The first priority tends to be shel ter in terms of staying 
hidden from anyone who might be a threat. WarehoLlses, 

abandoned buildings or vehicles, particularly trucks and 

trailers, are good places. Containers and dumpsters can be if 
they're not in a highly populated area. The main thing is to 

be sheltered from harm by rem3ining unseen . 

A significant factor here will be time. If unfriendly people 
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will be looking for you, you don't have time and so you must 
make a movement. Or if you don' t think anyone is comingto 
your rescue, you don't have time and must make a 
movement. Either way, you may have to move around often 
and find various shelters until yOll can make a movement 
Oll t of the urban environment and start living off the land. 

There are a few key elemen ts to conside r for urban 

shelter s: 
How much space it gives you to loiter and rest during 

daylight, as you'll likely be making any movements M night. 
Does a shelter offer an escape route, or would it become 

a death trap if the entrance was blocked? 

Are you able to eat, drink, and utilize the latrine, if there 
is one, without compromise? 

The fact is you won't be constructing anything, but 
rather, you'll be exploiting objects based on availability and 

isolation . vVe've all seen hobos and homeless folk s turn 
boxes into homes, and newspapers into beds, and the tools 
of their trade is good stuff in urban survival. 

Also, think about all the places to hide in plain sight. 
Overpasses, railroads. bushes in the middle of a highway exi t 

ramp, even sewers and under houses are good places to hole 
up for the day. J have slept in everyone of these at one point 
or another, and it 's amazing to me how many people simply 
don't look at what's right in front of them. You can even sleep 
in the row of bushes outside of a mall or corporate building 
as everyone is so busy there during the day, they never think 

to suspect someone might be hiding in the bushes in broad 
daylight right in the public view. 

Sewers are rough and smell. bur they have the advantage 
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of being overlooked by most, and you can discreetly track 
what's going on around you, and often you'll have an egress 
route. 

The other thing I have learned, having been discovered in 
a few hide sites, is that dogs and kids will always find you. 
When we would build a hide s ite to overlook a drug field , 
for example, the exact places we seek to make a hidey hole 
are the same things kids look for to play in. Likewise, if 

you're close enough to people, you'll be close enough for 

their pets, and pets arc always sniffing around for places to 
defecate or urinate. 

I've had two dogs, one teenager, and one adult use the 
latrine right next to my hole over the years, and it never 

ceases to amaze me how that works. Think about this if you 
ever find yourself in an urban survival situation and need a 
place to hide. Better to go right ill public than Ilcar public. 

I n plain sight, will serve you right; Public too near, much 

to fear. 
l\vo of the most import:lllt factors for urban improvi sed 

shelters are to always have an egress or escape route, and to 
set up early-warning alarm systems by placing bottles or 
twigs or leaves or gravel around your sleeping area. This way, 
if anyone happens to walk near you, they will make a crunch 

or other noise to wake you. At that point you have to decide 
whether to utilize your egress, or freeze and wait. Often the 
sound will distract them, too, and they'll be less inclined to 
notice you . 
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Chapter 3: 



I like to break down the basics of water into a few 
simple rules. 

\. Keep it in YOll. 

2. Get it in you and keep it flowing in. 

3. (f you have it, ration it. If not, prioritize the gettin' of it. 

4. Scan around for water sources such as flows, holes, cracks, 
and traps. 

5. Use plants, animals, bugs, and birds before working for it 

yourself. 

6. Scout hard before walking long; look hard before digging. 

Never dig too deep, and consider digging mOl·e than one 
hole. 

7. Combine digging, pl ants, and other options and tricks 
when there is no obvious answer. 

8. Use all your wits when you have nothing else to go on. 

9. Break all the rules when all else fail s. 

What You Really Need, 
and How to Use It 
Everyone starts offby saying a lot about what you need. I'm 

gonna start by talking about what you don't need. 
You don't need as much as you think an d you certain ly 

don't need as much as you drink back hOl11e. Whether you're 
a health nut who drinks gallons a day or you're horrible 
about water and only drink sodas, humans can survive with 
a lot less water than ideal. (n fact, we have mostly lived 
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throughout history ae a very low level of hydration, yet, we're 
still here. So we don't need as much as is modern 
conventional wisdom, so get those standards outra your head 
now. Howevel~ you must get some flu ids in you or the harsh 
fact is that you will die. 

People have abou t five liters of blood in their body. The 
heart pushes this amount from any start point to the same 
finish point in one minute. About 60-100 beats per minute, 

about 12-16 breathes per minute. 
Each minute, you lose a certain amount of fluid just by 

breathing and living, and on each pass, organs and t issue 
take a little water out of the bloodstream to maintain their 
functioning. 

On average about one liter of water can be lost each (by, 

just by laying there and breathing. 
Add to that any complications such as high heat, high 

humidity, ex treme cold making the body work harder to stay 

warm, loss of blood through trauma, less than optimal 
functioning and therefore inefficient use of water in the 
body already due to illness or fati!,'Ue, which is to be 
expected in the stress of any survival scenario, and it is easy 
to see how dehyd ratiQIl can set in very quickly. 

The human body starts to lose effectiveness with a simple 

decrease of only 1/2 liter of blood volume since the average 
total body composition is about 60% water. A mere loss of 
only 2% causes overall performance to deteriorate. A 4% loss 

leads to muscle capacity decreasing; 6% leads to heat 
exhaustion; 8% leads to hallucinations; and loss of 10% of 
body fluid can cause circulatory collapse, stroke, and death. 

Most people do not drink enough water dai ly to begin 
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with, so they are nlready operating at n deficit when the 
surv ival scenario commences. 

,"Vhat nil this means is, ulliessyou happen to have plenty 
or water, then water needs to be one of your very first 
priorities. Right after life-saving first nid and shelter, water 
is right there or else survival won't be happening. 

Do not become complncent because it is too hot or cold, 
etc. You must be very nggressive in your pursuit of wnter 

while you can, or you'll quickly be out orthe gnme and done 
for. This is no joke and can not be emphasized enough. Heat 
stroke and dehydration can jump your bones before you even 
know it and then it's game over. 

Let's look at what happens when you don' t have wnter so 
you'll know what to be looking for and how to track your 

progress and status. However ... I want you to remember to 
take all this in, and then throw it out. You'll see what I mean 

shortly. 

THE FIRST SIGNS AND SYMPTOMS OF DEHYDRATION: 

• Thirst 

• Headache 

• Decreased urinary output 

• Dark strong-smelling uri ne, pain 

• Light-headedness, dizziness, or f.:linting when standing up 
from sittingor squatting (Postural Hypotension) 
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MORE ADVANCED STAGES OF DEHYDRATION: 

• Lack of tears if crying 

• Rapidly fati!,'lled (Lethar!,,),) 

• Constipation and loss of appetite 

• Rapid heart rate (Tachycardia) 

• Elevated body temperature 

• Nausea and vomiting 

• Tingling in the limbs (Paresthesia) 

• Skin may become shrivelled and wrinkly; pinching it may 
reveal reduced elasticity (Turgor) 

• Visual disturbances, hallucinations, delirium, uncon
sciousness and death. 

You should be aware of these things so that you will know 

what they mean if you exper ience them when surviv in'. 
Don't get caught up in the moment and forge t to pay 
attention to your m<lchine- You! 

For example, if you're working hard to get a shelter set 
up before nightfall and you notice that YOll feel light-headed 
when YOll stand up, then take a swig of water if you got it. 
That's the only reason why I teach these symptoms. They 

are nor meant to be a countdown to death as mallY othe r 
books would say. J believe in the power of the mind <1nd if 

YOLl believe you can go longer, do more and outlast the 
checklist, then that is wbat YOLl wi!! do. J call this, knowing 
your enemy. Doesn't mean YOLl have to let him beat yOLl, you 
just need to respect him and fight! 

So, know the signs and symptoms of dehydration as a 
check system for yourself, butdo not get discouraged by any 
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doctrine that states you only have so long to live or can't 
mnke it without a certain amount of water. Human beings 
have survived weeks without water, They have drank urine 

nnd lived. They have drank sea water and lived. They hrlVe 
lost tremendous amounts of blood from trauma or 
electrolytes from disease and dian'hen nnd still lived; and so 
can you! 

Ideally, one would drink 500ml every hour when it's hot 
or when doing strenuous exercise or very laborious work. 
That's one of the standard individual drinking water bottle 
sizes. It works out to about 10 hours of work a day, drinking 
5 liters of water tornl, which is completely replen ishing the 
full n1l10unt of blood volume, This is nn ideal. 

The reality is that we lose nbout 3-4 liters of wntel' n dny 
and we get most of that back every dny, about 20% from our 
food nnd the other from the thirst generated by the food we 
ate nnd then slaked by quenching that thirst. 

However, in extreme circumsrnl1ces, if you can get just 
one 500ml bottle's worth of nuid in you ench dny you cnn 
survive. Even if you only get IOOml , that is something, and 
can help keep you hanging in there. 

Whether you get this from your environment, frOI11 cncti 
or fish eyes or frozen ice OJ' nnother source, or from what 
small amounts of water you have already that you're 
ration ing, then your approx imate number of survival days is 
roughly equal to the number of 5001111 life-giving water 
infusions you have or can make available. 

Thnt is, provided one is not ill or injured, and is working 
with their environment in as smarr nmanner ns possible, and 
the daily physical workload isn't much more than standing 
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an d walking. if you can give your body minimal work each 
day, there is a very good chan ce your machine, while 
unhappy, will continue to drive on and serve YOl!o 

Using what you have- and keeping it inside you- is the 
key to success, when you don't have enough water. So, 
wo rking smarter is the way ahead. I f it's hot, work by night 
i( there is enough illumination from the moon. Ifnot, then 
work at dawn and dusk, but rest in the middle o( the day. 

If you're in the cold, hole up and rest at night, and work 
during the day. 

Keep dry ifit 's cold, and the best you can, pace you r work 

so you don't sweat. You try to pace yourself in all survival 
situations so that you don't rush and make mistakes, but also 
so you don't sweat and lose water. 

Sweat happens when you push the machine and it needs 
to cool down. It's a mechanism that allows the body to push 
hard ~lll d still keep cool. Bu t when sweat is precious life
water draining your very chance of stlrvival drop by drop, 

try to work at a comfo rtable pace so that the work is still 
being accomplished but the sweat is not wasted. Best to keep 
it in you is the go lden rul e. 

When it comes to hardcore immediate survival, food is 
simply not an important issue initiall y so forget about it, but 
make water one of your almighty priorities. Even if you have 

plenty, keep it if you can find other water and make it safe to 
consume. Make safekeeping what you do have a priority as 
well, s ince one never knows when circumstances might 
change. A large reservoir could break in a storm and then 
feast turns to famine overn ight. 
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HOW MUCH TIME YOU HAVE 
Now here :'Ire the harsh facts. If you're seriously dehydrated, 

diseased, have terrible diarrhea, h:lve lost lots of blood, b3d 

been partying hard the night before you got stuck in this 

situation :lnd have a bad hangover, and you're in the middle 

of the desert in the summt!r time ... realistically, you only 

have about 24 hours to live. 

[fyou're ok in ,til the above categories but you're still in 

th e desert in summer, w ithout water, you realistically only 

have about three dnys. 

And in an ideal situ3tion, with some water [lI1d some 

know-how, in the desert in sumnH.'r, you might have about 

seven days. 
These are your approximate timelincs for slIrvival in a 

desert region. They basically apply in the sea as well, since 

that is also one of the harshest environments to survive 

without water. They don't really apply to the nretic as you 

enn eat the snow. Everyone says not to do so, but that is crap. 

The reason they say not to is beenuse it reduces your core 

tempernture, which is true. But if you have dry clothes and 

a shelter and can b:lsicnlly maintain warm th , without a fire, 

then there is no reason to die of dehydration when 

surrounded by good wnter in the form of snow, 

Now, these are only approximations to help you m:lke the 

best strategies for how you work , build a shelter, and 

maneuver yoursel f in your environment, I f you factor these 

in, and operate accordingly, you e:ln extend these timelines 

indefin itely. 

Knowing you only have seven days in the desert with a 

small amOUlltof wnter, will help dictate to you if you need to 
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risk a movement or if you can afford to hold and wait for 
rescue. But all the hope and willpowcr in the world will not 
change the fact that you will need some water sooner or 
later, so plan on getting it or using what you have to get you 

out. 

FIRST PRIOR ITY IN FINDING WATER 
The first place to start looking is wherc you are and in what 
you have. 

Is there water around you? Look for a river, stream, lake, 
creek, pond , water fountain , fish tank, roilet, flower pot, 
kettle, water tank on the roof of a building, and anywhere 

around you naturally or manmade. 
Next, look at the environment's indirect potential water 

sources: snow, ice, rain, fog, morning dew, puddles, etc. 
If nothing directly or indirectly water-producing is 

available, start by looking right where you are as many folks 
end up in a survival situation while in transit on some form 

of transportation. 's there any water in yOllr craft, vessel, or 
vehicle. Look first in all the obvious places-storage spaces, 
emergency compartments, maybe things that were le ft 

behind or stowed away and forgotten. 
Then do the unsavory task of searching bodies and 

personal effects of anyone who might not have made it. Look 

at everything that you can from the perspective that it might 
hold water or some other form of fluid that you can use for 

hydration. 
When all the immediate ideas do not produce or stop 

producing, st(lrt to think outside the box. Look in the engine 
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compartment of the vehicle~is there n water reservoir or 

anything that can be used as a source of water. The key is 

look everywhere as you might even find it places you 

couldn't it1lngine ... sometimes, you get lucky. 

If YOLlr naturnl and manmade resources are lacking, it's 

time to stnrt looking at the nltcrnatives and techniques that 
can get you water without diggi ng. T he reason for avoiding 

the digging if you can is thnt YO LI wil l burn enerb'Y and 

therefore wnter doing the digging, and you might not find 

any water 01' might not get enough to replace what you've 

lost. 

Plastic bag placed over fo liage will yield wa ter 

Water off large leaves after rainfall 

, 
Melting ice or snow near a f ire Wiping dew off a cold surface 

Water sources 
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So, the next step is to start looking at the env ironment 
for anyth ing that might serve as a catchment for water. Rock 
crevices, holes. cracks, plants with pockets or pools ofwater 
that might be trapped at joints, the base of sta lks, the splits 
in trees, or anything m'ound you that may conta in small 

pools of water. Look everywhere! And when you find any 
water, act quickly to prepare it for drinking. 

MAKING WATER SAFE TO CONSUM E 
There are many ways ro make water safe to drink, and water 
from any unknown source, natural or manmade, should be 
made safe to drink ALWAYS. 

Of course, if there is sim ply no way to make found water 

safe, and you cnn find no other source, then the choice is 
simple: drink it and maybe die, or don't drink it and surely 

die. 
The real nnsti est wnter-borne bugs arc cnlled giardia 

lamblia, wh ich cnuse giardiasis, or basicnlly, real bad 
diarrhea. And the other most significanr cause of water

borne disease is the meaner and harder to kill bug called 
cryprosporidiwn. Falling victim to either of these Or other 
bacteria by drinking untreated water can cause a world of 
pain, and the inevitable weakening of your body can start 

you down a slippery slope to, that's right, your death. So take 
water puri fying seriously and, fo r the most part, never drink 
untreated water in the wild . 
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• BOlllT The best way to make sure your water is 100% safe is 
to boil the heck out of it for 10 minutes. This is what most 
books and experts say, and that's groovy if you happen to 

have enough firewood for sustaining the fire that long. It 's 
also time consuming, as it takes a while to get the fire going, 
boil the water, drain it and/ or let it cool so you can drink it, 
and then, renlly, it's time to begin again . 

So, ideally, do 10 minutes of boiling if you have a pot and 
fuel. If you have less tinder or time, drop it down to five 

minutes, unless it 's really muddy, dirty water. 
If scant fuel is available, a full one minute at a rolling boil 

will do the trick most of the time and, in fact, this is alII ever 
do. But in a real bind for a heat source, just get it hot enough 
to hit a boil and most likely it will be ok, but it will be safer 

than before anywny. 
Note: At higher elevntions, double the minimum boil time 

to at least two minutes. 

• TREAT IT WITH CHEMICALS Ideally, one can lise any of the 
multitude of fancy chemical tablets and liqu ids out there 

that are designed to make the water safe to drink-that is, if 
these are available when yOLl find yourself surviving. The 
medical fact is that many bacteria are in wnte)" and they are 
fairly easy to kill with some heat or chemicals . But some 

other organisms nrc not so easily kil1ed. 
However, the survivor rarely has access to these store

bough t chemicals specifically marketed to kill bacteria in 
water, so let's look at some improvised ways to treat water 

chemically. 
Bleach is great as it 's found al1 over the world and it 's 
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easy to use. There are many formulas out there for how 
much to use, but I try to keep everything simple and use the 
"P for Plenty" formula as long as it 's safe. Basically, a 
spoonful per gallon won't hurt you . 

RULE FOR ADDING BLEACH TO ClEANSE WATER: 

• I drop of 10% strength for a liter 

• 10 drops of 1% strenI,>tb per liter 

• 5 drops of 10% strength for a gallon 

• 10 drops of 1% strength for a gallon 

Double all amounts above if the water is especially dirty 

Add the bleach, shake vigorously, let set for 15-30 minutes, 

then drink up. Most people drink some chlorine in their tap 

water every day, so it is safe. 

Bleach will kill a lot, and though it won't kill all ginrdia, 
it sure will put a burt on it and if it's all yOll got, go hot. 

Iodine is also a great way to treat your d!·inking water. 

The thing is that it takes longer, so allow it to sit about 30 
minutes to do its work, or double that time it ifit's very col d. 

This is why I keep liquid iodine drops in my first aid kit. 

It not only call treat a minor cut when you don't have water 
to wash it out, but it also doubles as a way to treat water and 
make it silfer to drink. 

Most Tincture of Iodine comes in a dark gl[lsS bottle of 
2% strength. You need to place a few drops into your water 
and shake, then let stand for 30 minutes before consuming. 
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RULE FOR ClEANSING WATER WITH 2%· 
STRENGTH IODINE: 

• 2 drops per 1 liter 

• 10 drops per gallon 

There are othe r chemicals available for this purpose, but 
these two are by far the sa fest, most commonl y used, and 

most commonl y found out and abou t. 

• FILTER IT There are many store·bought filters which ca n be 
used and should be used whenever possible and available. 
Usually they are not handy, and some sort o f filtrat ion 

method is better than nothing to ge t rid of at least the big 
bugs and other debris. There are vnrious methods to filter 
water. 

Layers of material can best filte r water. Try to use a 
couple of socks, pant legs, a few scarves tied to a tripod of 
sticks-anything to form a set of shelves through which to 

now the water. Or use anythi ng else you may have or can 

find , such as a gallon jug with the bottom cut off and turned 
upside down with the lid off to filter it through. 

Once you have your shelves set (i f you can onl y make one 
layer of shelf, so be it), then use whatever natural mate ri als 

you have availabl e to filter the water through , think of a 
cbarcoal filter. 

You can use sand, loam, rocks, dirt, charcoa l from your 
fire, or other such materials to filter you r water. The key 
here is to use the biggest stufr at the top and make la)'ers 
dow n to the finest stuff at the bottom. Also be sure to use 

your finest cloth at the bottom to keep the smallest particles 

from draining into your cont:liner. 
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POUR WATER 

SOCK 

ROCKS 

CHARCOAL 

Water fi lter 

If you have a lot of water, like a stream, it's good to run the 

water though this a few times to drain out and dilute any 
particles, bad flavors , or odors. I usually run some water 
through three times to get the actual filter ready for action. 

This method of filtering will not kill or remove giardia, 
but it will make the water smell and taste better and reduce 

the overall bacteria load. 
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• STRAIN IT When you really hnve nothing, and you can't afford 
to be cutting up your clothes to make .1 temporary filte r for 
what amounts to just nbout .1 luxury item anywny, sometimes 
it's just best to use Mother Nature ns your strniner. 

Dig a hole near the water source and let that hole fill in. 
Then drink LIp. You might feel .1 bit like .1 dog lapping from 
a bowl, but it does work, an d I've been lucky enough to not 
get sick doing it thi s way, so there must be something to it. 
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Water-straining techniques 
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Find a good place where you can access safely, since 
you'll have to get on your hands and knees to dig and to 
drink. Make surc you have a cle:lr area of view for your dig 
spot, so you' re not exposed to predators or dangerous 
critters like slwkes. I recommend setting up about one foot 
or so from the river or pond to dig your hole. 

Digabollt onc foot deep, and w:lit and w:ltch as the w:lter 
seeps in. It ain't the best, but it will reduce potential bacteria 
load, and it works best if you can find a nice-looking piece of 

soil. The one thing to remember is that this is natural! 
Humans have been drinking from rivers and streams forever, 
so, this is not that bad. As always, mindset is everything. 

• SUN IT When you have no way to boil, layer, filter, or 

otherwise treat your water, you can let the sun do the work 
for you. That is, if you have sun. The light from the sun 
comes in the form of UV rays, and can actually help you to 

make your water safe. 
lf you have a clear plastic bottle, this is ideal, bur anything 

that is clear can be used, eve n a ziplock bag or piece of 
plastic. Ideally, you only want to use about four inches of 
water, as any more than that makes it harder for the UV rays 

to penetrate that far, so it takes longer. 
The concept is simple. Take the water you have, and filter 

it as best you can to get the sun-blocking particles out. Put 
the water in the cleanest, clem· plastic or glass container you 
have, nearly fill it, shake it well to oxygena te it, then top it off 
so that no air space is left. 

Then, le:lve it in the su n for as long as you can. Lay it on 

something black or hot like a dark rock or metal surface to 
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help increase the heat. The hotter it gets, the better. The 
longer in the sun it remains, the better. 

BASIC GUIDELINES FOR SUNNING WATER: 

• On a hot day, the water can get over 120 degrees (the tar
get temp) in about an hou r 

• If it's sunny and warm but not hot, it will take about six 
hours 

• I f it's not that hot, but bright and sunny, it can take 12 
hours, or all day 

• If it 's consistently cloudy, then1ct it sit for two full days 

The one problem with this technique is that the bacteria 
will build back up, unlike when you boil water which makes 
it safe for storage for awhile. So, in all sun conditions, it 's 
best to set your bottle(s) out in the morning and drink the 
water when the time is right. I n other words, you pretty 
much have to drink what you treat each day. 

But the bottom line, you can make your water safer to 
drink just by putting it in the sun. As a last resort for sunning 
water, even a bucket or other container with the water 

exposed to the sun can do some good; just sip the water off 
the top after it's been exposed for a period of time. 

• JUST DEW IT A great simple way to get some water is to 
collect dew in the morning houl', The simplest method here 

is to use all the clothing you have and wipe it all over the 
grass, plants, and foliage on trees. Just walk through the 
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thick fields of grass at the first light of the morning with 
scarves and tee shirts tied around your ankles to catch all 
the dew, the n squeeze the water into your mouth or 
container. Mnke sure you do this first thing in the morning, 

as dew will quickly evaporate in the morning sun . 

• WORST·CASE SCENARIO: ENEMA In medicine, when faced 
with severe cases of dehydration and when lV access is not 
available, a method for consuming water that has been 
around a long time is to usc an enema. Obviously it's not an 

ideal method , but if you have water and you know it 's not 
clean, but it 's all you bave and yOll have none of the other 

methods of cleaning it, you will have to sort this out to get it 
III you. 

Typically, you'll need a tube of some sort, some 
lubri cation, nnd a container you can use to squeeze the water 
into the rectum. If none of these specific things arc available, 
you have to manage to find your own way based on what is 

available. 
The key things to note here are to try and keep everyth ing 

as clean as possible be fore and after; use lubrication if 

available; don't insert the tubing too deeply, a couple inches 
is okay; don't force too much in, 500ml to 1I iter max; try to 
keep it in as long as possible, from 5-30 minutes (not as easy 

as you may think) . 
This method allows water to be absorbed, and the 

a.mount of time is necessary because the rectum o nly 
efficien tl y absorbs approximately 15% of fluids from feces 

at its l:Ist point before departure. 
Remember, this method will cause an urge to defecate, 
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especially if you' re moving around. Try to refrain, or plan 
your activities accordingly to allow som(' time to lounge 
nfterwnrds. Also. try not to do this 1110re thnn twice n dny ns 

it tends to cause some unpleasnnt side effects, though none 
nre enough of n concern to not give or receive an Cllel11:l 
water injection if you or another is severely dehydrated and 
dying, and al l that is :lVailable is unclean W:lter through the 
back door. 

Keys to Finding Water 

Water is lIsually not hard to find ific·s aV[lilable. The secret 

is to usc your wits and look :lround thoroughly, Llsing [lll your 
senses. 

Can you hear it running? C[ln you smell it? Sometimes 
you can smell rnin coming, or smell n pond or strenm if 

you're downwind nnd p:lying attention. Look at the flow of 
the bnd, and key in on nil things sloping downward rhnt 
might lend to water. Look nt the terrain and think about 
where water might be naturnlly occurring in that 
environment. Omw on your experiences from parks, 
gnrdens, locnl forests, or .111y similnr environment you've 
been in before. 

If nil else fnils. try to get to [l high point for :l bctter 
vnntnge point- climb a tree, wnlk up a 5111311 hill, or climb a 
bit tip a mountainside to see if thc enhanccd viewing 
position will show you the way to water. Bur t:1ke care to 

conserve your ene1"f,,"Y in these endea\'ors. 
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I f you can't get to a better position to scout, stay on the 
lookout in you r immediate environs. Keep your sense of 
smell and sound open to water at all times. Also, scan your 
horizon. Even if surrou nded by trees in the jungle or the 
forests, often you' ll see gaps in the tree tops which tell you 
there might be a pond, stream , path, or just a s imple open 
field which might be good for coll ecting dewar mnking a 
solar still , etc. 

Bottom line: Always look at the env ironment and pay 
attention, it will tell you many things. 

• PLANTS All kinds of plants cnll help you find water and tell 

you when it's bad. If you find what looks like a stagnant pool, 
look for the plant I i fe - if it 's void of any. steer dear. I f plants 
arc thriving there. chances arc good the water is uk. It still 
need s to be treated if possible, but in the worst case, it 's 
potable. Often stagnant-looking pools are not potable. 

Sometimes, what looks like a stagnant pool actually isn't. To 
find out, drop a small leaf or some light debris that will float, 
and many times you'll "ctually see a slight flow ;IS the lea f 
moves- this mil)' me"n th"r the pool is a surface brea k from 
an und erground spring. Otherwise, take note of the 

surrounding plant life as "n indicator to a pool's potability. 

• AN IMALS They can help you find a soun:e of water in that 
most animals are as dependent on water as humans are. This 

general rule doesn't apply so much to rhe meat eaters as they 
get some fluids from the ir prey, but they do need to drink 
after a ki1J, so, they aren't to be discounted. If you sec a 
predator, take note of its direction of trnvel ~ lId also if it has 
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recently ki lled and eaten (look for blood). If it just finished 
dinner, it might just be going toward a water hole to top off. 

Look for game trails. Like with people, these wi11likely 
lead to a home or a hole. If you find such trai ls coming 
together, you're likely headed in the right direction. At times, 
I've gotten on Illy hands and knees and followed these tmi ls 

for hundreds of meters through thick shrubbery to find 
small s treams. 

Finally, look for anima l feces as a sign for water nearby. 
Most animals need water regularly. and so they drink 

every day, usually at morning and evening. So, this is the best 
time to take note of your surroundings, study what is going 
on, and look for the critters to talk to you. They can show 
you the way to their favol'ite ddnking spot, and yours. 

Note that reptiles are not good indicators for water, 

however you can squeeze some juice out of them if you can 
catch them. BUT, do use the reptiles as a way to t rain your 
eye .... Specifically, )'OU shou ld alwa)'s be on the lookout for 
snakes in terms of self·defense, as you do NOT want to get 
bit by a venomous snake in the wild. So, whenever you're 
moving about and looking fo r snakes to avoid, also train your 

eye to look at every crack and crevice and shadow to see if 
there are any places where water might be con tained from 

a previous rain or an under~"l'ound source. I have seen small 
puddles o f water in rock depressions that remain shaded 
throughout the day even though there had been no rain in a 
week . 

• HUMANS If there are or have been humans residing in the 
area, their past acti\'ities can also help you find water, in that 
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all human-made trails lead to water or a village. Find a trail , 
stay on it, and you are nearly there! 

• INSECTS BUb>:> can be a pain in the neck, but they can [llso help 
you rind water. Flies tend to always sta}' within a short 
distance of water, normally 100-200 meters. Bees generally 
stay within five miles of a w:ltcr source. Ants tend to fonn 
lines leading to water catchments likes trees or plants. 
Mosquitoes often breed in or around wMer. And there are 

countless other insect species that can be found near, or on 
their way to, water. 

• BIRDS I r you :It'C 011 bnd, and you see small grain-caring birds 
(as opposed to predatory bi rd s) flying in the morning or 
evening, they arc often he:lding to or from a water source. 

Espee i:llly if they are flying fast and low in :l general 
direction as a group, then they arc he[lded for water. If they 
are moving in short sort of hops from tree to tree, they have 
just likely come from a water hole. However, birds of prey 
get the ir water from their prey as do fish-eating water birds, 
and hence, they arc not good indicators for water being near. 

• CLOUDS These can sometim es help you to find water as well. 
The very obvious :lnd ominous, heavy- looking, low-hanging 
black clouds say rain is coming. If the winds tire medium to 

high, chances arc good that you're about to have a drink. So, 
when it docs rain, stop everything and use everythillgto catch 
all the W:lter you can. 

T:lke off your clothes and get a \Vash (hygiene is still 
important when you're surviving, but more on that later)' 
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Use your clothes to catch water and ring it into a container 
or your mouth if you have nothing else. Make a hole if you 
don't have any leaves or poncho or tarp or nips or jugs. 
Catch, drink, and repeat as long as it's pouring down. Enjoy! 

I f you're out to sea or in a remote place like the desert, 
clouds can indicae a possible water source if they are 
hovering in the same area for a long time. 

How to Find Water in 
Specific Ecosystems 

DESERT 
The desert is the classic worst-case scenario for survival. 
However, most deserts are not barren wastelands of pure 
sand, as many people may wrongly believe. Ve ry few places 
are like that, and those that are mean cerrain death without 
water or rescue in a very short time. 

Know this first: Most deserts do have plenry of life, and 

all life depends on water. The key is to know where to look 
and what to use . 

• SCOUT. First. follow the basic rules for locating warer: scan 
the area, look for low-lying areas where water would 
convel'ge and collect if it where flowing. Follow the natural 
lines of the terrain fo r the lowest points. Then look and see 
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If there is no open source, or no obviously wet or moist 
areas, then look for the bends in the dry river bed . The 
outsides of these bends will be where the water would have 

been the most recently, as it would h,:lVe lasted there longest. 
Therefore, you might find some water there if you dig a bit. 

But before you start digging, take a good look. [f it looks 

bone dry, chances are there isn't any water there. So, 
calculate how much time, energy, and water you have on and 
in you, before you start prospectin' for water in the desert. 
Save the digging until you're sme, or you're desperate. 

Ifthe ground looks a bit moist, find the lowest point and 

dig about one foot down to start. If you dig two feet dowll 
and don't hit water, chances are, you're not gonn3 find any in 
that location. But don't give up yet; come back and check 
your holes later, maybe some water will have seeped in. 

• COLLECT DEW. If you find there is morning dew, first try to 

collect it off plants and grass if there are any about with dew 
on them. Then try flipping over some rocks to see if the cold 
air from the night had condensed as the sun rose and heated 

them; this will at least give you a bit of a wetness for your 
tonb'1.le. Every little bit counts, so you need to try all these 
methods at all times. 

Alternatively, you can try to make yOllr own dew. Dig a 
hole about two feet around and about one foot deep, line it 
with a small piece of plastic (if you don't have plastic, usc 
desert plants like the flat cacti that can keep moisture 

partially retained), and lay some rocks in the hole overnight. 
Make sure you wipe the rocks free of all dirt, deb ris, and 
sand first. In the morning, the rocks in the hole will have 
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collected more dew than the surround ing exposed rocks, 
and you should at least get to lick 3 li ttle off them. 

• CACTI AND PLANT LIFE. The cactus is a good source of 
moisture in the desert. Notice I said moisture, not water. You 

have to chop them off and cut off the outside if they are the 
flatc3cti; or if you've got barrel cacti, lop the top and chop up 
the insides. In both cases, get past the spikes and get the 
clean pulp into your mouth. The flat cacti are slimy, the 

barrel cacti are spongy, but they both will give you moisture. 
Suck out all the ju ice you can and spit out the pulp . .. but 
don't just throw it away, use that stuff fo r your solar still (see 
below). 

The prickly pear is a nice fruit that grows on the tops of 

the flat cactus. They are tricky to de-skin 3S their spines are 

much finer than the cactus itself, but they are a deliciously 
sweet thing. I don't cOLlnt them as a good source of water 
due to their suga!" content, but if you're down to suckin' 
cacti, suck them too. 

The big agave plants that are common in most deserts 
sometimes h:we water trapped at the base of their meaty and 
pointy leaves, although these things are strong and the water 

is hard to get to. Again, a sip of water is not to be turned 
down wherever you can find it. Check most plants for such 
deposits. 

• MAKE A SOLAR STILL. Save all the ejected pre-sucked cacti 
bits and pieces and then use them to make a sobr still. The 
solar still is one of the best friends of anyone surviving. The 

only catch is, without a poncho, t:lrp, or some sort of plastic, 
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you can't make one. If you have none of these to begin with, 
always keep your eyes open for them as you make your way 
around. Unfortunately in this day and age (though 
fortunately for survivors in such situations), you can find 

human trash and debris in every corner of the planet, 
incl uding all kinds of plastics, containers, and so 011. 

The concept of making a solar still is s imple. Dig a hole 

about l-2 feet deep minimum, or a bit deeper if you can do so 
without putting yourself in jeopardy by sweating too much. 
Make the hole as wide as your tarp, poncho, or plastic sheet 
will cover completely. In essence, you want a cone-shaped 
hole dug into the grou nd. 

Then place a bunch of vegetation, spit-out cacti, bad 

water, even urine, and anything green in the hole. Now, place 

a cup or something to catch water in the center of the hole. 
Lay you tarp over the hole and use rocks or sa nd to secure its 
edges on the su rface above the hole so that it's as air tight as 
poss ible. Then place a nice-sized, smooth, and as round a 
rock as you can find in the middle of the t:lrp outside the 
hole. This rock should force the tarp to droop slightly down 

into the hole above the water catch that's inside. 
Now, here'S how it works. The heat from the desert sun 

will draw all the moisture from all your materials inside the 
hole, and it will condense on the inside of the tarp. Then, 

gravity fr0111 the rock that's on the outside of yOllr tarp will 
cause the water to trickle downward and drop into your cup. 
l f you happen to have a bit of tube, you can use it like a straw 
to suck the water out without messing up your still. If not, 
jus t raise the tarp ge ntl y, get the cup, drink it all , place it 

back, and then re-seal YOllr still to keep it working. Make as 
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many of these stills as you ha.ve time ,'llld supplies. 
Now, back to wh:u goes into the hole. Chuck all your 

spat-out cacti in there. And add any leafy b>Teen stuff you can 
find, just don't let it touch the edges of the poncho- keep it 
flat, and step on the plants n bit to bruise nnd crush them 

and get them oozing and leaking any moisture they have. 
Then, take a nice long urination into the hole all a.round and 
on the vegetation (nny impurities from the urine will be 
distilled in the sob r process). 

Be aware that a solar sti ll won't fix you for the d ay, 
hydration wise. Usually, ! get maybe 200-300 Illi of water, 

or about maybe half a normal bottle of drinking water. Bur in 
the harsh desert, that is a wonderful amount to have. So 
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make stills and use them. 
I f you have an abuJl(iance of plastic bags, YOll can try the 

eV.:lpO r.:ltioll method of placing the bag around as much 
foli.:lge and vegetation as you can and tie it off on one end 
.:lnd place :l small pebble in a corner to weigh it down so all 
the water converges there. You can poke a hole in it and 
drink that wate r, or, if bags arc sparse, untie it c,lrefully to 

keep as much water as you can in the corner, then tilt it :md 
drink that way. I find in the desert, there is a tendency for the 
plants to poke holes in the bag as eve ryth ing is sharp and 

pointy. 
Note that in most mher environments, this method 

produces more water than in the desert-typically a small 
cup of water in a few hours, depending on how leafy the 
plants and how hot it gets. If I have a h.:lndfu l of bah'S, I will 

tie them over man)' br.:lllches at once and it reall y produces 
a good quantity of water. The trick is to find leaves that 
appear light and green .:lnd not too thi ck or (!.:Irk. and 
certainly not any th.:lt ooze white stuff if you bre.:lk them. 
The water will be greenish in color, but it is fi ne. Don 't leave 
the b.:lgs on too long as the leaves will st.:lrt to wilt :lr1d make 

the water less msteful. 
The bottom line for desert drinking: cracks, crevices, 

c.:lcti, and solar stills .:lre you r best bet for desert hydl".:ltion . 

ARCTIC 
The arctic: environment has plenty of water in the form of 
snow and ice. but its form C.:lll kill you if you're not carefu l 
because consuming ice or snow will decrease your core body 
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temperature, which wi]) cause your body to shiver more to 

stay warm, which in turn will cause furthe r dehydration. 
This is why it is strongly advisable to always melt snow or ice 
with fire before consuming it in water form. 

However, I say that if you have absolutely no means to 
melt the snow or icc, it is better to take small amoun ts and 
let it melt slowly in your mouth than to sit there looking at 
all that frozen water and die of dehydration . 

The key to all this survival stuff is to know fact from 
fiction, and law from life! 

Yes, eating a lot of snow will eventually do you in . But, if 
you're ne:lrly done in already, refusing to take in so me icy 
cold water because some book or expert said not to, is just 
like laying down to die. I~emember, the ex pert wrote about 

what one should do ill general while sitting at a desk, not in 
a life-or-death situation . 

Likewise, many experts simply will not advise you to eat 
snow in ANY situation because they fear lawsuits and 

litigat ion from people who either applied these concepts 
poorly, or who were going to die anyway because they got 
in a bad situation, and yet someone wants to profit or to take 
action against the helplessness of losing a loved one to a 
su rvival situ:ltion- Chc re will nlways be someone saying 
"what if?" . 

But that does not change the outcome of the persOIl on 
the !,'Tound. You either have options that you can try when all 
else fails , no matter how extreme, or you don't have the 

options or refuse to take them. 
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Rules for Hydrating in Ar ctic Regio ns: 

Snow and ice should be melted and boiled before drinking. 
The best and most effective way to melt it is in a pot over 

a fire. 
If you have no pot, wrap a ball of ice or snow in at-shirt 

or other materbL hang ncar fire and let it drip into a 

container. 
If you have no cloth or potor CLIp, try heating a rock in the 

fire and then melting snow or ice with it. First, dig a small 
hole and pack the inside walls of it tightly. Then drop in a 
soft pile of snow, and dmp the heated rock Oil it. Once the 

snow has melted. quickly and safely remove the rock :md sip 
out all the water. 

If YOll need to draw water from sea icc, use the blue 

stuff-the bluer the better as it has less s~llt. 
Make a hard-packed snowball and place iton a stick like 

a big marshmallow over a fire, but first have something to 

catch the water as it drips. If you don't have a catch. clean the 
stick as well as yOll can . and then let the water from the 
melting snowball drip down the stick into your mouth. 

AT SEA 
The sea is one of the most desola te places for finding 

drinking water. 
If you don't have a fresh store of water, or a desalinization 

kit or a reverse-osmosis pump, you ' re starring off with a 
serious challenge. This is a case in which you might consider 

drinking urine or seawater (see below). 
Otherwise, the best source of water whe n sllrviving at 
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sea will come from the atmosphere. Ifit rains, drink all yOu 
C.:ln, catch all you can, store all you can, for as long as you 
can. You don't knoll' how long it will be before YOll are 
rescued, make landfall, or get another r;lin. Catch and use 

any and al l precipitation sent your way very judiciously. If 
you have fog, then use all the cloth you can to capture that 
and squeeze its moisture into a container or your mouth. 
Don't let any fresh water go by un-drunk! 

I f you have the equipment and some sort of vessel or 

float, YOll c.:In try to make 11 solar still. Obviously this is 
impossible if you're simply floating in the water trying to 
survIve. 

You can also get some juice and hydration from fish . , have 
found their eyeballs to have very little water, and taste 

extremely salty. Not to mention, it is very ViSCOllS. So, while 
it does provide some fluid, do not think of it like small sips of 
water, but rather as ajelly water. But take it if you C.:ln get it. 

Also, the spines of fish retain some water, but again, it's 
very hard to get to without losing a lot, especially if you don't 

have a sharp knife. , have not mannged to master the art 
without getting other fish bits and juices in my mouth, 
which does detract a bit from the fresh water with its snit 
;lIld me;lt, but there is some fresh water there to be had. 

In addition, you either have to catch a lot of small fi sh or 

;I few very large ones to get any real source of fluid for 
sustenance from them. The risk of trying to catch fish that 
are too big when surviving is injury to you or your craft, 

eneq,,"Y expended, and frankly, unless you have a large crew 
to feed, most of it will spoil too quic kly for you to ea t. That's 
if you had the tackle to catch the big fish in the first place. 
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You're best off to sti ck with small fish. 

SEASHORE 
The seashore C.:l11 be a very formidable plact:' to find water 
indeed. If you're stranded on a small island with no dune 
break, then try to drop back past the highest water mark you 

can see and start digging a hole there. If there is vegetation, 
that is a good sign, as usually plants won't grow where the 
tide reaches. 

If th ere are dunes, thcn drop b<lck behind the first row of 
dunes <lnd start digging. 

In both cases, the holes you dig will fill with water and 
this water will be safe enough to drink. It takes some work , 
as the holes need to be a bit deeper than the freshwater filter 

Dig a hole 2 to 3 feet deep and 
allow the hole to fill with water 

,/ f;,,' 0", 

, .. ' . .. , 

Dig lor water 

holes discussed earlier. Be prepared to dig a 2- to 3-foot-dcep 
bole, and just as wide as the sand tends to fall back in. The 
upside is that digging sand is a lot easier than digging dirt. 

Once these holes fill, if you want to make the water a bit 
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safer to drink, get a fire going, heat up some c.:1eaned mcks, 
and place them in your pool of filtered sea water. That will 
hopefully bring that water to a boil or, at least, a hot steamy 
temperature so that the water will be just that mllch safer 
to drink. 

The key is to do all what you can first, and then do what 
YOll must! In the worst-case scenario when your initial holes 
produce no water, go back as far as YOll can from the 
shoreline and dig even deeper, then wa it for the hole to fill. 
The good news is that there should be plenty of water, so 

your sweat equity will be rewarded and replenished. 
Also, often the seashore in the tropics will have coconuts. 

The coconut is a great source of water and food. The 6'1'eener 
the nut, the better the water; the bmwner the nut, the more 
meat and white milk which will cause dhll"rhea if too much 
is drunk. But if that's the firs t nut you crack, drink up. There 

are likely more green ones amund, so go for them next and 
don't drink more than one white-m ilk coconut a day if YOll 
can help it. 

A word of caution: a coconut is a truly tough nut to crack 
without a blade. The best method I have seen is to shave 

down to the nut with a shell or mck, then lise the outer shell 
as a way to hold the nut up so yOll can crack into it without 
spill ing the juices everywhere. This is tricky, so be extremely 
careful that YOll do not injure your fingers or any othet' body 
part. 

A final way to make water potable ifon the shore without 
a pot, is to make a fire, dig a hole, let it fill in with water, an d 
drop hot rocks from the fire in to the hole and drink! 

when push comes to shove and your water resou rces are 
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extremely low, you may be tempted to drink from the 
bountiful sea water. of course, sea water is ex tremely salty 

and drinking any good amount of it will lead to certain death. 
But with everything else, if it becomes your last resort, take 
it, 

Hawke's Rules for Drinking Sea Water: 
Don't do it unless you are sure you will die from dehydration; 

wa it until it's absolutely desperate, and you realize there is 
no hope for finding water via fish, rain, or other means. 

Start early if you know it's inevitable. If you are in the 

middle of the ocean and have no water at all, and there's no 
real hope of immediate reSClIe, your start point is after your 
first 24 hours without water. 

Don't wait until it's too late, as yOli may st[lrt to go crazy 
f1'01ll delirium caused by dehydration, and the salt will push 

you ovcr the edge. 
Dilute it if you can wi th any good water you may have, or 

take sips here and there in between rinses or swallows of 

you r fresh water. 
If you have the materials and are on a small vessel or 

floating device, make a solar still (as described above). Scoop 

some seawater into a container, place a smaller CliP or catch 
in the middle of the conta iner (you may need to place 
something in it to hold it down), then cover the con tainer 
tightly with plastic or similar material, and place a weight 
on top ofthe cover to sink it slightly into the container, Any 

condensation that collects on the inside of the cover and 
drips into th e cup will be fresh water. 
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Never, ever drink more chan a few gulps of seawater at a 
time, and thell never more than approxim;][ely a cup over a 
24-hour period. 

Ibtian small rllllounts of fresh writer <lnd sp<lce out the 
tirningof consumption. 

The bottom line is th;]t drinking s;]lt water from the sea 
is a bad thing, and shouldn't be done. But it call be done and 
should Dilly be done when death seems very probable. 

JUNGLE 
The jungle is one of my personal favorite regions for 
surviving, especi .. dly because of the abundance of water 
sources. Not only do you often have rain, and usually plenty 

of \Vater in the form of rivers :lnd screams, but there are 

mallY plants that offer a source of water if you know what to 
look for. A key clement here is to always rake rhe time to ask 
locals, whenever poss ible, about what plants Me good for 
water. I r YOli don't have the luxury of getting local 
knowledge, rely on the basic concepts and information 
provided here, 

• WATER VINE. There are many vines in the jungle. Not all 
provide water, but most do, It takes a bit of practice at first 
to identify them. Usually thei r b:lrk is a bit lighter and fluffier 
than the non-water vines, and when you tap them, they 
sound more hollow than the whitc-sap-producingvarieties. 

To get to the water, cut H IGI-! then LOW. They suck the 
water up from the ground at the first cut (called "capillary 
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action") so that if you cur low first, the water will be sucked 

up already by the time YOll cut high and you'll have less 
water to drink, 

Hold the vine like a long canteen and let the water drain 
into your mouth. Ir you can get your fill and also have a 
containe r, fill up on all the water from vines you can find. 
The water tastes great, it's sa fe , and the vines are easy to cut. 
Without a knife, try to break it open high with a heavy stick, 

then break it low with your hands an d/or with leverage over 
a branch and drink it that way, 
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• BANANA (OR PLANTAIN) PLANTS. This is a wonderful plant 
to find. It can be felled right across the base just like 
chopping a head of <':':lbbage in half, and then, watch it filL 
The water is good, though it's strong-tasting at Ilrst and 

mellows after a few bowlfuls. This plant will also generate 
water for awhile, so you might even camp there for a day or 
two if you find one. 

• FIG TREE. Jt can give up a lot of water but needs to be tapped 
into. Use a piece of pipe, or tube, or some small bamboo 
fashioned into a tube, then cut a hole into the tree and wedge 
the tube in and let the water drain, but make a reservoir 

catch for it. 

• PALMS. Nipa, Buri, Coconut, and Sugar. You can get water 
from many ofthese fruits, :lnd even the little ones will yield 
a nice lemonade-flavored water. As well, you can draw water 
from the tree itsclf. Best to use the small ones 12 feet high or 
smaller so you can reach the top, chop it off, and keep it bent 

over so it will "bleed" water for yOLl. This can be a repeated 
a few times to stimulate more sweet water pl'Oduction. 

• LEAVES. Bl'Omelaids, Pitcher Plants, Elephant Ears, et al. 
Bromelaids arc what I call "tree celery." They are sometimes 
called air plants, because they seemingly grow in the air 

(some they take mot in pockets on a tree, like where a branch 
broke off; others grow in the soil that settled where a tree 
fel1). Not only do these plants have a sort of lettuce quality in 
that they are smooth, but they're also crisp like celery and 
they tl':lp water in the joints. Also, their Icaves can be chewed 
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like the white base of celery, and a good amount of tasty 

water will come f!'Om them. [ usually eat the base anyway 

after [ stick the water from it. 

The elephant ears or any other big le;lves should catch 
your attention for two reasons. 

first, they might have some water trapped in them or:'lt 

their base. Of COllrse, you should look at all plants as you 

walk rh!'Ough the jungle for the types of leaves that might 

have water caught in them which you can drink. 

Also, these large leaves make excellent devices for 

catching rain water. [ have surrounded my base camp with 

these !'Olled Calle shapes and then wedged into every tree 

branch ;l!'Ound my hooch so they could ('ntch and fill up with 

water during the typical jungle torrential downpour. 

• BAMBOO. As stated before for different reasons (Le. shelter 

building), bnmboo is a gi ft f!'Om the gods in respect to water, 

as well. The green bamboo can be bent o\'er and the top cut 

off to produce water; the older, b!'Owner ones tlsually h:we 

water t rapped inside their segments. Tap or shake them and 

listen for the wnter swishing and splashing. [f you he:lr that. 

cur a little notch at the base and drain the water. Usually. you 

call do this with each segment above and below as bamboo 

shoots arc cOl11parrmentnlized. 

• P[TCHER PLANT. This Southeast Asian plant looks just like a 

pitcher of water. It's usually filled with dead bugs nnd whnt 

not, but if YOll can bailor treat the water. it's a nice find. 

• BAOBAB TREE. Found in Africa and Australia, the baobab 
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holds large amounts of water in its trunk flIld is a true I:,>ift if 
you happen across one. They're easy to identi fy as they're 
super fat and funky looking. 

• TRAVElER'S TREE. This native of Madagascar has leaves with 
a cup at the base that c<J tches and holds water. These are 
niceties. but not re:l ll y worth plann ing for . 

• ROOTS. Roots are, to my way of thinking, a simi lar fallacy to 

mushrooms as a su rvival food. Just as mushroom 
identification is tricky even for ex pens-and deadly when it 
goes wrong- the same is true for roots unless you know very 
well the plant you're looking at and can take the time to dig 
up the root and beat it to a pulpy mush. Like mushrooms, 
roots can be very toxic since they hold conce ntrated 
amounts of water if they have it, or d<Jngerous toxins if they 

don 't hold w:uer. Basically, leave roots alone unless you 
know exactly what you're digging up. 

MOUNTAINS 
Findingwater in the mountains can be a challenge, but there 
is often one distinct advantage in that you h:we better 
vis ibility thnn , say, the jungle or forest. With th at vision of 

what su rrounds you, it grea tl y increases your chances of 
Cindingwatcr. Look for al l thin6'S and land sloping down, but 
don' t drop down just yeruntil you're cel'ca in you see a SOUl'Ce 
of watcr. Stay on the high gt'Ound, preferably the ridge line, 
so you can look both ways on you r hunt for water. If the 
weather is too rough to w<Jlk the ridgcline, drop 011 the snfe 
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side of the wind , bu t every kilometer or so, go back to the 
ridge top and look ove r th e other side, both behind and 
ahead of your direction oftravel. 

Once YOll have spotted water, then and onl'y then, start 
dropping down and mind how you go so you don't end up in 
a false valley and have to make another water-draining 
ascent before you can get co the true valley with your spoered 

wnter source. 
I ha\'e seen a very fit m:m drop and do the "flopping fish" 

for lack of water after having to do one extra, unplanned 
ascent to the ridge line. 

If there is snow in the 1ll00111tains, refer to the ARCT IC 
section on water above. 

Remember this: walls and cliffs nre the best secrets for 

looking for water in mountainous arens. If yOll spot any of 
these, and the trek to them is within reason and your abil ity, 
try to scope them our, Often these brenks in the inte6rri ty of 

the mountain range will have a leak from S0111e small 

Stream falling 
from out of 
the cl iff 
lace 

Boltom of slope 

< . 

Inside bend of a dry river bed 
Mounlam waler sources 

Bot tom of a steep ravine 
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underground spring as it pushes through the mountain. It 
might only be a wet little trickle, but you can lick that trickle 
all day long! 

FOREST 
Finding water in the forest usually isn't too difficult, but 
sometimes you cnn come upon n long stretch oflnnd before 
you do find a water soun:e. So, refer to the top portion of this 
chapter- i.e. scope your surroundings and follow ehe Intld co 
where it looks like it would naturally produce water. If all 

else fails, dig, but dig wisely. 
Find the lowest point you can in what looks like the 

nicest r::wine you can find. Usually, the higher and steeper 

the two hills are that create the ravine, the berter the ch::lIlces 
are of finding water. And, just like in the desert, find the 
greenest, wettest, lowest point you can and dig " hole 1- to 2-

feet deep maximum. Give it awhile and see if any water 
sec ps in. If not, try the condensation method described 
above using a poncho (o r natural materials like leaves) to 

cover the hole, so your effort in digging it doesn't go to waste, 
then keep looking. Now, if you're hunting for little trickles of 
water, the opposite holds truc- a good, long, widc slope of a 
hill basically means more su rface area to catch water and 

channel it down, so if you sec a b'1'eat expansc of ficld sloping 
down, try walking to the bottom of it. 

, do not teach a lot oftcchnical stuff like names of plants 

and trees and that sort of thing. Occasionally, it is vcry 
hclpful to know n bit of tethnical inform:1tion, For instnnce, 
know whnt a willow tree looks like and remember that these 
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are always near water. Cottonwoods share that quality. 
Further. be ever aware that underground springs are all 

over in the forest. so anytime you step on some soggy soil, 
you're likely there. So look for these darker patches of soil as 
you walk through the forests. 

SWAMP 
Swamps arc just plain filled with water". but that doesn't 
necessarily mean that your problems arc solved. The 
problem is making that water safe to drink. Fires can be a 
challenge to make in the swamp, especially if you 're in 

proper mangrove-type swamps. So the strategies here are 
much like in the jungle- i.e. dig a filter hole, use your clothes 
and charcoa l/ sand if you can find some, and in the worst 
case, scoop up somc W:lter into a shallow conta in er and let 
the sun work on it for the day, then sip the top water off at 
night. It 's not ideal, but it 'll make you feel like you've 

attempted to make it as safe as possible. 

URBAN 
Surviving in a city that's under siege from a natural or 
manmade disaster is an often overlooked aspect of surviving, 

but one I am particularly fond of teaching. I'd like to just 
touch on some things to consider ifyoll find yourself in a 
town during a black out. or in a city during a coup or some 
natural disaster. and water is simpl y cu t off and there are no 

mC':J.sures being taken to get water to people. 
In these C:J.SC'S, it is good to look for water neal" yOLI and to 
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start early. Areas to consider include parks, golf courses, 
drainah'"€ di tches, rooftop reservoirs, water cans in gardens, 
water hoses with water left inside, city water fountains 
found in parks, amusement parks, aquariums, farms or zoos 
or anywhere animals may be kept, and so on . 

These examples arc just to get your mind thinking now, 
before anything terrible happens that thrusts yOll into such 
a s ituation. Do you know where the water sources are near 
your horne, yOUl" work, and the routes to and from the places 
you go? Plan now to be prepared later. 

Last Resorts 

Yes, you can drink urine! Now that [ have your attention . 
.. The rules for urine drinking are pretty straightforward: 
drink it as soon after you urinate as possible; the first time 
you urinate is usually fine to drink; and you can drink the 
second pass in dire circumstances. 

After the second pass, chances are that you won't be 
urinating again anyway if there is no more fluid going in . 
There simply won't be any fluid left to be passed. It will go 
by breathing, sweat, etc. 

FACT: Ur ine drinking has been around for lite rally 
thousands of years. It has been considered a medicinal 
practice for health by nearly evcry major culture atone point 
or another through time, since ancien t China, India, the 

Eh'YPtians, Greeks, and Aztecs, in a practice called 
urotherapy. Eve n in modern times, there have been bars 
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where people actually pay to drink urine. So, contrary to 

survival manuals by both the US Army and the British 5AS, 
you call drink urine safely, if done correctly. 

MYTH: You will 110/ die or get sick if you drink urine. It 
is not poisonous. It is actually sterile the moment it leaves 
your body, and only contact with the air allows (or bacteria 
to grow. 

This is why you shouldn't urinate and then store it for 
later. As for technique, I recommend to let a little out first to 

clean the urethra o( any residual bacteria before filling your 
container with the rest. 

• YES, YOU CAN GET WATER FROM FECES. Like drinking urine, 
this practice should never be a fil'st choice for anyone. In 
fact, one needs to be pretty desperate to try it. I personally 
have not tried it, but ['m not saying [ wouldn't uncleI' certain 

circumstances. I can only evaluate it against my own medical 
know ledge, military training, and my personal and 
professional experience in survival in'. 

Let's look at some facts to consider when this is YOllr last 
option, and see if it passes the comlllon-sense test. 

First, I know for a scientific medical fact that feces is not 
sterile and is heavily laden with bacteria as well as pnrasites. 

Second, I know for a biological (act that the bladder must 
be sterile (or a person to be healthy, which makes urine 

clean. On the other hand , the anal cavity faces direct 
exposure to the external environment making it inherently 
less hygienic than the bladder, and therefore, feces is less 
clean than urine. 

Now, i( you're down to your last resort, you can't find 
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water anywhere, and you stumble upon some fresh animal 
feces, such as that of an cleph:Hlt, you do not want to eat the 
feces. Rather, squeeze out all the liquid you can. Make a filter 
with a shirt to squeeze it through or, in a pinch, just squeeze 
the stuff and let the fluid drip into your mouth. 

If YOll do get to this point, make sure the feces is fresh
in other words, see it eome from the elephant. Of course, if 
you do see elephants, know that they are often near water, 
and consider tryingto find that water if yOll still have energy 
left. They are not hard to track. However, they can range 

long distances between water stops, and so they might not be 
near water at all. So if your life is at stake and elephantdung 
is all you have, go for it. 

I know that indigenous bushmen have done this for eons, 

and some professional trackers and rangers have learned this 
as well. But ] would surmise from my experience in Africa as 
a soldier and a medic, that these bushman probably had the 
same parasites as the elephants and, like many Africans, have 
learned to live with their parasite load, whereas the rest of 

us have not. 
But the bottom line, I'd rather drink dung juice and live 

to treat the parasites later. So, I'm not recommending this 
practice, and I think 99% of the time, there would be no call 
for it, but if yOLl happen to be near a defecating elephant in 

Africa during the dry season, then it might be poo juice for 
you! 

That's all [ got to say about that. 

• ALCOHOL AND CIGARETTES. In general it is better to not drink 

alcohol or smoke cigarettes when you don' t have water. It is 
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<I medic<ll (<lct th<lt both or these wi!! only serve to dehydrate 
you even more. However, in combat, a little drink helps to 
take the edge off a bad day and the Joss of a comrade, and a 

smoke helps when a drink isn 't <In option . The same 
principle holds true when in a real survival situation. If yOll 

h<lve a bottle of booze or a pack of smokes on hand , and 
things look very bleak. J speak in direct contradiction to all 
the accepted norms on this issue. I believe that if you arc 
cmving a cig or a sip. and that little reprieve will make you 
feel better mentally. then I say go for it. I don ·t recommend 
smoking a pack or downing a bottle, but I do say that the 
psychological benefit o( having that little respite from the 

misery and suffering call do so much to renew your morale. 
The psychological advantage from th is type of small 
indulgence C<ln be the veIl' thing that reinvigorates one's will 
to live, and in fact can be the very thing th:lt determines if 
one survives or not. 

• TALKING POINT. They say mlkinguses up body nuids, as well. 
and it is true. "'Vhen water is scarce, try not to speak, and try 
to breathe through your 110se. If you're in the heat of the 
desert drying up, likely you won·t wam to t::llk to your buddy 

anyway. but if you do speak, it might actually give one of you 
an idea heretofore not considered and might save your lives. 

Humans need hope. 'vVe all need a break now and then. 

When thin/:,'"S are tough. a small pleasure can work mirncles 
for the soul and re-instil hope where there was only despair. 

So, know that smoke and booze or a chat with yOuI' survival 
p<lrtner might ve ry well be your dentb knell, but they might 
also be your salvation. Only you call decide at that critical 
moment, but I say. live until you die. 
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Chapter 4: 



Fire is olle of the key elements in any surviva l situat ion. It 
provides warmth. light, and heat for cooking. It can sterilize 
knives for first aid and help you make cook ing utensils. It 
boils water clean. It protects you against predators. You can 

use it to signal. Obv iously, fire is a major necessity in the 
wild. 

LIGHTE RS 
I hate rubbing sticks together. I don't smoke, but I live with 
a lighter on my person at all times. If I'm travelling and must 
pass security without a lighter, I carry a magnifying glass 

and magnesium bar- but more on that later. 
First and foremost, always have a lighter! Stash them all 

over yOLlr rucksack, hOllse, vehicle, and on your person 
whether you're in or around wildel'1less or on the streets of 

Do city. 
Now, there are lots of different types of li gh ters. You 

might think it 's worth it to have those expensive wind-proof 

kinds, especially if yOLl spend time up all mounmins or in 
generally open areas. And they're not bad for some purposes. 
But in fact. the jet-propulsion of the flame call blowout your 
fledgling fire. And typically, no matter where you are, you 

should seck ou t a sheltered area to start your fire, so you 
won't need the wind-proof kind. Besides, they're expensive. 

Disposable lighters are great, cheap, and easy to come by. 
Even after the fuel runs out, you call get a spa rk Ollt of them, 
which is st ill good for getting a fire going in a pinch. And 

now you call get tiny-sized ones which are great for stashing 

everywhere. 
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Sometimes, though, you need a lighter for actual "light." 
In these cases, Zippos reall y earn their keep. A Zippo can be 
li t and set down and used as a lamp. I've even used it in tight 
times as a mini stove or just a littl e fireplace when I had 
nothing; the Zippo just sat there and burned and gave me 

comfort as a littl e fire, a little light, a little heat, and that 
made all the difference. Of course, if you're unsure of you r 
time frame and don't have copious amounts of fuel, be sure 
to conserve the fuel as much :IS possible. 

You can also refill Zippos, And when you're away from 

civilization, you can use other fuels like moonshine alcohol, 
alcohol in first-aid kits, vehicle fuel, or what have you to 

refill a Zippo. 

• CAUTION: So me fuels are dangerous as they have fumes and 
vapo rs that will create a nice little fireball when igni ted, so, 
before you load up your Zippo with an ;llternative to lighter 
fuel, give ;l test light of a small puddle. If it gives off a great 
ball of name when sparked, it's likely too combustible to use 

in youI' lighter. In these cases. just load it in a container and 
ca rry it, with the Zippo for the spark Hut when the liquid 
fuel source cand idate just gives a ni ce, smooth burn , then 
it's usua lly safe to top off your Zippo. The ge neral rul e with 

fuel, as with anything in survival situations, is always to lise 
common sense and to nor look before you leap. 

TIP: A crucial good habit is to test all gear in your sllt'vival 
kit regu larl y. It doesn't need to be daily, but it should be 
looked at, played with, and tried out every once in a while. 

1' 1 P: AlwQys carry a lighter. Everything else that follows 
in this cha pter is whM you have to do bec.luse you didn' t 
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C.:ItTy .:I lighter. There are a million re.:lsons to c.:Irry one.:lt all 
times. and not one reason not to do so. 

How to Make Fire 
The million reason s you should carry a lighter-or some 

other me.:lns of ignition-refer to the minimum number of 
strokes you will need to get a fire going when you have to 
resort to rubbi ng sticks together! 

That's right, rubbing sticks together to make fire can be 

done. but it is extremely hard work. even after you perfect 
your technique. I t is very time consuming and. therefore, can 
take a toll on both Y0ul" physical alld mental well being. If 
you know and accept this going in. you'll be .:Ible to 
withstand the doubt and frustration thar may otherwise 
c.:Iuse you to give up. And what is the most important thing 
.:Iboltt survival? 

NEVEH GIVE UP! 

HARD WOOD VS . SOFT WOOD 
Before \Ve get into the v.:Irious preparations and techniques, 

let's have a look at the kind of woods yOLl may consider. 
Most survival books-in fact. everyone I have re;l(I- state 

that for st.:lt"ting fires, you usc a hard wood against a soft 

wood . 
I have found thi s not to be true. 
Both the Hritish SAS and us Army m;tt1ltals, and indeed 
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in nil the most popular surviv:ll books, promote the hnrd
wood-on-soft-wood theory. Now it might be a hard -wood 
spindle 0[' a soft-wood b3se, etc., depending on the technique 
being npplied, but they all spe:lk to using contrasting woods. 

But I h3ve found, when it comes to rubbing sticks 
together to make fire, is that two soft woods work best. 

Now there nre lots of experts gettin' all exci ted right 
about now after reading this. So, Jet's talk about hard nnd 

soft woods and I'll explain . 

First and foremost, remember, I don't claim to be 311 
expert; 1 just have expertise. ['m a regul3r "Joe" who just 
happens to have tried lots of stllff, rCb'ulnrly enough to have 
a good hnndle on what works and what doesn't. In fact and 
to be honest, I don't know all the n:lmes for all the woods. 
(But then again, you probably don't either.) I do know that 

some woods classified as hard woods are soft, and some 
softwood classifications are actually very h:lrd. So, let's look 
:It wh:lt is a h3rd <lnd a soft wood. 

Try the "nail test ." If you can stick your thumhn:lil into 
<I wood and leave a dem, it's a soft wood. If not, it's a h:lrd 
wood . It's that simple. 1 don'tc:lre what its name or scientific 
designation is, and neither will you when you're freezing in 
the wild :llone. 

Now, rubbing any two sticks together long enough :lnd 

hard enough will get you some friction and some heat. Also, 
if you're starting with green trees and saplings, YOLl might as 
well be starting fire with water; you're going to be chere a 
while. We're opernting under the premise Ch3C you, the 
reader, have been endowed with the basic level of common 

sense :lnd therefore understand. YOll need to start with some 
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d ry wood. 
The best place to get the dry wood is not from the 

standing trees, they're often green and not helpful. Likewise, 
unless you're in n very dry place, YOli don't want wood off 
the ground. The best kind is that which is either in the 
bushes or on a broken, but still hanging tree branch, or in 
some other way, still as dry ns you can find about. 

Nex t, yOll don't want something so soft it will crumble, 
either. Whnt you're looking for is some wood thnt will be 
strong enough to hold up to the preSSl1re you're going to 

apply to it, but also, not so hard that it will take a team of 
people a wcek to get it to hent up. 

Vlhat I have found to be the very best for fast fire starting 
is yucca. If you know what that is, let that be your standnrd. 
The reason I bring it up is becausc the bamboo snw is a well 
tested and unive rsally known fire-by-friction starting 

method. And ironically, it is bamboo on bamboo, so no hard 
wood against hard wood issues and guess what, it's neither 
a soft or hard wood, it's actually a brrass! 

So, I too have found that a modernte1y hard piece of 

softwood ngainst another piece of the snl11e thing is the best 
wny to go. Think of balsa wood as an example. When it's 
thinly sliced, it's very fragile, but when in a solid piece, it's 
still ligh t, but sturdy. The real secret here is the friction-to

flame rntio. 
If the wood is softer, it 'll give way to more friction, and 

the more friction, the quicker the flame comes. But any way 
you work it, it will be work. 
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Preparation 
Now let's look at the things you need to cons ider before 

attempting to start YOllr fire. 

LOCATION 
First, choose your location wisely. 

Here arc the key facto rs regarding location : 

Find a spot away from wind, rain, other elements, and 

harm's way (e.g. under snow-covered tree branches). 

Give yourself enough :lrea to work around the fire

LOoking, sleeping, drying clothes, etc. 

pick a generally dry spot, and clear away combustible 

materials from the SlllTOllllding ground surface. 
Lay some sticks, logs, leaves, rocks, etc. on the ground so 

your fire is elevated to allow a slight 3l11011nt of air/oxygen 

under it, as well as to keep it off the moist ground, which 

tends to zap a nedgling 111'1..' . 

Look for soil, rocks, lOb'S' snow, etc. to create a wall 

around your fire area. 

STARTER MATERIALS 
Once you've found an ideal location, begin to gather up a 

good supply of starter materials-tinder, kindling, and fuel. 

Tinder is the smallest material, and includes all the li ttle 

fragile things you can find and grind into a powder-think 

furry, fuzzy, light, and Ouffy material. 

Kindling is anything slightly larger than tinder, and 
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includes 5m:111 branches and twigs not much biggel' thall a 
match or birthday candle, 

Fuel refers to ever~,thing larger that will combust and 
grow into your rull-oll fire, You should collect rucl or various 
s izes, smning with 3-to-6 stacks of wood branches that are 
just bigger tlun a twig, and tht'll work your way up to a largc 
pile or wrist- or ankle-sized logs, 

Fine strips of Bark Pine Needles 

Bird's Nest 

Small Twigs 

Large Sticks and Logs 

Tinder, kindling and fu~ 
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• T IN DER After getting the initinl ember from friction, 
combustion , hent, or ,mother ener!:,'y source, tinder is whnt 
mnkes the bridge from spark to nnme. 

There nre Illany cool-/:,'l.lY techniques out there, but the 
bnsic idea is to get the driest, fluffiest little poofball YOll c,m 
from whatever is nround you for your tinder. I've seen 
pocket lint, n lock ofhnir, toilet pnpcr, Icaves, bnrk, nnd much 
more, all used to make n tinder ball . You can take strips of 
bnrk and dried leaves, mix it with whatever other manmade 
materials you can supplement with, and then rub them 

together and mix them up in your hand and try to make a 
nice little fluffy balL Take all the powder and scraps that 

might have dropped and sprinkle them bnck into the mix . 
Once you have a nice wad of fibrous material, spread it a 

little so as to make a little ball. Then make.1 dent in that ball 
<Inc! form it into a nest. Then t<lke <Ill the loose powder and 
shnvings and droppings from your friction formation and 

sprinkle it back into the middle of your nest. You now have 
a new home for your baby coal, a chariot to transport the 
coal to its new tepee home. 

One of the best all-around SOllrres for tinder one can find 
in nMure is actually a bird's nest. Birds usually tnke from all 

the light and fluffy things in the environment exactly as one 
needs to m.~lke a lire. If you look around, you "II often find onc; 
I've even found them in the desert when I was looking to 
start a fire. 

Another way to get tinder is to look for the tinder fun!:,'l.ls" 
Scan around trees; there is sometimcs a black-looking mucky 

wad that looks like sap has oozed out of a tree and tllmed 
dark. But if you look CIOSC1~ it's actually a fungus growing in 
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some damaged area of tree bark. J f you break it off :.md it's 
red-brown inside, it's tinder fungus and makes a great way 
to st.:lrt a fire. 

There is.:l f.:llse tinder funb'lJS, as well, so be wary. This 
one looks like a clam on the side of the tree. It is striped and 
grayish looking. Not as good as the true cinder fungus, but 
in a pinch , it will do. 

Also, in dry environments, if you can find dung that is so 
dry th.:lt it's pure powdery white, you can <:rllsh this up .:Ind 
the dust helps to get a fire started . 

In ma ny areas, you C.:ln t.:lke the loose bark off trees and 
rub it together into a small pile of dust and flakes that will 

catch a SIXlrk e.:lsily. 
If everything is wet, look for the slanted trees and take 

the bark on the under side, peel it off, and underneath the 
outermost layers you'll find dry bark that you can crush into 

a fine tinder. 
If you C:ln only find h:lrd woods, look for the dry bark 

under the sl:lnted trees. Cut:l piece of b:lrk off and then 
scrape it to make shavings. This !1l:lkes an excellent source 

of tinder, and is often my first choice. Scr:lpings lll:lke flat 
little curly-cue pieces of wood th:lt catch e:lSY and burn in a 
cin:le, and so, the fl:ltll(' is warming the wood before it burns 
it and does a rC:llly niee job of keeping :lir ci rculating while 
preserving heat. 

Now sometimes you need a little cheater helper. For me, 

I find pi ne resin does just the trick. Pine resin makes a good 
food :lnd glue, but it :lIsa bums very well. This fuel source is 
called "lighter knot" or "fat lighter." Often a f:l llen pine tree 
will have :llot of resin that will have oozed and concentrated 
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in the stump. (Th is resin is often found in stumps where 
trees have been felled, and if you're neal' felled trees, you're 
likely close enough to civilization to walk out!) Pine resin is 
usuall y orange or yellowish. This stuff will burn even in rain. 
1 have used this to start fires in the rain, and it's a real life 
saver, so always look for it while gathering fire materials. If 
you have good weather, save it for the wet days. 

Another great tinder in nature is the ever-useful cat tails. 
Notonly can you eat these, bilt if you scrape the brown heads 
you'll get lots of fluff, and thi s stuff catches pretty easily. 
Even if the cat tail has been in the rain, the flu ffy stuff is sti II 

dry. 
of course, leaves and needles are great as long as they are 

dry and brittle brown. Crush up some of the leaves into a 
powder and they'll catch the ember pretty quickly. Also, 
some types of dry moss will catch as well, but they don't 

burn longor well. There are other pl:Jnts, depending on your 
location, such as the milkweed, that if you bust open a pod, 
you'll find lots of hairs that are good tinder. If you don't know 
one plant from another, try manipulating some to see what's 
inside. 

The key to finding tinder is to look through "tinder 
glasses"-s impl y look at everything around YOll for its fire
catching potential. This is such an impOl·tant part of making 
a fire , and such effort will go into creating the initial heat 

that you need for Sllccess. 

• KINDLING Kindlingare the transition linking logs from twigs 

to sticks. Kindling is to baby food what tinder is to mother's 
milk. Kindling materials should always start from toothpick 
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size, then up to pencil s ize, then finge l' size, then wrist size, 
then ankle sized, 

Everything above that in size is just a big fat log, also 
known as fuel. The most basic rule for fire making is 
simple- use dry stuff. So try and h<ather you r kindling from 
tree branches that are dead and brittle. Try not to use ones 

that are lying on the ground, as those tend to be moist. And 
don't use any live branches, as they're green and most 
definitely moist. 

You can burn green stuff once you have a good fire going; 
technically, the hot I1re will dry out the green stuff before 
burning it, However, these make a lot of noise and smoke. 
And smoke might be what YOll want for signalling, but we'll 
discuss that later. 

• FUEL The term pretty much says it all: if it burns strong, it's 

fuel. If you can burn it, do it. Onc of the funny things I see all 
the time with students is their perceived need to make a 
huge fire. I've secn them burn their boots, their bags, their 

tents, and themselves all because they just couldn't stop 
throwing logs on the fire . Ironicall y, it is always the same 
type of folk who didn't g:nher up enough fire wood to see 

them through the night in the first place so that they end up 
waking LIp at 4 am, when it always seems to get the coldest, 
with no light and no heat and no logs to rekindle with. And 
since they aren't allowed flashlights in my outdoors courses, 
they sit there and hover over their embers umil dawn. 
So, plan your fuel supplies out and use them sensibly. We 
always jest that the red man makes small fire and sits real 
close, while white man makes big fire and stands far back. 
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Now there might be times when you want a huge fire, 
again, maybe to signal for help or to make a lot of coals for 
cook ing 01' to make a coal bed to sleep warm through the 
nigh t, In these cases, burn on! But mostly, go easy, you don't 
need a huge fire, and gathe ring materials itself ca n be hard 
work that depletes enerb')'. 

THE TEPEE METHOD 
I find rhe "tepee method" is the best way to prepnre you r 

tinder, kindling, and fuel to sta rt your fire . There really isn't 

any need to know the pyramid or log cabin methods, etc. All 
the rest o f rhe so-called techniques are just fbshy ways to 
get the same basic thing done. 

Start by using::l bunch of kindling to make a small "tepee" 
shape-about 1-2 feet tall- that rests on a bed of sticks and 

tinder. Leave an opening in the tepee for access to the empty 
space in sid e. Then take your soft tind er nest and place it 
right next to that opening. 

Once you 've generated your tiny coal ember, transport 
that ember on a small piece of bark or leaf onto the tinder 
nest (w hich should be ve ry dose by) . With the coal atop the 

tinder nest, begin to gently breathe air onto it, bringing it 
from a smoldering coal to:l beautiful ember and into a 
f:lnt:lstic little nam e! 

Then, place the fbming nest through the opening in the 

tepee :md onto the bed of t inder insid e, and continue to 
nurture it with gentle breaths :lS it eMehes the twigs of the 
tepee on fire. Once the tepee tw ib'S begin to catch fire, gentl y 
lay one piece of kindling :lfter ::Inothe!" onto the tepee, slowl y 
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Tepee method 

reinforcing the walls of it as each l:lyer is COlllHIIlled by your 
new hungry offspring of n:lllle. After a few minutes. you'll 

have a nice little fire and a giant feeling of w:l rrn th inside 
you. 

At this point, s t:lY C:llm :lnd do not rush the process. I 

h:lVC seen more fires killed at this critical juncture by people 

who arc so excited that they over-stack their nre too quickly 
and cru sh it. The end result is no nrc and:l crushed morale, 
which takes a good bit of mental CPR to get back to that 
point. 
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Since you've done :lll the preparation beforehand, there 
is no need to rush and panic, no need for excessive moving 
3round finding and breaking sticks. It's all there and you are 
ready, so enjoy the show and watch it grow. 

Now, let's talk about some of the techniques of fire 
making, or more pointedly, "ember making." Some are very 
basic; some are re3 11y far out there. But as in everyth ing else 
rega rding survi val, there are no h:lrd fast rules other than 
what yo u can imagine; thCl"e 3re only principles by which 
you should be guided . 

OTHER PREPARATIONS 
Here are 3 few ways to m3ke sure your fire survives the 
conditions, and you get the most out of it for your purposes. 

• FIRE PIT There 3re a few types of fire pits. The main two I 

suggest using-besides the simplest form of fire pit-are the 
Dakota pit :lnd the Cross pit. 

The D:lkota pit is made by digging two adjacent holes a 
couple feet apart :lnd connecting them with:l runnel. This is 

helpful in 3reas with high winds, or when you have less fuel, 
or when you don't want to be seen. Start your fire above the 
hole using methods described above, then move it into one 
of the holes which should already be filled with kindling and 

fuel. The tunnel and em pty connect ing hole m:lintain air 
flow to keep the fire going. 
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Dakota pit 
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The cross pit is just a big "X" dug into the ground so that 

the wind can still feed your fire while the center of the X 
lowers th e fire so it's not blown allover by the wind. 

Most of the time, howcver, you'll wan t to make a rcally 
simple fire pit. This is dOlle by scraping out a circle of dirt 
with a stick. rocks, your feet or hands. Make it about six

inches deep in the middle and sloping up to ground level on 
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the edges, and about 12-24 inches around. This pit will let 
more heat get to you at ground level. If you build on nat 
ground, use rocks to either contain the fire or give you 
something to cook on. But leave a gap in the rocks fadngyou 
to allow heat to reach you directly. If you dig too deep, the 
hea t wi ll not be renected at you but rather straight up. 

In all cases, put leaves or logs or twigs down under the 
fire, as it's better to have the fire sta rt on drier material and 

it allows that little bit of air in there which aids you r cause. 

• FIRE WAll This is a really grent supplement to get the most 
ou t of your fire. Whether you're sleeping in the open on the 

ground or in a shelter, it's good to make n wnll of some 
fashion on the opposite side of the fire. This wil l re nect more 
heat nnd light your wny nnd denect more wind and cold as 

well. It nlso keeps the smoke now dOWll so yoUI' face doesn't 
get smoked out-nnd you alwnys want to avoid any drain on 
your physical condi tion, such as smoke in your eyes. 

You cnn make n fire wnl] with sticks and logs, dirt, rocks, 
n tarp or other manmade materials if you have :lIly. The 
concept is simple-just fashion a wall about a foot beh ind 

the fire , extendi ng a couple feet to either side of the fire, and 
at least three feet high. Make sure it's as wind-proof as you 
can make it, often by packing the holes with dirt. The 

spec ifics of whM yOll build will be dictated by time, terrain, 
nnd need. Hut do give considemtion to a fire wall and do LIse 
olle whenever possible. It's simple, easy, works and makes a 
world of difference. And in stlrvivnl, it's all about the little 
victories that get you through. 
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Fire walls 

• FIRE BED [f you've mnnnged to get a good fire going, but it's 
freezing and you ain' t got a sleeping bng or a very good 
shelter, then you need yourself a fire bed. But in order to 

make one, YOll have to prepn re long before the 2 a.l11. freeze

out. 
Make a big fire by dny so you get lots of conls. Dig Ollt nn 

area about the size of your body, but only nbout six inches 
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deep. when you 're r(,:ldy to sleep, spre:ld your coals evenly 
inside the hole, and cover them with about three inches of 
dirt. Depending on the amoullt of cO:ll and size of the coals, 
YOll might need a bit more 01' less dirt between YOll and the 
coals-you'll know either W:lY, hah:l~ And the :lmount of coals 
will determine how long they last <lnd keep you warnl. I(eep 
your main fire going throughout the night.:ls well. 

Ag:lin, this is a supplement for the vcr}' cold 
cnv ironmcnt. It t:lkes :J. lot of work :lnd YOll might be better 
off just nuking:l better shelter or sleepingc10se to your fire 
:lnd keeping it going through out the night. However in 
extreme cond itions, this is someth ing to consider, 
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Fire-Starting 
Techniques 
Once you've made all preparations includingthoosing a wise 

location, gathering your 111:uc rials. and building a fire wa1\, 
it's time to start rubbing sticks! First of all, there nre many 

variations on how to start fire with sticks. Each one requires 

,'\ lot of hard work, many require special necessaries, and 

most require a refined technique. Bur these [Ire all variables. 

Fuel, Air, and Heat nre the constants. Think: FAHre. 

YOLl can h:wc gas, wood, pnper, or anything that burns ns 

n fuel. You got to h:l.VC air, not too much to blow it out, 

especially at the del icnte starring stages, but enough for the 

fuel to combust. And finally, YOll'll need hent. This might be 

the spark from n lighter Of battery. It might be frol11 a lells of 

a glass, or it might be from heM generated by friction . In 

most cases, when you're caught in the wilderness with no 

tools or resources, it comes down to friction, usually in the 

manner o( rubbing sticks together. 

Beside the tried-and-true methods, I will mention a (ew 

o( the more fascinating techniques, in:1s11luch as it opens the 

mind of the modern city dweller. It is important to consider 

various W:1ys (or doing something, which is vital to survival 

over long periods of time, for those who have had neither 

time, reason , nor inclination to do so with anything other 

th:111 modern, readily available means of:1 "flick and a flame." 

Before you ever find yourself our there surviving, it 's 

good to consider how this universal problem has been solved 

by other primitive cultures around the world for countless 

centuries. 
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FIRE PLOW 
T he fire plow is the best way to start a fire when yOLI have 

nothing. Now, I'd say it's the worst way, in that it requires 

the most work. However, for:l true sLlrvival situation-when 

you have no tools whatsoever- then grabbing two sticks in 

yOllr environment and using the fire plow techn ique is the 

way to make it happen. 
The fire plow requi res one "plow stick" about the 

thickness of a broom handl e [lnd about:l foot long. You also 

need.:l "base board," which shou ld be about 2- to 3-fect long 

and about 2 inches thick. You'll need to use a rock or othe r 

object to scrape a running rut or groove into the top f;l CC of 

th e base board through which lhe pl ow stick will be rubbed 

back and forth. The technique is not complicated, but it is 

hard work :lnd h!lrd to master. 

First, rind a comfortabl e kneeling position tlln t allows 

you to hold the base steady either on the ground, in your lap, 
or wedged into your waist or tummy and the ground nt an 

angle. Th en hold your plow stick with both hnn ds, begin 

rubbing it quickly back and forrh into the rut of the base log 

and begin to deve lop some fri ction. [ find that keeping the 

base flat wi th my foot helps n lot once [ have n good groove 

made. The concept and goal is to rub the plow stick quickly, 

with force, and with high fri ction into the base log ulltil it 

produces heated shavings that cventu:llly become ignited 

:lnd :I coal is gcner:lted. Then you usc th:lt coal to light your 

g:.lthered tinder. 

It's imporml1t to find the righ t angle of pushing down. If 

your plow stick is pointed too sharpl y down, you risk digging 

a hole through your base board. If your plow stick's angle is 
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Fire plow 

/ 
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roo close to parallel with the base log. the ;1]'ea of friction is 

too dispersed and there's no chance for a coal to dc\'c]op. So, 

the essential clement is to get the right angle to develop 
fri cti on. then heat, then smoke. then a coal on the end of 

youI' plow stick's runway. Be prepared: this takes time. 

I r your st icks build up too much sl ickness or get shi ny. 

then there's less friction , so sprinkle a little sand or dry dir t 

in the base log's groove to roughen it UP. or scrape it with 
something like a rock and get the friction in creased. It is 
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h~rd work, I c~n't say thM enough. It'll m~ke you sweat, 

make you tired and winded, and even get your muscles 

f<ltigued. It just might take hours or d<lYs, but you'll 

eventua ll y get the hang of it, so never quit. And even if you 

rub and rub for hours without h'Ctting fire, you'll be bre<lking 

in YOllr base log and plow stick to the process, and when you 

pick them up to try <lg<lin later they'll be more apt to get you 

<I coal. 

Ideally, you'll do this a few times for fun, practice, and 

exercise before YOll need it. If you do find yourself in a 

survival sitll<lrion, hopefully you'll find or make time to start 

IVorki ng on this before you need it. I should point out here 

that once you know how to do this, and have refined your 

technique :IS wcll :IS developed your sense of which types of 

wood work best, this call be dOlle in 15-30 minutes given 

good environmental factors. And once you havc your 

material s brokcn in, they can often get you a fire in only 

abOllt five minutcs. Of course, if you're completely new to 

this and in a survival siru<ltion for the first time, it could take 

YOll <In hour or more of const<lnt work to h'Ct a spark. 

HAND DRILL 
Another one of the primitive friction methods for when yOLl 

have nothing is the hand drill. This is basic<llly the same 

thing as the fire plow, but the difference is that YOllr friction 

is pinpointed onto a particul<lr spot on the base, as opposed 

to a long groove, :lt1d the friction is created by quickly 

spinn ing the stick on that point instead of rubbing it 

lenb>thwise. 
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You'll need to make a notch in your wood base, and [ find 
this no easy task without a knife. Not to mentioll, unless you 
happen to find some really nice, sl11ooth, thin sticks, without 
a knife to whittle it dowll and make it smooth, this technique 
is not suit'lb le :1S it requires somc modifications to the base 
and spindle that simply C;ln 't be done wi thou t an implcment 
o f some sort. [f yOll call improvise a knife with a sharp rock 
or other found object, that w ill help you create a good 
enough notch in the base that will focus the friction, ;md also 
to smooth out the spindle stick to make it easier to work 
with. 

Find a good piece of base wood that's flat on top, and 

make a little notch in the middle of the fl:lt su rface that 
tapers down to a small hole that you C;l!l lay some tinder 

directly under. Then place your long spindle into the hole 
;md si t down comfortabl y. Press your hands together with 
the top of the spindl e between them, and rub them together 
briskly as if you' re warming them lip. At the same ti me, apply 
pressure downwards to crea te friction and heat. You r palms 

will slip down toward the base pretty quickly, so when they 
get to the bottom. h.111go nto you r stick with one hand while 
holding pressure downward, quickly bring the other hand 

to the top of the spindle and keep pushing downward, and 
then bring the bottom hand lip and resllme the Illation . [{eel' 
the spindl e spinn in g back ::lI1d forth and driving down the 
whole time to keep lip fric t ion . [f your spindle is not smooth. 
thi s activity will not feel good on your hands and will tear 
thcm up somcthing fierce. So t;lke the time to smooth out 

your spindle before starting. 
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Hand drill 
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creates 
friction 

!fyou don't have the strength to do the fire plow method, 

this works well as it will accom plish the snme effect. Again, 

getting the coal embers to drop into the bundle of tinder 

below, will give you what you need to gtnrt YOll[' fire . At the 

end of the day, the fire plow and the hand drill are the most 

tfuly primitive ways to sta rt n fire with just two sticks. Lt is 

good to try both. Master one :llld you'll always be comforted 

with the knowledge that you can mnke n fire i f needed , and 

th:u can make all the difference between living and dying. 
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FIRE BOW DRill 
Now, if you have a knife and str ing, then the bow drill 

method is far better on your back and hands [lnd mu scles 
than most of the other methods. 

Mate rials Needed: 

• One nat base board (think of a wooden cutting board) 

that's .:lbout an inch or so thick and made of dry, stu rdy 

wood. 

• One spindle stick, also about an inch thick and straigh t, 
that yo u wil! use to spin rapidly to create friction. This 

should be dry, sturdy wood about 12 inches inlcIl6'th. 

• One wooden block to press down on top of the spindle. 

This should be a cOllple inches thick and wide, and should 

fit into yOllt' closed hand, though it can vary; just 

understand rh:lt the purpose of this block is to protect your 

hand when you're pressing down on the spindl e. 

• One spindle handle, or bow. This should be about an inch 

thick, two feet long, green/fresh wood so that it's strong 

yet flexible, and not brittle or easily brenbble. It needs to 

be strong and thick enough to take your weight as you put 

downward pressure on the spindle. 

• One long, sturdy string (when necessary, even a 6- inch 

piece will do). 

First, C:1rve :1 round indentation with your blade tip on 

the top f:1ce ofyollr base bO:1rd, less than an inch from either 

long end. Also carve the tip of your spindle to :1 blunt point 

in order to fit into the indenture. Prepare the wooden block 

by carving a shallow rOllnd groove in its face into which the 

top of the spindle can be held in place as you press down on 
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it. Then cut a "V" notch on the underside edge of the b:lse 

board directly below the indent- you wallt to remove most 

of the wood here, 1e<lving about a quarter inch of the board's 

thickness below the indentation above. When you're making 

these cuts, place the board on something like a sheet of bark 
or leaves to catch and hold the dust that results; it's th:lt dust 

with your bit of tinder thM will catch alld give you a coal. 

Use whatever stri ng you have-almost any thickness will 

do, bur a sturdy boot str ing willllsLlally do the trick if it's 

thick and not made of synthetics as they hnve a tendency to 

melt under a lot of friction. It 's nl so best to usc someth ing 

else if YOll don't wnnt to risk losing your boot lace, but i t'll 

have to do whcn you don't havc anyth ing else. Obviously, the 

amount of string or cordage you have will be the best 

determinant for the size of your bow. These can work with 
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even a six~inch piece of stting, so don't despa ir. 
Cut notches on both ends of your spind le handle about 

an inch from the en ds, and tic either end of the string into 
these notches, making sure that the tautness of the st ring 
creates a bowing effec t on the sp indle handle (just think of 
a toy bow and artow set you had as a kid). 

Sit or kneel ncxt to your prepared tepee and tinder nest, 
lay the base down, and put the shavings and other tinder 
directly under the "V" notch on the base. With the string 
taut and in pbce on the bow, loop it once around the middle 

of the spindle, positioning the spindle :I t the middle of the 
string. Then place the blunt point of the spindle into the base 
indent. and position the block on the top of the spindle. Now 
you're ready to begin. 

The basic motion you need to employ is like using a saw. 
Hold the bow with one hand and press down on the block 

wi th the other keep ing the spindle in place in the base 
indent, then beb';n "sawing" the bow back and forth. As you 
do this, the str ing will c:lllse the spindle~point to rotate 
quickly in the notch, creating friction. Once you get a good 
rhythm going, you will begin to generate significan t friction, 

then heat, th en a spark that will light your tinder, 
I f you prepare all your tools properly. this is one o f the 

easiest ways to st:lrt a fire for beginners. It can vary in size 
and shape, but basically speaking, mechanics and physics do 
the work for you. 

FIRE PISTON 
This technique is preny casy once it is refined . Basically, it 
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is a combustion method based on a piston-style pump. The 
materials reqllircd include one hollow rube such as bamboo, 
one piston/stick that fits snugly inside the tube, and tinder. 

The theory is that by pushing downwnrd on the piston 
into the tube, high pressure is crcntcd which genel':ltes hent 

very quickly nnd ignites the tinder nt the bottom of the tube. 
This is sometimes mnde by fitting one piece of n:ltul':llly

hollow bamboo tightly into nnother, or by hollowing out a 
piece of wood nnd then finding nnother stick that fits 
perfectl y into thnt hollowed out spnce. You can also use n 

small piece of string or leather to create a seal and hold the 
tinder in pl::J.ce. Usua lly some lubricnnt such ns n fnt or oil is 
used lightly to enhnnce the seal nnd inc rease the 
performance of the pump itself. 

This method makes it easy to get a coa l, which is the renl 

hard part of nil the other friction methods for fire stal'ting. 
One sti lll11ust npply the bnsic principles ofhnvingeverything 
ready to receive that precious coal nnc! nctunlly make the 
fire, but this technique sure cuts down on nil the hnrd work. 

I hnve seen this in action and find it to be quite amazing 

and probably the best nnd simplesrwny to mnke fire without 
modern tools. However, it mny also be the hardest techn ique 
for which to l1uke mnterials, in terms of the details 
necessnl'Y to get th e precision seal tight enough to allow 
movement with lubricntion but not so loose as to allow too 
much air leaknge. 

Those used by locals :lre quite small, maybe 6-9 inches. [ 

recomm end nuking one a little longer to compensnte for 
lack of precision nnd ensure that you generate enough 
compression to get the heat required to ignite a conI. 
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Keep this in mind for a situation where you mi ght be 
isolated for a long time :l11d will have someth ing to keep your 
mind occupied and the motivation of no longer havingro rub 
sticks is a pretty good incentive. But thi s is not for the 
immediate survivor's needs. 

Drill stick __ 

~ < > /., Oire<tion ·v/ ' ___ ~ 

II of motion 
I 

Cord __ 

I f 
Crossbar 

\rrd~~ 

Two-Person Fire Drill 

Bamboo tUbe. 

inside greased -------

Tinder --__ ~ 

t 
Dire<tion , 
of motion '.-
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Pump Fire Drill 

Hardwood plunger 
wrapped with fibre 

l"",""-- to ensure tight fit 

Fire Piston "'--_/ 
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BAMBOO FIRE SAW 
T his is one of my all-time favorite methods, andjusr another 

reason why [ love bnmboo. 

Take one segment of bamboo, the driest piece you can 

get, and ClIt it in half lengthwise. Take one piece and make a 

notch in the middle of the outside wall, perpendicular to its 

length. On the inside ofthat piece, make a lengthwise notch 

and load some tinder into it. If you have a knife you can 

sc rape the bamboo and make shavings, which is fantastic 

tinder. 

Now take the other bamboo half and place one end on 

the b'TOLlll d.:lt an angle, and secure the other end tucked into 

yOlll' stomach or wedged into your lap. Then take the 

notched bamboo piece and fit the outside notch into the 

edge of the bonom bamboo- the insides of that bamboo 
piece and the tinder bundle will be facing you . Gather yOll!" 

tinder around the inside of the notch and start sawing back 

and forth along the edge of the grounded bamboo. Make sure 

you keep the tinder in place ncar the notch that's guiding 

the sawing motion. 

Keep sawing like this until the friction and heat ignite 

your tinder well enough for you to stop and transport it. Do 

not stop as soon as there is smoke; keep going until you C~H1 

see the ember . 

• ALTERNATIVE FIRE SAW. If there's no bamboo aV:lilable, you 

can try this technique with other sticks or smalll06rs. 

Find a 3-foot solid "base" log and carve an edge on it as 

sharp as you can- this will be the piece that you wedge 

between the b'Tound and your lap or stomach. 
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Fire saw 

Direction 
of molion 

I 

;/ 
Tinder 

Bamboowilh notch \)~ 
cut in middle of the , 
outside edge 

Then take another piece of wood that's long enough to 

hold in either hrmd while you slide it back and forth across 
the edge of the base log. Make a small hole in the center of 
this piece, and pack that space with some tinder, tightly 
enough to stay in place but loosely enough to allow some air 
in for ignition, On the other side of the hole, make a notch 
that will run along the edge of the base log, Then begin 
sawing just like with the bamboo saw, This will create heat 

and ib"n ite the tinder, 
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WHEN IT IS WET 
Getting a fire go ing in wct conditions is particulnrly 

challenging for anyon!:.'. It 's also one of the times when it 's 

most needed and wanted. It 's good to know that it can be 

done, but there are some tricks to making it so. 

Look for dry stu ff. Sounds like common sense, but for 

folks who don't spend much time in the woods, it doesn't 
see m likely to find dry s tuff in st1ch cond iti ons, until you 

look . Many trees have a sl ight t ilt, or the rai n might be 

coming down at :l bit of an angle- look for the dry parts of 

trees where they 're not exposed to the rain . Look for the 

branches and 1c:lVCS in these dry areas and sc rape some bark 

off the dry part of the tree as well. 

Sometimes you can find dry wood inside the bark: pick 

up n few branches, peel orfche bark, and see ifi t's dry inside. 

Sometimes leaves will cover the ground well enough that 

twigs underneath might still be dry-so look under piles of 

leaves. There are some tree barks that are very good for 

finding a dry layer under a wet ou ter laycr, but [ don't want 

to play the name game- just use your common sense and 

search. Look for dry nooks and crann ies and little spaces that 

might have avo ided wetness. If YOll find dry items, and they 

are not th e right size, shave them down into kindling and 

tindcr. 

Of course, it all goes back to initial plann ing. Prepare your 

place for y OLI fire and make it as dryas possible. But first bear 

in mind you'll need enough area around you to stay dry, dry 

your clothes, and rest safe ly and comfo rtabl y. I've seen 

almost an entire team come down with hypothermia in early 

spring from being in the rain too long without heat. At that 
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point. my junior medic and I stopped everything, chose a 

good locntion , made a little shelter, got a fire going, and got 

them all dried our and back into action within n few hOLLrs. 

It can be done and it C,1I1 make all the difference in the 

world . but you have to think your way through the problem. 

Survival is a lot like chess in that you l11l1st always think as 

many moves nhcad as you can . 

W HEN IT IS COLD 
Another hnrsh environment is the arctic, or nny other 

snowed-in terrain. I spen t three years on a wimer warfnre 

team ;md had my share of snowshoes and igloos. So. I do my 

best to stay out of the cold . Now most folks will have 

something to start fire with if they' re in this cnvironment. 

But if yOll find yourself in sllch an environment with 

noth ing, this nifty trick~using ice to st,u·t a fire- might help 

when !loth i ng el,.;e will. 

First of all. it has to be a very bright sunny day. Take a 

chunk o f icc and do yOllr best to fo[,m it into a sort of 

magni fying glass lens. Then. with all the other principles of 

preparation. supplies. and patience, you can attempt to usc 

the icc as a magn ifying glass to light a tinder bundle and 

make a fire (see magnifying glass technique below). 

I admit that this is not easy, nor should it be anyone's first 

or second attempted techn ique. Hut whell al l else fails, and 

you're faced with trying something and possibly I iving or not 

trying something and certainly dying, yOll gOtt:l go for it. 

Note that my mi ss ion here is to give you as many tools ill 

youI' bag of tricks for this one crucial aspect of survival. 
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There are no other areas where I dabble in trying everything 
that I can because it is this one area that it is vitally 
important for the survivor and can be the trickiest thing for 
the survivor to actua!!y do. 

Alternative Fire 
Starters and Helpers 

• MAGNIFYING GLASS. Let's starr with the best option besides 
the lighter, and that's the magnifying glass. This is a great 

piece of kit, and I always carry one. It's really an eternal 
source of fire so long as yOll have sunlight. The bigger the 
glass, the easier to start a fire and the better chance you have 
when the sun isn't as bright. As long as you can capture 
enough light to harness and fOCllS, you can make fire. This is 
why I really dislike those survival gadgets that come with 
the tiniest of magnifying glasses; it can be very tough to get 

a fire going with those small ones. 
The technique is quite simple, and in fact most children 

have successfully tried to light a fire, or at least get an ember, 
using a ma6tnifying glass. The first step, as with all of fire
starting techniques, is to gather your tinder nest, kindling, 

and fuel, and to set up your fire tepee in the brightest 
location you can find. With your tinder nest next to YOll, 
gather [In even smaller amount of extremely fine tinder 

which will be llsed to create the initial ember. 
Next, get imo a comfortable position in which you can 

sit, kneel, or lie very still for a period of time. Hold the 
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magnifying glass about two inches above the lighting ti nder, 
and maneuver it so that the sunl ight is going through it and 

pointing directly into the middle of your tinder. When you 
begin to see wisps of smoke, begin to gently blow or fan the 
tinder until a name or ember appears. Then transfer the 

ember as described above. 
Note that you don 't need an actual magnifying glass, 

though they do work the best. Practical substitutes include 

nashlight lens, glass bottle, any convex shard of glass, and so 

all. 
Anothe r trick when using a magnifying glass is the 

cigarette technique. Now [ don't smoke, but I always carry a 

lighter. And when I go to the fi eld I often carry a pack of 
cigarettes both to trade with local tribes and as a good 
primitive method for treating pnrasites (more on that later). 
The main thing here is that it's much easier to get a fire going 

with a cigarette than with:m ember or coal. and it can be 
easier to light a cigarette with a magnifying glass than it is to 

i!,rnite tinder. 

• HAND CLEANER. Commercially available "hand sanitizers" 
are vcry good for starting fires. I once used this in the jungle 
when the humidity was so bad, that even a magnifying glass 
in pure Slln and clear sky in summer wouldn't ign ite the 

tinder as it was all too moist. A bit of hand cleaner added to 
the tinder, and it ignited and srayed lit. 

• VASELINE. Many so ldiers carry Vaseline gallze dressings in 
their first aid kit. These are great for your h.:mds and lips 
when they get chapped; they'rc awesome for sealing a 
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sucking chest wound; and they're super for starting a fire as 
the petroleum jelly-covered gauze catches easily. Campers 
and outdoorsman for years have used cotton balls soaked in 
Vasoline as a reliable fire starter. 

• PERFUME. Depending on your situation, check in your 
inventory of supplies and see if anyone has any perfume, 
aftershave, or other astringents. Now, if the first ingredient 
in the product is water, it likely won't work. But if the main 

ingredient is ETOH or alcohol, you have a good fire-st~lI·t i ng 

enhanccmen t. 

• BOOZE. Some of the higher-proof drinking alcohols will also 
help start a fire. It's a shame to use them that way, but if it's 

all you have, it's still not wasted. 

• BATTERIES. If you have batteries with enough juice left in 
them, and two little wires, it's casy to start a fire . Just 
connect one wire each to the positive and negative on the 
battery. Then tOllch them together on top of your fine tinder 

to make a spark and get an ember. 

• STEEL WOOL. Note that some forms of steel wool work better 
than others, and I have run across steel wool that simply 

wouldn't burn, even when I threw it in a fire, haha! The 
principle is that you flu ff it up like a nest and it will burn a 
rather high heat that will be good for setting your tinde r 
alight. The cool thing about steel wool is that you can dim pl y 
touch it to your batteries to get a spark and start yout" fire . 
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• CHAR·ClOTH, Now this is the sort of thing onlY;1 survival ist 
would mention ns it rnkes work to prepnre it and I don't 
believe in smoking some cloth to have it rendy for fires, when 

I cnn just carry a lighter. However, I bring it up here as you 
might hnve surv ived a plane crnsh . If there wns ,1 fire , look 
for naturnlly made chn r~c1oth, It might even be smoked 

clothing off a person who didn't mnke it. But don't let thnt 
enuse you to miss n chance to Stnrt;1 potentinlly life~saving 
fire for you nnd fellow survivors. It is crented when cloth is 
essentially cooked without being burned. This materinl may 
cntch fire when you cnn't find good tinder-it's desperate, 
but thnt's survival. 

• PINE SAP. This has alrendy been mentioned, but it is sllch a 
wonde rful thing to find and use in helping to get a flame. 
Always look for this stuff! 

• FLINT AND OTHER ROCKS. These take ;1 little practice nt 
finding and identi Fyi ng, but I always sny try anyth i ng. I f you 
happen to have rocks lying around, time on your hands, and 

need for a fire, just srnrt grabbing rocks and striking them 
against one another to see if you get sparks. If you do, thnt's 
all you need to know. 

If you hnve n piece of steel or a knife, this is preferable, 
but flint nnd n rock can work, too. Now evell with a nice 
piece of flin t nnd a good strong steel knife blade, it takes a 
little prnctice to get the angle strike right for crenting sparks, 
This is the principle for modern lighters - flint and steel 

make n spn rk, which ignites the gas, which results in a flame, 
Flint is found allover, bu t more so in some plnces thnn 
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others. It 's grey, brown, or black and if you brenk it, it will 
look like;1 clnlll shell sort of pattern. 

• RUBBER. Hubber is n great fire enh:mccr. Many survivalists 
cut up sn1ll11 pieces frOlll an old inner tube nnd throw these 
into their su rvival kits. Rubber never rusts or decays, and it 
can even get wet and still burn. It won't catch a spark, but 
rubber will help n tiny fire get big in a hmry! So look for any 
rubber fmm wreckage, it wi ll serve you well for fire making 
especinlly in inclement wenther, 

• ANY FUel, OIL, OR LUBRICANT, Tnke n good creative and 
thorough appmnch to mnking an inventory of your stock in 
a survival s ituation. Look for new ways of using all that you 
have available. Even cooking oil or sun tan oil might come 

in handy for making a fire , or keeping Ol1e going in foul 
weather. 

• STUFFING FROM CAR SEATS, ETC. Another potential sou rce for 
fire starting that is often ovet'lookcd. Again , che recurring 
them here is to look at everyth ing differently. In su rvi val, 

one needs to start thinking in "ex tremes." Be willingto rip up 
a nice car seat to get th at stuffin g, or break ap:lt·t some 
strllCHl1'e to get at some part of it that might be useful. 
Surviva l is not pretty; in fact it 's downright brutal and 
sometimes even ugly, But, if the moment of brutal ugliness 
brinh'S about survival, that is life and thnt is beautiful! 
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• TERMITE NESTS. These c~n be lIsed for building fires, ~nd 
note th~t they m~ke a lot of smoke. I've heard evc rything 
about termite- nest smoke, from curing foot (llllh'lIS to scaring 
0(( jagl.l:Hs to diminishing mosquitoes. And yo u ca n eat 
termites, too-a 2- for-1 special. 

• DRY POWDERY PLANTS. So me plants lend themselves well to 
specific need s of man. The puffuall mushroom is ~ great 

example. They aren·t everywhere, but if they're around. 
you'll know the m as they're an oddly round -s haped 
mu shroom that if you give a little kick, it will tu rn into 

powder- great for fire starting. So look at all the plants 
around you and expe riment with everything you find. You 
never know; and you might have the rest of your Ii fe to find 

out. Pine cones also make a great way to get your fire going, 
but they're more for kin dling than tinder. 

• PROCESSED FOODS. Some foods like CheetosTA1 and Pringles™ 
arc known to burn well ns fire sta rters, due to their high fat 

content nnd being processed . Most processed foods hnve a 
layered structure that permits nir to let them burn well. 

• TAMPONS. If these nrc available, they're great as tinder-be 
sure [0 nuff it up firs t. 

• FIRST AID DRESSINGS. These are also great for sta rting fires as 
they arc perfectl y dry and light so they take a spark read ily. 
But only use them if you have no im mediately pressing first 
aid requirements for a b.mdage. If so, evalll.1fe the benefits of 
using improvised dressings if they would not start fires as 
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well. But consider infections and antibiotic supplies, roo, if 
n dirty rng migh t cnuse an infection, best forego rhe fire nnd 
dress the wound with the steril e bandnge. 

• CONDOMS. These are not for fire stnrting dil'ectly, but 
condoms are fnntas tic for keeping things dry and/or carrying 
them with you to stay dry for Inter usnge. 

• f iRE FROM TRASH. The snme principle of the mngnifying 
glnss or the fl nsh light reflector can bnsicnlly be applied to 

anythi ng highly shiny and bendablc enough to focus the 
sun's light. I've heard of everything fmlll n dark chocolnte 
candy ba r to toothpaste being used to scou r and polish the 
bottom of an aluminum can. Because cnns nrc of n convex 
shape, they naturnlly capture nnd fotus nil the sun's light in 
one direction. So shi ne up a coke tall or anything you can 

find .:lIld try using it to magn ify or focus the sun's rays and 
ignite your fire. 

• MAGNESIUM BAR. This is n good piece of ki t to have with you 
whenever travelling. It works in any climnte, even wet, and 
is simple to operate. Like flint, the idea is to strike the 

magnesium bar to create spa rks to light tinder. 

• CANDLES. Store-bought nnd improvi sed c~lIldlcs won't 
necessnrily help you bret n fi re stnrted, bur they're very handy 

to hnve as they keep a flame with little effort or oversight
ns long as you keep them pmteered fmlll the elements. 
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Making 
Cooking Utensils 
Along with fire-making tomes another very important, bur 

often overlooked , aspect of fire LIse in surviva l- whnt to cook 

in. If you have pots and pans, or metal cups or tin cans, you're 

go lden and sorted. But when you're truly surviv ing with 

nothing, these otherwise simple things arc often the most 

difficult to problems to solve. 

• BAMBOO FOR COOKING. Nar on!y can you LIse bamboo to start 

a fire, as a food source, as a water source, as mate rial for 

making shelter and more, you can cook in it too. It 's not as 

crazy as it sOllnds. The process is simple. Start by cutting out 

one enclosed SCb'lllCnr of bamboo. Then cut a hole into the 
side of the segment large enough to get your food into, or 

sim pl y cut one end off the segment to create an endosed 

tube. 
To cook in this vessel, place it with the food / liquid nenr 

the fire, but not nctunlly in or on it, nnd lenve it there until 

the bnmboo blackens and hardens (cn lled "c uring"). After 

it 's cured, you can put it closer or even above the fire, but 

keep an eye on it in case it actually catches fire . I have boi led 

wnter for a full 30 minutes us ing a b:1!nboo vessel, and have 

used the Same cured "pot" for weeks. 
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• COCON UTS. Coconut shells are the best natured thing I've 
found and used for boiling and cooking in . I've placed them 
right i 11 the fire and watched them trrlnsfer the heat and boil 
the water and not burn . It's s;lfest to place them on the s ide 
of the fire instead of on or above it, but they arc fairly 

resistant to catching fire. 

• TU RTlE SHELl. I have seen tllrtle shells used by tribnllocals 
for cooking, and so I know they work. I myself have cooked 
turtles in their own shells, and that works swell! 

• CONCH SH EllS. I have used these on seashore survival 
experiences and they can be of limited usc for boilingwater 

and such, but their capacity isn't great so they don't hold 
enough material to be of real value unless there arc no other 
nlternat ives, in which case, a hnlf dozen of them placed 

around you!" fire can sterilize the wnter quantities needed 
nnd cook a little food . 

• CARVED·OUT WOOD. Given enough free time and lack of 
other materinls, this is a doable venture in terms of making 
n cooking pot. Get a nice piece of hard wood that when cut, 
shaved, or otherwise manipulated COllld become a pot. Then 
try to spot-burn it by concentrating fire on its middle wh ile 
keeping the outsides free from names. This is best done by 
using a combination of water, soil, and positioning on the 

non-burning nreas. Once the middle is sufficiently bul"tlt Ollt, 
use a rock or stick to start hollowing out the area of your 
purpose. You mny hnve to do severnl cycles of burn-carve, 
burn-cnrve until you rench your goal. 
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Bamboo pot for cooking food 

Cookmg vessels 

Bowl is lormed by burning 
then carving with a rock 

Bamboo pot lor 
heating water 

• BIRCH BARK. This bark is great for many survival needs, bur 

it has a fairl y flexible and hardy paper-like bark that nllows 
you to form it and place it near n fire without burning, and 
it will tl"::lIlsfer hent and boil water. i have seen bow ls and 
boxes and evell rucksacks made from this stuff. I'm not thnt 
creative- i tend to make a handful o( cone-shaped "things," 

prop them next to my fire with my food/ liquid inside, nnd 
get busy with other projects. 
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• TRASH. Tin cans, old barrels, or just about anything else you 
can find may work better than having to milke somethi ng 
from scratch . .Just be mindful of potentially harmful 
polllltilnts in whatever you find. 

• GENERAL COOKING CONCEPTS. Make whiltever contraption 
you can to hold or h:mg your pots ovcr the fire - close 
enough to cook your food OJ' boil yom water, yet far enough 
so the pot itsel f doesn't catch name. There are tons of ways 

of doing this and no set rules other than the basic principles. 
You can lise one stick as a lever that's held in place by the 
fork of another stick. You can wedge a stick into the ground 

on an angle and hang your pot from that. You can prop up a 
stick Llsing rocks, and hang your vessel from that. You can 

hang string or a s tick with a hook frorn the fork of a branch 
::l11d attach your pot to its bottom . .Just use the materiills 
around you and your irll<lgination to make something that 
works. 

(See illustration on follow ing page.) 
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General cooking concepts 
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Obviously we need food to live. Bur when you find yourself 
in a survival situation, hunting for food won't be onc of your 
first priorit ies. Once you have all greater priorities sorted 
out, then start thinking abou t gettin' some groceries. 

Now when you got it, save it first! 
The first thing is the obvious-save what you have, as you 

just don't know how long you might have to go. But let's 
qualify that a bi t. l fyoLl are in a scenario like a sinking ship, 
you might wanna chuck all food overboard or into your life 
raft right after anything regarding communication, shelter, 

first aid, and of course, oodles of H20. 
Bu t what abou t when you're on land and gotta move and 

you just can't storc or carryall avai lnble food. In such cases, 
soldiers have a simple saying; "Better to cnlTy it in yn, than 

on ya!" So, try and eat all you can . If you h::l.VC to m.:lke.:l long 
journey and everything is perishable, you might just take a 
day or more and grub out and g01'l~,re for a few days. Just think 
like a camel-stuff your pie hole and fecd your face like 
there's no tomorrow. It won't be easy to do; won't be e,lsy 

moving afterwards on a full belly; alld it sure won't be easy 
as the body adjusts from engorgement to starvation-but yOll 

might buy yourself a whole week of nourishment for a day or 
two of feasting. 

Now, let's say you got some chow, and you have the 
wherewithal to keep it for awhile. Whether it was on hand , 

stored, or simply found around you. you absolutely should 

consider rationing it. 
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RATIONING 
R:ltioning is fairly simple math. T::tkc the amount of food YOLL 

have, divided by how many people there arc, divided by how 

m:lll)' days yOll expect to be in survival mode. 

Amount + Number ofPeopie + Duration 

Time is the one thing that you'll have 110 control over; YOll 

could be stranded 11 mighty long time. So, for this "infinite" 

potential, yotl'l1nced to assign some sort of :lrbitrary number 

based on the law of averages. 

Most "survival" situations from people invol ved in 

airplane crashes or hretting lost off-ro:lding tend to be around 

three dnys. Survival situations for people lost camping or at 

sea tend to be around seven days. People lost in the j ungles 

or 111011nt;lins c::tn face their survival s itu.ltiun for around 30 

days. Consider you r situation, t:lkc into :lccount the laws of 

nvernges, nnd thcn Jllnke thnt your bnsel ine planning figure. 

So, you're either there for three, seven, or 30 days. Heck, 

any longer than that and you're tnking up residence! But for 

my purposes, I shoot for 30 days ns a rq,'1Jlar planning figure. 

This h<ives me stronger mental prcparation in case the reSClle 

or return takes longer. Setting that figure keeps everyone 

hanging on longer nnd better thnn using the shorter day 

counts. It's onc of those "better to under-promise and over

deliver" situations. Do it the other W:ly around and folks call 

stnrr droppi ng like nics ment:l1!y. It hnppens a lot more than 

you might think. 

Moving on to the next factor, the number of people is 

simple if you're alone. But if not, then you haw to be realistic 

in YOllr rationing concepts. There might be kids or elderly 
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folks in your group who might not require as much. YOll 
might also consider weight as a factor-to give a 300-pound, 
30-year-old athletic male the same rations as you'd give a 

petite 18-year-old female of90 pounds, wouldn't quite pass 
the common sense test. 

You might also have some unconscious people present. 
Do you save their food for three d:;ys while they're out ofic? 
What about folks who are seriously injured whose chances 

of surviving aren't very good in the first place? 
So, it's not as clear-cut as just dividing equally per perSOll. 

You must take into account the oth er factors because, to 
ignore them, could lead to the demise of the group as a 
whole. The more concepts you can wrestle with now in your 
head and heart, the better you' ll likely handle them when 

YOllmust struggle with them in reality. A key aspect of this 
book-much like training for combat-is that the harder you 
train and the more you swea t to prepare now, the less blood 
and loss of life there will likel y be later. 

CA LORIC INTAKE AND OUTPUT 
We all need calories for energy and to live. Eat too many and 

you get fat, eat too little and you lose weight. 
Now, the three main elements of food that contribute to 

caloric intake arc carbohydrates (starches and sugars as 

found in fruits, veggies, sweets, cereals, and so on), proteins 

(mea ts, 1cb'1l1neS, dairy), and fat (animal fats, oils, nuts). You 
need all th ree to have a balanced diet and keep maximum 
health. I r you're going to be survivin' for awhile, after the 
initial period of stabilization you will really need to do the 
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best you can to cover all three arcas. But the goal is always 
to get out and get home safe as quickly as possible, so this is 
more of a long-term plan. 

CALORIE FACTS FOR AVERAGE HUMANS: 

• Men need about 2,500 calories per day. 

• Women need about 2,000 calories per day. 

• Children and the elderly need a bit less. 

• Large people and fit people need ,'\ bit more. 

• We only burn about 20% of daily calories through activity 
and exercise. 

• 70% of these calories are actually spent on all the organs 
working all day. 

• 10% arc burned off while processing the food from which 
you're getting the calories. 

Now, let's say you didn't eat at all for 24 hours. You'd still 

have to burn calories for your organs to keep functioning. 
Even if you just laid there and slept, your body would still 

be burning calories. This is called a "basall11etabolism mte," 
or the base amount of calories your body is burning while 
you do nothing but sleep and rest. 

Though studies vary, most folks wi ll expend about 1,800 
calories just sitting there for a day. 

A good rule of thumb is the dirty dozen calorie rule-12 

calories are used up by everyone pound of your flesh every 
day. So a 200-pound man uses up 2,400 calories a day just 
by existing. 
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The military aSSllmes that young, fit men need at least 
3,000 calories a dar They provide meals that have about 
1,200 calories per meal, so that a soldier will usually have 

more than enough ene1"l:,'Y to do his job. If the soldiers arc 
static for a while, they will gain weight, or eat fewer meals to 

avoid it. 111 extremely vigorous times, a soldier might eat 5 
me.ll s a day and sti ll lose we ight over a period of time. 

Why the heck am J snying all this? Well, whether you're 
alone or have a group of folks to go on ]"[Itions, this info will 

help you better und erstand how to chop out those food 
supplies b'lsed on some reason, :l11d still mind health needs. 

\I>.' hat it means to you in true su rvival term s is threcfold
how much food yo u need, how mllch you give each person, 

and what do YOLl prioritize in the first place. 
It is likely that any food you have on hand is pre-packaged 

and labelled with nlltrition.:d values. Use that illfo to factor 
into your equation when figuring out how much each person 

needs. 
When you don't have packaged food, it 's good to have 

some rough ideas of what wild foods will do for you. 

CALORIES FROM FOOD IN THE WILD: 

• One pound of fat is worth about 3,500 calories. 

• Wild meats tend to be about 500 calories per pound (rab
bit, decr, boar, etc.). 

• Fish arc around 75 0 calories per pound on average (the 
range is wide). 

• Shellfish and seafood are around 350 calories per pound. 
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• Veget<lbles come in w<ly low <It around lOO-200 c<llories per 
pound (the mnge is wide; roots and tubers provide more 
calories than other veggies). 

• Fruits are about double the veggie v:11ue at 300-400 calo

ries/ pound. 

• M ilk has about 2,500 c:1lories per g<lllon (i f you can find a 
wild gO.1t or other sou rce). 

• Egl:,TS offe r about 100 calories per egg. 

• Nuts are I:,"'e:lt for pure survival energy, with 2,500 calories 
per pound. 

• Beans are an awesome energy food with about 1,250 calo
ries. 

Now that YO ll have an idea what humans burn in a day, 

\Vh:lt the needs nre, and what geneml foods provide in terms 

of energy-resource value, you should be better equipped to 

figure out how to ration you r chow so it's more equ itabl y 
shared and applied . 

While we're ralkinggcneml !"liles, I'll share the following 
"common knowledge" with you as a guide, and then I W:1nt 
you to chuck it right ou t the window and prove it wrong. 

HUMANS Will LI KElY DIE IF THEY GO MORE THAN: 

• 3 minutes without air 

• 3 hours of extreme exposure (heat or cold, desert, arctic, 
freezi Ilg water) 

• 3 d:1ys without water 

• 3 weeks without food 
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If your will is strong, I say you ean prove all these limits 
wrong. They are, however, good ~llld standard b'1Jidelines for 
pklnning and assessing ~ltly situ.:ltion. 

Now, let's say it all goes horribly wrong. What does that 

look like? 

PHASES OF STARVATION 
Determincd humans can go 8-12 weeks without food, 
provided they have adequatc water and a strong will to live. 
So, you have at least two months, if you're drinking water, 
before you're pushing up daisies. So, don't despair if food is 

scarce. Not saying it 'll be easy, but you have time. and tb:u's 
the important thing to hang onto during lean times. 

Obviously, if it's freezing cold or scorching hot and your 
exposure to these extreme temperatures is high- or yo ur 
physic[ll demands from your surrounding elements are 

high-your timefr:Ime of surv iv:I1 without food decreases 
sign ificantly. Ultim:Itely, know that you ean go about 30 days 
without food in almost any situation . And your ch[lllces of 

rescue or return within [I month :Ire very good. Humans can 
lose [lrollnd SO'){, of their total weight and then make a full 
recovery, so keep the faith. Meanwhile. let's take a look ;1t 

the signs of starva tion . 

• HUNGRY AND MAD-WEEK' The first phase is hunger. 
I rrit[lbi I i ry :Ind lcth[ll'b,)' or ti redness m:Iy result from lack of 
food [Inc! lower blood-suga r levels. There is :In initial drop 

in weight from losing water the first 24 hOllrs, and then the 
body begins to hold onto that water for the next 24 hours. 
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After that, it starts to consume the stores of far. 
KEY: This is the nnger phnse, when people nre very 

grumpy and irri tnblc. 

• VERY HUNGRY AND SAD- WEEK 2 [n the ncxt pbase of 
stnrvation you h;lVe the obviolls loss of weight, but now the 
muscle mass is also dim inishing as the body begins to 
consume itself ns a source of energy. Duringthis phase, most 
people no longer experience normal hunger, and sex drive 
decreases markedly. 

KEY: This is when people begin to suffer serious bouts 

of depl'ession and self doubt. 

• STARVING AND CRAZY-WEEK 3 [n the Intter phases of 
starvation, there could be swelling from nuid under the skin, 
anemia, immune deficiency, chronic diarrhea, and decreased 
abi I ity of the body to digest food becnuse the digestive-acid 
production has been reduced . 

In this phase, go e;ls), on ea ting food should you find 

some. And when you first commence to chow down, start by 
takingsmall bites, then wait for several min utcs, and repeat. 
Organs start shrinking and losing some fu nction during this 
stage. 

KEY: This is when people start actingcnlzy and ex treme; 
in short, they begin gett ing desperate. Even nice people 

might find themselves doing things they never imagined . 

• STARVED AND SUBDUED- WEEK 4 AND FORWARD In the last 
stages of starvation, people experience neurologic 
malfun ctions including hallucinations, convulsions, nnd 
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severe muscle pains. as well as irregular heartbeat and 
shallow breathing. 

KEY: At this point. there is no extra enerh'), for fighting 
or even crying. so it is mostly a hanging-on phase. trying to 
sustain and maintain ,111d hope. 

[n my experiencc, [havc lived hungry and gone through 
periods of starvation. I know it well and the bingeing that 

comes afterwards. For the survivor I wi ll share what I have 
experienced teaching c1,\sses where I starve people as p:lrt 

of their training. The first 24-48 hOLlrs arc easy; after one 
day. your stomnch shrinks a bit and you think about food 
less. But nfter th:lt. d:l)'s 3-5 can be quite severe for most 
folks . People get mean and the)' will ent things they never 
would have before. After abuu t :l week. people seem to get 

more c ivilized. So. be prepared for these emorional 
varin ti ons. 

The best medicine is a slow but constant pace of working 

towards some practical goal that can keep the mind 
oCl'upied and not tax the body 1110re than a minimal exertion 
of energy. Slowly improving your shelter or s ignnls, 
collect ing firewood. working on an escape vessel. or 
preparing for all escape journey by gathering supplies are 
all worthwhil e jobs. <1I1d the key is to keep busy, but not 
burdened. STICK TOGETHER if in a group or KEEP IT 

TOGETHER if nlone. 
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ETHICS AND HONOR IN SURVIVAL 
Now let's look ::I.t something ncar ~l!ld dear to my he:1rt

doing the right thing in bad times. J've often heard my SF 

brethren $;1)' that Green Berets are Uncle Sam's extremists. 

And in spirit, that's true. We hold fast the philosophy, "who 

believes longest and strongest will ::t!ways win," and we DO 

believe! But [ tend to put it ,mother way with less heavy 

overtones, in short, "SF is where the bad boys get to be the 

good guys!" 

It's th:H singull'll" statement rh:J.t makes the difference 

between SF :1nel everyone else. \"'e work in extreme 

environments, we live in the btrey areas where things happen 

rhM people can't even conceive, much less imagine 

beforehand, in order to make rules for guidance. And we 

must have th:lt "built-in" mornle compnss thnt guides LIS 

through. This is one of the things they test for, especially 

amongst the officers, as they are usually the ones who make 

the finnl decisions. They must be able to see things in the 

here and now, for what they are and aren't, and understand 

what they mean ;md will mean . So, let's look at the guiding 

principle the military te;lches its men and women for when 

things are at the extreme end of human existence and 

experience: Survivnl at ,"Val'. 

Now, [ don't tench all of the S.E.R.E. (Survival, Escape, 

Resistance & £vasion) training methods of the Green Berets 

in this book because n lot of it simply isn't applicable to n 

civilian survivor. For exnmple, while Green Ikrets seek to 

lise stealth and l'el11nin "steri Ie" in our el1vironmen t, leaving 

no trnce, I want you to be as loud and large as you can be to 

get found and rescued. 
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But t here are two tenets at the core of the S.E.R.E. course 
you shoul d know: 

First: plan on walki ng home. Think about that. You're 

behind the lines, sLirTOt111ded by b<ld guys, in a harsh and 
alien environment, and you know "frie ndlies" arc around 
somcwhe re. But they try to drill it into our heads that ollr 

allies might not know where we are. or they might know but 
simply may not be able lD get in because of the enemy's 
position, or they arc o\'er-comm itted elsewhere fighting. 
They want us to have a plan and a hope for reSClle, but 
mentally, lD have it locked in tight that no onc but no one is 

coming to get you. and thnt you and you alone arc go ing to 

get yourself out. 
You, too, shou ld Iud this though t into your mental 

pt"Oh"'amming from the outset of any survival s ituntion. Try 
for' rescue, use your head. but by God. if none comes, you 
plan o n walki ng all the way back to Fort Living Room if it 
takes you ten years to do it! Never Quit! 

Second: learn to survive, fight to su rvive, and live to 
retlrrll-with ho nor. Thil' is probably the most important 
thing J 'II say in this en tire book. 

The SF trainers know we'rc going to be tortured if we're 
caught. We're high-vnl ue targets for the bad b'\rys. They also 
know that everyone has a brenking poim, even if it's death. 

What they teach is to know that, understand it, and accept 
it. Everyone will break at one point or another. The key is to 

do your best, bounce back afterwards. and at all times, even 

during the breaking. try to keep your sense of honor. 
And that really applies to a survivor when they nrc in nny 

kind of starvation situation in a group of people. When you 
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are alone, you can kill, lie, steal. cheat, and do anything out 
there in nature in order to survive. Those are the rules! You 
sweet talk thut litter critter into coming close to you and 
then you whack that booger on the noggin and eat 'em! 

But when you are with others, you :It'e not alone, so those 
rules don't apply. One day, some wny, you will get bnck home. 
Or, mnybe you won't. I r you do make it back, you wnnt to be 
able to live with yourself and the actions and decisions you 
did and made while out there in extremis. If you don't make 

it out, you'll at least face the end knowing that YOLl did right 
by what you believed and held to be good, 

It is this thing ch,lt they teach us in Special Forces that I 

wanted to share with you here. This attitude alone can guide 
you through much hard ship, and this sort of thing is 
contagious. Set the example; be the standard; and others will 

follow. Together, your chances of survival will increase. 
One last note on attitude and contagion. Fear spreads 

faster than any vit'lIS I've ever sec ll. I f someone is in fear or 
panic, calm them down ASAP or separate them from the 
group immediately if you can't contain them. Work with 
thcm alone :lnd individually before you return them to the 
group, And watch them- the seeds of dissention spread 

quickly, and if the "group think" tuntS to panic, it could 
doom the entire effort. Live to return with honor, Remember 
that. 

• CANN IBALISM Now, I think it is worthwhile to digress onto a 

tangent here and discuss the merits and stigmas of 
cannibal ism since we're lookillg at starvation und potential 
temporary insanity. Gruesome as it is, it warrants a realistic 
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discussion bec.:luse it is real, it has, docs, and will occur, and 
cannot be ignored just because we find it tasteless, no pun 
intended . 

First, you can immediately throw our the option of .:luto
C.:lnnibal ism-for example. chopping off your pinky to nibble 
on for sustenance. The reasons .:lre simple and pragmatic 
more than gross and hardcore. The loss of blood, the energy 

expended from the stress and pain, the potentbl exposure to 

infection . .:Ill weigh he.:lvily against consuming you!" own 
body parts, unless . .. . If you happen to hflve lost the body 
part in some traumatic accident already. give it fI real think . 
I know it sounds morbid >l nd horrible, and I personally 

would be real sad about the prospect. But being a hardcore 
pragmatist, the idea of burying the dang thing and letting it 
rot instc.:ld of using it for sustenance just doesn't p:lSS the 
COllllllon sense test. 

\-vhar ;lbout how cannibalism might >lpply in a group 
situation? I will say this first: we all haye a right to dO:ls we 
please so long as it doesn't harm anyone else. The moment 
you do so, you're de>ld wrong! And th3t holds true here, too. 

But if someone is dead already, find the group is stflrving and 
food is sCflrce or nonexistent, why let the dead person's flesh 
go to wflste? Their spirit is gone; ifs only meat now. I r you 
can't eflt them-on principle or due to decay or disease- then 
lISC them (or bait to capture an animal you call eM. 

What if someone is not quite dead yet? I say, true friends 
will let you cat them if they d ie first . We jest in Special Ops 
that if a fella dies first, we're dividing up his gear and laying 
claim to his best kit and beans and bullets. The principle is 

that you .:lccept the potentiality of death >ll1d you give your 
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blessing in life, to rhe living, so that they know they can go 
on living and be free of the gtlilt that might hold them back 

from doing what may be necessary. So if someone is mortally 
wounded, or fatally ill, consider disclissing it with th em 
while they are consciolls and coherent and rece ive their 
blessings to dine on their nesh after they pass. Get their 
messages, and remember them, but eat and live. The on ly 
nile is that you must not kill your own kind to live-that is 
murder and violates all the laws of the universe. Cannibalism 

after death, for life, is not. 
Those arc all the philosophical aspects; now let's look at 

the practical applications. The obvious target areas for 
consumption are the muscles- the buttocks, legs, arms, and 
back are the first cuts. Eating the human brain should be 
avoided . There is a rare viral disease found only amongst 

people who practice cannibalism called "kuru." It is 
sus pected to be caused by the eat ing of lll1man brains, so 

leave the brains be or use them for tanning the sk in. The 
organs in general should be avoided as well due to possible 
toxins an d diseases, but can also be used as bait in traps. If 
they had an infection, most viruses, parasites, protozoa, and 
fungi will be killed by cooking well . If the body is in a slight 
state of recent decay, apply the "drop test." Th,lt is, pick LIp 
the body part an d give it a hard shake. If any muscle mass 

falls off, then the integrity of the meat is decayed too much 
to eM. But if it stays on the bone it is still fresh enough to 
cook and eat. (This principle applies to road kill, as well.) 
And that's all I got to say about that. 
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Killing Is Life 
MEAT: IT DOES A BODY GOOD! Animals and insects can meet 

about 90% of all YOLlr nutri tion needs in a survival situati on, 

nnd it's an easier and safer bet to catch and kill animals than 

trying to subsist off of plants alone. Ounce for ounce, pound 
for pound, you will always get the most calories from meat 

over any other food source out there, und for the survivor, 

it's the calories that counts the most. T he brain needs 

glucose to function and the human body call get this from 
animal fat, as the liver breaks it down to its chemica l 

components, bur it does require morc water to do this. Also. 

that glucose is a simple carbohydrate that the body uses for 

energy, so YOll can get carbs fmm mcnt. The di fference is that 

these are not the complex carbs you get from roots and 

grains, so they don't give that longer-lasting encrf,'Y like 

breads and pastas, but they do give you all you need to 

survive. So there is no doubt, meat is the stuff that can sec 

YOli through the hard times! 
A nothel' (act is that al most everything out there 1110vi ng 

around is edible in one wayor another, whereas it's the other 

way around for plants-most plants are not edible for 

hUTll.11ls. 

And, everywhere you go on the planet, there is 

animal/insect life. So everywherc on the pbnet wbere you 

might find yoursel f stranded and surviving, there will be an 

animal food source that you can find, get, and cat, and know 

that it is safe and will supply you with almost everything you 

need . 
)'011 simply cannot say the same abollt pia/liS on any level. 

They aren't everywhere; they're almost allullsafe to cat; and 
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they hardly btive you anything you rea lly need nutrition-wise. 
Taking these two fundamental principles into accou nt, it 

is no wonder why the military teaches primarily to rely on 
hunting food rather than gathering food. Since mostsoldiers 
have the killer instinct to begin wi th, it's simply a matter of 

place and time. 
All that said, in order to survive we must comm it 

ourselves to eating meat. 
THAT MEANS GETTING IT, AND THAT MEANS KILLING. There 
are many, many ways to kill. [ assu re yOll righ t now, for the 
non-hunters, there is no realnit·c way to kill. Death is death 

and it is unpleasant to see and ponder, especially when you 
arc the one doing the killing. Be prepared to do so using 
brutal blunt trauma or SOlll(' gruesome mangling way via 

traps and snares. 
Life is precious in all its forms. [never hunt for pleasure 

or sport. I don't like killing::mything, not even insects, unless 
I have to do so. (Well, exdmiing, skeeters, ticks, leeches, and 
other parasites, but even they feed something else.) 

You never know if you're going to end up killing a baby 
critter or a mama critter with hungry babies to feed 
so mewhere. It happens. You have to look at it in the bigger 
picture-that animal is on the food chain for something, so 
it might as well be you. I-Icek, if you died out there, it might 
the other way a1'Ound and that critter would be nibbling on 

your flesh. So, you're only doing what you need to do, and 
that animal's end is its fate. 

All you call do is dispatch it as quickly and humanely as 
YOll can, and be than kful for the nutrition it is providing you. 
At the end of the day it is the law of nature, and it is a natural 
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way for an animal to go, being eaten by a brger predator. It 

just happens to be you as the predator today. 
HIT FAST, HIT HARD. The safest and most humane way to kill 
is to be the meanest and most brutal you can in the offing of 
the critter. Like with first aid, sometimes YOUl11l1st be cruel 
to be kind. Don't try to '"beat it to death gently." Crush its 
fr iggin' skull and end it! It is the only way. Sorry. Once you 

are over this, understand that you will live :mother day as a 
result of this kill ing. Thi s animal's death l11eans quite literally 
and directly, your life. And all the I ittl e rabbits and squ irrels 

dying and being eaten by YOLl, at the end ofir all, h:lVe helped 
you get back home to your loved ones. and rlut is your 
mission. 

For survival hunting, simple is always best. It is usually a 
t wo-part pl'ocess: 
1. Disable or hurt it enough so that it stops moving, at least 

for a moment. 
2. Dispatch or kill it the very second you get the chan ce 

to fini sh it off. 

Try to do the last first whencver possible. And don't try 
anything nicey-nice for a disabler~just hit it hard and hurt 

it. Take the l11indset that you need to try to se riously injure 
or mortally wound your prey with thc first blow, and then 
close for the kill to finish it off. If you need to. throw a rock 

or sharpened stick or weighted club to distract or disable it 
long enough for yOlI to close the distance and then pummel 
its brain housing with your war club, battle axe. poking 
spear, or bleedin' bl"dc. Once committed to the kill. is must 
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be fast, furious, and final. 
Noll' that this is said, let's talk about how to catch a 

critter. 

Catching Animals 

Before you can kill an animal and eat it, you have to catch it. 

Too bad it's not as simple as walking into the butcher shop 
and pointing at what you want to chow on . You have to use 
all your wits and resources to cMch these critters because, 
after all, they really don' t want to be caught, haha! So you'll 

usc tracking, hunting, snares, and various traps in your 
efforts to fi nd, catch, kill , eat, and live. 

TRACKING 
Since ['m :lssuming that you're not going to have this book 

with YOll when you get stranded somewhere, there is no real 
point in showing lors of specific animal tracks an d habitat 
speci fics that you wouldn't remember anyway. Like plant 
identifica tion, it's its own .)rt ~lIld area of study. You just need 
to understand some general concepts about tracking. 

The real deal is rhM when you arc hungry, you starr 
hunting and if the prey is there, you will find tracks or 

droppings. 

Once you fi nd these, make two key determinations: 
Are the tracks of someth ing too big for you to bother with? 
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If they rlrc not roo big, are they fresh enough ro be worth 
pursuing? 

Trrlcks usually lead ro one of three pbces: Ho me, Food, 
or Water. And the findingof illly one of these is rl good thing. 
You migh t find their food source and be able to e<l t it, or their 
water sou rce <lnd drink up, or their horne <lnd then you eat 
them. 

Feces is usually found somewhere <lround WICks. so the 
two <Ire llse ful and work together for the beginner survivor. 
Mainly it's the feces that gets the novice tracker's attention 

to then notice the tracks ill"ound the droppings, then you 
follow those tracks. 

l""!ost of us are familiar wi th paw tracks as we know them 
from doJ:,'"S and cats. The cats h:1\'{, retractable claws, <md doJ:,'"S 
don't- so look for the claw rnilrks, Genernlly, paw pads with 

claw scrnpi ngs means some sort of dog or wolf critter, <lnd 
paw pads without means sOllle kind of fcline animal. 

j'V!:l11Y rodents and small game like weasels, coons, and 
such have paw pads with or without claws. [f there al'e claws 

evident, the track s are likely from the feisty critters; 
conversely tracks bcking clawed prlds are mostly from the 
cbss of the erlsier "prey" animnls. 

[fthe tracks arc from hooves, then they're likely gO<lts, 
pigs, or deer-t~l pe critters. As long as they don' t look like 
they're too big or heavy, they might be worth hunting, Even 

if they are too big to hunt, chances are they'l l be easier to 
track and will lead to water or other food sources. 

To guesstimatC' an animal's weight by their tracks, just 
step beside their tracks and see what kind of impress ion 
your foot leaves in rebtion to the track. The tr:lck size will 
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be a fairly stmightforw:lrd guess as to animal size, especially 
when compared to your foot beside it. 

At all times- reg:lt·dless of your primary :\ctivity- you 
should be on the SCOllt for any sibtnS of animals. Tracks and 
stacks of 1'00 are the obvious. Fresh tracks will have crisp 
edges; look at the soil and sec how dry or crumbled it looks. 
Take into account what the weather has been1ately and YOli 
can guesstimate the freshness of the tracks. I f they seem to 
be within a few days, it might be worth further investigation. 
YOli might find a lot of tracks or not l11any, or they may be 
old, but always consider that there may be more nearby that 

are fresher. As for droppings, the wetter and more smell they 
have, they fresher they are. Even if they're dried out, then 
check around to see if there is a home nearby. 

Further develop your tracking skills by looking for signs 
of feed ing and foraging. Things that have been chewed on, 

scratched at, dug up, turned over, and in any other way 
disturbed <Ind/ or modified from their natural position and 
condition arc all signs th<lt critters are about. Once you see 

these things, keep looking for more signs until you find 
tr:lcks that may lead you to your prey, water, etc. 

HUNTING 
This is the simple :lct of looking for, finding, and the n 
engaging the an imal either by stealth or direct confrontation, 
usu:lll}, with a weapon. H unri ng is my preferred method for 
finding chow, but it isn't always the desired technique as it 

requires time, plus nor all the critters in yOUl" environment 
migh t be best acquired by hunting. 
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for example, you're in the desert :md there simply arc 
not a lot of big creatures to hunt. Since hunting t:lkes S0111e 
time. the payoff of the animal's size must make it a "value
ndded" pursuit. Therefore. in :111 cnvimnmcnt with a lot of 
small game and little brger prey, set the hunting as a 
secondary kill technique and go for snares and traps, instead. 

So, the basic rule is: Hunt Big. Snare Small. 
Now. while you're our ;'hullting" for tracks and drops, 

wherher it be for small or big, you're sti ll looking for birds 
nests for eggs to raid. as well as anything yo u can whack on 

the hend along the way such as lizards. snakes, bugs, etc . 
Everyth ing that moves is a food source for you to hunt. So 
keep your eyes open at all times. and keep several weapOllS 
handy at all times as well. 

The Four Basics Hunt ing Styles, in Order of Effectiveness: 
Tracker: You find tracks and hunt down the animal's trai l. 
This provides good chances of sllccess. (Herding animals 
into n trap or ambush is considered part of this group.) 
Waitel': You find a home or watering hole or feeding ground, 

3nd wnit, hidden . When an animal appmaches. w:1it until it 
gets near to you :1ml then pounce with you r weapon to 

disable nnd kill. 
Baiter: Set out some bait and hope an :1ni111:11 comes to take 
the b:1it. You can set the bait in a trap. or in {he open-in 

which C3se you would w:1it and pounce when a cri tter came 
for it. 

Rangel': Roam 3mund until yOll encounter and eng"ge. This 
is not the best technique on its own. but you should always 
be a "ranger" when on the move or while out doing other 
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tasks like finding water, shelter, etc. 

Now let 's look at some of the basic considerations of 

hunting. 
• TIMEOF DAV Start in the morning, at first light or just before. 

This is when many critters are most active. The night 
dwel lers will be headed for home and the day dwellers will 
be looking for breakfast. 

Do not hunt at night! And try not to risk hunting at dusk, 

eithcr, becausc the predators comc out at night, and they can 
sec in the dark while you can't. Also, it is very easy to get 

disoriented in the dark and you could casily end up spending 
a miserable night away from your camp. IfyoUlllust hunt at 
dusk, kecp a fire lit, keep it in sight, and hunt fa!' the things 

that might comc to check out your fire's light. Surprisingly, 
while big th ings tend to stay away from fires, smaller, more 
inquisi tive critters often come for a peek. 

• FINISHING Everything fights for its life, and as such, 
everything can hurt you in its own self-defense and struggle 

to livc. Always cxercise extreme caution with teeth, claws, 
horns, and anything like stinging tails, spitting, etc. If the 
animal hns it, it will use it on you, even faking you out to 
draw you in . I've encountered some mighty mean raccoons, 
possums, and even squirrels-no wild animal is worth 
overlooking. When you whack little things, step in and finish 
them off quickly. It 's more humane and it keeps you from 
getting injured, keeps them from getting away or attracting 

larger predacors to their distress sOLlnds, and prevents the 
3nimal from sending a distress signn l to big m.lma critter, 
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who might be very unhappy <1bout you eating junior. 

• APPROACH With big animals, once you've wounded thel11, b'U 
easier; don't start running [lfter them right [l\vay [lS they 

could run a lor longer and might get away by olltdist<1ncing 
you . If they're bleeding out, give them a few minutes to dra in 

and lose energy so they can't fight as much when you come 
lipan them. And alw[lYs appro<1ch any sizeable game you've 
taken down like a downed man in a fi ght-from the top, rear 
oblique of the head . In essence, <1pproach from their weakest 
point, and the angle that gives you the most time to respond 

ifthey try to strike at YOll. 

• STALKING Every step you t[lke needs to be purposeful. 'vVatch 
your foot pl:lcement so as to not break twigs and disturb 
vegetation, or otherwise lll[lke sounds and smells that can 

be detected .md give you aW'ly. Use your toes to test ahe[ld 
for potential "crllnch factor" before pbcingyour full weight 
down, and if you detect "crunch," use your toes to de:l!" it, 
or insert under it. Basically, do like you did as [l kid, playing 
hide and seck-be sne[lky. 

Look all around YOll at all times, especially up and behind 
YOll . Many things are <1hove you in the jungles and forests, 
and the view is always different from the rear. Scan near, 
then mid-ra nge, then out into yOUl" distance. This should be 
a constant process-ne:lr, mid, far-every few steps. It takes 
alertness and vigilance to hunt, and this is why it 's so 

demanding, but rewarding, when YOll sLlcceed. 
The fact is you shou ld be in "Hunter Mode" the entire 

time you're out there. Carry a weapon with yOll at all times, 
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regardless of your purpose at the moment. You never know 
when you're going to bump into a critter or when it will 
bump into YOll. When those golden moments present 
themselves, you must be ready to strike in an instant with a 
lethal blow. This killer instinct will become natural with a bit 

of practice, and is highly likely the hungrier you get. 

• SIZE Don't tackle anything bigger than you or that is more 

than you can realistically use. 
I f something spots you, freeze. Mnybe it's curious, maybe 

it's not sure. Just be still and be patient. when it carries on, 

so do you. If it !'LIllS, determine if you have the energy and 
any chance of catching it before yOll make a dnsh. 

If it's after yOH, try to make a slow, cautious withdrawal. 
Keep eyes on it nt all times. Once it's close. usc techniques 
mentioned for how to handle- pounce and pound. 

Always carry ,1 neat', far, and too-dang-close weapon. A 
spear or bow for far; a throwing rock or stick for near; and a 
club or knife or poking stick for too-dnng-close. 

Stay mobile and always work to the outside of any game's 
st riking range. All animals strike from their center, be it 
horns, claws, or jaws, so keep moving to their left or right, 
whichever is open to you, and keep moving in circles around 

them to break their concentration on attacking you, whether 
it's for your self-defense or to counter-attack them. 

• SCENT Try to stay downwind, so that your scent doesn't blow 

to the animals and alert them. 
Try to smoke yourself with the fire before you go out to 

reduce yout' human smell. Use sailor foliage to cover 
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yourself in ns a scent mask. And cerrainly don't do the 
morning wash up before gain' huntin '. 

• SILHOUETTE Be aware of your visual presence on the 
landscape to other crentures. Move slowly, cnutiollsly, and 
stendily, stopping regularly and always with cover (meaning 
real protection , like rocks or trees). Seek total concenlment 
when possible and wait for n period of time. Be aware that 

even if you can't sec nny critters, the~' may be clocking you, 
so do all you c<m to keep from being see n at nil times while 
on the hunt. Animals tend to detect scent and movement 
over color and shape, so, stay down wind. and move slowly 

so you don't catch their eye. And always stay away from the 
ridgeline so you're not silhouetted ngainst the skyline. And 
smy near the wood -line (edge of the trees before an open 
field) so they don't see your shape standing out against the 
trees or bushes behind you . 

SNARES AND TRAPS 
Outside ofhullting, the other way to get food is to capture it 
in a snare or tmp and then kill it. [ recommend lIsing these 
techniques for smaller creatures, as these don't provide 
much food and so it doesn't justify using a lot of time and 
enerh,)' to hunt them. Also. they can be very difficult to cntch, 
so best to let trickery and technique do the work for YOll . 

The basic principles of traps and snares fall in line with 
those of hunting. except hunting is all about mobility 
operations, and "snaps" (snares and traps) arc about static 
operations. That in mind, the old real estate nxiom comes to 
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mind-location, [ocation, location! So, you must choose your 
"real estate" carefully. To do this, you apply the same 
techniques for hunting- looking for drops and tmcks and 
then finding a home, hole or feed spot-and set up your 

"snap." 
Snaps take a lot of time and work to initially set up. After 

that, they just require vigilance to check regularly to either 
get your catch or re-set your trap or improve it, as often the 

first-time snap setter will find they need to tweak their 
technique before they get the just right tension on the string, 

just right looseness of the noose, and just right hold for the 
trigger. Be patient, expect failures at first, but it will improve. 

There are many, many different types of snaps and I have 
found m<ll1y simply too hard to make, too difficult, too much 

work, or too hard to remember how to make in the first 
place. when these factors come into pIny, the end result is 
that the snap doesn't work. If it doesn't work, it results not 
only in a letdown physically becnuse you go hungry but, 

because you've invested time that now seems wasted, 
mentally that can be a surprisingly bigger drnin. So, I tench 
that it's better to know one or two snnps very well, thnt work 
very well and easily, than to have a multitude of stuff thnt 
sounds cool and looks good but frnnkl y, only works for real 
pros who do it al l the time. 

So, I will teach and preach only one of ench. What is the 
difference between a trnp and a Sllare? In the simplest terms: 

string! 

• SNARES If you have wire, twine, string, rope, or cordage of 
any kind, you can make a simple and e ffective snare. The 
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cordage provides the mechanism for tension, which is the 
basis for a snare's spring act ion. An d the trigger is what 
causes th e release of the tension enerb,)', by the animal's 
1110vel11ent. So, remember it thi s way: SNA I~E the HARE. 
The hare has springy little legs and hops, ,llld so the spring 
of the snare will make him hop right off the ground. 

Snares are anything thnt will snatch your prey, ensnnring 
it by tangling up its limbs or wrapping around its neck. The 

best snare is the most basic and simplest one, as it is effective 
and e:lsy to make, so you can make several of them quickly 
to increase you r odds by placing them on numerous low
hanging branches in nn are:l with various animal activity. 

The spring snare is just what it says on the bbe1. When 
it is triggered, it will pop like a spring under tension and 

snare your prey. The best way to make a spring snare is to 
take a small sapling tree and bend it over to look like all 

upside down "U"; then ric n small piece of string to its top, 
and tie the other end ofth:lt string to a little hook carved 
from a piece of wood whic h is then hooked onto a small 
s take in the ground wi th :I notch to hold it; then tie another 
piece of s tri ng in a circle with a loosely fitted sl ip knot, :lnd 
hold it open using two small twiglets. 

Choose a sapling thn t's just on th e side of:l game trail, 
and add bait to lure rhe critter. It pu ts its head into the loop 
to get at the bai t, and in doing so, it disturbs and 
inadvertentl y tugs on the looped string. This causes the 
str ing to pull the little wooden hook out of th e notched 
wooden st:lke, releasing the tension on rhe little s:lpling tree 
wh ich then springs back up to it's original upright position. 

In the process, it snatches the noose tight :lround the 
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Snare preparat ion 

critter's neck, snatches its body off the grou nd, und holds it 

dangling off the ground wi th the noose choking the life out 

of it. It dies, yOll find it and cat it. (If YOLl don't have bait, the 

concept is such that the snare will be on a pathway that the 

creatu re w ill need to pnss, and in doing so, will go through 

the loop, pulling on the string and the same net result 

ensues.) 
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Now, there are tons of variations on the s imple spring 
snare, and it all depends on what is available to you-the 

sapling, the string, the knives for making the notches and 
stakes and hooks, etc. Most of it can all be made without a 
knife by improvising, but you do need the string 01' wire or 
cordage. 

The other thing to know is that it doesn't aJwOlys work 
out as planned. Often , a limb will get caught or the mid body 

~/- °c-=t=~ 
-- " ! "-
J: 

Top view and close-up of trigger 

", _ _ E 

--, 

Spring snare 
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will get caught and the animal will hang there in pain and 
suffering until you corne along and bludgeon it to death , or 
another animal comes and steals your meal, or it gnaws its 
way out, or it gnaws its own limb off to get away. So, check 

traps at first light and end of the day as a matter of course 
and habit. Make the rounds to check you r snares often, and 
be prepared to immediately end your prey's life or engage 
larger game trying to get at your food. Take on the duties of 
checking your traps in a ve ry mentally alert manner. 

• BAIT AND PLACE. Now both snares and traps can be used with 
bait or place techniques. "Bai t" involves food or other form 
of attraction to lure an an imal into the snap. "pl ace" s imply 
means that you situate the snap on a well-used animal trail 

or lair. Ideally, you'd want to employ both bait and place 
combined to enhance your chances. Choke points are the 
key. It's just like setting up an ambush for soldiers-use the 

terrain to channel them in, then use a ruse as bait to lure 
them into the channel. 

So, choose a good location, right outside of the animal's 
home, hole, lair, etc. Or choose a spot near the feeding 
h'Tounds or watering hole that looks well used. The principle 
to these is that, no matter whic h route the critter takes, it 

will always come home, need water, and go to feed. So, these 
are ideal sites for laying your ambush. 

Now, if you don't find such obvious sites, bu t you're onto 
a good game trail, as many critters will use a trail like a 
veritable highway, then use the game trail for your location . 
But when you do this, be sure to "channel or funne l" the 
critters into your newly made love-nest of hate, by laying 
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logs, rocks, sticks and brush in a way so that it funnels them 

into your trap both ways! This importnnt point is often 

overlooked by newbi e snap layers. Picture an hourglass 

angle from above, so that a "V" focLlses them into your trap 

from either direction of approach. 
1M PORTANT: [n :Ill cases of snaps, be sure to reduce the 

FRONT VIEW 

~ ~ ... ; ' ,f, TOPVIEW 

'~~'~!\ll'''\ '1IIh 'I), & .. ~-~\I\~ ~' 
1"1 , 1':1,~,:;,fti1111\,!(M ' 

-... I'" 'I, ..-

~~*;StC~LE~l' 
Animal is funneled into the snare from either direction 

Snare placement 
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amount of human scent on all of your snap materials. Doe 
effective technique is to rub your hands with dirt before 
making and setting the snap. Then use whateve r you have 
for bait based one whatever you think the critter you're after 

eats. Often, the guts of other critters will get almost anything 
to come and smell an d nibble, so offal is almost always a 
good choi ce for b<lit ing, and usually that scent will 
overpower the human scent. 

• TRAPS If you don't have cordage, then you have no capacity 
for tension to lll<lke a snare <lnd must use a different 

principle of physics to create a trap. Basically, traps use 
leverage 01' gravity as the mechanism of tension. The trigger 
is the loss of balance cause by th e animal's movement, 
allowing gravity to apply the energy to execute you r trap. 
Remember it like this: SLA P the TRAP. Just like you'd slap 
your hand down to catch a mouse trying to escape, your trap 
will s lap down on you r prey. 

Figure-4 Deadfall. This is the most bask and common 
trap. YOll can use a large I'Ock, heavy log, or other similar 
object to crush the critter. As an alternative method, instead 

of a large rock or log, you can build and employ a box, cage, 
or b<lsket to fall onto the critter and trap it there until you 
come to finish it off. 

The Figure-4 is easy to make, and can be constructed 
even withou t a knife by using your fingernails or a sharp 
rock. Picture the numeral 4. There are three lines in the 
nUllleral 4~Olle vertical, One horizontal, <llld one angled . 

Each of these lines will be a sdck or log in yo ur Figure-4 
Deadfall, they will be held together with notches, and they 
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will all stand under the weight of the dendfall. 

How to Construct a Figure·4 Deadfall: 

Rock or log deadfall 
pins the animal 

Three notched sticks fitted 

~~/ 

UPRIGHT STICK RELEASE STICK 

Front view Side view Fronl view 

Figure-4 deadfall 

BAIT STICK 

Fronl view 

":"~ 

Top view 

The vertical stick needs one notch and one point. Carve the 

notch facing downward on the stick about 4 inches from 
where it will rest on the ground . Carve the top of the stick 
into a point. 

The horizontal stick needs two notches. Carve the first 
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notch on the side of the stick about eight inches from the 
end that goes under the de<ldfall weight; this notch should fit 
into the notch all the vertical stick. Carve the second notch 
facing upward; the angled stick's point will fit into this 

notch. 
The angled stick needs Olle notch and one point. Carve 

the notch in the middle of the stick, on its underside so that 
the point of the vertical stick will fit into it. Carve the end of 
this stick into a point that will fit into the notch on the 

horizontal stick. 
When the sticks are arranged into a ;'fib'ure 4," first place 

some bait onto the end of the horizontal stick closest to 
where it will intersect wi th the vertical stick. Then gently 

place the weight (rock, log, etc.) onto the top of the vertical 

stick to hold the trap upright. 
Now, the critter will smell the bait, walk under the weight 

to get to the bait, and when it begins nibbling, it disturbs the 
balance and triggers the mechanism. If no bait is available, 
then make the end of the horizontal bar long and wisp), so 
that any animal passing through will disturb the balance 
anyway and set the trap off. Again, set your Figure-4 trap on 

a t rail or in a key location . Make plenty and keep them 

simple. 
With both traps and snares, it takes some t ime and 

finessing to make them, and there are no !,'\larantees that the 
right-sized critter will come along or that the trap will work 

exactly right. So the real key to stlccess is the "I' for Plenty" 
method, also known as the "Shotb'1Jn Hunting" style. In 
contrast to the "One shot, one kill" motto of the sniper and 
good hunter, you need to set out lots of snaps all over the 
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pbce in hopes that you'll get something, much like a hunter 
with a shot6"un who shoots into the bush somewh3t blindly, 
or at a flock of bird hoping something will get hit. So, instead 
of spray and pray, spread the dread so all the critters live in 
fear of you . 

While the basic snare and the common Figure-4 Deadfall 
trap .lre the easiest and best to use for the novice, here arc a 
few other methods of making traps that you lllny consider 
trying. 

• NETS. If yOll have n net, you can use the snare method but 

replnce the noose with the net. Vou can also use n net with 
the basic dendfnll method, nnd instead getting crushed, the 
animal will get ensnared in the net after it triggers the net to 
fall upon it. You can also use a net to hunt with, by hiding 
and then throwing it onto your prey as it comes near 

unaware. You can also lise nets to catch birds and fish. 

• HOLES. When all else fails and it goes to Hell , start digging 
holes. It is hard work to dig holes, so this method is not to be 

undertaken unless you have energy to expend . But know that 
digging a simple hole is surprisingly effective for catching 
thin6rs. Snakes and small critters just seem to fall into them 
when placed in the right spot. Dig your holes (size and 
placement) based on the type of animal you believe is nearby 
and hope to catch. Regnrdless of the hole size, try to loosely 
cover it with light twigs and leaves, making sure that :1.11 

animal can break through this cover and that the hole is deep 
enough to contain them once they do. If you have bait, place 
some in the middle of the cover above the hole. 
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• BOXES, Another technique is making cages or boxes with a 
small hole for th e critter to s tick its head in and inverted 

spikes to hold the animal 's head from pulling our, like a 
Chinese finger trap, The animal will press its head through 

the opening to nibble at the bait, bur they won 't be able to 
hret their head out. 

Sox trap 

Rock placed above hole to 
prevent animallrom 
jumpingoul 

Wedge
shaped hole 
lined with 
sharp Sl icks 

. , 
0' ., 

topreventa~ 

imallrom " " 
Q. scrambling 

Hole trap 

Funnel 01 sharp sticks to 
prevent animal form 

Bait placed on thin 

~;' ___ -:7<_layer 01 sticks 

' ~-"'., "" ",)' 

" - :,: . ;-:'. , 0 
. ,,;. 

• 
", " 

"', , .. 
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HOW TO PREPARE ANIMALS 
FOR CONSUMPTION 

• BIRDS C:lll be peeled out of their skins. but you lose nil the 
fat. So pluck them 35 best yOll can, save the feathers fot' other 
uses such as fire sta rters, an d then burn the rest of the 
feather stubb le off by rolling the birds in the fire before 

cooking. All birds can be eaten, big or 5m311, predator or 
scavenger-they are all safe. There are some ra re birds with 

actual poisonous feathers, but they're generally not a 

concern. 

• MAMMALS are universally safe to eat. Some have poisonolls 

sacks, teeth, claws, spikes, and many other types of defenses 
you should be wary of, but once killed and skinned and 
cooked, they are all safe to eae. 

• REPTi l ES are mostly safe to eat All snakes are safe to eat once 

killed, beheaded, skinned, and cooked. So, too, are 
turtles/tortoises, lizards, and gators. Frogs get a little diccy, 
as some have po isonous skins. In general, the amount of 
meat on frogs is not worth the effort to catch, cook , and 
dean, but somc big giant frogs might be worth the trouble, 
and all those big ones are safe to munch! Of course, if you 
can come by small frogs with little effort, grab 'em and eat 

'em if they' re not of the poisonolls persllasion. The general 
rule for poisonous frogs and toads is that the very brightly 

colored ones are no good. 
The general rule for all reptiles is to skin and !,'Ut them 

and behead them as well. Then cook or boil them. If you are 

unsure of what kind of critter you've got, try to skin it with 
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sticks instead of lIsing your bands as their sk in might be 

poisonolls. But once the skin is off, they're good to hook-n

cook. 

• TO SK IN OR NOT TO SKIN? Skin all reptiles. Skin most 
mammals (except pigs, as they cook better in the skin). Don't 

skin birds; pluck them instead. Scale fish; if no scales, skin 

'em. 

• GUTS are to be put to their best use, not necessarily their full 

use. I teach that it 's good to eat the key organs- heart, li ver, 

and maybe the kidneys if large enough, but usually they're 

not. The rest gets a bit "if" and are best used as bait for traps 

and fishing. 

• BONES. 1 f you can't usc them for tools, or dry them by the 
fire for chnlky anti-dinrrhenls, then try eating the 1ll:lITOW 

ou t of the big bones and boiling the small bones to get the 
m:lITOW nutrit ion out of them :l nd into a broth for drinking. 

• COOKING is best done by boi ling, if possible,:ls it allows you 

to get good, c1e:ln fluids into you r body and add some flavor 

to it. On :l practical level, it is easy to drop everything in pot 

and Ict it stew while you do other things rather than h.:l\'e to 

tend the fire and tum the meat so it doesn't burn. Also, when 

cook ing meat, it helps to throw bugs and plants in for fl avor 

and texture, plus you can avoid eating the bugs directly. If 

for some reason you can't boil , just cook the ment ove r your 

fire, rotating it often to cook it all the way through. You can 

also cook meat by placing it on a fbt board close to the fire, 
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also turning it to cook through (this is called "planking"), Or 
use sticks and lashings to build a spit on which to place the 
meat above the fire. 

Place food on a board 
close to the lire 

I I 4' 

Hot rocks placed 
in liquid will bring 
it to a boil 

Cooking methods 

,- \,] 

Place food directl y on hot 
rocks or wrap in leaves or 
grasses and place in embers 

Foods can be smoked for storing and transporting. The key 
with smok ing is to cut the meat into extremely thin pieces of 
flesh , hang them well spaced out on <I rack, and make a small 
teepee <lrOllnd the rack thnt is nearly airtight so the strips 

can get th e maximum smoke. Almost never does a survivor 
have a surplus of sugar, salt or fa t, but <Ill of these can be lLsed 
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to store your food for longer periods. Bacteria tends to not be 
able to grow on food thM is wmpletely enf:,'l.dfed in these 
mediums, so consider that as an additional use for these 
reSOllrces if you have them. 

. ; 

Meat or fish 
hung in the 
smoke 

." , .. ~ . 

Smoking meat 
Smouldering h~rdwood embers 

Stick. tepee covered in 
sods of earth to keep 
the smoke inside 

If you have plenty of sun, you can Slln dry meat as well . 
Again, cut it in thin strips, hang a string or rope between two 

trees and out in the open Still, and fold your strips over the 
string. The one drawback from this method is that it often 
requires someone to be on "fly duty" to keep the flies :1way. 
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FISHING TECHNIQUES 
If you're anywhere ncnr water, going fishing is :llways a 

smart option. Tackle is not that difficult to l11:lke in the wild, 

the techniques of catching fish are varied and achievable, 

and almost all fish arc good and safe to eat. 

• LINES are a bit t r icky to come by and create, though vcry 

doable. The reality is, yOll can uy to use almost ~lIlything light 

and relatively thin, but that doesn't mean it will work well. 

One of the most important factors of good workable line is 

strength . When you get a fish on the end of your line, it is 

going to thrash about and try to escape; weak line will make 

that easy to do as it will snap or come apart. Consider all 

materials that you have to create line. Or usc thread or 

stitch ing from your clothes, stringy matter from plants or 

vines, and sometimes, fo und materials that are laying about. 

Always scan the shore of a lake or river; you never know 

w hat you may find. including actual fishing line. Whatever 

line you llse, always make yOllr string and hook can support 

w hatever fish you're after . 

• HOOKS are very simple to make, actually, Any safety pin, 

paperclip, or other piece of bendable metal carl be used, 

Make a good anchor poim for tying the string and sharpen 

the working end as best you can, or make a barb or trap so 

that once they bite down, they can 't get their lip back off the 

hook. 
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Thorn hooks 

Safely Pin 
hook 

ImproYised hooks 

Pin hooks 

Wood 
sfiyer 
with 

I have made hooks ou t oftborns, toothpicks, small bones, 
and many other things. The key is to fashion your material 

into the classic "J" shape that mark most hooks, sharpen the 
point on the hook end, and fashion a notch or a barb near 
that point that will catch on the inside of the fi sh's mouth 
once it goes in . If you have no metal or bone available, you 

can use the small joints in tree branches which provide a 
natural angle, and then sharpen the smaller end's point; then 
make a notch on the anchor point atwhich to mount the line. 
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A good simple technique for nny hook you make is to 
create a "barb." Just imagine a small toothpick with:l notch 
groove around the middle. Tie your string there, put your 
bait on the whole stick ill line with the string. When th e fish 
bites and you pull, the stick turns perpendicular to your sting 
and in effect mnkes a barb in its throat that it can't spit out. 

Fishing barb 

Barb held 
flat along Ihe 
fishing line by 
the bait ., . 

. .. when the bait 
is swallowed, the 
barb opens oul 
perpendicular to 
the line and 
catches in the 
gullet of the fish 

• POLES are very helpful if you need to get your hook out 
farther into the water than you can without it. It also helps 
for taking some of the tension off your hnl1d from pulling in 
the fish. I f you have to put a lot of line on the pole to get it Ollt 

farther, once you get a fi sh on the line, plnce the pole on the 
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hrround and your foot on the pole and then work the fish in 
by the string. I find two sticks or crudely-fashioned gloves 
will help me work the string without hurting my hands. 

• WEIGHTS are sometimes needed either to cast out or to get 
your baited hook down to the bottom if that's where you 

think the fish are. For survival fishing, J find the best way is 
to tie a rock orother wcightto the cnd of the string and then 
tie the hook with an add itional piece of string onto the line 
6-12 inches above the wc ight. Look for rocks that will be 
easily sccured to yOUl" linc-for l'xample, a smooth round 

rock won't work as well as a rock with natural grooves to 
hold the line better. 

• BAIT is anything that you think will make the fish bite the 
hook. Bugs and animal guts are usually the best bait. You 
might consider "chumming" the water by spreading extra 
guts on its surface to attract numerous fish into a feeding 
frenzy, and then whack them with sticks as they feed. You 
can use insects, worms, berries, or even fish eggs fro111 
c1eaningother fish. when you usc bait in the traditional way, 

make sure you fasten the bait onto the hook or barb as 
securely as possible-you don't want to be giving those fish 

a free meal. If YOll can hook a live insect onto your hook, all 
the better. 

• LURES are a good substitute for when you don't have bait. 
Any thing like feathers or light pieces of doth can be used to 
mimic a ny or other insect to get the type of fishies that hop 

and jump. Anything shiny ean be used as a "spoon" to get the 
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underwater biters-tops of coke cans, small pieces of plastic, 
metal, or anything shiny that you can trim to a small piece 
and tie off to your string. Tie it just above your hook so it 
moves arolLnd right in front or but won't stop the fish from 
getting a bite on your hook. 

• FLOATS are useful in two ways. If you're after mid -depth 
feeders or just-under-the-surface feeders, then you want to 
mount to your line a piece of stick or plastic that will float on 
the wate r so your eye can see it, but will hold your baited 
hook suspended underwater and off the bottom, at the depth 

you set. Once in the water, simply watch the float or "bob" 
for any motion-when fish bite at the baited hook, the float 
will bob up and down telling you that it's time to pull in the 
fish. 

The other way to use a float is just to let it get your hook 
out into the water where you want it. It will still function as 

a "bobber," but you're also using it to help in your placement 
by letting it float over to where you want, either with ClLrrent 
or wind . In this manner, tie the bob just a couple inches 
above the hook. 

• POISONS are also an effective means of catching fish, using 
naturally occurring roots and/or nuts in the water to disable 
fish and make them easy to whack or simply pick up as they 
lay atop the water in a daze. Instead of noting here all the 
specific plants and nuts that can be used, I'll s imply give you 

a couple of specifics and general thoughts to remember. 
First, acorns are a superb fish poison-simply mash them up 
as finely as possible and then dump the material into the 
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Line-fishing options 

water. Stand nearby with a stick, spear, club, or net in your 
hands, and when you see fish begin to float or appear 
stunned, get 'em. Also, any of the roots or nuts that make 
water milky when applied are likely to be good. The concept 

is that these materials make it difficult for the fish to breath 
and they float up where yOll can catch, scoop, or otherwise 
grab them-and the good thing is, this process doesn' t make 
them inedible. The trick is that you'll need a fairly still area 
in the water so the current doesn't make your poison dilute 

and drift away, 
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• FISH TRAPS are another good fishing method , and an 
alternative when you got no strings 01' hooks. You can make 
traps ror use in the sea, rivers, lakes, or ponds. In the sea, 

find a natural pool that fills lip at high tide and becomes 
visible at low tide, and tben build a gated fence with sticks 
and or stones surrounding it. For the sea, when the tide is 

high, chum your pool to lure fish in and then block the exit 
when the tide begins to go or the fish yOll want arc trapped. 

'-i I ( 
~ 

Tidal trap 

Fish get trapped 
in tidal rock pools 
when the tide '"--
goes back out 
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The best river trap is made by building a "V"-shaped wall 
of stones and/or sticks that will funnel fish downstream into 
the open end of the "V" and through a small opening at the 
point that leads to a holding pen also built with sticks/rocks. 

• 

Fish swim into V-shaped 
channel with the current 
of the stream 

V trap 

'. 
• 

• :. 

Holding pen 

. • . 
F 

For ponds, pick an area where you can make a "V"
shaped fish pen, then chum the pen area and try herding or 
scaring the fish into your pen. Since there is 110 current to 
help keep them in place, have a spear or club ready to disable 
and kill the fish that appear. 

• SPEARS are good to make and use ror fishing, though they 
take some skill to master. The real trick is thar the points 
have to be very small and very sharp, and to include several 
points on the end. The best kind are long thin spears with 
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small nai ls at the end filed very sharp and positioned in a 
circular pattern, as opposed to horizonrallike a dinner fork. 

.. 

Spear lip 

• STICKS can be used with some success in shallow waters like 
ponds, slow streams, and shallow bays, In such settings, it 

may not be a bad idea to try this method first before 
spending time on the more time-consuming methods-at 
least for a few minutes. Stand in the shallow water and 
position yourself perfectly still, then wait. If you see fish 
swimming by and close to the surface, swing hard and 
directly at the fish 's head. Often this will only stun a fish, so 
be ready to finish with several quick and hard whacks, or 
simply brrab them and chuck them onto shore. 

• NETS arc great tools if you have them. String the net across 
the stream or river in a manner known as a "gill net," placing 
it close to the inside bank of a river bend and goingas far out 
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into the strealll as its length allows. In the sea or on a deep 
lake, if you have a vessel from which to fish, you can fasten 
weights to the corners of th e net to hold it down just below 
the surface, then pull it up quickly to try to catch :1nything 
that may be in it. YOll e:1n :1lso use .:t nct by standing on the 
bank of.:t river or lnke :1nd emp loy it by casting it on top of 
fi sh th:1t sw im by-just Ill.:tke sure the perimeter of the 
netting has enough weigh ts tied to it to hold the fish down 

knot Girth hitch 

1\ 
, 

'"'If 
X :XX !/I 

" 
, 

GUidel ine strmg 

• ·0 , 
'. 

Making and positioning a gill net 
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in the water long enough for you to quickly approach and 
club. You can also use the sim ple scooping-type nets to catch 
fish. If you have a smaller net or finer mesh, use that for the 
minnows <lnd e<lt up. Or lise the big net to try and head them 
off or divert them into the net, and then swing them onto 
shore or your raft. 

• LIGHT is <lctually an effective tool for hunting lots of things
you just need a flashlight or a little pocket laser or even 
something reflective that you can divert the sun light with . 
Lnsel' lights and flashl ights that you point nnd maneuver on 
the surface can lure freshwater fish as they are attracted to 
the light and may check it out, allowing you to club 01' spear 
the fish . You can also hunt crnyflsh an d frogs and lots of 

other critters with a flashlight as they are stunned, shocked, 

scared, or just dumbfounded curious, and they'll stare at that 
light unti l the next thing they know, they are seeing stars for 
the last time as you wallop them upside the noggin. 

• THE RULES FOR EATING FISH ARE SIMPLE. Eat them soon afte r 
yOll catch them-anything from the water spo ils quickly in 
the air. If they look odd or ill or deformed in any way, don' t 
eat them, but don't throw them away-instend, lise them as 

bait. Anyth ing with bright colors, weird shapes, s trange 
colorings-just keep on fi shing. Use all fish guts for bait, 
don't eat any fish !,'llts. If they seem okay, clean all fi sh by 
gutting. Also, skin creatUI'es like eels or catfish, and scn le any 
fish that hns them. Use the heads to l11nke soups, and always 
eat them eyeballs! And some fi sh, like cntfish or eels, can be 
tricky to skin, so try and stake them to a tree and use a pliers-
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like took to pu ll their sk in off as if you were taking tight 
stockings off a fat lady's leg! 

• WHERE TO DROP YOUR LINE. Fish can usuall y be caught 

al"Ound the bank where water meets land. They'll often hang 
where trees and bushes go out into or over the water. They 
will also work with the sun-in other words, if it's hot they 
will go to the shad ed bank or the deeper water, and if it's 
cold they'll come to the shall ows or sunnier watcr. 

Before YOll sta rt, look al"Oun d and scan the water to get an 
idea what the fish are doing- jumping or chillin'-and act 
based on that knowledge. !fthey' re chill in', go work your 
line in front of them; if jumpin', try using flies or top-flo:lting 

bait. 

Where fish are 
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Eating Plants 
If I haven't made it plain and clear before, let me do so now: 

Eating unknown plants can be deadly! 

It's just pbill dangerous to rely on plants :15 a food source 

if you do not knolV the plants you're trying to cat. 
The other harsh fact is that pbnts simply don't give you 

enough bang for the buck . They do have nutrients in terms 

of vitamins, minerals, fiber, :md mnybe some s tarch and 

carbohydr:Hc action, too. Suc h nutrition for the survivor is a 

secondary concern, wherc;]s real energy in the form of 

calories is critical to the survivor and that comes best in the 

form of meat, plain and simple. But, if you find a lot of 

someth ing, and it looks like it might yield a lnrgc amount of 

food, then the taste test tomes into pby. Of cOlll'se this might 

warrant the ultimate risk factor-death. 

Use nIl of your experience nnd common sense in tryingto 

assess not only the qunntity nnd qunl it)' of the potential food

source plant, but also its danger criterb. Use what you know 

to be good; nnd only after a taste test. 

Does it look like <lnything you've seen in the store or 

restnurant before? 
Does it look like nlly food source you've hen I'd of or seen 

pictures of? 
rvlaybe there was something like it in thM crnzy loenl 

mnrkct you visited the day before you got stranded out in 

the bush; mnybc YOll saw the picture on a menu last week in 

that Asian rcstaurnnt. Bring it all to bear in evaluating the 

next steps, as it might save your life, or end it. Now let's talk 

about the rcal dealio with the UET. 
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The Universal 
Edibility Test 
Okay, the fi rs t thing to understand is thnt there is NO fa ilsafe 

universal test to see if something is edible or not. For 
example, there arc phlilts that are fine when raw but kill if 
cooked, and vice vcrsn. Likewise, there are exceptions for 

every rule out there for plants that arc safe. 

It is important to understand that the Univers:ll Edibility 

Test (UET) reall}' should be called the "Edibility Test 

Universally Applied." That is its intended purpose and why 

it was designed by the military. T hey recognized that wars 

h:lppen all over the globe and th:lt it was not uncommon for 

soldiers, sailors, and airmen to get sep:lra ted du ri ng the 

course of warfare and become isolated in remote regions 

where they might need to rely 011 the land for food. 

So the military designed a "universal edibili ty test" as a 

guide for soldiers to use to test unfamiliar local plant life and 

see if it was safe to cat or not. I t's not in fallible, nor is it the 

only way to go about it. Remember, humans have been trying 

foods forever and a day since the beginning of time, and 

that's really what it all comes down to - observation, 

eOlllmon sense, and a calculated risk. So, let's look at some 

pa rameters to help you reduce the risk in the first place and 

then we'll discuss the UET by the "book" and its alternatives. 

Understand that many people die every year from eating 

poisonous plants. It begins to border on "unintelligent" if 

you have animals around and the ability to catch and cat 

them. Almost all land animals are safe to eat, and once 

sk inned and cooked, all of them are! 
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But let's say there just :11n't no :1nil11als around, or you 
ain't caught none l:nely. when do you start eyeballin' plants 
to eat? Well, start eycballingrhelll right away. AL\"lAYS be on 
the look out for chow! 

Fi rst , look for anyth ing fam ili ar. If you know what 
something is fOf sure, Of YOll find a plant that looks a whole 
lot like something you know is edible. then there is a chance 
it might be of the same family or a local variation of that 
edible plant. So, that's a good candidate for st:1rtcrs. 

Next, make sure there's lots of it. Th is is really 
import:1nt! No point in taking all that risk, and making all 
that effort. to get a handful of nibbles. If there aren't a whole 
lot of little things. or a few really big things. then it might 
not be worth the risk. 

In general: Things that stink. sting, burn . or are barbed 
arc usually not good candidates fat· the 01' taste test. 

Exception: prickly pears on cacti have mighty me:1ll tillY 
spines but taste great and are very nutritiOUS. Thistles arc 

t r icky ones, too, as are some of the crazier tropical fru its 
which have heavy ';hornage" but juicy innards. Try to pay 
attention to all the exotic fruits and veggies in your grocers 

and markets to make a study of what some of these look like. 
The firs t time I saw papaya in the wild. I h:ld no ide:l wh:lt 
it was, though J had ea ten it plenty before that time. 

The taro leaf, for example, is :l food st:lple for m:lny 
indigenous folks in the oce:lnic arens, but it's a poisonous 

plant because it has oxalate crystals which look like b<1rbed 
spikes under :l microscope. However, boiling tnkes all that 
out ano makes a yummy meal of it. So, there arc tons of 
exceptions. That's why the "universal" part of the edibil ity 
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test ain't so universal. 
Alright)' then, let'!> look at some of the cJ:lssic indicators 

for perilous plnnts. 

PLANTS TO AVO ID 
• MUSHROOMS. These nre tasty and thcy do h:1Ve some (al beit 

very little) nutritional value, but the risks of eating any 
mushroom Ollt in the wild is borderline suicidal! There are 

experts with years of study who still die from earing the 
wrong mushroom every year. For the survivor, mushrooms 

are simply OTL-Off the List! 
Now, I know some good-to-eat mushrooms well, .:lI1d when 
I've found them, I've eaten them because I found a lnrge 

qu;:mtityand I cou ld 100% identify them, But I never teach 
mushroom class to my students, bcc:lu!>e it doe!>n't pass the 

common sense test. You'll usually simply not nn d enough, 
and even if you do, they don't provide hardly any nutritional 
valuc. So, do not risk eating mushrooms. 

And here's the kicker for mushrooms; the things can taste 
nne and you think you're all good and they tUt'll around and 

kill you 24 houI's 01' even days later when it's way too late to 
do anyth ing ;lbout it. If you're going to try and cat the things 
anyway, then do try and cook them . But know this: many 
fungal tox ins ;Ire resistant even to high heat, an d so cooking 
the shrooms will not always kill the toxins! 

• SHINY· LEAVED PLANTS are generally taboo, but not shiny like 

ban;:ma leaves, we mean shiny when they look like they have 
a sheen frOlll a light cont of oil. 
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• YELLOW AND WHITE BERRIES arc ahnost always bad juju , 
though there are exceptions. But for this book: if it's ye llow, 
white, or even green, stay off it! (While we're on benies, the 

upside is that 90% of berries that are purple, blue, and black 
are good to go. Also, raspberries and similar "cluster or 
aggregate" berries arc 99% safe.) 

• THE RULES FOR REO BERRIES ARE TR1CKY. We all know 
strawberr ies and cherries arc yummy as are cranberries, 
raspberries, salmonberries, lingonberries, etc. However, 
many red berri es are poisonous, so the guide here is like for 
mushrooms-if you don't know it, don 't eat it. Holl y berries 

arc red and juicy but these arc toxic, whereas Hawthorne 
berries are dry but healthy. Yes, [ kl1ol11 the birds eat 

llOllyberries! But that doesn't make them any less toxic to 
humans. [11 general, if the critters can eat it, so can you. BUT 

that is not the rule becallse some animals have immunities to 

these toxins. 

• UMBREllA-SHAPED FLOWERS are bad. 

• PLANTS WITH THREE-LEAFED GROWTH PATTERNS are bad . 
Some of these arc also poisonolls to the tOl1ch, sl1ch as poison 

ivy. 

• MILKY OR DISCOLORED SAP is llsuall y bnd. One of the notable 
exceptions is coconut milk. 

• BEANS, SEEDS, AND PODS are generally best avoided unless 
you k11011' them. 
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• GRAINS are just tricky anyway because often it takes too 
many and too much work to be worthwhile, but if you find 
any heads with a pink, purple, or black spur just leave them 
well enough alone 

• PLANTS W ITH A SOAPY OR BITTER TASTE are best left alone. 

• FINE HAIRS, SPINES, OR THORNS are sib"lS of plants to avoid . 

• PLANTS THAT LOOK LIKE DILL, PARSLEY, CARROT, AND PARSNIP 

are often very poisonous, and that 's a shame because they 
sure smell like the real deal. If you're truly desperate and 
have many of these roots staring at YOll as a potential food 
source, then risk the taste test at your own peril as the poison 

in the plant that resembles the edible persLl:lsion is none 
other th:lll the deadly hemlock-which C:ln kill yOLl III a 

hurry. Don't go there. 

• AN ALMOND SMElL IN PLANTS in general almost always 
indicates it's poisonolls. Some chemical and biological 
weapons, like cyanide, also smel11ike almonds. Unless it's an 
almond, anything almond-smelling should be considered 
poisonous. Even if the almond smell is on the leaves and/or 

woody )l:lrts- skip it! (The counter to this is the general rule 
that plan ts smelling of onions and garlic are usually safe to 
try.) 

• MIND THE MANGOES AND CASHEWS if you're highly sensitive 
to poison ivy and sumacs, as these have similar properties 

on their surfaces that can cause a bad reaction. 
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• DON'T EAT PLANTS WITH WORMS IN THEM as they are 

decayed - instead, ear the worms! 

• BURN, BOIL, WASH, AND PEEL! Try to peel everything first, 

wash everything you can't peel, <lnd cook everything! Some 

plants fr0111 rhe water have 6';ardia, and anything from the 

soil can have b:lcteria, f1111gUS , and other parasites. So use 

these simple methods to best prepare yOllr food for safe 

consumption. 

Some phlnts, like acorns, are highl y biner due to tannin 

concentrations, but with a few boil s and water changes, arc 

excellent to cat. So, it 's a bit of work and a learning game 

when it comes to plant selection and preparation . [f you 

can't get fire, try rinsing in lV~lter and drying in the sun. 

Now let's dig into the Universal Edibility Test. The column 

on the le ft includes official U.S. Army Surviva l M[l1lual 

procedure, .:lIld the column on the right includes my 

comments and observations based on experience and 

applic:ltion . Ultimately, it will be up to you to decide what 

you do and how you do it. 
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EDIBI LITY TEST 

MlllTAIIY £DIBJlITY TEST HAWKUASTHEST 

• Test orWyone~1 oIl~pIatll al~ • TJ'is isabsokrtely conect 001 aM negk>cl5lhe COO'fOOl1 

lime. sense test. MoslIGlks aren't gol1g to arbjtrarily take a plant 
.nI mix it up.nl try.nl eal ~ salad 

• Separate all tile compooenl5- • llis too. tend510 ovet\ooI:; the obvious. For most SllVMlrS 
leaves. stall:. roots.llowes. fruit who are starving. they aren't looking for alIl~ parts toeat 
bods, etc. they want that one thing they thri: they know that might be 

edible lood like a root. kuil berry. rJ.JI. etc. 

• Smell for strong or ar:od odors: tJ'is • There are some good foods that are stirty. but mostly. smeI 
alone can 001 be relied ~ will tell )'OlI if you're on the fight tr.rl or 001. 

I • Do 001 eat for eight hotxs before- • II you are st¥ving. you probilbly haven"! eaten tor a little more 

"'"' tim eight horn. The point is to have an ~y stomach for 
tile best "thorough" ~ at t~ \XIterltoallood source as 
viable or not Most people win surely be here try lhe time 
they're ready to risk lhetr life by eating i.dnown piarll5. 

• During tlls time. test tor arty contar:t • Touctl ~ to the ooter part at )'011" forearm f~~. it no rear:tlOr1 
rear:ti0rr5 by pIar:i1g tile part to be tIlere. then try the l1rer part-~ it does I\ame up. the outer 
tasted against..,.... mer wrist or ruls a whole lot less. NotIWlg wrong with Walting 15 mirutes. 
elbow lor <JOOut IS IIln.ltes. but really. five will gi\1! )'OlI a good eoougt1 iOOicator if irs 

goma btxn or 001. 

• Scratch Test addilioo: Scratch a • Some folks s:4'/ Ioar:tually lo(ratch yoursejt and that is an OJ>-
piece at your flesh with..,.... nail too to be e~tra safe. but it )'OlI got dirty tingerllaits and you're 
and see if rubbing the poteotiallood in tile tr!Jl'lU I don't reconmend tearilg holes ioto your My 
on that causesa rEar:too or lut.r layer at prote<:too from infection. 
1m 

• During the test eat ooIhilg ellCept • Wet il you got puilied water. )'OlI're a~eady doing ok. The 
the part beong tested. and pu"fied other point is COOVTnl sertse. 001 ij is valid: it you gol other 
water. toad. slav 011 It while lesting so as to 001 mix or dilute YOlJI 

tesl resuf15. 
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EDIBILITY TUT (C ... Ii~"ed) 

MllIT.l.R'f EDIBilITY TUT HAWKETASTtTUT 

0 Tate a poItion 01 the part of the 0 Mostly. if )'00 got fire. cook ()' boil everythiog! No reason not 
plant )'OU plan 10 eat and prepare a todo~andlotsofle~ 10doso. Yes. cooQng()'boiting 
\Ile w~ you plan to eal it might take away some IlItrieols. but il will ~ take aw~ 

more bacleri.Jaod tol<ils, v..tuch wiI hJrt )'OU atot more. Boil 
if)'OU CiIfl as that m.J1:es a broth you CiIfl dirt 10 slay hy-
dialed wi\llde¥l water and still get!>OOll' 01 time 11I.IInet1t5 
110m lhe brotlt. &it If you have IlOItoog and no fife. \he!1 this 
tl5t wiD be done in the "raw." But do rime or peel whenever ",,,,, 

0 Before tMting the prepared pI.W 0 Yep. IlKs is rcd solid. do il! 
part.tOlK.h a small portion 10 'fOOt 
lip and ~ if a tlliIOS 01 aches 

0 If ahef lhlee mirlJles \here is no re- o This is pretty good. \Ilough I tImI: youl mow sooner than 
action, place a pulCh on yw; longue thee mnrtes. Doe mnute islil:ely okay for ttle fNsl touch. but 
and hold a there 15 minutes. the 15 miIlIteson the tongue is a bit rn..d1.1 say 1M! rni!lIIes 

is good. 'foul koow if it"s not right pretty (Jlickly (15 you1t be 
~ Iu1gry and yw; Mces Win be !lowing. ~ reaclions will be 
rroch more corlCeokaied and ~ke-. 

0 11 there is no reao::tlOll, chew il thor- o Agawl,1 sat live mhJtes is all you need. 
oughIy for 151TW1.11es. but do not 
swallow. 

0 If there is no burning. aching, st~- 0 Yep, if so fill ~good. swallow and wait &it fd say. based on 
ilg. inlldrrmahon ()' other reaction. yw; sense of the food. doseIy resembling a plant )'00 mow 
\he!1 swilliow and wait eighll"ocus. or Uri )'00 I:.oow. or if ~'s raclicafty alien 10 you. wail lIP to 

two hours. four hc:us tops, \Ilough 9O%llriKJ of \Ile time 
you 11 know f1 the fll'sl t"OOr or ~. 

0 II aoythmg goes wrong. iSlll right 01 0 Yes. and consider someof the a'>h. charcoal Ibih!!a drinks as 
there is¥f"/ negative reaction at aI. OMrilll('fS 100 (11"(1 FII'sI Awl dJoptefJ. foI emergency medi-
itrlJce vomiting and drink lots of cTE. dlaOOill is used b pOMnmgs when vonil~ isrIl ~-
water. sible 01 willianted. 
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EOl81l1TYTEST (C""H..,td) 

MIUTARY EOl8lUTY TEST HAWKHASTETEST 

II oo~happ@ns, thene~t v.c~'s • Q-thereabou\s; eat a decent <lI'OOI.I1t but don't gorge yoooeII 
WOIIh oIlhe prepared pl<rJt JliIII. yetll ~'s noI good, it would be worse to have a belly lui 01 it 

So. go easy lor starters 

• Wail eightllcus; il oothilg 1Iap. • Again wail awhile. two·to-lour hours <IIId you IhouId know. 
pens.the plant part as prepared is TaM! a nap. get LP, and IIIO'Ill around d bit to ~ if activity in· 
safelo eat. 00ce5 1\alJ5ea. But if all seems good. it's likely 01:. 

• Army says the un \al;es 241'1o:xn. • Hdwte sa~ ~ lakes eight 00...1. 

UNIVERSAL EDIBLES 
• FRUITS, NUTS, AND BERRIES are found all over the planet. 

Even in the arctic it is possible to dig up berries from under 
the snow. The problem is that they eome in so many shapes 

and sizes and colors. So, all one can do is to be on the lookout 
for anything that looks like these things, and then apply the 
rules of the VET: 

AmOllllt: Are there lots to eat, or are they big enough to 
make 3 real meal from a few? 

About: Do they look like something you know or have 
seen before? 

In Doubt: Do any warning signs- smell, tollch, taste, 
look- call it into doubt? 

If in doubt, throw it out! 

Also keep an eye out for the critters around you. Are they 
nibbling on something? Could be a nut or berry. Are there 
lots of insects about? They could be attracted to some fruit. 
Look on the ground; I've often found frllit and nuts not 
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because [ knew what their trees and lenves looked like, bur 
only because I saw some on the ground and looked up-they 
couldn't have fallen too far from the tree! 

AN EASY WAY TO REMEMBER THE BERRY RULES: 

• PB&B (like the acronym for Peanut Butter and Jelly, but 
replace jelly with "Berry") means Purple, Black and Blue 

Are Good for You (90% good to go!) 

• Yellow, Green and \"lhite Mean Death by Night (90% 
deadly to know) 

• Red can be good for the head, or ... 

• Red can mean you'll soon be dead (50/ 50 is the red way) 

• ROOTS, TUBERS, AND OTHER STUFF TO DIG UP. Anything you 

dig up should be cooked if at [Ill possible. Not only is there 
concern about ground bacteri[l, fungi, and other cvil spores, 
but the real de[ll is that roots are a conccntr:l te of everything 

that's in the plant [IS its storagc facility. So, boiling or cooking 
can neutralizc any toxins or otherwise strong concentrations 

that might C:Hlse you some gricf. 
Secondly, it's rcal h[lrd to just arbitrarily go around 

digging stuff up. That takes time and cncrgy. So, try to have 
an idea what to look or smell for, :lnd on ly commence to 
digb>1ng if you'rc prctty sure or, if there arc so many of a plant 
sprouting up that if it docs have an edible root or tubcr, you'll 

be in a good stock for :l while. 
Again, look at the ground for signs of disturbance to see 

if any animals have been rooting arollnd trying to digup and 
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eM some yummy grubs. Chances are, if they dug, they got it 
and ate it, so study the plant stalk they left behind. Look for 
more of those and try digging one up and see if it's paydi!'t. 
It helps to have a digging stick for this sort of task. 

• GRASS, GREENS, SHOOTS, STEMS AND ALLIN BETWEEN. Many 
plants that grow in and around water are edible. Also, people 
can eat grasses- not a lot, and they should onl y be the 

brightest green, newly fresh grasses, but they can be eaten
they are not dangerous and have some nutritional value. 
People do not have the enzymes needed to break down gr<lSS 

and get the nutrients OLlt of it the way <lnima ls can, but a little 
grass in the diet C.111 help a bi t. 

Many trees hnve brand new stems that nre edible, or, 
when small little snplings are coming up out of the ground, 
they nre often edible as weI!. Always apply the UET. 

• EAT1NG TREES! One thing that really makes me h.1PPY is trees. 
In combat, I go into the trees and have Illy moment in the 
quiet before the storm. But the main reason they make me 
happy is all the good things that they mean. They mean life! 
They provide shelter, weapons, tools, lookout points, fire, 

transport in the form of boats or litters, and medicine as weI!. 
They also mean food. Not only do animals live and rest in 
them, prov iding you a hunting ground and source of meat, 

but you can actually eat a good Illany trees! 
POl' eX<lmple, the spruce tree buds, needles, and stems can 

all be e<lten rnw, but they're better cooked. Many fresh baby 
sproutlings can be nibbled on from a lot of trees like the 
evergreen (green year round) coniferous (plants with cones) 

pines. 
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Birch trees have an inner bark that is edible, as do pine 

trees, too. See the list of edible p13nts by region for a better 
idea, bur many h;:u'd woods do have some sort of edible inner 
bark, and many wimer trees have nuts, and many spring 
trees have edible shoots. 

It's not ideal and certa inly not a com plerc survival diet to 
go around nibbling on trees, but if you have an idea of which 
ones in general offer a food source, apply what you know, all 

your common sense and the good 01' fashioned taste test and 
you'll likely be alright and find something you can eat. 

Regional Factors 

Alrigh ty then, all thac said and you're still looking for food to 
eat other than killing critters. Let's take;1 general look at 
SOllle of the most common plant food fOllnd in abundance 
in each of the world's regions. 

DESERT 
• CACTI are all over most deserts and they're mostly edible. If 

you chop into them and theY're green, they're good to go! If 
they have a white sap, don't nile them our right away~smell, 
finger-touch, lip-touch, and/ or tOIl)''1.le-touch the sap. lfno 
bad smell or burn, go easy at first; bur figure it's likely ok. 
But if it don' t look right. forget it. 
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• AGAVE AND YUCCA FLOWER STALKS are good co eat and 
provide a decent meal. Cut off about three feet of the bud 
and sta lk (which looks like a huge asparagus tip), peel the 
hard outside, and eat raw, or any way you please. The flowers 

of both are edible raw, but cooked is better as the yucca 
flower tastes soapy (in fact it can be used to make soap). 

The fruit of both can be eaten as well, and it's bestto eat 
while white inside. You can cut the agave down to its middle 
section and dig a hole that fills with water. After drinking, 
cut it off and cook it for a few hours-the agave is li ke a big 

potato, and the yucca roots are also just like potatoes. 

• DATE PALM is a good find. They look like the obvious palm 
tree but instead of large nuts, you'll see clu ste rs of small 

round fruit The best way to get at them is to cut the tree 
down. I f you should happen upon these fruits-which are 
like coconuts and bananas-in the jungle, you'll know what 
to do and enjoy. 

• ACACIA are those little trees with the thorny spines and nice 
yellow flowers that smell good . These trees are all over the 
world in good quantities, and the best part is, a tree can feed 
you a whole meal as the flowers, the buds, and the young 
leaves are all good to eat. 

• AMARANTH is found all over the world as well. It is full of 
vitamins and minerals, and when found, it is usuall y in 
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nbundnnce. It cnll be eaten r3W or cooked. It is nlso known 

in : 

• Africa: Vegetable for all, or yoruba 

• Asi:l: Different names nil over, but the Chinese call it yin 
clloi 

• Latin America and Caribbean: Here it's cnlled calla/oll 

• US: Chinese spinach 

• I'm a fan because it is ensy to identify, plen t iful, alld has 
lots of protein in the seeds. It b'l'oWS in any areas where it 

is drier in climate. 

SEA 
• SEAWEEDS, KELP, SAMPHIRE .:Ind pretty much .:Illy thing green 

from the sea or ncar the sea can be eMen. The seaweeds and 

kelps c.:ln be eaten rnw in a pinch , but only tnke small 
nmollnts unless or until you can cook or boil them. Many of 
the hnrder shoreline plants are also edible, but best boiled. [n 
general, most sea greens nre fairly S:lfe to munch, just make 
sure they're healthy and still anchored in somewhere. The 
only poisonous one you might encounter looks feathery, not 
leafy. Do not eat any sea plants that nre colorful. 

Ideally you'll want to boil your sea b'l'eens to reduce the 
s.:Iit, kill any bacteria and parasites, and generally make them 
more palatable. If you don't have fire, try rinsing well in fresh 
water if available and letting it dry in the sun . They can cause 
a laxative effect if too much is eaten without any thing else in 

the stomach. 
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ARCTIC 
Green stuff here is general ly hanl to come by, but it is there. 

Most of the mosses that you find on trees or the grollnd, und 

the lichens you find growing on rock, are all edible. In a 

pinch, these can be eaten raw, but are best boiled-a few 
times, in fact-to gctOllt the bitterness and rinse them clean . 

These h.we been used in hard times as 3 food source by 

Eskimos. They even dry them out nfter boiling, and then bent 

them into a powder to make a nice starchy flollr for bread . 

• ARCTIC WillOW is n plant that you pretty much will only get 

to chow on its tender little sprouts in spring. If you're there 

in spring, enjoy! 

• All PINES AND SPR UCE are edible, and the same rules for 
eating apply to both. T he needles are edible and make fine, 

nutritiolls tea. The inner bark is edible, as are the baby cones, 

as well as the pine IHJt seeds from yOllng cones in spring. 

Most parts are almost always better boiled just because it's 

cold and you need the warmth and the liquids. These too 

have been used by Native American Indians of the Northern 

Tribes, who found huntingdiffku h after some longer harsh 

winters. As did the Eskimos; they would also eat these raw, 

boiled, or roasted, or dry the bark out to crush and use as a 

flour to make .1 nice cnrbohydJ"ate bread source. 

• THE FERN is a fine pJnnt for enting. Blit only eat the freshly 

sprouted tips that look like their nickname: "fiddle heads." 

These can be eaten raw, but are also better and safer to ent 

any quantity after boiling. T hey ofte n grow in batc hes, so 
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chances are you'll be able to get a whole meal out of them. 

They are starchy and high in vitamin C. The roots can be 

dried, then boiled and mashed to get the more than 50% 

starchy pulp out so as to be able to separate from the fibers 

that are also in the root. 

FORESTS & MOUNTAINS 
Lots of green stuff is out there, in volume, easy to identify, 

and safe to eat. 

• OAKS, PINES, AND BEECHWOOD all have edible inner bark, 
and for all the evergreens (except the yew, which has nat 

needles instead of round ones) you can eat the raw needles, 

baby cones, and seeds frol11 the cones. The deal for eating 

bark is to peel off the brown stuff from the tree, then find a 

thin layer of slightly slimy but meaty bark, kind of like an 

inner skin-this is what you pee! and eat. Not the dry outer 

bark, and not th e hard wood ins ide. It will always taste 

funny, it's a tree! Bu t it is edible and nutritious and filling. It 

is harsh on the trees, but that is stlrvival. 

• PLANTS LIKE BURDOCK, PLANTAIN, CATTAIL, ARROWROOT, 

DANDELION, SORREl, AND SASSAFRAS are all good finds as 

food sources. 

• POKEWEED is poi sonous if not boiled, but one plant provides 

a lot offood. 

• PURSLANE grows everywhere, often in open sunny areas. It is 
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a thick, fleshy-leaf plant with all parts being edible raw or 

cooked. 

• CHICORY is one of my faves for making field coffee. To do 

this, roast the roots until dry and dark brown, then crush and 

use like coffee. Just look for the sky-blu e dandelion-like 

flower on the base of the stem with milky juice. You' re in 

there! Grows all over the world and all parts are edible, too. 

• THISTLE is good when you peel and boil the stalk, and eat the 

roars raw or cooked. It canllsuall y be found in dry woods. 

• WILD ONION AND GARLIC, WILD ROSE, AND WATER LILY are 
good for sta rters. These are foun d most anywhere in sllch 

regions. For th e few you might not be so sure about, look 

them lip before you travel as they're very common, and once 

you know them, you' ll :llways know them. 

• CATTAILS are my favorite as they are near almost illl swamps 

and ponds ilnd small stream areas, and they offer so much 

food in th:lt all of it is edible- raw if you must, but boilcd or 

roasted over the fire, these arc b'Teat grubs. 

• DANDELION roots ilnd heads and leaves arc good to Cilt- just 
discard the stems with their milky white sap (which 111ilkes 

a decent glue). They're good to cat raw or cooked. But try 

not to cat a lot at one go just because you found a field of 

them- tummy upset is likely to result if you do. 
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JUNGLE 
• PALMS are just wonderful things to find in the jungle. They 

mean life. Noron]y in terms of shelters and cordage, bur they 
are a good food source. Cut the tops off and eat the tips, the 

soft parts, the flowers, the seeds, and the heart of the palm. 
This is high in fat energy. 

• ALL NUTS YOU CAN FIND are not only a great source of food , 
but they are excellent travel food as they'll last for months in 

their shells. So save these up for any journeys being planned. 

I f you do find a lot of nuts, you carl squeeze the oils out of 

them by wrapping them in a strong cloth and beating them 

and then Llsing something to "press" the oils Ollt. You can 

use the oils for your skin, cooking, candles, etc. Also, use the 
oil cloth ns your wick for you oil cnndle. 

• COCONUTS nre simply the gift of the gods in the jungle. 

They're easy to identify, but not so easy to get. Chop the tree 

down if you can't climb it, as that will be less risky than 

trying to climb and taking a fall. If you must climb the tree, 

coconut trees usuall y grow on an angle and you can get up it 

fairly easily. Use bare feet, and wrap a strong cloth or towel 

around the back of the tree and hold it on either si de to 

create holding pressure, and walk up the tree by scooting the 

towel up after each few steps. They're not easy to get into, 

either, but worth the effort. If you don' t have a knife, take a 

sharp rock and just start jabbing into it. Hrace the coconut 

between some other rocks or logs to keep it in place while 

cutting. Do /lot use your feet to hold it in place; it's too risky 

as the clLtting rock or knife may miss or slip off the nut and 
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through your foot. Many cultures call the coconut tree the 
"tree of life" as they have so many uses. 

• BANANAS are another great source of food . Easy to access 
and plenty filling, they' ll bst a week or so dcpcndingon their 
cond ition, and the banana tree itself is a fantas tic source of 
water as well. 

• INDIAN GRASS is another plant fou nd read ily in many 
warmer climates. There are many varieties, from the less
than-edible types of North America, sometimes called bison 

grass, to the more desirable types that are sour and often 
called lemon grass. The key to [D is simple-if you see a field 

of grass, it's likely bison, or if you see clumps of fat stalked 
grasses, these are likely to be lemon grasses. Simply pluck 
one and taste-if sour, it's lemon; if almondy, it's bison. Both 

can be eaten :md are best added to soups. 

• PAPAYAS are super to fin d because they are so huge that one 
will fill you up. But like any of the soft fruits in the tropics, 
they will go bad quickly, so consider slicing them very thinly 

and drying them in the Slln for longer use. 

• BAMBOO is also awesome to find for the absolute all-purpose 
utility of it. Tbe baby shoots can be eaten raw, although they 
C<ltl be bitter. Boil with a few changes of water [Q make them 
a lot nicer tasting. 

• SUGAR CANE is not a likely fi nd, but it is all over the tropics 
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as a remnant from failed plantations. Peel the outer hard 
layer and enjoy, as these arc very nutritional. 

• TARO is found all over in the tropics, :md again, it has to be 
boiled to neutralize the oxalatcs. Once that's done, the leaves 
and the roots provide super tasty I,'rcens and starc hes, and 
one pl:mt can make a whole meal. 

• WATER LILIES :lre plentiful an d actually tasty. but it's r(':11 hard 
to get out there and actually pull up their tuber roots. Once 
done. bailor roast and enjoy. 

• SOPS :l["(~ some crazy-looking fruit to most AmeriC<lIlS. They 
are mainly in the tropics of Asia and there are two kinds
sweet and sou r. They <Ire tasty and plentiful. 

Eating Bugs 
Bugs are everywhere on the planet, :md since they are often 
at the bottom of the food chain, that means there arc more 

of them than any thing else. So, they are more plentiful than 
the animals and a whole lot casier to catch. They are also 
more plentiful than edible plants and provide a whole lot 
morc cnel'j"ty and nourishment them the plants. 

So bugs become. by simple math, one of your best 
survival food resources, period. 

That said. lets look at sOl11e basic bug nutrition to help 

you get your head around the fact that you're gOl1n:1 need to 
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be eatin' them, and which ones are better to focus on getting 
if you have a choice. 

BUG NUTRITION 
That phrase just sounds yummy saying, doesn't it? Okay, I 
am not one of those folks who likes to eat bugs, or even 
thinks it's funny to gross people out with as a cool party 
trick. And I have literally eaten giant cockroaches, huge 

mah'£"ots, big fat grubs, spiky crickets, biting praying mantis, 
and many other assorted flavors of creepy, crawly critters 

and slithery slimy worms, etc. 
But I've only done it to demonstrate to folks that it can be 

done, and that I can and will practice what J preach. My first 

option is always to kill bigger animals to live, but if I were to 
be wounded or ill, then I might have to eat whatever I can 

get my hands on within crawling distance, e.g. bl1brs! 
I also te:lch that while hunting is the best way when able, 

it would be pure foolishness to ib>'JlOre the insects as a food 
source and a good supplement to any diet out in the wild. So 
if you see 'em, eat 'em! As a matter of fact, many people eat 
these things daily or as a delicacy in vnrious cultures. So, that 
snid, let's look at the real value of eating some of these, and 
YOLl might be surprised how they stack up. 

Let's tlse two well-known forms of meat as a stnndard
pure beef and cod fish. 

POI' 100 grams of Icnn ground beef, you get nhout 28 
grams of protein and no f;;lt. 

For 100 grams of broiled cod fish, you get about 27 grams 
of protein and no fat. 
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Now look at comparable protein and fat statistics per 100 
grams of the following insects; 

BUG NUTRITION 

INSECT PROTEIN ." 
• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Grasshoppers • 20 • , 
Beetles • " • 8 

Termiles • • • 0 

'"" • " • l 

Crickets • 1/ • 5 

Wom, • 9 • 5 

Calerpillars • , • 0 

'Compiled Irom slides frOO1 A1ru Me~ico.lowa in! W~ 

Making the case for bug eating even stronger is the fact 
that, while bUh'S might not have all thc protein of the pure 
meats of the fi sh and cow, they do h,we more fat and that 
m3kes them 3cttl311y bette r for surviving than the pure 
protcins with 110 f3t s, 

Taking it one step further, 3tld putting to rest the issue of 
"C311 you or can't you bring yourself to eat bugs" once and 
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for all, the bugs come with a lot of other minera ls, vitamins, 
and nutrients that the pure meats don't provide. Since an 
insect is a complete life form, it stands to reason it would 
have a more complete amount of nutrition provided by its 

complete consumption. 
In short, bugs are probably one of the best survival foods 

if you can get enough of them. Ifthe quantities are lacking, 
then the use of them as you catch them to supplement your 
diet. That said, let's look at the rules for eating them. 

BUG DIN ING RULES 
• BEETLES, CATERPILLARS, ANTS, CR ICKETS, GRASSHOPPERS, 

COCKROACHES, ETc.-all the commonly known insects-are 
pretty much fair game. 

The general rule is if tbey are brightly colored, smell foul, 
have spikes or barbs, or bite, then you might want to avoid 
them, but that doesn't necessarily rule them out. Remember, 
everything has exceptions! 

It's almost always better to boil them or roast them on a 
hot rock by the fire or on a stick. Remove anything hard like 
shells, lC!,'5, wings, pincher heads and stinger mils. 

• HAIRY INSECTS should be squashed and the guts thrown into 
the broth for boiling; or burn the hairs off with the names. 

• SPIDERS are edible, but they're really not worth the time or 
risk as you llsually only get one at a t ime. However if you find 
a huge tarantula, then chuck him in the stew. 
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• SCORPIONS can also be scarfed . Yup, they're on the menu, 
just be care ful, remove the s tinger, and cook well when yOll 
can . 

• BEES arc very nutritioLls and often come in bunches. There 
are two tricks to eating bees. One, you must kill them before 
they kill you. And two, YOUlll ust remove their sti llh'"Crs before 
eating them. To kill thelll, use smoke, ;1I1d try to go after their 

nest at night. They 'll be less inclined to attack then . Smoke 
them out by pu tting some f:,'Oo d smokey material in their hole 
and sea lin g it. Then check the next day, being rC;ldy with 
more smoke. If they're dead. scoop Ollt the score. The honey 
is delicious and nutritious and you can ea t the comb or use 

it as a wax for other things like candle lightor watCl" seal;1nt. 
If you h:we a known allergy to bee stings, then stay outta the 
honey pot! 

• SLUGS AND SNA ilS AND WORMS arc all edible, but they 
require an extra step. Soak them for a day or so in water to 

get them to purge their guts, then cook them up well. Again. 
anything brightly colored, especially around the sea, is likely 
dangerous and is better to leave well enough alone. 

Th~lt's about it on the bottom of the food chain, and for 
food in general. The good thing is, there's lots out there to 

eat! It t;1kes so me doing. thinking, and getting used to, bllt 
mostly, know that there is food our there and you' ll be ok in 
that regard. Just mind the water and shelter and you've just 

about got it li cked. And Never Quit! 
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Chapter 6: 



The first thing you do in a survival situation is to make an 

inventory of what you DO have. Anything in your vehicle 
(car, plane, train, however you got there!) that can be used as 
a tool or weapon, take it. Everything else you need to 
survive-in terms of weapons and tools-you'll have to make 
with the materials you find around you in yout" environment. 

Of course, you willlikel), be in an elwirollment in which 
you may cross paths with predators that could hurr or kill 

you. So, as you begin looking for shelter nnd fire materials, 
and water, the first thing to do is to pick tip a stick or rock to 
use as a protective weapon. 

Weapons First 
There are absolutely two things that must be with any 
survivor at all times: a Stick and a Knife. 

Whnt you have available will determine which one is the 
priority. If you have a knife already, reach for a stick as soon 
as possible from your environment or circumstances. 

If you don't have a knife, fine for now-a stick is nctually 
easier to produce and handier immediately in most cases. 
Let's look nt whnt is so important about these two items and 
ways to go about making them. 
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The Stick 
Picture a standard, sturdy wa lking stick as your intended 

quarry. But this is much more than just a walking cane. This 

is you all-purpose surv ival stick. 

THINGS TO CONSIDER IN ATTAINING A 

GOOD SURVIVAL STICK: 

• Find one that is about 6-12 inches taller than yOll. 

o Look for the straightest, strongest one you can find. 

• Use a man made material if it's availab le, like a pipe or 

metal rod . 

• Fo r YOllr best bet, find a strong sapling tree that YOll can 

cut to fit. 

o Select a stick just big enough that when YOll grasp it, your 

fingers and thumb touch 

• Choose a stick with a natural fork at the top (or make one), 

• Carve a point at the bottom. 

T his will give you the ideal survival sti ck, which will 

provide all sorts of uses. Let's look at some of these criteria, 

and at some of the va rious uses of this invaluable tool. 

• HEIGHT. If the stick is too short, you risk serious injury by 

having it jam into your eyes or neck if you should fall during 

l1ight travel or if you're moving under illness or injury. 

Choosing a sti ck taller than you will mostly ensure that this 

will never be a problem. 

Also, when it is just a bi t higher than you, your stick can 
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Alternative tops and bases for survival st ick 

" , 
i: 

-------- - " 
I 

The survival stick 

HEAD 
HEIGHT 

" 

Thumb and fingers 
just touch 

serve as a b'Teat measuring device, You might determine how 
deep a river is, and whether yOll can cross it or not; it may 
also help you safely find footing while making a river 
crossing, You can use th e stick to determine if you could 

jump over a chasm-just lay the stick on the h'TOtllld and see 
how far you call jump beside it, then usc the stick to try and 
touch the other s ide of a chasm. If the stick is strong enough, 
it might even be used as a small bridge. It can help you 
determine heights-to see if you can jump down from a tree 
or cliff, etc, It can be used as a pole when ra fting, for steerage 

in the water. 
The stick also gives yOll extra reach for llLttS and fruits in 
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trees. Th is is one area where the fork at the top is very useful 
as it can be used to wedge between fruit and the tree and 
then leverage it away from it's branch. It becomes a digging 
tool for you for roots ~H1d water. The point makes it a good 
weapon for deterring any wil d animals that might be 
co nsidering making you their next meal. The fork also 
becomes a weapon if you need to pin the head of a snake or 
trap a small rodent until you tan finish it off. Finally, the fork 
might become a bit of an arm rest if you end up using it like 
a crutch, and this is the only time you should make it shorter 

than your height. 

• THE PO INT. As soon as you find a good survival stick. spend 
a few minutes carving and shaving dow n the end into a 
point. The point will serve as a weapon, as a poking device 

to spear fish or birds, and as an extra measure of stability as 
you use it for walking assistance. Now, the poi nt obviously 
won't stay a point for long if you're leaning heavy on it while 
walk ing. I tend to only use my sti ck as a pacing aid unless 
I'm tired 01· pulling uphill or using it to lean on going down 
steep slopes. I also use the stick to clear brush out of my path 
where there might be snakes, or use it to stir cr itters from 

bushes into my trap or into a blow by my wai ting club . 

• SAPLINGS. If yOll don't havc a knife, converting a rooted 
sapling into a survival stick can be a challenge. The thing to 

do is bend it far enough down to still leave you the desired 
length, say a foot more than you need near the base, then 
twist it until it gives way. I generally twist it on itself in its 

roots. Then take a rock and smash the end off where you 
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want it. Then use the rock and rub it against the bottom to 
make your point. One oftbe benefits of using a green sapling 
is tbat they have more give so they are less inclined to snap 
on you when under some weight, plus tbey won't burn as 
easily when you're lIsing the stick to hold a pot over the fire. 
But, if you find a nice, good, dry piece of hard wood tbat 
works for you, then use that by all means . 

• THE FORK. I try to find the natural point where the tree 
bifurcates or splits off for branching, and trim those down by 

breaking them off to leave me a nice fork for the top. The 
fork is optional-use what you C<'ln find at first, and after 
awhile your eye will begin to notice better survival-stick 

material as you go. 

• HAND GR IP. If you have time, consider making a hand grip 
area and attaching a "dummy·' cord. This is just a piece of 
string or rope used as a lanyard that keeps the stick t ied to 
you so you don't drop it or forget it. This is not to say you are 
a dummy. Any soldier who has done lllultiple day patrols 

withou t s leep will tell you that you become semi-delusional, 
you start seeing and hearing things, especially at night, and 
in this state, it is easy to forget something. For example, if 
you get startled by a creature in the night and run, it would 
be sad to have lost a good tool; and what's worse, if the 
creature pursues, without a lanyard you wouldn't have your 

stick to protect yOll. So it's a good practice if you hnve the 
cordage, to tie all your key stuff to you for just such 

exigencies. 
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• OTHER USES. J've used my survival stick as a lean·to frame to 
make a quick shelter. You can also use your stick as sort of 

calendar/day tracker, by carving a notch for each day you're 
out there to help you maintain a sense of time. Also, carve 

your name into the stick in case it ge ts lost and someone 
finds it, or to use it as a marker to show that you were there. 
You may also want to keep track of your kills, or the number 
of times the stick saved you, in order to I,>ive you a sense of 
accomplishment and pride. In Prisoner Of War training, we 
call such things, "little victories"-it is exactly these sorts of 

things that keep YOll hanging on and strengthen your resolve 
when it waivers. Yes, the almighty walking stick truly 

becomes one of the most important and use ful tools in 
survival and is so often overlooked. Acqu iring one is one of 

the first things YOll need to do in a survival situation- it will 
quickly become one of you r favorite th ings. 

The Knife 
If you have one, that's great-you've got a lot of your tasks 
handled al ready. If not, look to make one pretty soon into 
your situation as it is simply th e most valuab le tool for 

survival. 
I f you have any metal, that wil1 be your best resource for 

making an improvised knife. If you got a blade with no 
handle, find a piece of wood to wedge it into, or wrap the 

handle portion in something safe sllch as clothing or leaves. 
You might find a scalpel, a pair of scissors, maybe a butter 
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knife or some other simibr household item that can be 
modified, sh:'lrpened :'Ind used:'ls an improvised blade. You 
might find a nice chunk of metal that you can beat with a 
rock and form into some sort of cutting utensil. Consider 
anything metal than can be sharpened- like the zipper 
tOl,rgles on your pack, or the metal pieces of your suitcase, or 
maybe even your belt buckle or purse strap. 

Other items that can be fashioned into some sort of 

cutting or sl icing tool include coins, nails, glass, and plastic 
(if it is thick and strong enough). 

• SHARPENING YOUR BLADE m:mually is a bit of a lost art since 
most modern knives stay sharp a long time due to their 
excellent machine-made razor edge, plus, many modern 

folks use an electric or otherwise autOI11:'tCic sharpener at 
home. Most field people carry a small sharpening stone for 
this purpose. Many primitive peoples will find a very good 

flat surfaced stOlle and it will become the tribe's sharpening 
stone. 

The b:'lsic principles of sh:'lrpeningare fa irly easy to grasp 
and only practice will help to refine your technique. I 

recommend trying to sharpen some knives at home, as this 
is the only way to develop the technique. 

• THE STEPS TO BASIC KN IFE SHARPENING: Use a rough or 
cOUl'se surface to grind down the bulk of the blade's edge 
(this is often called a "dry stone") llsing a bit more strength 

in the strokes. 
Then use a smoother surface to get a finer edge on the 

blade. This is best accomplished with a literally "wet stone" 
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(wet it with water) usi ng longer, controll ed strokes. 
Use soft gentle strokes in a sort of arcing motion to refine 

the edge. 
Start by keeping the sharp edge facing toward you while 

you stroke the blade agai nst the rock away from yourself. 
Change directions when you turn over the blade to the 

other side; this gives a sort of saw cross-cut on the blade and 
the end result is a more razor-like edge tha t sl ices more 

efficiently. 
It is key to keep th e angle of the blade consistent with 

each stroke-app roxim ately 20-degrees off the sharpe ning 

surface. 
While sandstone is not good for making a knife, it's the 

~v ~;::~~:I':lb'~~"" ~ ) ~Iadeandslone 
~------'-----

Knife sharpening 
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best for sharpening one; if there's no sandstone, any gray
colored clay-like rock, or rock with glitter in it (such as 
granite), will work pretty well. 

The smoother the sharpening rock, the better. 

NATURAL MATERIALS FOR MAKING KNIVES 
Many things found in the wild can be used to make a knife, 
as well as other weapons and tools, including wood, stone, 
bamboo, shells, and bones. 

• BONES Animal bones are some of the more handy items that 
are often overlooked by modern folks in the outdoors. If you 
And some deer or other antlers, consider yourself lucky. as 

you'll be able to use them for several purposes. Should you 
And a carcass-be it recently killed by a predator (make sure 

they're done and gone; vultures are a good sign of this) or 
some really old rotted corpse-if the bones are good and 
strong, pick through them and get the good ones you can still 
use. The key when working with bones is to first sterilize 

them by fire to kill any harmful bacteria. 
To make a bone-b lade knife, And yourself a good bone, 

like a leg bone, and break it in half with a rock. Take the 
shard that looks most knife-like in size and shnpe, nnd 
sharpen it up with a stone per the method described above. 
Then wedge it into nil improvised stick handle, or wrap it in 
cloth or natllralmaterials to protect your hands. Try to keep 

the outside of the bone as the sharpest piece, as it has a 
harder surface area than the marrow side and will hold an 
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--
Bone-blade knife with stick handle 

edge longer. This should last awhile; and when it starts to 

give, make another. 
Boncs can be used for many othel" purposes as well . 

Some cultures lISC bones to make booze, and some lise 

them as an aphrodi siac. We won't be dealing with those 

items, but 1 have successfull y used amIcI's as a good poking 
weapon. The andel's arc rough to break, but YOll call break 

them off. Then sha rpen up the point a bit and yOli will be 

able to lise it in a sort of tearing manner to incise g::ltlle-it's 

berter th:m using your fingers by a long shot. You can also 
lash a rock into the forks in the antlers to mnke a decent 

club . [ have also used dead cattle horns ns drinking CLIpS; 

these come off f<lirly easi ly after a certa in amount of decay 

has set in. 

Femur bones <lIsa make great clubs (another name for a 

hammer for the survivalist) . while shoulder blades can be 

made into a saw, it takes a lot of work to carve the teeth on 

the blade, unless you have a knife; best to use it for a club or 

a modified <lXC or machete. You can use variolls bones to 

make a rucksack frallle , or snow shoes, or other such 

framing purposes. when you find a nice set of bones , take <l 

moment to stud y them and the n creat ivel y apply them to 

youl" problem-solving needs. 

Jaw bones of big game can be used as a make-shift saw, 
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3S well. The skull might become you r bowl. Look 3t how 
illuch skin is left on the bones: is it worth s3lv3ging to make 
shoes or 3 sack? 

Bones can be used to make buttons by t3king 3 small 

piece, rounding or smoothing the edges with a rock, and 
poking o r boring a hole in it with a hot piece of steel (like a 
heated-up safety pin). Or just make a toggle-type button. 
wh ich looks like a short pencil with a /:,'Toove in the middle 
into which you fasten the tie to the cloth. 

Bones C311 be used 3S needles as well. If you C3!1, bore a 

tiny hole into the top through which torun the line. lrthat 's 
not possi ble, make two small cuts in the b:"lck end. s lightly 
off set from e3ch other so thar you don't cut r ight through 
the thing, 3nd then ti e your thread matcrial with a small knot 

so it doesn't slip. 
Bones can be used to make fi sh hooks. Fish and bird 

bones 3re cspeci31ly good :"IS they are very small and light 
3nd h3ve 113tural poin ts that arc easily sh3rpened up. So, dig 

through <lfl)' de<ld bird bones you find. But make them safer 
to work with by sterilizing them in the fire to bum off :"Iny 

residual nesh; or, 3t le<lst. let them get good and sun
bleached if time is an option. 

Bones can be used to make arrow hC<lds. \.yhcn you 
break the bone to make the knife. sift through all the smaller 

pieces to find any that have <I shape ~'ou C3n work with; 
sharpen them tip <lnd make them into spear he:lds which can 

be bshed to sticks (for arrows) and spears. 
Bones can be /:,trotlnd tip into <I sort of cha lk to help slow 

diarrhea, but more on th<lt in the First Aid chapter. Hooves 
can also be melted and used for glue, but th<lt's onl y if you 
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have the materi als such as an extra pot to boil them down 
in. 

The point is, use everything, everywhere, all the time. 

• WOOD In most environments, wood will be the most readily 
available thing to use to improvise a knife. It may seem a bit 
odd at first to think th at wood can be used as a sharp-edged 
tool. In fact, it is more common that we realize and is 

actually still used by some peoples as a fir st-choice even 
today. 

Wooden Kn ife 

Direct ion of 
wood grain 

The sharpened edge 
5hould not reach the 
center line 01 the knile 

... but should only 
come to about here 
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KEY FACTORS FOR SELECTING A PIECE OF WOOD TO 

MAKE A KNI FE: 

• Find a piece about one-foot long. 

• The harder the wood, the better (use the thumbnail test). 

• Use live wood, not dead dry wood, 

• Select a piece where the grain goes the len/,tth of your in
tended blade, and not horizonta l (the gra in is the little 
lines, o f a slightly different color, YOll see inside the wood; 
these indicate how the tree grew and as such they show its 
stronger side). 

Once you find a nice piece of blade wood, the next step is 

to use a piece of stone to shave it down by scraping the rock 
against the blade area (the top 6 inches or so). You can rub 
the rock against the stick, or vice versa if the rock is too big. 

The idea is to make one side of the blade the sharp edge, and 
make the other si de nat or bl unt. 

Hub the intended sharp edge on both sides of the blade so 
that you have two halves that bevel and taper down to a 
blade. 

The trick here is to make sure that the sharp edge does 
not go to the center of the piece of wood . It should go 90% 
of the way there, but not ac tually to the core or this will 

make the blnde much weaker. 

• BURNING THE BLADE. Once you have the foot-long hardwood 
selected nnd filed down to a bnsic knife shape, then it's time 
to temper it with some fire . Pbce the bbde near enough to 
the fire to get it nice nnd dr ied out- this will take some time, 

maybe an haul' or two depending on environment. The drier 
it is, the hnrder it becomes. Once it is well dry, then work on 
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the actual edge of the blade. You'll want to hold thi s righ t at 

the edge of the fire so it 's almost licking the blade, and get it 
just barely blackened, bur not burned. This area will then be 
ready to make a finer blade by rubbing a smoother stone 

against it. The same technique for sharpening steel applies 
to wood. Go gingerly so as to not break the edge, but once 
finished, this will actually slice pretty wel l for a while. 

It will need so me re-firing and sharpening, and 

eventually will break or give way, but it will be a very 
utilitarian item for you for awhile, maybe a week or month 
depending on how much heavy use you put it through. Nice 

to know you can make a knife almost anywhere, aye? 

• SHElLS On the seashore, wood might not be readi ly available. 
but often seas hells will be. These make excellent cutting 
tools. The handle might be trickier to fashion wi thout wood, 
though you can lise cloth 0 1' other natural materials. The 
edges of shell s can be sharpened quite nicely against a stone 

or another shell, and these blades will hold an edge for a 
while. 

• BAMBOO Bamboo makes an excellent blade, and [ have used 
this many a time. The same basic techniques for wood apply 
to bamboo. Find about a two-foot-long section of bamboo. 
Break it to get a piece that's about one foot long and about 
three inches wide- basically make it a width that is 

comfortable for your hand when you gri p the handle Mea. 
If the shard is too wide, it's easy to scrap the edges down to 
a comfortable size. It is better for the bamboo piece to be a 
bit too wide rather than too narrow, for strength and 
longevity. 
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Once you have the raw form of the knife, s tarr to s~ll1d 
down the blade portion. Again, the concept is that one edge 

should be flat and blunt, and the other edge is to be the 
sha rpened side-do not make the shnrpened side bevel 
above the center point of the blade face. By keeping less on 
the blade side, this makes the back, blunt side more of a 

supporting ridge for the knife itself. Remember, at the end of 
the day, it's only about a centimeter that does the actual 
cutting work. 

In this case, like with the bone blade, as you snnd away 
the bamboo to get the edge, shnve down the ills ide of the 
bamboo as it is softer. This mnkes it easier for you to smooth 
but also, keeps the harder, enamel like su rface on the 
bamboo which means it will hold its edge longer and 
therefore, serve you better;ls ;In improvised blade. 

Once the bamboo is ready, again appl y the fire drying and 

tempering. Then again. slightly char thnt edge and smooth it 
into a nice sharp edge. 

• COCONUT I'm not SLlre why I've never seen it in any books, 
but J've found that a good hard coconut shell actually makes 
a good cutting tool. It 's probably not often considered 
becnuse it is curved and, as sllch, doesn't fit we]) on n handle. 

Bur a nice triangular shard of coconut shell can be very sharp 
on one side, and the other two sides will remain plenty dull 
enough to not injure the hand wben working with it. I've 
encountered many coconuts in the wild ;lnd a whole lot less 
bamboo, so, give that a whit"l if stranded on an islnnd with 

coconuts. 
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STONE KN IVES 
We all know man has been making wcnpons out of stone 

since, well, the Stolle Age. But for modern man, it may seem 

UIlllS1I31 if not outright undoable. In fact, it's very doable. 

First, not all rocks are crc.:Ited equaL Some are inherently 

better for lll:1king into tools than others. So before you start 

to smash and break rocks, rake a good look arollnd. Try and 
find rocks that arc either exactly what you need or very close 

to it in their natural state. This little bit oflookingcollid save 

YOLl lots of t ime and effort. And in survival, energy saved 

equals life! 

Once you find a rock that looks like:1 good candidate for 

,'\ blade, take into consideration its composition . Stones like 

sandstone or shale will simply shatter or crumble when you 

start whackin' at them with other rocks. It won' t take you 

long to fib'Ure it out, but genera lly, the dark, harder stones 

work better for shaping. 

By the way, most of the rock knives I've made looked 

hOI"l"ible, but they did cut and did the work I needed of them. 

So don't fn'!t if your handiwork doesn't produce a 

masterpiece-the goal is simply utility. 

Makinga knife from stone is one of those tasks best done 

when YOli h:lVe some time, several hours to a day, to sit down 
and work on it. It 'll take some refini ng of your technique to 

figure the right angles for striking the stone to eventually 

give you the rough shape you're striving for. As the stone 

begins to take form, pay attention to the pieces you whack 

off. YOll might get a most unlikely looking p iece that just 

happens to be a very sharp and th in-edged fragment. If so, 

consider stopping and us ing that as your knife blade, or as an 

anow or spear hear\. 
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THE THREE ROCK TOOLS NEEDED 
TO MAKE A STONE KN IFE: 

• BREAKER. This is a large rock, like:1 sledgehammer, used for 
brenking a large stone dow n into manageable knife-sized 
fragments. 

• CHIPPER. Think an oval rock, like a small hnmmer, used for 
further shnping the stone blade down to its useful 
dimensions. 

• FlAKER. This is a OM piece of sharper-edged rock that you 

lise to flake off the last bits of stone in order to give your 
stone kn ife its edge. 

BREAKER CHIPPER FlAKER 

Knife-making tools 
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Once you break a starter rock with the breaker, look for 
the best piece to begin forming. Then use the ch ipper to give 
it the basic knife shape. Then use the flaker to create an edge 
with small taps, at a sharp angle, away from you . Then you 
call try to actually grind this edge ah",inst other stone to give 

it sharpness. 
The basic principles of knife-making apply throughout. 

The ideal length of your finished knife is about one foot
that's six inches for the blade and six inches for the handle. 
Too long and yOll run the risk of it breaking while yOll work 
on it, which C3n also cause injury (ask any Am3zon native 

jungle h'11ide and they will tell yOll a113bollt their "machete 
bites") . The blade should actually be a few inches longer, 
m3ybe eight inches or so, in order to fastell it to YOllr h3lldle. 
A kni fe that is too short is 31so risky, as you may overextend 

yourself in an effort to cOllnter its shortness, resulting in.:1 

cut or gash. 
Once you've chipped and fl aked your blade, secure it into 

a handle. You can wedge the blnde into a piece of wood, 
bone, or nntler; or wrap doth around the end and fasten the 
doth with cordage; or tie the blnde onto a stick or piece of 

wood with some lashing. The key is to make the strongest, 
most comfortable handle yOll can, as a bad handle can lead 
to blisters, and then infection. If you're going to wedge the 
blade into a stick, try to find a stick that is slightly split on 
one end (or split one yourself) and slowly thrust the blade 
into the slit until it 's secure, then fasten it with cordage. 
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Other Potential Weapons 
Now that we've covered the basics of the two mainstays in 

the armament of the su rvivor-sticks ;:l11d knives-let's take 

a look at other parenti:!l weapons. 

• DIRT Never underestimate the value of good old-fashioned 

dirt. In a pinch, }' OU can gr:lb a handful of dirt and throw it 

at a predator, aiming for the eyes to hopefully drive it away. 

In the absence of anything else, J recommend doing so 
vigorously and repeatedly! 

Also, yOll can use din to try ::md sum or shock smaller 

g:'lmc longenough for you to close the distance and stomp on 

them. Not ideal , bur when there is nothing else, it's worth 

the effort. 
If YOll don't have any wen pons 01' stones hnndy- for 

example, in ,'\ desert or beach environment-yoll can fill a 

snck or r-shitt with sand or dirt and lise it as a rock-like 

we:lpon. This can also be fastened to a smnll stick to make a 

club; or it can be used as a sort of sling weapon to be spun 

around and let loose towards your target. 

These methods are best tlsed as a lnst resort. But it's good 

to keep in mind thM everything can be utilized and 

exploited, however creatively, for your needs. 

• ROCKS These were probably the very first we.lpon humans 

used. If they nre arouud. keep an eye out for the ones that 

willmnke better projectiles for your purposes, Your strength 

should determine the best weight for you to throw. You wnnt 

to hnve the ability to give it n good thrust, and potentially to 

throw it a decent dist:mce, so it should be manageable. Bu t 
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you also want it to do some damage when it hits, so it 
shouldn't he too light. 

Take some time and practice your aim, as no two rocks 
throw alike. [ find the smoother ones give me a bit better 
aim because there's less resist,wce as they roll off the 
fingertips to change their trajectory. [ also find the smoother 
stones are better as your prey is usually some distance away, 
and there's less resistance on smooth stones flying through 
the air. Also, a well-placed round smooth rock tends to 
impact the prey with a core shock that stuns them or knocks 
the wind out of them longenough for yOll to get to them and 

finish them off. This is particularly true with birds. 
I sometimes find that n rock with some nice pointy part 

or sharper angles and edges work better on rodent-like prey 

as these rocks have more chance to fracture bones. This 
mea ns they will either stay in place due to pain or not get as 
far as fast due to limitations. 

You might choose a brge rock to drop on prey, or just to 
have near your hunting site for fi nish ing off what you catch . 

Basically, it's good to have variolLs types of rocks as readily 
available projectiles in all circumstances. They are good for 
all the reasons noted, as well as for flushing game out of 
bushes, or throwing at predators in an attempt to discoLlra!,'e 
them from putting YOll on the menu. 

• T HROW ST ICKS Throw sticks are different than your basic 

walking stick discussed above. 
The rabbit s tick is basically a non-returning boomerang. 

Find a solid stick with a bend in it the shape of a boomc1":l.ng. 
Any thing about two feet long should work. The advantage of 
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the rabbit stick is that you get more leverage on your throw 
due to its angle, and that means it delivers more impact on 
the target. Seek out a naturally curved piece of the hardest 
wood you can find. To throw it, point you r non-throwing 
arm at the target, then whip the stick either ove rhand or 
side-armed, whichever is more comfortable to you and gives 
you more power and control. 

The " Hawke- daddy spec ial " is a modification of the 
rabbit stick thM I've used effectively. I sharpen points onto 
both ends of the stick so that if they h'lppen to hit, it will 

pierce or puncture and increase the damage, thereby 
inCl"easc my chances of disabling the cri tter. 

• CtUBS These come in a variety of styles. The simplest is the 
good 01' fashioned log-type club, usually a tree branch with 

the heavier side for whacking and the thinner side for 
handling (sometimes you need to scr:lpe down one side to 
get a thinner grip). Kecp all the lookout for a good animal 
leg bone, shoulder bone, or jaw bone that could work as a 

club. Also look for a tree branch with a natural big knot in it
if you can find a fresh one on the ground, grent. providing 
it's still strong and solid. If not, try to cut it from a tree. The 
hat·d knot makes an excellent weapon as it's a very hem'y, 
strong, and hard part orthe tree and is not likely to break on 
impact or with heavy usage. 

The best sticks for clubs are usually the harder woods so 
they don't snap on impnct. YOll should try to use a greener 
stick to keep it from being too brittle and to better hold the 
rock in place. 

The best rocks to use nre the darker, harder rocks that 
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have a bit of an oval shape so you get more force of impact 
over a smaller surf;lCe ;lrea, 

• FLOPPY CLUBS. This is basically a stick with a string tied on 
the end, and a rock tied to the end of the string. The best 
length for the string after tied to both the stick and stone is 
about 3-6 inches. 

What this does is give a lot more "oomph" power thnn n 
regu lar club in that the extra few inches gives it 1110re 
leverage as you swing the club, giving the rock more 
momentum and delivering a more powerful blow. 

Be sure to make a good notch in you r stick so the string 
doesn't slide off with the weight and force of the whipping 
stone. Also, the stone should not be too big, maybe 1-3 
pounds. Anything heavier is too difficult to wield in the field 
under survival circumstances, as you arc always weaker and 

Floppy dub 
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tired. Also, nwke sure the rock is nice and smooth so its 
edges don't eat through the string after a few whacks. In 
general, [ don't rely on this wenpon much ns [ find the 

aCCll!".1Cy too challenging to accomplish in a dynamk 
situation. 

• HAMMER CLUB. This is great for a number of reasons. Not 

only does it simply make a great tool - a hnmmer-but it also 
makes a great weapon, and is fairly easy to make. Just lash a 
good stone to the end of yom stkk rind voiln, you have n 
hnll1mer club. 

There nre three ways to lash the rock to the stick: 

FORK TECHNIQUE. The best and most practical way is to use 
a stick with a natural fork in it that will fit your rock nice 
nl1d snug naturally, then lash it in with yom best cordage. 

SPLIT-STICK TECHN IQUE. Split one end of your stick, wedge 
your I"Qck into in, then lash it in and put extra lashing nt the 

brlse of the split to keep it from splitting the stick further. 
This method is okay, but 1 find the stick often ends up 
splitting eventually anyway, unless you have a lot of cordage 
and c:m really wrap it tightly. But the split method is good for 
temporary uses and when you have limited cordage :1$ the 
pressure of the split will do most of the work for holding a 
well placed, well wedged I"Ock. 

BARK-WRAP TECHNIQUE. If you find a stick with nexible bark, 
you can break it and keep a longstrip on the end to fold over 

the rock at the end of your stick. This is not the best 
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tashing techniques 

Fork technique Split -stick technique 

'I 

I I 

technique, as the force of the rock can sometimes snap the 

b::trk. But in :J. pinch, it 's another te(:hnique to know. 

• HATCHET CLUB. This is similar to the hammer dub, bu t with 

a rock that h:J.s a sh:J.rper edge to be used as a h::ttcher, 

tomaluwk, or axe. Find::t ro(:k with a triangular or wedge 

shape that h::ts 1110re weigh t :J.t the back ::tnd a finer point ::tt 

the front. Then chip ::tnd nake ::tw::ty to give more of a cutting 

edge, but too much edge or it will tend to disintegr::tte o n 

impact against any bard surface. It's good for certain types of 

chopping, such :J.S when you are trying to mnke n structure 

with larger logs, like perhaps a raft. 
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• SPEARS These 11;Ive been around fat' time immemorial. The 
basic spear is just a long, strong stick with a sharp point at 

the end. I n its simplest f01"m it is best used for lunging and 
piercing mid- sized game such as a small pig or doc. It takes 
some ski ll to effectively throw a spear. Because the standard 
spear is best for lunging and nut for throwing, they should be 
very strong. When I select a spear for srabbing and jabbing, 

I use the lion as my guide. That is, I select 111y spent' so that 
if I callle up against a lion, Illy spear needs to be long and 
strong enough to thrust into his netk, chest. heart. and lungs 
are.1S without exposing me to the rench of his dendly claws 

and without it breaking. Further, the point must be shnrp 
and strong enough to forte fully pierce his nesh. Let thi s be 
your guide for spear making. 

Mak ing a spear is pretty simple. All you need to do is find 
a strong, fairly straigh t, <lnd long stick . Scrape off any knots 
or other imperfections in the area where you will be holding 

it, then sharpen the point. That's pretty much it. But if 
possible, you should always fire-harden your spear(s) by 
using the method described above regarding fire- hardening 
wooden knives . 

• THROW SPEARS. A throw spenl" is different than a regular 

spear in that it is a much lighter and therefore frailer stick . 
It would not hold up well af:,'":linst the lion model. However, 
with the addition of a good spe;;lr head , the throw spear 

becomes <I great hunting weapon for mid-sized game that 
might be aggressive. Wolverines, boars, coyotes, and bobcats 
come to mind as smaller critters that will put up a mean fight 

if cornered . 
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The best piece of wood to use for a throw spear is a green 
(i.e. not dead) hard wood, and about thumb-sized in 
diameter. You can make these into a very long javelin-like 
spea r (about 9 ft.) or very short type of throw-dart spear 

(abou t 3 ft.). These can be made even more effective when a 
sort of sling shot device is added, called a "spear thrower." 
These have man}' names in many cul tures throughout time, 

" 
- s _ _ _ _ 

- -- '"'-

Throw spear 

such as "atlatl" or "woomera." With a pouch of leather or 

paracord, it provides more leverage and delivers more power 
to the throw of the spea r, resulting in a more forcefu l blow 

to the target. 
Spear heads come in a variety of options. Anythingsharp 

is good . Usuall y, the pieces of rock that are too small to be a 
knife and too big to be an arrow head makes a good spear 
head. Bone can be used-just find a piece about six inches 
in length and file it down into a long nail -like point. If the 

bone is wider, you mny fil e it down into two points for n 
forked spear head or three points for a trident spear head
th e more dangerous the working end, the more damage it 
in Oicts, and the greater chance of your di ning that day. 
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Metal, glass, or anythingshnrp nnd hnrd enn be made into 

n spenr hcnd. The more weight the better, but roo much 

weight and you'll likely not be able to u~e it as well. 

Thc lashing is important in ordcr to kecp the head 

;Htaehed as it mnkes its impact upon the g;ull e's hide nnd 

bones. Any give in the lashing and the whole thing m<1)' just 

be <111 exercise in futility on your p<1rt and llH.:ky for the g<1!llC. 

• MAK ING AND LASHING A SPEAR HEAD: Choose your m<1teri<11, 

be it stone/ rock, bone, glass, etc . Chip it into a b:1sic long 

<1rrowhcad sh<1pe, then file it to a finer edge :lnd sh<1rp poillt. 

Add <1 tang (or ;'tongue") to the ba~e of the spe<1l" head 

thM will fit into the stick and help make the lashing th<1t 

mueh more secure, 

Split the en d of the spe;w slightly, and wedge the "tongue" 

of the spear head into the split. 

Use eorci<1ge to 1::ts h the split stick b<1ek together, forging 

the spear head into the stick <1S rightly as possible, locking it 

in. 

" 
\ ./ \ 
~ , 

.-::-

II 

1'1 II 

Spear head lashings 
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One advantage of tile throw spear over the reg1.11or speor 
is range. You can project your reach with a throw spear, but 
to do so accurately takes a lot of practice. The best way to 

throw a spear is with the hand catapult method. (A KA: Spear 
Thrower) 

Basically, spears aren't the best projectile weapons for a 
Sllrvivor as they take some work to make, and a lot more 
work to master. It is probably best to use your stabbing spear 
instead, skip the throwing spear for land game, and make n 
lighter spear with finer spear points for fishing (n muc h 
easier proposition than hitting mammals). A spear with 
three prongs (nails, long thin bones, pieces of wire, or even 

three long thorns) for pinning and piercing smaller fish 
works really well - just keep a string tied to it for retrieval 
and you're good to go! 

• BOLAS This is a super easy (to make and use) and fnidy 
effect ive weapon for hunting. It's just three rocks tied to 

three strings which arc tied together at the other end . The 
bola is swung overhead and then, after a few whirls, let loose 

in the general direction of the prey. The concept is that the 

Bola 
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bolo will either whack the prey with one of the rocks, maybe 
all three if you're lucky, or, if the rocks miss, the strings h:lVe 
a challce of getting tangled around the nitter givi ng you time 
to close in [md finish it off. 

• SLINGSHOTS Most people know what a sl ingshot is from 
childhood . This is basically a forked piece of wood (or any 
other material tha£will do the job) with some rubber. tubing, 
clastic, or other sllch material tied tautly to both ends and 
with a pouch in the middle for holding YOllr projectile. 

These mke a little practice to perfect, and can be quite 
effective for killing small game. I use it for fie ld mice and 
birds as it usually delivers enough impact to kill them dead 
on the spot. plus a slingshot brives me a good enough range 

to get close enough to critters without scaring them off. Also, 
slingshots are fairly accurate and quiet, so even a near miss 

Slingshot 
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will often not cause the critter to scurry away, allowing me 
to adjust fire and whack away . 

• SLINGS A sling is whcH David Llsed to slay Goliath . Any 

cordage of about two feet in length, with a small pOlich 
fastened to the middle, and with a moderate-sized smooth
edged stone, can become a fairly accurate and deadly 
weapon with some practice. Tie a knot in one end of the 
string, tie a loop in the other end of the string, and fasten a 
pouch to the middle of the string (the pouch can be a piece 
of animal skin 01' dothing) into which you'll place the 
projectile. 

Here's how to use it: 

Place the looped end around your index finger. 
Hold the knot end between your thumb and index finger. 
Place the rock in the pouch, give about three good 

, " " 

Sling , 
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circular swings overhead, and let it ny at your target by 
raising your thumb to let loose the knotted end while the 
looped end stays firmly around yoU!' finger. 

Before YO Ll start bUllting, practice for awhile to inCl"ease 

your accuracy and velocity. 

• BOW AND ARROW The bow and arrow arc the classic 
we[lpons of the primitive world. I don't always recommend 
using these as they arc time-intensive to make, but ifyOll 

find yourself in a long-term su rvival situation , they can 
i rnprove your m[l!l1mal-hunting success. On the other hand, 
[ have made [lnd used 111any bows for short-term fishing as 
this is an effective method for rivers or ponds where you can 
sec the fish but can 't quite get [It them. A good bow w ill 

thrust an arrow right through the water and into your prey. 
For the basic bow, find a nice strong sapling of about 4 -5 

foot high from top to bottom. Choose a hard wood that is 
green and fresh. Find the piece thM has little or no knots, 

branches or sprOLlts. This will give you a good sol id stave or 
bow. 

Cut the sapling, trim and slightly smooth down the outer 
sur face. Leaving the middle third of the bow in its whole, 
solid stMe for strength and for gripp ing, you want to shave 

the to p and bottom thirds so that they grad uall y begin to 
taper towards the end of the bow- these two thirds should 

be about [I third of the original thickness of the stick. Do this 
shaving and mperingonly on one length s ide of the bow; the 
other side should remain completely so lid fl"om top to 

bottom as this will become the backbone of the bow. Then 
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cut perpendicular notches into the top and bottom of the 
bow,just an inch or two from the ends, for tying your string 

or cordage. 
Start by using the best cordage you have (sinew and 

paracord woven together is a great combo). Lay the cordage 
straight out on the f:,'l'oll11d next to the bow, cut it so that it's 
just longer than two-thirds the length of the bow, and then 
tie a strong small loop at both ends. With the shaved length 
of the bow facing you, bend the bow to about two-thirds of 

its originallenf:,tfh and slide the cordage loops over the ends 
and into the end notches. The bow is now ready. When not 
in lise, it is best to unstring your bow. This will prolong the 
life and effectiveness of both the bow and the cordage. 

Basic arrows can be made out of any long, thin, strong 

branches that are as straight and as free of knots or twiglets 
as possible. Shave them or scrape them down to create as 
smooth a shaft as you can make. Cut the back end of the 

arrow to create a flat tip, then cut a slight horizontal notch 
across that tip into which the string will go. Then cut or file 
the other end of the branch to a nice point, harden it with 
fire, and you have the simplest of arrows. About two feet long 

is ideaL 
You might try making simple arrow heads for your 

arrows as well , to give thelll a greater efficacy for killing. 
Take shards of rock, shaved bones, nails, flakes of shells, 

glass pieces, scraps of metal, or anything you can fashion into 
an arrowhead shape and wedge in and lash to the point (use 
the directions for spear-he'le! lashing as a mode l). Finnlly, to 
add finesse nne! increase control, add two or three feathers 
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to the bnck end of the arrow to create "flights ." These can 
most simply be fnstened with cordage near the back end of 
the shaft. 

Once you've got your bow and arrows made, practice for 
awhile before yOll start hunting (shoot your practice shots 
at something that won't break the arrows). A bow and arrow 

works well for all kinds of small mnmmals. Even if the arrow 
doesn't kill it on impact, a good hit will disable the critter 

long enough to allow YOll to move in for the kill. 

Making a bow 

@3f-~-J 
Sapling shaped along dotted line 

","hwt'~ 
both ends . ;:;:-

~Y . Y __ _ A' 

-:4 

.' 

• BLOW PIPES Now thi s isn't the easiest weapon to make or use, 

but I don' t want to leave anything out of your mentnl arsenal 
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of possibilities. If you happen to havc some tubing, or can 
find somc hollow reeds, or can bore a vertical hole through 

a length of bamboo, then you might be able to make a usable 
blow pipe. The b:lsic concept is that you need a long rube 
(about five fee t) that's hollow through the middle and has 
openings on both sides. If you don't have the materials noted, 
or the tools to make it, it's best not to try to make a blow 

pipe- too much time and enel'j,,'Y 
But if yOll do manage to get a decent pipe, you'll need 

some darts. Small nails, paper clips, or other light, thin 
objects like sewing needles, thorns, fish and bird bones, thin 
branches, or even wires C:ln be used. vVhatever you usc, 
sharpen the point as best you can. Also, the darts will need 
a bnsc on the opposite side of the point which will crente a 
good seal once plnced in the tube, and whic h will assist the 
flight. You can mnke the bnse from cork, foam, Styrofoam, 

feathers, etc.- anything light enough to travel quickly Ol1t of 
the tube and through the air. Think 3-5 inches for the dart 

length. 
To use a blow pipe, plnce the projectile just inside one 

end point-side first. Plnce your mouth nround the opening, 
creating a tight seal with your lips. Aim the blow pipe just 

slightly above your prey, take a good brcnth, then rele:lse a 
thrusting puff of air into the pipe to shoot the projectile . 

• NETS If you hnve the time, the patience, an d most 
importantly the cordage, then making a nct will provide you 
with a grcat multi-purpose tool. Nets can be used for 
catching fish, snaring bints, trapping small game, as a 
hnmlllock to sleep in, as a litter for n pntient, or as 3 rl1cksack 
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to c~rry your goods on the move. Thi s is why! try to c~rry 

the U.S. Army Jungle H~mrnock ~t ~1l rimes. ~s it does ~11 
these th ings vcry well. If I don 't h~ve it, J lISC it ~s my 
tempbte for making Ill y net. And if I'm lucky and h~vc SOl11e 
550 p~ra cord, J' lIusc the /,ru ts and the casing to make a net. 
If not, J make string from sinew or plant mntter or whntever 

I cnn. Den tal floss is a good improvisational material for ncts 
ns well. 

Stnrt with two lO-to-12-foot lengths of strong string for 
the top and bottOm of you r net (the main lines), and ;15 Ill:my 

12-foot lengths of finer stri ng for the interior of the nct (the 
core lines) as you have. Tic the ends of both m~in lines to 

two trees nbOllllO-12 fect npart so that you've got abollt 8-10 
feet of mainline nuoss the top and bottom to work with. Tic 

one at :lbour eye level and the other just below waist level. 
Next, take the LOre lines and fold them in h~lr so th~t 

they' re ~bol1t 6- feet long e~ch . Using a prllsik knot (sec 
Knots below), tic each of these core lines to the top main 
line- about one in ch apart-lIntil yOll h:we as !luny "pairs" 
of core lines hanging down acrOss the length of the top main 
line as ~re availabl e. 

Now you' re ready to start making the net. Starting with 
the far left "pair" of core lines. tie these two together about 

one inch down from the main line, llsingan overhand knot. 
Then rake the in side line or this pair and tie it to the closest 
string from the next pail' over, also about an inch down from 
the main line. Next, take the other string from th <:.' second 
pair. and tie it to the closest string from the third pair. Rcpe;u 
thi s process until you get to the end. then reverse direction 
and continue back the other way. Do this b~ck and forth -
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creating a di:lgonal pattem of squares-until you get to the 
last two inches of core lines. Then tie the bottoms of the 
hanging pairs of core lines to the bottom main line, ~llld 
you've got yourself ;1 nice 3-foot-wide net. 

To c;1tch fish with your net, use sticks to stnkc it in across 
a strenlll, ;1nd weight the bottom with rocks if needed. Or, 
tie sm;111 rocks ;1round the edges and lise it as a throw net. Or, 
stake one end down near the riverbank with a vertical stick, 
tie the other end to another vertical stick, and wn]k in the 

wnrer in as wide;1 cil'cle as you cnn, coming back and closing 
in on the original scake-see what you can tmp in your net 
that way. 

For birds, you can spread it across an area where they fly 
through often-such as an opening between trees, For slllnll 

game, yOll can throw the net over them nnd rangle them in 
it long enough to finish them off. Or spread the net out on 
the ground and t ie the ends to a sna re-l ike spring that cnn 
spring up and net your prey that way. 

Guideline string 

Making a net 
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• NOOSE STICK These arc handy little things. They are rea lly 
more suited for traps and Sl1[1res (covered above in the Food 

chapte r), but what [ have in mind here are nooses [IS they 
can be applied as a weapon . 

First, make your noose with a slip knot out ofrhin wire or 
strong thin string; even a high-stren6rth fishing line can be 
used. Then rake a stt"Ong stick [lbout 3-4 fee t long and a 
diameter that provides [I comfortable grip. Tie YOllr noose 
to one end of the stick so that the loop of the noose is just [I 
couple inches removed from the stick. Now you have [Ill 

extended-reach gart"Otte that can be very effectivt, if yOll can 

get close enough to a smallmamrnal or bird. 
Some ,:ll1imals will freeze when they see a human. [n 

remote [weas where humans are rarely seen, they might have 

no [('[II' wh[ltsoever. when you can get close but can't get a 
clean whack at them with a club- such as with birds 
perched just a litrle to high, or critters in a hole or crcvicc
then the noose stick becomes handy to reach up or in, slip 011 

the knot, quickly and forcefully choke the animal , then haul 

'e111 out ,md cat 'em up. 

Noose stick 
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Too ls 
Let's now look at other tools ,:lIld techniques you can make 

and employ in the wild using all the materials available to 

yOll in nature. 

LATRINES 
wherever you are in a survival situation, you'll need to 

utilize the facilit ies. Of course, if you're short on \VateJ~ you'll 

be drinkin' that first round of urine, or using it in your solar 

still, or condensing it in a boiling pot, or something! But if 

your water flow is good, then you'l1nced to take a moment 

to reflect 011 the disposal of your bodily fluids. This becomes 

particularly importnnt if you're stuck in a contained arc .:! or 

with a larger group of survivors. 

• URINAL. These arc not normally needed for most survival 

situations. However, YOll should tuke note of where yOll 

choose to urinate. You might want to do so into a small hole 

}' OU kicked open with your heel, then cover it up. Or you 

might want to pee all around your eamp site to mark your 

te rritory and keep predators out. I f you opt for tbis, do so 

outside of your own smell range and a fair distance around 

your perimeter, such as 30 mctcrs. 

If you must confine urination to a smal l area, it helps to 

build a piss pit, or urinal tube. Make a hole about 1-2 fect 

deep nnd 6-12 inches wide, and fill it about two-thirds full 

with !,'1:avel, sand, rocks and bark. T hen take some bark or a 

large-leafed plant, roll it into a cone shape and place it into 

the hole, fill the rest with dirt so it props up the cone, and 
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then build a mound with the displaced dirt around the cone 
to support it. This will give you a field-expedient urinal that 
will contain the urine, disperse it into the ground, (md keep 
the bacteria under control. Keep insects at bay by keeping it 
covered when not in use with .Inother large leaf or piece of 
wood or sheet of bark. These are good for larger groups 

sta)'ingput a while. Change them around as needed and keep 
them about 50 meters from the camp ifyotl can, down wind, 

down range, and down slope of water and camp. 

• CAT HOLE. You'll always need to defecnte in the field as wel l, 
and you always have to cover up your feces after you do so. 
To make a cat hole. dig a hole at least one foot deep and one 
foot around , .:lIld cover it up with sticks, leaves, rocks, 
whatever is available. But always cover it as it not only 

attracts insects, which then land on you and your food and 
spread disease, but it may attract larger animals that find 
human feces to be :l delicacy and will seek it out to eat or 
just to roll aroun d in. YOll don't want to invite such critters 
to start hanging around your survival camp. So. always go 
further away from your camp to dig your cat hole in which 
to defecate, like 100 or 200 meters. When the hole is filled 

halfway up, it's time to dig another one. 
1 f you are in groups, consider having people go out to the 

cat hole in buddy teams. People are exposed and vulnerable 
to animal attacks whcn in the defecation position. Also. 
when surviving, people wi]] be fatigued and they might pass 
out with some medical problem. It is a bit odd and 

uncomfortable but try to use buddy teams whenever 
separating from the group- the more minds, the more 
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hands, the marc solutions and help, the faster and better and 
easier things are done . 

• HYGIENE. It is extremely important for survival to maintain 

good hygiene. Use water, sand, or sun and air if that's all you 
have. I f you don't have SO[lP, it C[lil be improvised by taking 
some animal fat and mixing it with some slurry ash from 
your fire pit (slurry is ash mixed with water), then boiling 
the lot. Let itcool and harden, then slice it into bars you can 
use. This will clean you to a degree, but is not antiseptic. Try 
to add some pine sap or pine needles to the brew when 
boil ing to give itsome antiseptic properties. Soap-making is 

an art, so experiment to find abroad mix that doesn't dry your 
skin too much and calise irritation . Use soap for cleaning all 
your tools, especially after handling game [lnd cooking food. 

Some pbnts make a soapy residue when crushed; 
experiment, and if you happen upon these, use them. 

• WASTE DISPOSAL. You will ;llways produce by-products and 

waste if you are living outdoors. Try not to waste anything. 
For anything you make that resu lts in leftover bits and 

pieces, find ause for them or save them. Wood shavings frolll 
whittling can be used for bedding, insulation, fire re-starting, 
etc. Save everything-just keep it in a pile or in a makeshift 
storage area. Take a look 3t it every d3y and see if any new 
ways of using something come to min d. 

For leftovers from animals, try to use or save what you 
can. Clean bones and cook them over the fire to dry and 

destroy the sm3ll bits of meat left , then store-either in a 
hole covered with dirt, or in 3 makeshift sack tied up into a 
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tree. For parts like offal or guts, lise them for tr:lps or fishing, 
even if it's just to chum the waters :lnd make fish come to 

your are:l for easy feeding-just be sure to chum the w:lter 

dowllstream fmm your norlll:ll w:lter :lnd hygiene :lre:ls. 
"Vhatever yOll :lbsolutely c:lnnot use th:lt is organic :lnd will 
decay :Inc! smell and attract insects :lnd other critters, pu t ill 
a pile for burning. Just nuke :I bigger fire tlun norm:ll and 
slowly put the organic matter in the fire . If fire is not:lll 
option, then bury it :IS well as you can, and do so far fro111 

your camp. 

WASTE RULES: Organic '" BURN, Inorganic '" SAVE 

UTEN SILS 
You will always need something to help you eat. This keeps 
your diny fingers out of your fire-cleaned food and keeps 

the food from getting under yotlr nails and growing bacteri:! 
which will find its way into your mouth and make you sick. 

Spoons are the h:lrdest utensil to make as they require a 
good deal of carving, which means you need a blade. [fYOll 

have one, h'l·eat. make:l spoon primarily for eating sptlp-type 
meals that consist of water and a bunch of things you 
chopped or smashed up that are too sm:lll for a fork. 

To m:lke a spoon, find a solid piece of wood just larger 
than the size of spoon you want. Scrape off all bark and 
imperfections, draw or C3rve an outline of a basic spoon 

shape, then start whittling. Once you've carved out the 
shape, start to dig out the bowl. When th:lt's done, sand the 
entire piece down with your blade or, lacking:l blade, :I 
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combination of rocks from gritty to fine. 
Ifyoulleed a fork, try to find branch that is already in the 

shape of a "Y" and lise that. Trim and scrape the bark, fire

temper it to dry it, harden it, and take any smell or resin off 
it. Then use it to jab your chow. 

I f you're com fartable using chops sti ck, they're easy to 
find or fashion in the wild, even without a blade. If not, try 
make a "poking" stick by sharpening the end of a strong thin 
stick in order to stab <lnd jab your food. 

Fill<llly, you'll need <Ill types ofh<lnging implements to 
hold pots, other kit, food over the fire, etc. Try to find joints 
where branches sprout out from <I limb <lnd use those <IS 

mltllral hooks. Bigger ones for bigger jobs <lnd sn1<l11el' ones 
for sm<lller jobs, right down to fish- hook sized jobs. Hard 
woods with little to no smell are the best choice for these 
purposes. 

Always peel the b<lrkj fire, sun, or <IiI' dry the wood; and 
make su re the wood doesn't ooze any resins when peeled, 
or bubble and hiss when fire-tempered. 

BASKETS AND OTHER CARRY ING TOOLS 
I f you're stuck in the wild for some time, YOll will eventually 
start making th ings, and before you know it, you have n 
collection of stuff. You might just want to store it, or carry it 
if you're mobile. Or yOll might need to gather and transport 
something, such ns n fruit tree you find n mi le from your 

camp. So, some sort of carrying device is always h<lndy. 
Whenever possible, keep it simple by lIsing your shirt, 

poncho, coat, or blanket. If you 11<lve nothing, there are 
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almost always plants around that can help out. Look for 
wide-bladed grass, long thin reeds, willow branches, or large 
tree leaves such as palms. 

Reeds are n particularly useful plant for these purposes. 
I f there are a lot of reed- or willow-type pbnts around, put 
them to good use. These are usually 2-4 feet long <lnd <Ire 
fairly strong by themselves and, when combined with others, 

can ncrually form nn impressively strong structure. They arc 
not too difficult to break with bare hands, so harvesting 
them for this use is a reasonably easy endeavor . 

• BASKET-MAKING TECHNIQUE Cut 20 reeds (or similar 
material) about 2-3 feet long and pbce them about V2 -inch 
apart on the grollnd. Then lay a number of equally long reeds 
across them perpendicularly, at about three-inch intervals. 
Starting with the outside top reed, weave the top reeds above 

and below each consecutive bottom reed, one after the other, 
alternating over and under as you go. Once yOll have a good 
number of rows woven together, roll the strm:ture sideways 
into a conical or tepee shape, ,md tie the narrow end 
together. Then tie together the two opposite sides th<lt have 
been pulled together, and trim the excess off the outside rim. 

Now take one more reed, form it into a circle sized to fit, and 
fasten it to the open end of the cone as a rein forcing mouth 
of the basket. Use some good cordage to lnsh together the 
rest of the basket. If you can, dip it in water to sO<lk it, then 
let it ,til' dry in the stln; this will tighten lip and harden it a bit, 

and you'll have a pretty decent all-purpose tool. 
If you mnke such n loose-weave basket as described . there 

is more space or bigger gaps in the basket. So, if you're filling 
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it up with small things (fruits, llutS, stones, etc.) you can line 
the basket with yOllr shirt to prevent spillage. However, 
these loose gaps will allow you to use the basket for fishing 
ns it will allow water to flow through while fish get caught 
inside. Just tie some string to it for casting and retrieving, 
add some b<1it to the insi de, add a rock to the inside to weigh 
it dow n, and phlce it in a stream with the opening facing 
upstream. 

In addition to fi shi ng, I can lise the same basket to trap 
small game and birds. The best method is to place some bait 

under the basket, use a stick to hold it tilted up, and tie a 

Weave above 

Basket making 

lay reeds in 
perpendicular rows 

Roll into 
cone and t ie 
narrow end 
together 
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string to the basket to be pulled when the prey enters the 

trap . .Just make sure you LIse good placement, and a long 
string, out of sight and down lVind. A Figure 4 style trap can 
be fashioned with the basket as well if YOLI don't want to 

monitor the trap. 

• LEAVES. You can take large gn'en leaves and make a weave 
(usi ng the over/ under technique described above) to create 

a nat area, which in turn can be bent or molded into a 
circular basket, used 3S a plate. made into 3 matt for sleeping 
on, or used 3S a bbnket, a roof, al most anythi ng. You can usc 
thick branches to make a basic square frame onto which you 
can mold 3nd lash the woven surf3ce. Or you can take two 
long thin branches laid across each other into an X shape, 

lash them together where rhey meet, bend them upwards 

and fasten them to another branch that has been formed and 
lashed into a circle shape. Line this (rame with your woven 
leaves and you have a simple basket without employing all 
the finer cra ft sk ill s needed to 3ctually make joints and a 
proper shape- this will be good enough for your purposes 
in survival. 

• BACKPACK FRAMES i\ self-made backpack frame will let you 
carry more weight. more easily. This is important when 
surviving as you'll be in a lVe.:lkened st.:lte. You C.:lll f.:lsten a 

blanket bundle or basket to the frame to make it easier to 
transport items with reduction in friction and the resulting 
blister rubs which cause painful sores and can become 
infected. 

There are three casy ways to make a si mple backpack 
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frame: 
The " Wi shbo ne" frame is a tree bl':1I1Ch in a naturally 

occurring wishbone shape. Find a green wishbone and cut 
its two separate branches to a length just about the size of 
your torso. Then cut the joined end down to a 6-inch nub, 

shaving off any sharp points (this is the top end). Fasten a 
separate straight branch across the open ing between the two 
long branches to connect them together near their ends (this 

Backpack frames 

A·frame with looped cord 
for carrying strap 

Square frame 
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is the bottom end). To make carrying straps, tic a long piece 
of corc\;Jge into a big loop-around 12-16 feet around-,md 

loop it first around the top nub. then around the ends of the 
straight br,:mch at bottom, This is you r frame. When )'ou're 
ready to use it, si mply wrap the materials you're transporting 
into a shirr, aleafbaskcr, or whatever vessel you have, and 
lash thar to rhe frame with cordage. 

The "A-frame" is similar to a wishbone frame, but 
inste.ld of finding n naturally shaped wishbone branch. you 
fasten together three sticks in the shape of the letter "A," The 
"A" will be pointing upside-down when mounted. with the 

npex townrd the ground whene\'er you arc carrying heavy 
loads, uphill, for long periods of time, Otherwise, the A 

should be pointing right-side-up. 
The "Square" frame is simply four sticks lashed together 

into n square, and then 3-4 sticks fastened horizonrally to 

the frame, 
A good rip for the shoulder straps is to wrap the cordage 

with fleshy lenves for p:J.dding around the collar bone area 
and shoulders. Consider making the frame's bottom 

horizontal support rest right on the top of your buttocks so 
you c:J.n take ndvnlltnge of the natural fleshy pndding nature 

gave you there! 

BOWLS 
Bowls ,1re one of the fundamental implements a human 

being needs on a reh'lti:tl' basis, So they .:Ire useful to produce 
if yol1 arc able, 

YOll C:tll make a bowl out of many things, A closed-ended 
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segment of bamboo is easily transformed into a bowl by 
clltting a hole into its side. You can also take a closed-ended 

segment of bamboo and cut off one end, creating a 
cylindrical bowl or cup. YOll can also make a decent roughly 
hewn bowl from a block of wood . .Just use fire to burn the 
center and lise a knife or rock to dig out the burnt area, then 
repeat the process until you've got a deep enough vessel for 
your purposes. Once you've burned and carved it to shape, 
sand it down to remove ash and any other imperfections. 

Some tree barks-such as cherry ~md birch - are just 
amazing. Cherry tree is one. Birch is another. Neithe r will 
burn when place next to a fire, but water can be boiled 
thl'Ough them without the loss of integrity. Perhaps this is 
why natives lise the bi rch bark for making canoes as it has 

such a versatile and utilitarian texture. Birch is the white 
tree that always appears to have peeling bark which looks a 
lot like paper coils when you get up close to it. 

A piece of birch can be peeled off and rolled up into a 
cone, or actually folded into a box shape. Then take a small 
twig, form it into a one-inch peg, split it halFway down the 
middle, and slide it over the edges of the bark like a paper 
clip and it will hold your utensil in its shape. This will hold 
water very well , and is just a great Ii 'l field tool to find and 

use. 
If YOll can't find bark or leaves to shape into a cone and 

lise as a bowl, try playing in the mud! The best kind of mud 
is the grayish clay you ca n find almost anywhere, bu t mainly 
yOLl ca n find it on steep ri ver banks higher above the water 
line. 
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Take a nice pile of clay nnd mix it with water, just enough 
to make it the consistency of modelling clay. Then form it 
into n bowl shnpe. (You mi ght try just mnking a long roll, 
then coiling the roll, nnd then smoothing that into the bowl 
shnpe if it 's a bit too soft to work with otherwise') Let this 
dry in the nir nnd sun for a day or twO depending on 
humidity. Then you're ready to fire the bowl - this will rnnke 

it tougher, harder, and longer-lasting, and will al so reduce 
nny mu d residues/fl.:l vors in your wntel" and food. 

Birch bark folded into a 
cone shape and held in 
place with a split -twig peg 

Sirch-bark bowl 

• HOW TO FIRE A MUD BOWL. It 's really s imple. IVInke n fnirl y 

big fire. Put your bowl by th e fire to begin the drying-out 
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process. Once you have some good coals and embers, dear 
:lll area in the center of the coals and place your bowl in it. 
Then push the fire and embers up next to the sides of the 
bowl. Then slowl y place small, light branches over the bowl 

so as to not damage or dent it with the weight. Build the fire 
tip agai n at'oulld the bowl and let it burn for 1-3 hours. Then 
remove it, let it cool, and put it to use. 

Burn the inside well with fire if you want to use it for 
cooking, and if you do, place it on rocks next to hut not in 
the fire, and don't pOllr cold water into it while hot or it'll 
break. 

HAND DRILL 
There are many instances in the wild when YOll want to 
make a hole in something hard. It might be for a needle, a 
kn i fe handle or walking stick to add a lanyard, or many other 
th ings. Making holes presents;l unique challenge. This is 
where the fire-bow method can double as a regular drilling 

tool. Simply find and fashion a new spindle stick (don't {lse 
YOllr hord-lJlode fire spindle!) and a piece of rock, glass, shell, 
or some such mater ial to make a small drill hit. Chip and 

flake your hit material until it's narrower than the spindle 
and has a sharp pointy end. Then use it, at· something even 
narrOlVer, to bore a hold into the tip of the spindle in order 
to hold the bit firmly in place. You may also split the end of 
the spindle a couple centimetres, slide the bit into the split, 
then lash it in place. 

Now you're ready to go. YOll can use your fire-bow 
method to create holes in wood, shell, bone, etc . .Just create 
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a vice to hold the item in plnce- using your feet, two rocks. 
logs, or whntever works-and start spinning the spindle 
berween YOUl' hands whil e pressing down. Once you get the 
hnng of rhis. you' ll find you'll use nnd actually need it more 
thnl1 you'd expect. 

Haoddrill 

BOATS AND RAFTS 
There is n lot of bnd advice out there abollt !llnking boats, 
canoes, rnfts nnd all that in a survivnl situation. I'm here to 

tell you thnt these th ings tnke a whole lot of time nnd energy, 
and without good tools, are extrnordi narily eli fficult to make 
for :l s ingle survivor. So, only :lttempt to m:lke n raft if you 
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have to make a tremendous water journey, and then, make 
sure you give a lot of time to make it, nt lenst a week or two 
or more-it's that much work. And don't ex pect to make n 
raft like the ones you've seen on TV. People tend to forget 
thnt when surviving, the dnily food, water, and hygiene 
needs alone take up most ofthe day. Add to that low energy 
and lack of physical stren!:,,,h and you'll see that making a 
seaworthy raft is a very difficult tnsk. 

If you're going to nmke a mft, find the lightest wood you 

cnn. Tap all the trees around you nnd find the lightest, softest 
ones. Without an axe or machete, you won't be able to cut 
fres h trees and will be stuck having to find what you ca n 
laying around. If you have the time and can make a stone nxe, 
do it, and cut green logs. 

The onl y method I will describe is the basic log raft. Use 
as many as long logs ns you need- 2, 3, or 4, if you cnn get 
away with it. These shou ld be 8 inches or so in diameter

large enough to hold your weight. You'll also need 4 s lightly 
narrower branches to lise as cross beams. In a pinch, the 
most basic raft of all is just a big 01' log that YOll put i 11 and 
hang onto. 

Lay the long logs tightly together lengthwise on top of 
two cross beams, one on each end. Then lay two more cross 

beams on top of the long logs, directly above the two bottom 
cross beams, nnd fasten those beams together like your life 
depends on it, because it does. Test it with nll you r migh t to 
try and break it, if it gives wny when you push and pull 
against it, keep working on it until YOll make it strong enough 
to pass the test. Once you get movingon the wnter, you won't 

have much chance to stop nnd make corrections. 
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• RAFTING TECHN IQUES 101. There are a few standard rules 

to follow when taking to water on a hOl11em;lde vessel. 

DO NOT raft at night. DO stay to the inside of river bends. 

DO NOT attempt to n:lVig;lte rapids; stay away fl"Olll them if 

at all possible. 

• RIVER CROSSING. River crossing can be vc ry dangerous. 

\Nhcn attempting to traverse a r iver, especially one with 

good flow, you 'llnced some tools. If you h;1\'c a walking stick 

(and you should!), you will be llsing it to propel you r raft by 

pushing it off the river bottom. If your regular walkingstick 

isn't long enough, find one that is, You also need to find 

another stl"Ollg stick, carve a point onto onc end , and stab it 
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into the ground where you want to cross. This will be your 
anchor in an emergcncy-tied to cordage that will be tied to 
you on the raft-so stick it in deep and strong. when 

choosing a location for this anchor stick, find a place where 
YOli can wedge the stick into the ground and then prop it 
against a tree. This way, should you start to be pulled down 
river, the anchor stick will lock up against the tree and 
should not come out altogether. 

Another key consideration involves the cordage or rope 
you h,lVe made. You put a lot into this rope, so you don't just 
want to tic off and leave it after the crossing unless you have 
to do so. You need to rig it so that you will be able to I·etrieve 

it once you've crossed. And you need to make sure there's 
enough rope to reach across the river, including SOllle extra 
slack just in case. 

While your anchor stick should lock against a tree if you 
get yanked downstream, make sure the same thing won't 
happen when you pull it from upstream once you've crossed. 
To this end, make the tie-off at the base with a loose loop of 

about three inches bigger than the girth of the stick. This 
way, when you're across, you can wiggle your rope up the 
s t ick by flic king it a few good times, an d then pulling it 
towards you . 

After you've tied the rope to the anchor stick, wrap it over 
your shoulders and around your armpits-this way, if you 

slip or get pulled suddenly downstream and the current is 
so strong you can't recover, you'll be pulling against the 
string with YOllr head above water. 

Once you are safely across, walk lip stream a bit, flick and 

wiggle YOllr rope, pull the anchor stick away from the tree, 
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nnd recover your precious cordnge. Then be sure to dry it 

the first chnllce you get. 
An important note on river crossings in the cold and in 

general: I f you only have one pair of shoes, tnke them off, 

wrap them and keep them dry, and then put them on when 
you get to the other side. Wet footgen!" will ten]" your feet up 

in a hurry! Wear only your socks if you have to, improvise 

shoes with bark, vines and grass, but don't get your only foot 

gear soaked if you don't hnve to do so. Or plnl1 to take some 

time nnd dry out your feet nfterwnnls if you l11ust get them 

wet. 
Anchor stick in ground 
and wedged against the 
upstream side of the tree 

-I 

Back 01 Body Tied in figure 8 over 
shoulders and under 
armpits 

i round anchor 
in a loop 

River crossing 
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• IN A COlD ENVIRONMENT, DO NOT GET YOUR BOOTS WET AT 
All COSTS, OR YOUR ONLY CLOTHES. Strip and suffer the pilin 
for a moment, but you'll feel wilrm like you're on fire when 
yOll first get out of the icy river and once your dry clothes 
are back on, you'll feel toasty warm. Getting your only 
clothes and boots wet in the cold envi ronments is taking a 

huge gamble that YOll won't get caught in il blizzard for a 
long while afterwards. That's a big risk. If you get caught in 
a cold snap or just stuck overn ight in wet clothes in cold 
regions, you'll likely not make it to sec the dilwn. 

[n general , but especially in the co ld when you only have 

one set of clothes or boots, the rules for river crossing ain't 
easy, but it is simple-get nekkid, get across, get dry again. 
Staying warm is stilyingillive, and getting wet isgettingdead 
in the arctic. 

ROPE AND CORDAGE 
Rope is another important item to have in a survival 
si tuation, yet normally in suc h situations there is no 

manufactured rope available. In this case, you will hnve to 
make your own rope and cordage. Luckily, nature provides 
plenty of raw materials for this purpose. We'll talk about the 
materials first, then the process of milking rope. 

• AN IMAL SK[N If you do bag or find some good-sized game 

carcnss, you'll be able to use the skins to milke strand s of 
leilthel' fairl y easily. Simply skin the animal the best you can, 
spread the sk in out so there are no folds or creases, scrape as 

much mucou s and membrilne off the inside of the sk in as 
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you can, dry it out in the air and sun, tamp down an inch or 
so of dry dirt over it, then remove that dirt and rep lace it 
with fresh dry dirt. Adding and removing several coatings of 

dirt helps get the skin cleaned and dried. Once it's in good 
shape, cur it into thin strips. When you're ready to use it for 
rope, tie strands together to get the lcnbrth you need, then 
wet it a bit and apply it to whatever tying and lashing you 
need ro do. That's it. 

I f you need to tan the hide to make cordage that has more 
uti I ity and lasts longer-sw.:h as maki ng string for shoes, or 

for making foot gear, clothing, shelter. sacks, etc.-then use 
the brain of the animal. Make a slurry with water and the 
brain (after scraping all the flesh from the inside if YOll w:lt1t 
the fur, or both sides if you want the leather), and soak it 

until it feels like pasta. Piny with it, stretch it, scrnpc it some 
more, and let it set a day or two. Then rinse it and let it get 
almost dry. While it is still pli:lble, scrape it some more and 
work it over a piece of log or stone like you were buffingyour 

shoes with it. Do this until you have the soft suppleness 
you'd like . 

• TENDONS AND SINEW This is messy business bur it is how 
man has done m:lny things for the longest time. The essence 
is that once you have taken an ani111;ll 's life, yOll use every bit 

of it that YOll can. In this way, you truly become thankful for 
the gift of its life for YOllrs. Again, if you get or find a big game 
carcass, here's what to do. 

Once you've gutted, cleancd, skinned, cooked, and 
smoked what you need, take some time and go through all 
the animal's bones and limbs and look for tendons. These 
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:Ire the hard. :II most pbstic-like pieces th:lt you re:llly c:ln't 
cat. They will come out in long strands and will be tough . 
Scr,lpe these with a rock and try to get .111 the extrn t issue 
off of them. Then let them dry. They will be hard and look 
brittle, but will be quite strong. Use a rock hammer or log 
mallet and beat on them a bit to break them open into fibrous 
strands. Pull these apart, and then wet them aga in to 1113ke 
them pliable. When moist, twist them or braid them together 
to the desired tensile strength 3nd lel1f:,'t h. You don't need to 

tie them together for length 3S they will dry and harden 
together and be very secure . 

• GRASS Crnsses can be used for a wide va ri ety of purposes 
including bedding, roofing, clothing insulation, and to make 

tools sLlch as brooms, baskets, and blankets. They can also 
be L1sed to make lashing and cordage. The key to using 
gra sses as co rdage is in the bundling. First g:lther a lot of 
grass, then make bundles of same- length grass and t ie the 

bundles abOllt an inch from the top and bottom ends, as well 
as in the middle-make as many ties around the middle of 
the bundle as necessn ry. When grass is bundled in thi s way, 
it becomes a sort ofnexible log and a very use ful tool indeed 

for manufacturing many types of structures and tools, from 
dome homes to baskets. frames, scats, etc. 

• OTHER PLANTS There arc way too many plan ts for me to list 
here that C[ln be L1sed for m[lking things. [n fact , you don't 
need to know all their names nnd uses. What you do need is 

to have an idea of what killd of plnnt call be uscd, so I make 
mention of n few of the more common plnnts here. \iVith that 
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in mind, look for plants like these,'\s your st:lI1dard to then 
use to make cordage. Mostofthese require some beating and 
splitting; I often use my teeth to hold one end and then use 
both hands to split these ,'\pa l't. Once they ,'\re sep,'\rated out, 
I make cordage ns with any other fibrous material , as noted 
below. 

TREE BARK. Many trees have naturall y nexible bark that can 
be peeled offin strands. These strands can then be torn into 
thinner strips to give the foundation for good cordage. You'll 
hnve to practice by peeling some tree bnrk, but you'll quickly 

ascerrain the good ones in your environmen t. 

ROOTS. J-Inve you ever tried to pull up n pbm orsmnl1 snpling 
only to find thnt it had some crazy root system, and the more 
you pulled, the more came up and you ended up with quite 

a few fee t of thick but nexible cord-like rootage? Well, thnt's 
the stuff you're looking for. I don 't encourage digging for 
these, but when you happen ncross them, put them to use. I 
don't like to use roots for two reasons. First, they dry out fast 

and rhnt makes them a bit more prone to becoming brittle 
and breaking. But also, it is harder on the envi ronment when 
you go ripping up root systems. However, it is sllrvivnl, ,'\nd 
it's n brutal business. 

VINES. What I love about the jungle is thM vines are 

everywhere. You cnn literally just reach out nnd grnb n vine 
nlmost anytime you need some cord,'\f,'t'. However, in other 
nreas vines nrc hard to comc by. Or, they are wny too (,'\t to be 
used for cordnge. Or so you thought .... Often vines will hnve 
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a bark that is inherently superb for making cordage. So, if 
you find some little vines, lise them, they are nature's twine. 
I f you find big vines, peel them first and then use them. 

FACTS ABOUT USING NATURAL FIBERS FOR MAKING 
CORDAGE: 

o Anyrhinggreen and pliable is possible to use. 

o !(material is dry, and in the winter, soak the material in 

water. 

o when a fiber is really hard to work with, boil it. 

o Test everything with your eyes and hands to see if it's us
able before you start working it. 

• Test everything after you make it to ensure it 's usable. 

Rope-making material~ 
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Howto Make 
Rope and Cordage 
Once you have the bnse !1l3terial fibers selected and 
prepared, you' re ready to begin. 

Take severnl strands :md tie a small knot at one end. Then 

twist these fibers together to make a strong strand, and knot 

the other end . 

Repeat the 1.:1st step until you have a good number of 

strands to work with. 

Nex t, take two of the strong stnmds yOLl just made, nnd 

begin to braid them together by criss-crossing them in an 

ove rlapping fashion lIntil YOLl get to the ends. If you have a 

partner, have them hold the st:1rtingcllds together. If you' re 

solo, pin down the ends with a rock , between your 1Ch'S, in 

yOLlt' teeth, or whatever works for you to keep the ends stable 

as YOll twist. 

Make a knot at the other end . 

If you need longer cord3ge, tie two more str<l nds to th3t 

end, and start the braiding process again. 

That's about nil on the bnsics of 1113king any cordnge. 

You'll use what you have, lll<lke whnt yotl can, and make it 

as strong <IS YOllllced. 

Knots 

I 'm going on the record right now, saying that everything 

you've ever read about the imporrnnce of knowing knots is 
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Making Cordage 

Tie several 
strands together 

\ 

Twist together to make 
a stronger st rand 

Braid two 
strong 
strands to 
make rope 

wrong. Every single survival book ou t there says that YOLI 

will die if you don't know how to make knots in a multi tude 

of variations and types. 

That's pure crap! Everything I ever need to know or do 

regarding knots, I could manage with a granny knot~it's as 

easy as tying your shoes. To make life even eas ie r, [ foun d a 

few more knots that have been helpful. But that 's it. I'm 

talking ,1bOllt being in an actual stll'vivn l situation here, and 

doing what it takes to get out alive. 
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• OVERHAND KNOT This is the simplest knot. It 's the com mon 
knot you make in a s ingle rope to keep the end from fraying, 
for exnmple. Just nuke a loop in one end of the stri ng, then 
pnss the othcr end through the loop and pull tight. 

Overhand knot 

• HALF HITCH KNOT This one is pretty si mple, too. It cnn be 
Llsed 90% of the time for almost everything. Simply wrap the 
string nround the object, tuck it in on itself. nnd pull tight. 

Do this twice when you need real security. These are dnng 

hnrd to get undone. 

..=--- -
-~ 

......... ~----=-
• "'T"" .1 d-~~ 

Half hi tch knot 

• SQUARE KNOT This is a bit trickier. It 's rcally good for 
binding two pieces of cordage together. 

They .'in)' it 's not good when joining two ropes of unequal 
diameter. I sny use it even then,just put a halfhitch on each 
end afte rwards and it'll hold . 

To mnke a square knot, just remember: ove r-under, 
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under-over: 
Hold one piece in one hand, the other piece in the other 

hand. 
Lay one side over the other, it doesn't mntter which. 

Then take that same piece and turn it under the other. 
Turn it back pointing towards its original start point. 
Then bring it back under the other string. 
Then wrap it back around over the other string. 
Pull them together slowly and dress them up a bit as they 

come together. 

They should form a sort of symmetrical square, hence the 
name: square knot 

When it's in shnpe, pull it to th e desired tightness nnd 
you have tied a nice square knot 

Once you learn this, it helps to do it the same wny each 
time. The good thing is, you always know if you did it right 
or not as soon as you pull it tight. And ifit's not t ight, si mply 
undo half, re-do it in the opposite way, and you should have 
it. 

You can nlso remember the square knot sequence as: 
right over left, left over right-or, left over right, right 
over left. 

Note: the squnre knot is really just a double version of a 
halfhitch, with a reverse twist! 

<" - - -

IIIlfll -- - - -

Square knot 
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• GRANNY KNOT The Granny Knot is similar to the square 
knot, exce pt the sequence is: right ove r le ft, right over 
left-or left over right, left over right. 

',....- ..... , ' 

-=- - II' .1 'I" 
'1 ( I I \ ~. 

Granny knot 

• PRUSIK KNOT This is basically another form of a ha lfhitch. It 
is ideal for tying into other ropes without cutting up your 
cordage. It is good for ma king a slip knot, as well for 
emergency ascents. 

It makes a bight chat won't slide under tension, bur wben 

loosened it can be slid around and moved easily to a new 
place on the rope. 

To make a prusik knot: 
Make a bight or loop or upside-down "U" with your 

string. Make it a few inches long so you can work with it. 

place it over the rope or object you want to tie int%nto. 
Then pull the rest of your string through that bight so 

that it's wrapped around the rope. 
Then dress it up so it looks neat like a letter "T" across 

the rope. 
Pull tight to lock in; loosen to move or slide. 
That's it, all the knots you'll ever need to know. 
Now, don't get me wrong, learning and knowing knots is 

great. The more you know about anything, usually the better 
off you'll be. However, from years of pbying and teaching 
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survival in the bush, I have found quite simply that you really 
don't need to be a rope master to survive. 

Prusik knot 

LADDERS 
It seems every survival book includes cool instructions on 
how to make a neato ladder. There's usually a picture of a 
rope ladder or the knot ladder with loops of rope tied into 
one rope. Well, most of the time, you won't need a ladder. If 

you do, both the rope ladder and loop ladder are hard to 
make as it requires a lot of cordage and it must be stmng and 
durable. These are great if you have lots of man-made para 

cord, for example, but otherwise, I say, save your time and 
stay away (rom these unless it's com pletely necessary. I f you 
don't have great cordage, they can break or snap under use 
nnyway. 

This is where everything mllst be put up against the 
common sense test. If you really need a l<1dder, I recommend 
just using tree brnnches. Use one long tree sapling or a long 
piece of wood, and cut notches into it for steps 01' grips when 
you put it on an indine. Or, use two long strong logs as your 
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two side rails, then use smaller branches for the rungs. 

Fasten the rungs in place with notches and lashings, and test 

each rung strenuously before using the ladder. Basically, 

ladders in survival books are mostly a nice fiction. Use a rope 

instead . 
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People talk about a walk in the woods like it's an easy thing, 

and it can be-if you know where you are, and where you're 

going, and how you're going to get there, and how long it 

should take you. [n a survivnl situation, YOll might not know 

any or these things. And yotl might be in mountains or desert 
inste.:ld or woods. 

Should You Stay 
or Should You Go? 
This ch.:lpter will tell YOll what YOll need to know to find 

your way out of the woods and back to the comfort of horne. 

But before you learn how to travel in a survival situation , 

you'll need to decide whether to travel. You might be better 

off where you nre. Should yOll stay put, signal for help (see 

Chapter 8) and wait for help to nrrive'? Ot' should you setout 

for civilization on your own'? This is perhaps the most 

important decision you'll make in a true stlrvivnl situation . 

If you stny, YOll might never be found , or you might not be 

found in time. Choosing to move raises other questions, Do 

you know which way to go? How fnr it is'? Do you have the 

resources, internal nnd external, to overcome the terrain, the 

weather, the distntlce, to get there'? 

Note: Hescue teams ny or sailor drive to the survivor's 

last known location , whether it be the entrance to a national 

park or the source of a "mnyday" signal. 

Ninety percent oitlle time, YOll will be berter off making 
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camp and waiting. 
If YOll are with a plane, chances are the pilot called for 

help and gave coordinates when it was going down, and a 
search team will be sent. Even if the plane went down 
suddenly and unexpectedly, planes are fitted with beacon 
transponders that tllrn themselves on at imp<1ct, recording 
and reporting your location. That means a distress sil:,"nal will 
have been sent when the plane crashed, and that means the 
authorities have alerted and a rescue mission is being 
mounted. They'll be looking for the plane. Staying with the 
plane improves the chances that rescuers will find you with 

it. 

The same is true for boats, cars, and structures, all of 
which are easier to spot than an individual person. 

If, however, the plane or boat or car or structure poses 
some sort of danger, move to the nearest safe place. Try to 

find nil area where you can safely cnmp for n few days, one 
that will be easily spotted by rescue tenms. Assess whether 

you can safely salvage anything useful from the disabled 
vehicle or structure. Dependingon what it contains- food, a 
two-way radio, flares, etc.- it could save your life. 

While staying put and waiting for help to find yOli is often 
your best option, certnin cin.:untstances are going to force 
yOLl to find your own way ou t. 

STAY WHERE YOU ARE IF: 

• YOll are with a plane, boat, or other vehicle . 

• YOLl are at a shelter. 
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o You are with a group. 

o (Unless any of the above is in danger of sinking, exploding, 
burning down, or falling off a cliff.) 

PREPARE TO DEPART IF, 

o You are completely lost and far from anything man-made. 

o You are alone and no one has any clue where yOll arc. 

o You are almost certain no aile will be looking for you. or 
they won' t begin looking for a long time, or they won't be 
looking in the right place because you're not where any
one would expect you to be, or you've waited as long as you 

can at the boat, car, plane, or house . 

• You are running out of supplies . 

• A member of your party requires emergency medical cnre. 

If you are with a group, YOll may have to make a decision 
about whether to strike out on yOllr OWI1, leaving the others 

behind . I f a member of YOllr group is in a bad way medically 
and can't make the journey, and neither YOll nor others in 
your pnrty can tr:msport the sick or injured person, YOllmay 
have to go it alone. I f your party includes elderly persons, 

infants, and/or children who would not be <lble to make the 
journey, you Jll<ly have to leave them behind. 

If you must break up the group, give the travellers their 
best chance at success by giving them the critical supplies, 
like canteens, knives, etc. Write down their names and next 

of kin, with contact information, in case they are lost. \i\,'rite 
down or commit to memory their intended route. Estimate 
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a travel time and return date. 
I f the h'1'OUP is divided over whether to stay or go, try to 

divide survival assets equally to avoid fighting., but favor the 
mobile h'l'oup-their road is harder. 

These are only guidelines, and only you can make the 
decision . Consider your options .111d think through the 
consequences, Once you've made up your mind to stay, settle 
in for the long haul and see the section on Shelters, If you 
decide to move, the following section is for you. By the time 

we finish, you should have enough information to chart a 
course and follow it to safety with confidence. 

The Basics 
• DEAD RECKONING. The simplest and most effective style of 

survival navigation. It works in all types of terrain. The 
method is easy, but it takes some work. Simply look in the 
direction you want to travel. Pick the farthest "target" or 
landmark object that you can see .lnd begin walking towat'd 

it. 
Be sure to esrim:lte the distance before you begin, and be 

sure to take a pace count as you go (see below), Shortly after 

YOll set off tmvard your objective, turn around and look at 
your starting point for a moment to consider what it will 

look like from the perspective of your destination. That way, 
when you get to yOllr target, YOll can look back, and sec 
where you came from, confirming that it's on-line and that 
you're on track. Then pick your !text t:lrget and repeat. 
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If you can, try to line lip three de5tin:ltiol15 in your sights. 
If all three landmarks are in line, then you are dead on track. 

[n the thick bush, the distance from landmark to 

landmark might be only 50 meters, but that's when it's 

especi:llly important to usc dead reckoning to keep you on a 

straight line, especi:llly if you have no compass. In open 

terrain, dead reckoning might not be possible, as thet·e m:ly 

not be a target on the horizon . Look for a bush, rock, change 

of color in the sand, etc . 

• ORIENTEERING. For the purposes of survival, we'l l define 

orienteering as navigating with a compass but without a 

map. You may not have a map for reference, but you can lise 

your compass to maintain your bC:lrings and direct your 

movcments. 

For example, say you know there is a mountain range to 

the east, and north of that is a river. You 'll lise your comp;15S 

to keep you moving in an easterly direction until you hit the 

mountain rangc, then you'll lise your compass to point you 

north. 

• TERRAIN ASSOCIATION. Thc artof navigating with a map, but 

without a compass, is called terrain association. This is a bit 

trickier. but also has its advantages. With a map, you have a 

good sense of the overall picture, and a much better senSe 

of where YO ll want to go, but it 's not always so easy to know 

exactly where you are. 

Try to match what you see on the ground to the features 

on the map. It doesn't work the other way around. Re:ld thc 

terrain, then find it on the m:lp. Don't pick a spot OIl the lJlap 
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Qlld thell try to make ir fit rile rerraill! 

To do this you must constantly be aware of your 
surroundings. Look for anything distinct and specific . If a 

river is good, a bend in the river is better! A hilltop is good, 
but a cliff or plateau is more distinctive, and therefore better. 

When yotl find yourself surrounded by distinctive 
tenain, don't leave the area until YOll can place it on your 
map. It's much easier to sta}' on track once you have 

confirmed your location . 

Maps-How to Read, 
Use, & Make Them 
I f you have a map, use it. If not, consider making one. JUSt 
trying to make your own map can force YOll to visualize your 
surroundings from a bird's-eye view. It's a good exercise, if 

nothing else, and can help you de\'elop a better sense of 
awareness of your surroundings, which can b';ve you peace 

of mind. 
Making a map frOIll scratch can also help yOLl understand 

the terrain and its potentia l impact on yOll. Even if yOll are 

staying put, your homemade m~lp might help you decide on 
a better place to make camp. And if you're planning a move, 
it's an excellent help in planning a route. 

The simplest form of homemade l11ap is a sand table. 

This is just making a model of the surrounding terrain in 
sand or dirt, using sticks as small trees and pebbles as rocks, 
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whatever is aV;lilable as a visual aid. 

To make one, simply orient whatever you intend to write 
on toward the north and then build the mnp with your cnmp 
at the center. Add key terrain femmes and significant 
landmarks as you scout the area and discover new elements 
of your environment. 

Note: Mapmaking is especially helpful if you're with a 
group, so everyone can get a sense of their environment, and 
everyone can keep active. Fear, anger and depression are 

extremely contagious and addictive. One person can quickly 
infect others. These attitudes must be fought off daily and 
crushed at the first sign. Keeping everyone busy and 
involved is one of the best ways to fight these emotions. and 
terrain models are a good way to keep folks productive who 
might not otherwise be able to cOlHribure. YOll can lise the 
sand table to show people where the wate[·ing hole is, where 

the latrines are, where the food preparation area is located, 
etc. 

TERMS & CONCEPTS 
• LONGITUDE AND LATITUDE. You have heard these words 

many times, even if you don't use these types of maps. [n the 

simplest terms, latitude and longitude are lines used to 
divide the world into segments. These segments are defined 
by three mensures (degrees, minutes, and seconds) in 
combi nation with a cardinal direction (north, south , east, or 
west). 

Here's how the world is divided by latitude :llld 

longitude. 
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A full circl e is 360 degrees (j ust like the compass) . 180 is 
half of 360, meani ng halfway around the circl e. So when 
someone says they "d id a 180," they mean they turned 
around and went the opposite directioll. Latitude and 

longitude divide the earth into 360 sections. 
Lines of longitude run "lollb,",vays," north and south, up 

and down the globe from top to bottom. These lines chop 
the world into long vertical slices. As you move east or west 

around the globe, you cross these lines. That's why lines of 
longitude, despi te running on a north-south axis, actually 
measure location on an east-west axis. 

From any given point, we can travel 180 degrees east or 
180 degrees west to reach a point exactly opposite our 

location on the globe 

How do we know where east begins :md west ends? We 
define a starting point. This point is a line oflongitude called 
the meridian , or middle line, and it runs through an 
observntory in Greenwich, England, where this was all 
originally soned out. Longitude is measured in degrees east 
or west of the meridian at Greenwi ch, also known as the 

Prime Mer idi::m, or 0 degrees longitude. 
Lines oflatitude are the Jines th:lt l'L111 all the way around 

the globe horizontally. 
Latitude lines intersect to longitude lines at 90-degree 

angles. Think of lat itude as a bookshelf with 90 shelves, or 
degrees, above the waist, and 90 shelves, or degrees, below 
the waist. What is the "waist"\"' That would be the eq uator~ 
the middle, or reference, line for latitude. 

It is important to understnnd that while longitude lines 
are the sa me length all arou nd the globe, la titude lines 
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Latitude and Longitude 

become shorter the farther they are from the equator. The 
equator is defin ed as the longest possible circumference 
around the enrth. But latitude circles shrink as they get 

closer to the poles. as the circumference they travel 
diminishes. 

Now that you hnve the bnsics of latitude and longitude. 
let's look at how they're used, :l11d how time zones come into 
play. 

An}' partiCll1ar location is somewhere within 180 def,"rees 
to either the W('st or the cast of the Prime Meridian , at 0 
degrees longitude. That snme location is also within 90 
degrees to the north or the south of the equator, which is 

defined as 0 degrees of latitude. You can think of an area 
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bounded by lines of latitude and longitude as a square. 
Near the equator, one square is about 70 square miles. 

That's quite a big area. To refine with more accuracy, each 
square is further divided into minutes. There are 60 minutes 
in ench squnre, just ns there :lI"e 60 minutes in an hour. To 
refine still more, each minute is divided into seconds. There 
nrc 60 seconds in each minute of latitude and longitude, just 
there are 60 seconds in n minute of time. To pinpoint exactly 

where you are, or want to go, you lVould say you t·location in 
n sequence, ns follows: 

West ("o r the prime meridian" is implied) 94 degrees, 49 
minutes, 46 seconds, nnd north ("of the equator" is implied) 
29 degrees, 16 minutes, 22 seconds. 

Location such as: 

alld North 29°,16',22" 

Greellwich on 

Defillillg Location 
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Note: Minutes are denoted by the symbol (') and seconds 

are indicated by the symbol e). 
Degrees can be divided into hundredths and even 

thousandths, so they can pinpoint locations with extreme 

precision. 
Most maps you will find that survive a place crash 01' a 

shipwreck will be marked with lines of latitude and 
longitude. Now you have some clue how to use them, and 

this will help you work more easily with maps on a smaller 
scale, and better underst:lnd how to make your own map. 

• SCALE. A map's scale tell s you the size of the area it 
represents. Morc spec ifically, it tell s you the size of the area 
represented by each of thc map's squares. The scale can be 

found in the legend at the bottom or nt the side of the 111:1p. 
Mnny civilian maps nre made by the U.S. Geological 

Survey at a scale of1:24,000, where 1 inch on the map equals 
24,000 inches on land. aile square on this map is one square 
inch, and one inch represents 2,000 feet. These maps covel' 

an area of 7.5 minutes of longitude by 7.5 minutes of latitude. 
Most milit:1ry maps use the metric system, which is morc 

intel'llationally applicable, and are drawn to a scale of 
1:50,000. On these maps, the squnres are one kilometer to a 

side. The dist:lnce from one corner of this squa re diagonall y 
to another corner would be 1.5 kilometers, or "clicks." 

Note: The larger the scale, the smaller the area covered, 
and the more detailed the map will be. The Slll<l ll er the scale, 
the larger the area covered, but in less detail. 

For eX<lmple, on a pilot's map with <l scnle of 1:250,000, 

the nren represented by ench squnre contains a lot of ground, 
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3 maps showing 
Houston, TeKas on 
3 different scales 

but not a lot of detail. Such a map might cover the entire 
United States. A smaller-scaled map, like 1:1,000, will contain 
lots of detail, but will coveroilly n very smn]] aren, like mnybe 

n local campground. 

• GRID COORDI NATES. Grids are formed by the vertical and 
horizontal lines dmwn on the map, much as the lines of 
]on/,,;tude and latitude divide the globe into squnre sections. 

The big difference between lines of latitude und 

longitude and grid line is that latitude and longitude 
incorpomte the curvature of the earth, Grid coordinntes nre 
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designed to divide the earth's surface equally and evenly on 
a flat surface. The lines of the grid do not run exactly north 
and south. To account for this variation, see the declination 
diagram below. 

Locations on a map are expressed in grid coordinates. 

40 50 60 70 

Declination Diagram 

• LEGEND. A map's legend is like a book's table of contents and 
index all rolled into one. The legend will tell you the map's 
sca le, where and when it was made, and all the visual keys 

you'll need to understand the map's symbols. 
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Map legend 

... -
LEGEND 

(""trolled Access Freeway 

Olher Divided Highway 

Other Siale Highway 

Se lected local highway 

•~_?-":"..;;_?- Exit Nu mberS ma tch mileposts 
-. : Mileage between licks 

ROUTE SHIELDS 

& Siale Visitor Information Cente r 

@ State Patrol Ofl ice 

D. Highway Rest Area ... 

• Point 01 in terest 

n College or Unive rsity 

.. Ranger Station (Narl Fmesl/Park) 

.. - Sele<:\ed Slal e Wi ldlil .. Area 

). Ski Area "='" Interstate -1'0 Trans Canada 
~ ~ 0 National Scen ic Byway o us @ Nat!_ FOf~51 D All American Road 

® Slate or Pro.illC ial II Lewis and Clark Tra il Hwy PORTS OF ENTRY (CUSTOMS) 

- - - - Stale Tol l Ferry 
.• -- - --- OlherToliFerry 
__ A MTRAK Rail road 

Slab"" 

+ Airport 
W Open 24 hrs. daily W Limited hours 

Siale Parks 
S<:ale 1:842,000 Camping f:>. No Camping j. Marine 

1 ioch represents 133 miles 

1 centimeter represents 8.42 kilometers 

SOME THINGS ARE CONSIDERED STANDARD ON A 

MAP: 
Green :: Vegetation (white areilS contain few or no plants) . 

Blue '" Water (rivers, l<lkcs, intermittent streams, marshes, 

etc.) . 

Brown :: Conrour lines (which indicate elevation). 

Red :: ROilds (or place nilm es or major destinations like air

ports, etc.). 

Black = Man-made srructures (buildings, cemeteries, roads, 

etc.) . 

• SYMBOLS. I f you have il map at all, look for signs of 

civili zation, like cities or roads. If you cannot find any, look 

for other man-made stnl ctures like oil pi pelines, power 
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lines, or railroad trncks. Any of these will eventually le:ld you 
to a populated area. If you are lost at sea and have an aerial 

map, look for the black doned or dash lines that indicate 
commercial shipping routes, and try to get yourself near 
those to increase your likel ihood of being spotted. 

Black dashes usually mean some sOrt of trail. Blue dashes 
mean intermittent strea m. It might be dry, but it 's a good 
place to dig for water. 

Also look to the legend for the contour interval , which 
wi 11 tell you the distance between contour lines (see below). 

Finally, pay attention to the decli nation diagm m if you 
pl:lIl to use a compass. 

• COORDINATES. These are the numbers used to pinpoint a 
location. 

If a map st.:lrts at 25 at the bottom left corner and goes to 

75 at the bottom right. then one of the 50 squares in benveen 
includes yOllr east-west position. If the map's vertical 

coordinates start in the bottom left-hand corner at 10 and 
go up to 60, your north-south position would fall somewhere 
in one of those 50 squares. 

To name your position, read right until you find the grid 
coordinate that corresponds to your east-west position, then 

read up until you reach the coordinate that corresponds to 

your north-south position. 
when giving or receiving coordinates on a m.:lp, 

remember: Right & Up. Thi s is simply.:l standardized way of 
re.:ldingor describing a location in a way that someone else 

can find it. Right gives the east-west coordinate, which 
comes first. Up gives the north-sou th coordinate. 
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50 .-____ -. ______ -. ______ .-______ .-__ 

• Brom grov • 

• Oroltwlch 

• 
Rt dditch 

30 e_-------t---sC---.6o~" ....... ,--cc1Ccc_cJ_--e_---

• Mal m 

20 ~----_+----\-~_f----+__,--~~C-

,0 L------L---f~~ ____ ~ ______ L_ __ 

20 ~ 50 W 

Coordinates right 50 and up 30 give the location of Inkberrow 

Map Coordinates 

Say your position is 50 and 30. On a military-style map of 

1:50,000 scale, this would place YOll in the map's middle 

square. But that squnre represents one square kilometre. 

That's a lot of terrain in the middle of the jungle. 
To mnrk th e location more precisely, divide the square 

into 10 equal divisions. Since Ollr square is 1,000 meters by 

1,000 meters, dividing it into tenths narrows OUf square 
areas to 100 square meters. So the new way to describe the 

more detailed coordinate would be as follows: Right 50 then, 

say, 5, then lip 30, then, say, 5 again. It would look like this: 

505305. Thi s coordinate will bring you within 100 meters of 

your desired location. 
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50 1 2 3 4 5 , , 8 9 

6-0igij Grid I 
Location at coordinates 505305 

At this distance YOll coutd make contact by hollering. 

Mission accomplished. This is called a "6-digit" grid , :md 

it's about the best YOll can do withollt a protractor. 
Not bad for l11ap-rc.:lding 101. With some practice, you 

c:m get good at guesstimating an 8-dib"t coordinate, which 

will bring you to within 10 meters of your target. At this 

distance, YOll should be able to see youl" objective. 
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• CONTOUR LINES. E:lch contour line, often a wavy brown line 
on the 1l1l'lP, represents a consistcn t elevation, which will be 
indicated on the line. The contour interva l is the distance 
between contour lines, and tclls you how steep or how flat 
the terrain is. This will come into play when you plan your 

route. 
!fthe lines are close together, the elevation ch~U1ges a lot 

in a very short distance, which means the terrain is steep. If 
the lines are farther apart, that means elevation change in 

the area is gradul'll. 
Look for areas that have lots of lines in increasingly 

smaller concentric circles. This indicates a hilltop or 
mountain peak. The ul ti mate elevation is lIsually printed 

near the mountaintop. 

YOU 'LL MAINLY USE THE CONTOUR LINES 

FOR FOLLOWING PURPOSES: 

• To avoid peaks (or to find them if you need the vantage 
point for scouting). 

• To avoid steep valleys (or to find them if you're looking for 
water) . 

• To avoid steep ridges, cliffs, or mountainsides. 

• To seek flat ground for ease of travel. 
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together means 
steep terrain 

Contour Lines 

means gentler terrain 

Height of peak 

• DECLINATION DIAGRAM First, it's important to undcrstand 
that th ere are several deAnitions of north. This might be a 
factor, especially if you're close to the poles, and it can be 
used to your advantage everywhere if you understand the 
principle. 

• TRUE NORTH is the actu<1! point on the earth where:l11 the 
longitlld inallines meet. [t is a physical point whose location 

me:lllS very little to the su rvivor except :lS an :lid in 
underst:lnding the other forms of north. 

• MAGNETIC NORTH is the direction the COI11P:lSS points. 
M:lgnetic North is not True North. The earth's magnetic 
wave li nes meet slightly off-center of True North, in part 
because the e:lnh 's rot:ltiol1:l! axis ch:lnges ever so slightly, 
:lnd so the earth's rotation isn 't perfectly cons isten t. What 
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this me:ms is that near the poles, mugnetic north can be as 
much as 300 miles from the actual physical location of t rue 
north. Again, 99% of the time this will not affect you, but it 
can be hel pful to understand the differences as you navigate, 

especially over long distances or from locations near the 

poles. 

• GRID NORTH corresponds to the actual lines on any flat map 
you migh t be using to navigate. Flat maps are imperfec t 
representations of the spherical earth, and so grid north is 

not True North. 

TRUE NORTH 

MAGNETIC NORTH GRID NORTH 

/ 

/ 

/ 

Variations of "North" 

/ 

, 
/ 

/ 

, 
I , 

/ Grid Azimuth = 25° 
/ 

I / True Azimuth = 35° 

/ Magnetic Azimuth = 49° 
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For example, imagine an orange. Now, take a black 
marker and draw a set of perfectly straigh t lines on it, from 
top to bottom, evenly spaced all the way around. Then draw 

a set of rings around the orange, perpendicular to the lines, 
spacing the rings evenly from a large circle around the 
orange's middle to increasingly smaller circles as you get 
closer to the orange's top and bottom. The lines connecting 

the orange's top and bottom are lines of longitude, running 
in a north-sourh direction. The circles around the orange 
are lines of latitude, running along an east-west axis. The 
intersections of longitude and latitude describe sections. 
This is how we measure our globe. 

I f you wanted to lay this "lined" orange flat on a piece of 
paper, you would peel and lay it out, but there would be gaps 
where the ped 's curved slll'face was fl attened. But imagine 
ifyoll cou ld remove the orange peel in one solid piece, then 
stretch it slightly at the edges so it covers the whole sheet of 
paper evenly. This is how a map works. It gives us an 

approximate representation of a portion of the earth's 
su rface, laid out on a grid indicating scale. 

What the difference means in actual walking terms is 
this: A I-degree variation between grid north and magnetic 
north will cause you to walk about 250 meters off course 
over a IO-mile dist;:mce. You will walk a mile off course if the 
variation is 5 degrees, and if the difference between 

magnetic and grid north is iO degrees, you will walk almost 
2 miles off course over a lO-mile distance. 

In a survival situation, you just need to be aware that over 
long distances, it is normal that you will find yourself off-
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course. Don't panic or brive in to disorientation and 
confusion. 

THE DECLINATION DIAGRAM SHOWS YOU THE DIFFER
ENCES BETWEEN: 

• True north (often indicated by a line with a star). 

• Grid north (often indicated by a line with a square). 

• Magnetic north (often indicated by a line with an arrow or 
point). 

Declination diagrams are drawll in the form of a "V" 

displaying the arc and vari ance between each arm of the "V." 
True north is not re levant here. What's importa nt is rhe G
M (grid to mat,,'lletic) angle. 

When you draw a line on a map from where you are to 

where you want to be, that line is called the grid azimuth. 
Say you' re faci ng north. YOllr map and compass are 

aligned pointing north, and your destination is a hilltop at 
approximately 45-degree angle from north. If you were to 
tum the bezel ring of your compass to 45 degrees and w<llk 

that direction , you would most likely not arrive at you r 
objective because of the d isparity between mab'lletic north 
and grid north. 

We use rhe G-M angle to COllvert rhe m<lp or "Grid" 
azimuth to the com pass or "Magnetic" azimuth. 

In some places on ea rth , the G-M angle ca n be quite 
extreme, and in others, it is vcry slight. The map legend will 
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usually tell you how much the angle is and how mllch it 
changes each year, in which case you must look at the legend 
for the year the map was m;lde, then do the math to get the 
most accurate updated G-M angle. Then use tlut for your 
planning. 

The acronym "LARS" is the easiest way to remember 
how to convert a G-M angle from Grid for plotting to 
r-,·lagnetic for walking: 

1.eft = Add; Right = Subtract 
Dependingon where you are in the world, the G-M angle 

could be left, or west, of the grid line, or it could be right, or 
east, of the grid line. 

If the "M," or magnetic line, is left of the "G" or btrid line, 
then you would add the number of the G-j\·] angle. 

For example, say you're plotting a 4S-degree azimuth on 
the map. Ihhe ;'V" in the declination diagram shows the G
M angle to be 5 degrees, and the M line is left of the G line, 
you'd convert the map/ grid (G) azimuth to the 
compass/magnetic (M) az imuth by adding the 5 degree G
M angle. The result would be that you change you!" compass 

beading, or azimuth, from 45 degrees to 50 degrees. 
If the G-M angle is stillS degrees, but the M line is right 

of the G line, then subtract the 5 deb'Tee GM angle from your 
45 degree Grid plot azimuth, resulting in a 40 degree 
Magnetic azimuth you can then walk. 

That's how you take a plot from a map and apply it to a 
compass. Here's how you go (rom compass to map, basically 
reverse it: 

If you see a mountain in the distance at 45 degrees 011 

your compass, and you want to plot it on YOll map, look at 
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the G-M angle. If the G-M angle is 5 degrees, and the M of 
the G-M angle is left of the G, you would normally "LEFT

ADD" to convert from m:1p to compass. [n this case, since 
we're going from compass to map, the process is reversed, 
and we subtract 5 dCb'Tees. Hence, the 45-degree azimuth 
becomes a 40-degree azimuth on the map. 

MAP TOOLS 
Let's move on to briefly cover a few map tools, some fancy, 
some simple, just in case you find you have access to them. 

• PROTRACTORS. A protractor is usually a thin, clear piece of 
plastic with a lot of numbers on it and a few square and 
triangular holes cut into it for lise in measur ing distances 
and plotting routes. Should you find one of these with your 
map, here's how to use it: 

Orien t your map toward north :IS best you can and place 
the protractor in the general vicin ity of your location. Al ign 
the square hole with the grid square on your map. With this 
you can pinpoint location down to a iO-digit grid coordinate 
using the little tick marks all the way around the outside 
edges of the square hole. 

I f you hold a piece of string at the center of the base of the 
protractor, and then nlign the protractor with the grid lines 

on the map, you can run the string out toward your 
destination and find your grid azimuth-the degree mark 
where the string crosses the protractor'S 360-degree arc . 

Convert that grid azimuth to magnetic azimuth on your 
compass using the G-M angle on the declination diagram 
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and you'll be ready to set off for your destination. 
Note: You can also use the protractor's straight edge to 

llleaSllre straight-line distances . 

• GPS (GLOBAL POSITIONING SYSTEM). CPS is one of the 

greatest things since sliced bread . [t is not within the scope 

of this book to explain how to lise them. Since there are 

many different types with lllany different options, I would 

expect you to either know your equipment, read the 

instructions, or simply fiddle with it until you figure it out. 

Most are fairly simple and straightforward. 

Use it like a compass if you have one, but also know that 

they operate 011 batteries, and wi11likely die before you get 

where you need to go in a survival si tuation, so be prepared 

to do without. 

Compasses 
A compass relics on the laws of physics to tell you which 

direction you're going, and a decent amount of math is 

required to usc one with precision. Bur in it's simplest form, 

anyone can use a compass effectively, or even create one. 

The earth spins. Just as the spinning of a windmill or 

waterwheel generates energy, the earth's spin generates 

electromagnetic wavcs. It is these waves that magnetize the 

earth, and it is the earth's magnetic pull that makes the 

compass needle point north . The compass needle is actually 

a maf,'11et, and the pole's m3b'11eric pull is vcry faint, so the 
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needle must be as frictionless, or free-floating, or as possible 
to allow for greatest accuracy. 

If y Oll have a map and compass, orient them both toward 

north, then turn your body so you are facing north as well. 
This will be your point of view and reference for the rest of 
your route planning. Whatever direction you must trave l, 
keep your compass and map oriented north, and then face 
your direction of travel and the map will show you whnt 

terrain lies ahead. 

THE PARTS OF A COMPASS 
• BEZEL RING. YOllr compass hns n ring around the outside that 

turns. This is called a bezel ring. The bezel ring is used for 
precise navigation, especially at night. when YOll turn the 
bezel ring, it makes a little click, and each one of those clicks 

represents 3 degrees. Turning the bezel ring 5 clicks to the 
left or right means an adjustment of 15 degrees to the east 
or 15 degrees to the west. This is not intended for a beginner, 

but if YOll get really lost in the dark and need to reset your 
course, the bezel ring can help you do just that. Disregard 
for now-just file the information away in the "could be 

useful" catef,rory. 

• SCALE. Mall), modem compasses have a plastic, box-like 
body. These bodies often have scale markings 011 the edges. 

You can use these 110t only as a straight edge to make a line 
and plot your cout'se, but to measure distances 011 your map, 
as long as the map and the compass use the same scale. You 
can still use it as a straight edge to measure distance even if 
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the map is o f a different sca le- just mark the straight line 
distance, then look at the black-and-white checkered long 
bars on the ma p's legend to see how many miles or 

kilometers that distance really is . 

• SEE-THROUGH BACK. Many modern campingcompnsses have 

a see-through plastic back so you can lay the compass on 
your map and rhenline lip the map with the compass so that 
the top of the map, which is always north, is pointing the 

same way as the north arrow on the compass. This is called 
orienting your map. 

Oirection of travel arrow 

See·through baseplate 

Magnetic needle 

\\~"ttJlJ.!I-?-,<-_ Grid lines 

Orienting arrow 

Parts of a Compass Bezel ring 
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HOW TO USE A COMPASS 
it's actually very simple. Hold the compass level to the 

ground so the needle can spin freely. Some compasses have 

a plum b bubble to help YOll keep the compass level. Keep 

the bubble in the center to ensure an :lCCllrate reading. Also, 

be sure to keep the compass away from metal objects, like 
watches or belt buckles. 

Let the arrow spin until it seu les in one direction . T his is 

north. Turn your body so that you are facing north. You are 

now oriented to yOLlr environment. T he arrow, the lines on 

the bezel and your nose should all be pointing in the same 
direction. 

Compass is held 
level to the ground 
<l l1d close to the eye 

T he compass face is divided with marks into degrees. 

Some compnsses are marked with mil s instead of degrees. 

Mils are for extremely accurate measurements by engineers 

and such-disregard them. Degrees are usually marked in 
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red, mils in black. There are only 360 degrees, but 6,400 mils. 

Stick to degrees. 

The azimuth is the angle, in degrees, measured 

clockwise, between north and the direction you want to 

travel. North is an azimuth of 0 degrees. East is an azimuth 

of 90 degrees. South is an azimuth of 180 degrees. West is 

an azim uth of 270 degrees. 

N Azimuth 01 0 degrees 

/ 

/ 

/ Travel Azimuth 
/ of 4S degrees 

/ 

/ 

lM----------r----------E 
Azimuth of 270 degrees 

Azimuth 0190 degrees 

5 Azimuth 01180 degrees 
Northeast AZImuth Is 45 degrees 
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When you're facing north, your outstretched right hand 
points to 90 degrees, or due east. Your back is facing 
south and your left side faces west. Here's an easy way 
to remember: 

Nose = North 

Right = East ("righ t-ist" or "right-ish") 

Sit = South (your butt is south of your head) 

Left = West (both words have an "E" so it's cast to remem

ber) 

I think of Californ ia as che "left" coast, and the East coast 
as the "right" coast, and I'll let you figure out the political 

innuendo therc- ba! 
The easiest way to maintain your sense of direction is to 

remember where the sun rose. The sun always rises in the 
east, so point your right shoulder toward where the sun 
came up and your nose will be facing north, your backside 

facing south, and your left to the west! 
Let's say you are faci ng north, where your compass arrow 

is pointing. You know that civilization is to your west, or 
your left-hand side, about 500 miles or so. This means you 

want to travel on an azimu th of270 degrees. 
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w-- Azimuth 01 travel 

Direction of 
compass 
arrow 

N 

270 degrees 

Due-West Mimuth Is 270 degre.:';'-----

Finding any other direction is a matter of simple 

fractions . IfYOll want to travel in a northeasterly direction, 

your azimuth will be halfway between north, at 0 degrees, 

and east, at 90 degrees. Your azimuth is 45 degrees. 
If you know which direction YOll want to tr~lVcl, and want 

to find that azimuth, simply point you r nose and you r 

compass north, then turn clockwise until you're facing the 

d irection you want to go. Look out into the distance and find 

th e farthest object you C.111 sec. Keepingyour compass level, 

look down at the dial. Imagine a line from the (:II" object to 

the center of your compass. Where that line crosses the 

degTce marks on your com pass diall11arks your azimuth, 

Setting the azimuth on you r compass is also quite easy, 
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Just turn the compass body toward your target and line up 
the azimuth with the 'liming points of your compass. 

Keep the north-pointing arrow lined up between th e 
bezel brackets (these arc the two lines on the bezel that 
bracket the north-pointing arrow when the bezel is set at 
zero) . 

Now just face th e direction of your poinrers and walk 
your azimuth. By keeping the north arrow between the bezel 
brackets, you will ensure that your compass is always 
oriented toward north, and by following the direction of the 
aiming points on the compass, you will ensure that you are 

headed in th e corrcct direction, always walking in line with 
your azimuth. 

Determining Azimuth 

Azimuth is the 
line between 
furthest object 
and the center 
01 the compass 
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As you wnlk, check the nzimuth every 15 Illinutes or so 
to keep yourself on trJck. After breaks. simply stand up. hold 
the compass nat, let the north arrow stabilize within the 
beze l bmckets. and resume wnlking in the direction of your 
pointers. 

• BACK AZIMUTH simply defines the opposite direction of your 
azimuth . Let 's say yOll are walking90 dCb'TCes due east. Your 
back azimuth is 180 degrees opposite. By adding 180 debrrees 
to your 90 de!:,rree azimuth, you get a back azimuth of 270 

degrecs. If YOllr .:lzimtlth is gre.:lter th.:ln 180 degrees, then 
subrmcr 180 to get your back Jzimurh. An azimuth of 300 
degrees would have a back nimllth of 120 degrees. 

Bnck azimuth comes in handy two WJYS. The first is in 
helping you find your wny bnck to where you stJrted , 
especinll y if you' re just trying to get bnck to b:lse C:lmp :lfter 
n dny fornging. The second is to help you plot n route or find 
your location on a mnp. 

The te rills for this technique are "re-section" or 
"triJngulntion." I f you have n mnp nnd a compass and don't 

know where you are. but you UlIl see a landmark object in 
the distance, then you cnn "shoot" an azimuth at that object. 
Use th:lt azimuth to determine a back azimuth, an d draw 
that line on your Ill:lp. Then shoot:ln azimuth:lt :lnother 
distnnt point. m:lybe a mountaintop or ridge line. Then 
convert that to a back azimu th and drnw nnother line on 
your map. The point where these two lines intersect 

pinpoims your location on the mnp. Now you know where 

~'ou nrc. 
Usc three azimuth lines for n more precise location, but 
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with just one distnnt target's back azimuth and some reading 
of th e terrain, you can get a good idea of your location in 

mallY circumsta llces. 

A is 317" Grid minus 180· 
"back azimuth 137· 

. From unknown location C to landmark 
Bis I 

Determining Back Azimuth 

HOW TO IMPROV ISE A COMPASS 
A compass is a criti cal piece of eq ui pment if you have to 
move, especially through low-visibility terrain like jungle, 
or across featureless landscapes like desert. But what if you 
don' t have a co mpass? As a last resort you can make one 
yourself, and if you have to abandon your location and travel, 
r higbly recommended that you try. 
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You'll need a needle and, ideally, a magnet. A sewing 
needle is pe rfect. but many metals can take a charge to 
become a magnetized pointer. Try a paperclip, safery pin, 
staple or bit of stiff wi reo 

Speake rs contain magnets, or any mechanical item or 
electronic device might h:we a magnet inside. Look around. 
If no magnet is available, you can use some types of cloth to 

creMe a magnetic charge. Silk is best, bur use whatever you 

have. Some synthetic materials work as well. Try everything, 
even your own skin. The principle is the same as shuffling on 
a carpet to build up n s tMi<:: electricity chnrge. Try it. 

You'll need to polnrize the needle. If you have n magnet, 
leave the needle lying on the magnet overnight. If you're 
llsing cloth, polarize the need le by stroking it against the 

cloth SO, 100, or even 300 strokes, depending on the 
mnterial. Stroke in one direction only. 

I f you have a battery and some wire, wrap a piece of 
paper or a leaf around the wire to insulate it. Then wrap the 
wire nround the needle and t ie one end to the positive 
terminal and one to the negative terminal. It's best to use n 
C-cell or D-cell bnttery, but 9-volt batteries work well, too. 

Leave it connected for about 30 seconds. or until the wire 
becomes hot. Repeat this at le;""lst 10 times to ch;""lrge the 

needle. 
Mark one end of the needle as the north -pointing end. 
The needle wi11 have to nonc free to point north. You cnn 

place the needle in anything that will hold water, like a 
plastic cup, the cut-off bottom of plastic bottle, or even a 
Styrofoam plate, ;""IS long as the container is not made of 

metal. 
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Place the needle on something that will float. A piece of 
cork or Styrofoam is ideal. Push the needle through the cork 
or Styrofoam so it's stable, but will spin free ly. If yOll have 
nothing that floats, try a leaf. If that doesn't work, try 
rubbing your finger on your llose <lnd coating the need le 
with oil from your skin. That may float the needle on the 
surface of the water, but this 
occasionally re-oiling the needle. 

Impro~i5ed Compass 

method will require 

If no water is available, you can tie a thin piece of string 
around the middle of the needle and let the needle hang so 

that it spins freely. Hut mind the breeze, as wind can make 
this son of compass difficult to lise. Better than nothing. 

Note: Always kee p yOllr eompass, manufactured or 
homemade, away from metal. 
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Taking Directions from Nature 
There are lots of myths about moss. Some books say moss 

grows facing the sun, and that moss will grow on the 

southern s ide of trees in the northern latitudes, since that's 

the side that gets th e most sunligh t. This is not neccssnriiy 

true. 

THE MOSS RU LES: 

• In the north, moss grows on the north side 

• In the south, moss grows on the south side 

• There ain't no rules! 

Moss is:l specinl kind of phmr rh:lt doesn't h:1\'(, the skin to 

retain moisture like most plants do, yet moss requ ires a lor of 

moisture to live. For this reason, moss :lctual!y tends to grow 

on the side of the tree getting the least ;IrHount of sunlight, 

so it doesn't dry up. 
Moss is just one of many indicators you can incorporate 

into yOllr environmental assessment. If you're in the north, 

and you see a lor of moss growing on rhe trees, take a 

moment and look ar rhe big picture. Ir you see the m:ljority 

or moss growing on one side or the trees, that s ide probably 

races north. 

Then ag:lin, it's not uncommon to find moss growing all 

rhe way around a tree, especially in moist climates. There's 

no hard and rast rule about moss. It's just a ),'11 ide . 

• COMPASS PLANTS. These are plants that rend to be rairly 
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good indicators of direction. They can be useful, but only if 
yOll know what they are and how to interpret them. Since 
most plants thnt grow at odd angles are doing so because 
they are trying to maximize their exposure to the sun, you 
Cilll sometimes deduce direction from the way they lean . In 
the southern hemisphere, compass plants will tend to point 
north toward the sun. In the northern hemisphere, they'll 
be pointing south. Perennials tend to be thicker and lusher 

on the side that gets more SLln, toward the equator. 
If you see a field of plants, take a moment to look nt their 

growth. Arc the leaves flat and facing one direction much 
more predominantly thnn any other? Does the plants look 
like they're bent or growing at unlikely angles? If so, chances 
are they're leaning toward the sun. YOll cnl1 combine that 
nssessment with the knowledge of where you arc to roughly 

figure out the cardinal directions . 

• TREE RINGS. I've seen a lot of survival books mention tree 

rings. Yes, they are more distantly spaced on the s ide closer 
to the sun, because that side had more growth. But unless 
you're chopping trees down, or nenr where trees are being 
felled , this doesn't help much. I r you're near where trees are 
bei ng chopped down, you're close to rescue al ready! But all 
the trees I've seen knocked down by natu re were in no state 
for ring reading. 

• WIND. Wind can be helpful for gaining a sense of direction in 
some places, but you'll need to know enough nbout where 
YOll are to know which direction the prevailing winds blow. 

Remembering that there are 90 degrees north and 90 
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degrees sourh of the equator, you co n divide eoch 
hemisphere into 3 belts of 30 degrees eocb, The tr;]de winds 
Ol'e in the belts nearest the equator. Tmdc winds in the belt 
north of the equator blow from the north cost toword the 
equator, ond from the southeast toward the equotor in the 
belt south of the equ;]tor. 

NORTH POlE 

Polar High 

Tropic of Cancer 

· · ··J·······;)· ·~~~~·~ ·~~~; ·~~~·~~ ·~·i~~~)· ···J· · ·· 
Inlerl m ical conver ence lOI1e 

23.50 5 
\-__ ~ ____ .-________ ~ ____ .-~--{300 S 

\.. \.. w""";,, \.. \.. D 
~-"""1--.,,-----::1,------7'1600 s 

Polar Easterlies Tropic of Capricorn 
Polar High 

SOUTH POLE 

Prevailing Winds 
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The next belt north of the equator is a band of about 30 
degrees containing the westerlies, meaning the wind blows 
from the southwest toward the northeast. [n the 

corresponding westerlies band below the equator, the wind 
blows from the northwest toward the southeast. 

And finally, ifYOll are so unfortunate as to be lost at the 
poles, the belts of wind there are cal led the polar easterlies. 
At the North Pole they blow from the northeast to the 

southwest, and at the South Pole from the southeast to the 
northwest. 

[n places where the winds arc particularly strong, they, 
like the sun, can make plants lean a ce rtain direction . Look 
for signs like bird nests and insects- these will tend to 
concentrate on the side protected from the winds. 

Such observations of local life, combined with a basic 

sense of the prevailing wind direction for yOll r region of the 
world, could assist you in navigating to safety. 

How to Read the Sun, 
Moon, and Stars 
Maybe you don't have a compass or the equi pment to make 
one. You still need to get some idea of where you want to go 
and how to get there from where you arc. 

Will you have to circumnavigate a mounrain range, for 
example, before you can beet to a river, which you can foilow 
to a village? If so, you might need to walk three days due 
south, then two days due east, to reach your intended 
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destination. 
How do you manage this without a compass or a map? 

YOli do it the way shepherds and travellers hnve done since 

the beginning of time: YOli read the m:lp of the he.:1\'ens. 
Remember, the sun rises in the cast and sets in the west. 

Once you have that locked in, you can always find north by 

orienting your right shoulder toward the cast, which points 

your nose north. Simple. 

W HAT TIME IS IT? 
The 24-hour solar cycle is divided into day and night. These 
are roughly 12 hours each. \,Ve all know that days are longer 

in summer and shorter in winter, and that daytime light and 
nighttime dark each last for months nt the poles. Still, even 

with all these variations, there is nlways at least a slight 
dnrkening at night .:md lightening by day. And even when it 
is cloudy and overC:lst for days or even weeks, you can often 
see little edges of light 011 the horizon nt the break of day and 
at d usk before complete dark. These are YOllr cast and west 

markers for those climatic extremes. 
You h.:we to mentally calibr.:lte according TO your location 

and the season, but you C:lIl 111:lke a good guess nt the time of 
day by where the sun is in the sky. When the Slln is highest 
in the sky, it's noon. When it first rises. it's approximately 6 
a.m. And when it sets, that is approximately 6 p.m. 

Now, divide the sky into sections. The eastern horizon is 
6.1.111 ., the western horizon is 6 p.m., and the middle of the 
sky, directly overhead, is high noon. To see what time it is, 

just look to see where the sun is and guesstimate. [f the Slln 
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looks like it's halfway between 6 a.m. and noon, it's about 9 
in the morning. If it 's halfway between noon and 6 p.m., it's 
close to 3 p.m. It's pretty simple. I test this all the time and 
I'm usually within 15 minutes of the actual time. 

9AM 

6AM 

Sunrise in eilst 

Telling Time 

NOON 

12 MiddilY 

When filcing south in 
the northern hemisphere 

3PM 

6PM 

Sunrise in west 

You can use the skies to tell the tim e at night as well 
(provided yOll h.we a clear sky), but I find using the stars to 
tell time overly complicated and not practical. I recommend 
sleeping at night <lnyway, in which case knowing the time 

isn't critical. But if for whatever reason you need the 
information, here it is. 

This is for the northern hemisphere folks only. Find the 

Big Dipper. Its position in the sky changes every quarter of 
the yeM. J ust remember that at midnight on March 7 it is at 
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the "high noon" position. Three months later, on .June 7, it 
will be:"lt the 9 o'clock position . 

Note: The constellations 1110ve counter-clockwise in the 

sky. 
The point is, if you can find the Big Dipper, and you know 

what time of year it is, you can tell when it 's midnight. From 
there, divide the night sky into a l2-hour clock face and you 
can work our the approximate time based all the Big 

Dipper's relationship to its midnight position. 

Telling Time at Night 

"High Noon·· Position 

At Midnight on March 7th the Big Dipper is 
overhead in the northern hemisphere night sky 

But maybe you just want a general idea of what time of 
night it is, without all that math. Maybe you want to know 

how long you 've been resting, or how Illuch longer before 
the Slln rises. Use the moon . 

A full moon can be used just like the SUll - it rises in the 
east and sets in the west. On the nights of new or "no" moon, 
you'll have to use th e Big Dipper. 
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Tellingtime by the moon is.3 two-parr process. First, look 
.:at how much of the moon is lit up. If h,llf of the moon is li t, 
tben tbe moon wi ll be up half the night, or 6 hours. If one 
quarter is lit, it will be up onl y 3 o f the night's 12 hours. If 
th e moon is th ree-q uarters lit, the moon will be up for 9 

hours. 
For thc second part of the equation you have to know 

when the moon came up ;:md where it is in the sky. You can 

guesstimate from thcre. 
For example, if the moon is hal f fu ll, you know it wi ll be 

up for 6 of the night's 12 hours. I (it came up at dusk, and is 
halfway to the "h igh noon" position, then it 's 9 p.m. If the 
moon didn't show up until midnight (you'll know this 

because it first appears in the high noon position) and the 

moon is only half lit, and it's half"way toward the horizon, or 
6.1.111. posicion, then you know it's 3 a.m. 

Knowing the time can help you pl.:an you r move ments 
based on .:available light, <lnd it also .:applies to navigation. 

TRAVELLING AT NIGHT 
Generall y speaking, you shouldn't be travelling at night. Bu t 
if you're stranded in the middle of the desert in the middle 

of summer, when movement by day will surely kill you, here 
are some tips for how to move at night without a compass. 

• NAVIGATING BY THEMOON The 1110011 orbits our planet every 
29.5 days. This means we get about 2 weeks o f a 11100n with 
one side lit up and about 2 weeks with the other side lit 1.11'. 

We really get only one night per month of proper "ful l" 
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Moon Positioning 

Midnight o 
Full Moon 

EAST WEST 
3AM o 

EAST 

'PM o 

Midnight 

o 
3/4 1, t 
Waxing 
Moo" 

WEST 

3/4 lit Waning Moon 3/41'1 Waxing Moon 

EAST 

EAST 

WEST 

Midnight 

1/2 IiI Moon Waxing D 
WEST 

EAST 

3AM 

CJ 1/2111 Moon Waning 

EAST 

Telling the l ime by the moon is worked out by 
how Iii it is relevant to its posit ion in the nighl sky 

WEST 

WEST 

moon, but for survival purposes, there are roughl y 3 days 
before and 3 da)'s after the true full moon that we get a full 
moon 's worth of nighttime lighting. The same holds for the 
new or "no" moon phase- there is really only one night of 
pi tch blackness, but the little sliver of moon that is lit a few 

days be fore and after that mean we get about a week of 

effe<.:tive darkness. 
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10 PHASES OF THE MOON 
(Wax",g mean, increasing. Waning means decrea,ing) 

))tl 
NEW YOUNG WAXING 

1 QUARTER 
WAXING 

HALF 
WAXING 

3 QUARTERS 

•• t(( 
FUll WANING WANING 

3 QUARTERS HALF 

Moon Phases 

WANING 
1 QUARTER 

OLD 

This is significant to the surv ivor planning to move .It 
night. [f you know you're facing neady a week of fumbling in 
the dark, you must weigh very carefully the decision to move 
or 110t. Likewise, the full 11100n has a strong effect on tides 

and if your movement involves crossing water, this factor 
lllLlst be considered as well. 

Now let's look at how the 1110011 can be used far 
navigating. If yaulaak up at the sky in the early evening, you 
will notice one of two things. Either the sun will go down 
and there will be no moon until about midnight, or the sun 
will be setting and you will sec the moon is already up. 

Here's what either case means to you : 
I f the 11100n doesn't come up until around midnight, then 
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the side that is lit is pointing east. Since the Still is already 
down, you have only one celestial body to point the way. The 
phrase "one at least, to show the east" may help yOll 

remember. 
If the moon is tip at the same time as the sun , then the 

bright side of the moon is po inting to the west. Remember 
the phrase "two is best to show the west." 

• ORIENTING TO A FULL MOON. VI/hen the moon is full, 
provided the sky is clear, you can use the shadow tip 
method (see below). just like with the sun, to oriem yourself. 
Since the 11100n also rises in the east and sets in the west. all 

the same techniques apply. 

• ORIENTING TO A CRESCENT MOON. Regardless of which side 
of a crescent 11100n is lit, either will show you south . .Just 
imagine a line from tip to t ip of the crescent, and then 
continue that line down to the horizon. and that will point 

you generally due south every time. 

NAVIGATING BY THE STARS 
• THE BIG DIPPER. The Big Dipper is a true hgiftofthe gods" for 

navig;ltors, in that it stays in the posi tion o f true north 

throughout the year. Depending on where you r ;lre and the 
time of year, it might be nen r the horizon or eVC"n obscured 
by moun tains in the distance, but it will always show north, 

and it can always be found in rehltion to other supporting 

constelladolls. 
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The Big Dipper is known by other names, like The 
Plough in Europe, or seen as part of a larger constellation 
called Ul'sn Major. Bur in the U.S. it's called a "dippel''' 
because it looks like a soup ladle, and it 's called "big" to 
distinbruish it from a smaller dipper in the same section of 
sky. I t 's one of the easiest -to-recognize constellations. 

In case you're unce rt:lin, there's another e:lsy-to-find 
constellation called Cassiopeia, which looks like a sidewnys 
"'0l," with the open parts of the top of the "W" facing the Big 

Dipper. 

• THE POLE STAR. The Pole Star is the North Star. Here's how 
to find it. 

First, find the Big Dipper, and trace from the handle 

down to the ladle and :lround the bottom of the lad le :lnd lip 
the front of the ladle to its upper lip. If you extend :In 
im:lginary line along the front of the ladle and out beyond 
its upper lip, that line will point the direction to the North, 

or Pole, star. 
The North Star is actually the last star at the end of the 

handle of the Little Dipper . 
.Just to be sure, look for the "W" of Cassiopeia. The 

middle point of the "w" points right nt the Pole Star. 
Don't confuse the North Star wi th the planets Venus or 

Mars, which arc very br igh t in the night sky and can be 

mistaken for stars by novice stargazers. One sure way to 
differentiate between them is that Mars is red and Venus is 
blue, and while both will be bright, neither will twinkle. 

Once you hnve the North Star located, you will know for 
sure where north is, nnd you can determine the other 
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directions fro111 tbere, I f you're headed cast, keep the North 
Star off your left shoulder, and you'll be facing and walking 

d ue east. 

• STAR GU N. A sta r ,b'1.I11 is a bit fancy, but can be llsed for those 
nights when no 11100n is vis ible and you must move at night 
with some sense of you I' general direction, This method can 
also be used when clouds obscu re the sky and visibility is 

limited. 
To make the star ,b'1.1l1, choose one bright star in th e sky, 

then place two sticks in the ground, one taller than the othcr, 

several fee t apart, and align their tips as you wou ld align the 
sights on th c barrel of a rifle. 

Sight in on yOllr star and keep track of it. Don't starc,just 

take a look every minute or so for about 15 minutes until 
you've got a sensc of the star's movement. Once you know 
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which direction it is moving, you can find your cardinal 
directions. 

Ifthe star is moving to the right, you are facing south. 
If the star is moving to the left, you are facing north. 
If the star is dropping down your stick, you're facing 

west. 
I f the star is rising up above your sticks, you're facing east. 
Here's the memory key for the star gun: "East-star rising, 

the south is right" 
If you know a rising star means east, then the opposite is 

west. And if you know the south is right, then left is north. 

Easy! 

Star 
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GETTING YOUR BEARINGS 
IN THE NORTHERN HEMISPHERE 
This applies to most of us, as most of the earth's landmnss is 

north of the equaTOr. But beC<111SC they are less populolls, the 

lands somh of the equator arc often the most remote. 
Either way, try to always pay [mention to where the sun 

C<lme up and mark that location with;1 fe;lture of the terrain. 

Since most survival movements arc based on a gene ral 

direction of travel, like north 01' south, instead of allY precise 

angle of azimuth , all YOll really need to do is loente your 

cardinal directions. Follow those and you'll be finc. 

For example: You see the sun rise over a mountain in the 

distance. That mountain is to your C.:Ist. YOli know that a 

large city is somewhere to the south of yOll. So, yOll point 

your left shoulde r toward thM mountain and you' re now 

facing south. As you walk, keep chec:kingover your shoulder 

to make sure that the mountain is in the same relative 

position, to your left, and you'll know that you are st ill 

headed in a generally southerly direction. Make sure to use 

a fixed, identifiable feature of the terrain, the farther away 

the better. Do not use the SUll as your reference feature, since 

it moves, and you'll end up going in a big U-turn. 

During the daylight hOllrs, there are a few fairly easy 

ways to fil:,'llre out your direction without a compass. These 

nre th e most common and easy to use. 

• SHADOW TIP METHOD. As the sun rises in the enst, it will cast 

n shad ow pointing west. As the sun passes the high-noon 

position, toward the western horizon, the shadow will move 

to the opposite s ide, or toward the east. 
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SO .1S the sun rises from e:lst to west, it casts a shadow 
thM moves west to cast. 

Find :111 open area, place about a I-foot stick in the 
b'-rOUlld, and look to see where the shadow falls. Mark the 
tip of the shadow with a rock, a small stick, or:l line in the 
dirt. Wait about 5 minutes while th e tip of the shadow 
movcs. Now. mark the new position of the shadow. M:lrk a 
line connecting the two positions. This is an accurate east

west line. Extend the line in the dirt about a foot to each side 
so it's long enough to stand 011. 

Put your left foot 011 the end nearest the first mark and 
your right foot on the end nearest the second mark. YOll are 
now facing north. Your left shoulder is poin ting west, your 
right Sholllder is pointing east, and south is behind you . 

o , 
'\ 

East-West line 

r 

w 
Shadow Tip Method 

\ 

\ , 
\ 

. \, 
. ~ ~- -

E 

First shadow-tip mark 
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The following two methods are variations of the shadow 
tip method . 

• ANALOG WATCH METHOD. I f you have an old-fashioned 
anolog watch with hands, hold the wotch parallel to the 
g!"Ound and point the hour hand in the direction of the sun. 

Mark an imaginary line between the hour hand and the 12. 
This will give a north-south line with the south line going 
away from you as you face, meaning the north side of the 

north-south line is usually at the bottom of YOllr wristwatch 
as you face it or pointing towards you . (Which means you'll 
need to turn a!"Otlnd to actually be facing north.) 

But always spot check yourself with the basic knowledge 
that the SLln rises in the east. $0, if it's 9 a.m., and you bend 

your left arm to look at your watch as normal, then turn your 
body so that you point the 9 at the sun (the 9 makes a line 
towards your elbow, and f!"Olll the center to the 3 makes a 

line pointing towards your left h::lnd as it sits in your dial on 
your wrist), then make your line between the 9 and 12 
noon - that line will give a north/south that means you 
should have to turn around to face north at 9 in the morning. 
One vari:Hion on this method is to place the watch on the 
ground and use the shadow of a stick to give you your 

imaginary line for north and south . Or you can keep the 
watch on your wrist and use a twig or pine needle to make a 
shadow and sec that as your imaginary line. 
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SOUTH 

Analog Watch Method 

Point the hour 
hand at the sun, 
and the midway 
point between the 
hour hand and 12 
laces south 

Note: If you're on daylight sav ings time, use the I pm 
instead orthe 12 noon. 

• DIGITAL WATCH METHOD, All you reall y need is the time. 
Whether you get it from a digital watch or a radio 

announ ce ment, just draw an ana log watch face on the 
ground that has the current hour poin t ing at the su n, and 
draw a line bcrween that hour mark and noon on your circle 
in the dir t. This will give you the snme north-south line. 

I have found that if I hnve a watch, I already know what 
time it is. If I can see the sun, I know where east and west 
are, ,md so I really don't need these methods at all! 

The only exception is at high noon, when the sun is due 
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sOllth . So, rlgai 11. you don't need this method, and it 's hrlrd to 

lise at 6 n.m. nnd6 p.m., too. Hu t then. if you cnll sec the sun . 
and you know ifits getting lighter or darker. then . you know 
enst for sunrise rlt dmvll nnd west for sunset at dusk, so. 
again, YOll h.1\'e your cardinal di rectiOns and as such, really 
don't need the watch method to find directions at nIl. 

Example: At sl111rise. you get up, and need to move due 

north. You put your right shoulder to the sunrise in the east 
and you r nose is now fncing north. YOll walk all day un ti l 
noon. Now, the sun is at due south and shou ld be directly 
behind you. After high noon. the sun will be moving towards 
the west, so, you now keep your left shoulder to th e west 
until the sun sets. In this way. you will walk on your path in 
the correct direction all day. 

The wntch method cm be helpful when you lose your 

benrings~say a smal l boar jumps out and you must hunt itor 
evade it. And then get bnck on track. Or you are following a 
compass azimuth and then lose or brenk your compass. In 
these cases, the watch method can be of lise. 

GETTING YOUR BEARINGS 
IN THE SOUTHERN HEMISPHERE 

• DURING THE DAY. The sun alwnys rises in the east nnd sets in 
the west, so many aspects of nnvignting in the northern 
hemisphere nrc applicnble in the southern. just in reverse. 

Telling time by the sun is a s imple process. The method's 

accuracy will VMy throughout the sensons, but it will always 
give you n rough approximntion YOll C.111 work with . 

Divide the cbylight into 12 hours. with 6 n.m. being 
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sun ri se and 6 p.m. being sunset. High noon is when the sun 
is directly overhead. Now chop the sky into sections. If the 
sun is halfway between 6 ;un. (the eastern horizon) and 
noon, the t ime is 3round 93.m. 

When the sun is:lt high noon, it is due north. 

• THE SOUTHERN CROSS. The Southern Cross is the major 
navig<ltional constellation of the southern hemisphere. It 
looks like a tilted cross composed of 4 stars. Whatever its 

position and whatever t ime of year, YOLl can fonow the long 
axis from top to bottom in a straight line for 3bout 4'/2 times 
the lenbrth of the cross to a point in space corresponding to 
the southern celestial pole. Draw all imaginary line from this 
"point" srraightdown to the horizon and you' ll have located 

due south . 
The cross rotates around the sou th ern celestial pole 

throughout the year, but it is always visible. To find it, look 
for two bright pointer sta rs that, when you draw a line from 
left to right through them, will point straight at the stars that 

form the short arm of the true Southern Cross. 
Be aW3rc that there are two false Cl"osses in the S3me 

gelle1"31 Mea. To m3ke sure you've found the true Southern 

Cross, look for an irregularly shaped black hole in th e 
constellation . 

• SOUTHERN SHADOW TIP METHOD. P13ce a stick in the grou nd 
so it sticks up about a foot high in an open area . Look;1t the 
shad o\\' it casts, and place a pebble at the tip of that sh3dow. 

Wait 5 tolO minutes fo r the shadow to move, th en place 
3nother pebble at the new shadow tip. Mark a line 
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connecting these pebbles, then extend the line about a foot 

longer on each end. 
This is your east-west line. 

Place your left foot on the firs t mark and you r right foot 

on the second . You are now facing due south 

Note: The shadow will stil l move from wcst to cast in the 

southern hemisphere, but the movement wi ll be counte r

clockwise 

• ANALOG WATCH METHOD. Take an analog watch face and 

point the 12 in the direction of the sun . Make an imaginary 

line between the 12 and the haul" hand. For example: Ifit 's 

5:25 p.m., lise the 5 o'clock position for the hour hand. The 

imaginary line between the 12 and hour position will 

describe a north -south line. 

• DIGITAL WATCH METHOD. Apply the same principle, but use 

your digital watch to determine the time. Then draw an 

analog watch face on the ground or on a piece of paper, with 

the 12 oriented toward the sun. M:lrk the time from your 

digital watc h on dle paper or the ground. Mark a line 

between 12 and the hour hand. This is your north-south line. 

• AT NIGHT. The sky in the southern hemisphere looks quite 

different from the sky in the northern hemisphere, since it 

faces out into the other half of the galaxy. You will see a 

different set of constellations. But the moon will still rise in 

the east and set in the west, as does the SUll. 

• HOW TO TEll TIME BY THE MOON. The moon has roughly 4 
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phases, loosely described as full moon; new or "no" moon; 
one half lit; other half lit. Each phase lasts about a week. 

Nighttime is roughly 6 p.m. to 6 a.m. With the night 
divided into 12 hours, you ca n approximate time by the 
moon's position in the sky, mllch as you can with the sun. 

When the moon is directly overhead, it's close to midnight. 
When it's near the horizon, it's either dusk or dawn. The 
amount of the moon's surface that is lit will determine how 
long the moon will be visible. A quarter moon will be visible 
for about 3 hours. A full moon will be visible all night. A half 

moon will be up for half the night. 

• HOW TO DETERMINE DIRECTION BY THE MOON. When the 

moon rises after the sun has set, usually around midn ight, 
the lit side indicates east. 

When the sun and moon are up at the same time, the lit 
side faces west. 

Hemember: "One at least to show the east, two is best to 
tell the west." 

When the moon is in any type of crescent shape, you call 

draw an ima6>inary line from one tip of the crescent to the 
other and continue that line down to the horizon and the 
point at which that line intersects the horizon will give yOll 
a rough indication of north. 

When the moon is full, you can use the shadow tip 

method just like during the daytime with the SUll. Mark the 
first shadow tip, then iO minutes later mark the second 
shadow tip. Draw a line connecting these marks to define an 
east-west axis. Place your left foot on the first mark and your 

right on the second. YOll are now facing south. 
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• STAR GUN. A star h'llll is a technique using two sticks like h'llll 
sights to aim at a star in order to determine its direction of 
movement. This movement will give you an indication of the 
cardinal direction you arc facing. The star b'lnl is useful when 
inclement weather prevents you from observing the whole 
sky. 

Pick a brigh t star, place n stick in the ground as a sighting 
point, and then place another stick ill the b'round 2 to 3 feet 
away and reaching higher, so that the line of sight from the 

top of one stick to the other aligns on the targeted star. 
Observe the target stnr every few minutes for about 15 

minutes to determine its direction of trnvel. Then use the 
following key to determine the cardinal direction you're 

fncing. 
I f the star is moving co the left, you are facing sOllth. 
Ifthe star is moving to the right. you arc facing north. 
If the sta r is moving down, you arc fncing cast. 
Ifthe star is moving up, you are fncing west. 

Weather 
\·\feather doesn't do much for us in terms of determining 
direction, but it does mefln a greflt deal in terms of travel , 
movement, and shelter. You are at the mercy of Mother 

Nature, and you must respec t her temperament and her 

terms. 
It helps to have a basic understanding of how weather 

works. In the simplest terms. the earth rotntes, and this 
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makes night and day. The earth also circles the su n, 
accounting for the four seasons. During each season, general 
patterns prevail, suc h as heat in summer and cold in winter. 
The sun heats the earth by day, and its absence cool s the 
en rth by ni ght. Wind patterns nre cnused by changes in 
temperatllre, nnd the Slln evnporates wnter from the oceans 
into th e atmosphere, where it rain s down onto the land 
below. All these processes work together to give us whnt we 
experience as weather. 

Vlhere on the plnnet you nre, nnd what time of yenr it is, 
will determine what types of weather you cnn expect to be 

exposed to. If the sk ies look like rnin, you' ll want to make 
sure to pitch cam p 0 11 high ground. If the wind is whipping, 
you'\! wnnt to :woid exposed ridges. These arc fnctors to be 
considered as you decide whether to hole up or set out to 
find help. 
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My purpose in this section is to give so me general 

weather-prediction tips so you can do a decent job of reading 
basic weather patterns. Plan your moves accordingly. 

There are a few pithy sayings that go a long way toward 
reading the weather: 

Red sky at night, sailor's delight. (This means the sky is 
dry and it's not likel y to rain for a while.) 

Red sky ill mol'll, best to warn. (If the light of the sunrise 
is more red than yellow, expect stormy weather.) 

Crey-breakingday, all is ok. (This is the normal morning 
sky before the sun comes up, and means a normal day.) 

Grey at night, wct all right. (This means the clouds are so 
thi ck they cover up the setti ng sun's I ight. Expect rain .) 

WHAT TO LOOK FOR 
Sometimes you can smell moisture in the air, or things sound 
different, as if yOll can hear farther. This is the quiet, dead 
space between the atmospher ic pressure waves before a 
storm comes. Or you ca n see the smoke from your fire 

dancing about instead of just trickl ing upwards. Or YOll can 
feel the drop in atmospheric pressure, 0 1' change in 
temperature, or jus t feel the wind either stop suddenly or 
pick up rapidly. Other sif,'11s of weather to look for include: 

• PEOPLE. Some folks get aches and pains in anticipation of wet 
weather, 0 1' their hair curls up with moisture, indicating that 
rain could be approaching. 

• ANIMALS. Excess ive acti vity in the middle of th e day may be 
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an early warning of bad weather. When animals go all quiet, 
n storm is imminent. 

• SKIES. A rainbow usually means the storm is past. 
If there's enough moisture in the air, you can sometimes 

see a ring Mound the sun or moon . If the ring is large or 
loose, then the moisture is thin and the weather will be ok . 
If the circle around the sun or moon is tight and small, it 

means dcnser moisture in the ai r, and an increased chance of 
precipitation. So . 

The bigger the ring, thc better the weather. 

Small ring in the sky, you won't be dry. 

• ClOUDS. Aside from hard and increasing winds, one of the 
best ways to predict oncoming weather is to look at the 
clouds. There are many different types, and many varied 
combinations, and they all have funny names that I can't be 

bothered to memorize. What 1 care about is what they mean 
to me when I'm stuck outdoors. The main things to know 
are that when they're dark, they're full of water. When 
they' re dose to the h'lOund, they're ready to dump on you. 
That said, here's your dass on clouds: 

The Good: Bright, white, puffy, cottonball- Iooking clouds. 
Rippled, sand dune-type clouds. 

High-flying, light, wispy, thin-looking clouds. 

Also, ground fog in the morning usually means a sunny 
day is ahead. 

The Bad: Clouds that look like someone stretched out a big 
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cotton bal l ovcr the sky, leaving small pockets and slight g.lpS 

where the cloud is thinner. 
Clouds that look like a solid grey blanket has been 

unrolled ~1Cross the sky, 

These usually mean precipitation is coming. The time of 
year will determine whether it's rain or snow, and the speed 
and strength of the wind will determine how long before it 

gets to you. 

The ugly: These are those vcry seriOLlS t['opkal storm-type 
clouds that move in rapidly, and the sky goes black before it 
pitches down on you. 

Also, when you see any of the above cloud formations 
with one large, tall, fat, pillar-looking cloud , usually with a 

n.1t head .1t the rap. it's pushing n bnd min, 

Cloud Heights 
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vVhen you see driving r<lins moving like <I shower w<ll1, 

these <Ire from <I mean storm. Look to sec if it's he<lded for 

you or not. 

[f you're in th(;' mollt1t<lins, <I storm C<lll slip up on you in 

minutes oV(;'r a ridgelin(;' that blocked your view. [n the 

desert, you might w<lnt to Ill<lke tracks toward ominous

looking rain clouds in hopes of finding Ii fe-giving rainw<lter. 

Usc your common sense-you'll be fine. 

• LIGHTNING. If you can sec it in the dist;mce. prepare to seek 

shelter before it gets to you . If yOll can hear it, best to take 

shelter right away. Shelte r is way back in a cave or at the base 

of a tree in a large clllster of trees at the lowest point you can 

find. St:ly awn)' from high ground and single trees. In open 

terrain, lay clown flat on th(;' ground or in any sma ll gulley or 

ravine. 

To calculate lightning's distnnce from you, start counti ng 

seconds from the moment you sec the flash until yOll hem 

the thunder. Then d ivide that number of seconds by 5. So, if 

you count 10 seconds between [he flash and the bOOIll, divide 

10 by 5 to get your distance: 2 miles. 

Getting There 
Now it 's time to put theory to practice in the real world. 

Mind how you go. Haute selection is everything. 

when choosing your route, choose the path of least 

resistance. You will probably be weak and tired <lnd hungry, 
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or maybe even ill or injured. 
Try to stay on the high ground . Don't drop down unless 

you have to, since climbing down and back tip will wear you 
out fast 

Walk the ridgelines as much as possible. That way you 
can see both sides oftbe mountain, and double your chances 
of spotting water or civilization. 

If you have to drop down to lower elevatio ns, try to read 

the ridges and stay on a path that keeps you as high as 

possible on the land as you and it descend. Beware of "dead 
ends" that force you to backtrack and waste energy. 

Don't walk in val ley bottoms unless you arc shielding 
yourself from the wind or looking for water. In low-lying 

areas you are more likely to encounter thick brush that can 
make movement difficult. In these cases, drop low to the 
ground and try to f"ind a game trail to follow ou t. Then stay 

out. 
Try to give yourself"handrails" by llsing terrain features 

such as rivers and ridgelines to keep yOll on track in case you 
get disoriented in thick cover or dark. 

Try to avoid traversing SW<Jmps and mountain ranges. 
Better to take more time and go around them, unless you're 

running ou t of time and forced to take tbe risk of not making 

it at all. 
Be aware that on sloping terrain you will inevitably drift 

downward. Try to offset your elevation loss by walking back 

up a few meters every click or so. 
If yOlI f"ind yourself fighting too hard, consider altering 

your route to an easier path. 
Don't dogmatically push to reach a planned destination. 
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Your schedule is arbitrary. It's not worth wearing yourself 
out. 

Incorporate food and water stops and rest and sleep areas 

into your route. 

ESTIMATING DISTANCES 
Try to estimate the distance to your destination before you 
set out. After a day oftravelling, you should try to estimate 
how far you've come, and compare that to how far you 

expected to get. The difference can help you adjust your 
planning to better match your actual performance. 

I f you have a map, use a straight edge to estimate the 

dist<lllce to where you want to go before you set out. The 
straight edge can be the compass, a protractor, a ruler, a 
piece of paper, a piece of string, or any flat object that can 
be held against the scale in the map's legend and transferred 

to your azimuth. 
A piece of paper is handy for estimating distance on a 

route with many legs or curves. Simply plnce one corner of 

the paper at the start point, then move the paper, keeping 
the edge on your line oftravel at all times and making little 
pencil marks at each change of direction for a new leg or at 
each bend of a twisting route. 

In this manner, you can ''\valk'' your paper edge along the 
entire route, making marks along the way, so that when you 
arc done you can look at the distance along the straight line 

of the paper's edge. Plnce this against the map's scale legend 
to see how far your journey will be on the gt·ound. 

Remember that elevation can be deceptive. For example, 
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a 45 degree incline will add about 50 meters for every 1,000 

meters, or "click," travelled. A lO-click journey on a steep 
gradien t could add an extra kilometer to your overall 
distance. Th is can add up over the course of ma ny miles in 
moun tainous terrain. 

A good rule of thumb is to allow 1 extra hour trave! time 
for every 1,0 00 feet of elevation g:lin. An 8-mile journey that 
might t:lke only 2 hours on ntlt b>1·ound wil l take 3 hours if 
the path cl im bs a l.OOO-foot hill. 

• ESTIMATING DISTANCE WITHOUT A MAP, The easiest W:ly is 
the way you know. Use whatever poim of reference you're 
familiar with. Most folks know that a football field is 100 

yards, and a basketball court is about 25 mete rs long. Use 
these known quantities to estimate unknown distance. 

Your arm is about 10 times as long as the distance 

between your eyes. This is a fairly const:lnt biological fact. 
YOll call use your knowledge of basic anatomy to your 
advan tage. 

You may know the length of something nearby, say your 

crashed plane. To make the math e:ls)" let's say it's 100 feet 
long. You're on a hilltop overlooking your base camp ne:ll" 
the crash site. You want to estimate the distance to camp to 

make your homemade map:1s accul":J.tely as possible. Here's 
how .... 

Hold your :1rm out in front of you, elbow straight and 

thumb pointing up. Close one eye and line up one edge of 
your thumb with one edge of the plnne. Then close that eye 
and open the other one, being sure not to move you!" head 
or arm. Your thumb will seem to 1110ve due to the change of 
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perspective. 
But how much distance did your thumb jump over when 

you ch:mged eyes? 
Let's say it moved over about 3 times the length of the 

plane, or in other words, 300 feet, since the plane is known 
to be lOa feet long. Based on the known size of the plane and 
the fact then your ai"lll is 10 times longer than the distance 
between your eyes, you call take th:lt "j ump" distance and 

multiply it by the e:lsy-to-remember eonst:lnt of 10. 

This is .Ipplied basic trigonometry {o r geometry for 
purists)-but this is the triangle formed from one eye down 

your al"m to the point, then the short base I i Ill' distance over 
from the eye change, then the distance back to you forms a 

triangle, so, this is how to apply it. Multiply [hM known size, 
by the amount of itself that it moved over by the eye/arm 
mtio of 10. 

The boat of 100 foot length, jumps over 3 times it's own 
lell6"h when you switch eyes, means a 300 foot distallce, 
multiplied by 10 means a 3,000 foot distance between you 
and the boat. Now usc this measurement and apply it to the 
terrain around you to get a sense of your estimnted distances. 

• ESTIMATING DISTANCE WITHOUT A POINT OF REFERENCE. This 

is bnsic nlgebra-you have an equation, 10 x J 0 x ?? 

The .J D is jump distance. The ?? is the unknown 
measurement. All you need to do is find a known 

measurement :md use that factor for your formuln. Here's 
how .... 

You know your own height. You're likely between 4 and 
6 feet tall. So, use that known measurement nnd find 
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long 

3000' 

'" Between 
Eyes 

Estimating "Jump· Dist~n~e 

something in your environment 

that you CUll mensure against that 

hei ght, like a tree. Say there's a 
tree near you that you can 

estimate as being about iO times 

talle r than YOLL. If you' re 5 feet 

call, the tree is approximately 50 

feet tall. 
Now you have a known factor 

to plug into your equation 

Now, select a hilltop off in the 
distance, exte nd your thumb, 

close one eye, line up one edge of 

your thumb with one edge of the 

hilltop. Then switch eyes and 

estimate how far your thumb 

jumped over, keeping in mind 

that y Oll measure the jump 

distance us ing the same edge of 

your thumb. 

Now, consider th at jump 

distance in terms of your 50-foot 

tree. You'll have to approximate, 

so there's some room for error 

here, but it 's a better guide than 

noth ing. Let's say your thumb 

jumped about 8 times the s ize of 

that tree. That's abou t 400 feet of 

thumb jump, multiplied by 10 for 

eye-to-eye distance, giving you 
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4,000 feet. That's about how far that hilltop is from you. 
This theory is called parallax. In the desert, use boulders. 

I f you have a person-sized object Ollt at a distance and your 
thumb just about covers them when you hold it out in front 
of you, they are about 500 meters away from you. 

If you're out to sea, you will have a hard time measuring 
distance without an object on the horizon. I f you see an 
object on the horizon, you should be heading for it. If you're 

not moving thilt direction , YOll probably don't have a motor 
or sailor even a rudder to help propel you, so it won't help 
much, other" than to give yOll a sense of distance. In these 
cases, and if you have some rope or cord, tie it to something 
that will float and let out an arm's length of rope. 

Use this piece of rope to estimate the distance and then 
use the parallax formula method to guesstimate your 

surroundings. In general, it won't help much at sea or the 
desert or nrctk where there is literally nothing on your 

horizon as far as you can see. But, it might be helpful for 
determining if you can swim to shore or out to recover an 
overboard object. 

These techniques for estimating distance without a mnp 
should be incorporated into your plnnning for how fnr you 
can or want or need to go, and how much time you' ll need to 

get there. They can also be used in conjunction with your 
pace count to calibrate your distance estimations to YOllr 
specific environment. It's all about learning and applying 
and continuously incorporating old data with new 
in fOrlnation to develop the best analysis of your situation. 
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KEEP ING TRACK 
• PACE COUNT. This is:I technique used by the military for 

mi llennia to determine distance travelled . It is absolutely 

vital information for helping you know with :lny degree of 

accuracy exactly where you .:Ire >1t <111 times. It is also critic.:II 
know ledge in p13nning how far yOll can expect to go in any 

given terrain and amount of time. Expe rience helps co 

modi fy it for variables stich as terrain, load weight, weather, 

and other {nctors including food . fari!"l.1e, and 1110rnle. 

In Special Forces. we LIse the pace count with GPS-like 

precision . We nnvigate lll:lny kilometers, in the dark, lInder 

a heavy l"llcksnck, against the clock, repeatedly. through 

thick terrain . We :.lre able to do all this successfully because 

we fine -tune our skills and rely on our pace count for 

accuracy and backup. 

In its simplest form, pace count is just a matter of 

counting your steps. For this to have meaning, you need to 

know how far your step C3rries you . So we measure. 

On a flat surface. like a road, I walk 100 meters at a 

comfortable speed in 63 paces. If the terrain is uneven, bur 

still fairly flat, like out in the woods. I take 68 paces to make 

100 meters. This is an average pace COUtlt. 

The 1110re difficult the terrain, like thick jungle. or the 

steeper, the 1110re steps I take, so my pace coun t increases. If 

I'm ca]"['y ing a full rucksack, or moving at night, or sick and 

tired and hungry, I will take smaller steps, and so again my 

pace COUllt will increase. 

To determine your p.lce count, measure 100 meters on 

the most level ground you call find . Use a piece of string 

measured against your own height, or any other known 
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entity, and tie it at both ends to a stick or stake. place the 
start-point stake in the ground and stretch the string to its 
length. Repeat the process until you've meaSlll'ed out 100 

meters. This is your scale. 
Sta rting with both feet together, take two steps. Where 

your trailing foot steps past the first-step foot and lands on 
the ground again, that is one pace. 

Count each t ime your trailing foot strikes the b'TOund. 
Walk the lOa-meter d istance at a normal stride. Do this 

4 times. Remember the number. Write it down if you need to. 

Your mind wi ll tend to wander, 50 count out loud to s tay 
focused. Walk back to the beginning counting all the way. 
Remember that number. It should be the same or very close 
to the first one. Go up and bac k once more fo r a tota l of 4 

counts. 
Take the average ofthe5e to find your approximate pace 

count. 
For most men, th is is about 55-65 paces. For women it is 

usually 60-70 paces. 

Bear in mind th at many factors will affect your pace 
count and on ly practice and ex perience helps refi ne it so you 
can adjust 0 1' "calibrate" on the fly. 

BASIC MEASUREMENTS TO KNOW: 

• I meter is approximately 3 feet. 

• 100 meters is the distance you'll be measllring with your 
pace count (approx imately 65 paces). 

• 1,000 meters is a kil ometer ( ](M), or one "click". This is 
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100 meters times 10, or 650 paces . 

• 1.6 KM is 1 mile. (This is good to know if your map scale is 
in 11liles.) 

So, you stnrt walking with your right foot forward, and 
you're coun ting every time your left foot strikes the ground . 
You're t<lkingyour time, mindingyour s teps, always looking 
ahead and keeping track of your pace count number in your 
head as you go. \'\'hat do you do when you get to the end of 
th e pace count? 

You start again. But how do you keep track of how many 

IOO-meter seh"llents you've walked? Here are some options. 

• PACE CORD. A p<lce cord is the most common and easiest-to
use strateb')', It only requires a few minutes to make, Take a 
piece of cord or string. Double it up a few times if it's very 
thin. Make it about I foot long. Tie a knot at the top and a 
knot at the bottom, and one more about 2/3 of the way up. 

Then take 9 smaller pieces of string and tie them into knots 
around the longer segment the cord. Now tie 4 sma!1e r 
pieces in knots around the shorter segmen t. Make the knots 

tight enough to stay put, but loose enough to slide up and 
down the cord, Now you helVe a pace cord . 

Tie it to your shirt or belt loop. Slide all the knots to the 
top on each segment. Begin walking and counting your pace. 
When you get to your 100-meter pace count, slide the 
bottom knot on the 9-knot segment down to mark 1 100-

meter segment walked . 
After your second 100-meter pace count, sli de down 

another knot. Keep repeating this. Let's say you get to your 
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destination, a watering hole down the hill from your base 
camp, and there are 6 knots at the bottom of your pace cord. 
That means you have travelled 600 meters. 

After 9 knots, you'll mark your tenth 100-meter walk by 

slidi ng down the bottom knot of the 4-knot segment. Each of 
these four knots indicates 1,000 meters, or 1 KM, or 1 cl ick. 
Rest your 9 knots to the top of the cord's longer segment and 
begin again. 

With this technique, all you need to do is count your 100-

meter pace mark of 65 steps or so, and let the cord keep track 

of the rest. 
Some alternatives to the pace cord are to pick up a pebble 

or break off a piece of nvig and put it in your packer every 
100 meters. Once you have 10 of them, just move them from 

one pocket to another until you've travelled a click. Move 
them back to the first pocket for the next click, and so on. 

After a while you will get in to a groove so that the 
counting becomes a comfort, your song, and your way of 

keeping worry at bay. 
H you want more accuracy over shorter distances, you 

can chop your pace count in half to the 50 meter mark, or in 
quarters to the 25 meter mark. After a while, you will find 

many uses for your pace count, including using it to move 
around your camp safely in the dark. 

• TRACKING DISTANCE WITH TIME. Sometimes, you may have 

too much on your mind, or other matters to deal with , to 

effectively do a pace count. If you have a watch, another
though much less accurate-way to measure distance is to 
let time doing the counting for you. 
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It takes a person in decent shape an d average health, on 
average, about 15 minutes to walk I mile at a normal pace on 

a flat road. This means the average person walks abOll t 4 
mph. Folks who are older, ill, or not in shape may walk at 
only 3 mph, meaning they cover a mile in 20 minu tes. 

Ifl.6 KM := 1,600 meters:= 1 mile := 20 minutes, then: 

400 meters:= 5 min, and: 
100 meter s := 1 minute, 15 seconds 

Generall y speaking, and dependingoll your rate of speed 
and specific circumstance, you'll travel about 100 meters 
every minute or so. 

Now, take this info and factor in your ter rain ,'lI1d 

circumstances. Are you carrying a litter? Is someone on 
crutches? That might mean only I mile per hou r. If you are 
in extremely thick terrain like a swamp or a jungle, you 

might only move I mile in an entire day. 
Keep in mind that if you're 100 miles fmm anywhere, that 

could mean 3 months of walking every da}'! 
This is how to use t ime to estimate distance. I f you have 

no watch, you can use the sun and moon to tell time. Just 
remem ber to factor in a wider margin of error with these 

less accurate methods. 

• GIVE YOUR JOURNEY LEGS . You will rarely walk in straight 
lines, like we see on a map or measure wi th a compass. We 
have to take the actua l terra in to be walked and break into 

manageable portions. Give your journey some legs. 
For example, say we need to walk 10 KM s. There's one 
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mountain ~ nd two rivers between our start and end points. 
So we look at how far it is to the first ofthese obstacles, and 
call that the first leg of our jou rney. It might be 2 clicks to 
the first river. Then we have to walk another 4 clicks to the 
mountain. Call that the second leg. FI'0111 the mountain, it's 
3 clicks to the second river, and then 1 more click to the 
destination-each of these segments becomes a leg. 

Take a look at the terrain contained with in each leg. For 
example, you might be going due so uth and gradually 

downhill on the first leg toward the river. After yOll cross the 
ri ver, you might travel southeast on a steep uphill s lope 
toward th e motllltain. F'rom the mountain, you might turn 
due east and follow a gentle downhill slope toward the 
seco nd river. 

In this way, we chop up a long journey into smaller 

sections ca ll ed legs. Within each leg we look at the distance, 
th e direction and the terrain we must traverse, and 
approximate the time we approximate it will take us to get 
there. By doing this, we accomplish many th ings. 

By envisioning the terrain in our mind's eye, we 
familiarize ourselves with what to expect, and whe n and 
where. 

If we lose our way, get hurt, or otherwise become 
distracted, we will find it much easier to get back on track 
having already mentally rehearsed the route. 

F'or example: You're walking through some thick woods 
at night. You're worried about an infection on your hand and 

you've forgotten your pace count . . . bu t, you know that 
you're on the third leg, so you should be going downhill. YOll 
sense that the ground is indeed sloping dowllward . YOLl 
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know yOLl are hcaded for a river, so you keep walking. whcn 
you find the river, you <Ire <It a known point again, and YOll 

can pick up your pace COUllt. You know you are supposed to 
turn due cast, <Inc! <I full moon is out carly in the evening, so 
the moon, rising like the su n in the e,lst, let's yo u know 
which direction to go. With thi s fore-planned knowledge 
you can confidently continue even whell confusion sets in, 
knowing you're just a leg aW<ly from regaining your 

orient<ltion . 
Even if you have no map or compass. you can use 

whatever I<lndmarks you find to divide your journey into 
legs. Usc tclTain features as stopping points. Write down 
your pace count so far and stnrt over. Check YOLlr direction 
and make adjustments based on what you've seen. Then 

begin anew. 
Note: If you trul~' have no clue where you arc, and you're 

determined that YOLl must go, then make your best brucss at 
which direction is likely to rake you toward help and do not 

change your direction unless YOll have a very good reason to 

do so. 
Such a very good reason might be a power line, pipeline, 

stream or something else with real promise to steer you out 
ofthe wilderness. Otherwise, stay the course, or else doubt 
will creep in, you will begin to wander, and before you know 
it you 'll be walking in circles or inerficient zig-zag patterns, 
criss-crossing the same terrain, wasting encr/:,')', and getting 

no closer to anything but deMh, 
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TRAVEL TIPS 
• THE HIGH ROAD. When moving uphill toward high ground, 

go slow, try not to get your pulse and respirations so high 

that yOll get s loppy a nd slip and faIlor, worse, pLlsh yourself 

so hard that you pass out and then roll down. Try resting 

with one leg up-slope and one leg down, and resting your 

elbow on your knee to catch your breath. Also try locking 
yOLlI' knees as you take steps up a steep incline so the muscles 

get a rest. Remember tl1:lt your pace count will be much 

higher - maybe even double - when going up steep hills. 

• THE lOW ROAD. Movingdownward toward lower ground can 

be deceptively difficult. Not only call it cause injury through 

the poun ding of your heels as you go down, but there's also 

a tendency to want to move quickly, which could lead to a 

sprained ankle, an open fracture, or a fatal tumble. Best to 

go slow, making sure to place each foot solidly each time, as 

if your Ii fe depended on your sure footing. I t does. 

• OPEN GROUND. This type of terrain can also be deceptive. 
Try not to go too fast. Speed can lead to injuri es and cause 

y OLl to miss a lot of subtle s igns that might help YOLl out of 

your jam, like tracks and trails. 

• THICK COVER. Presents certain challenges in that you often 
can't see very far ahead of you, and so can get disoriented. 

Try to look as far ahead as you can and pick a target to walk 

toward, like a dead tree or a hill, etc. Watch you r step as you 

go, looking for holes, and be careful stepp ing ove r fallen 

trees- bees will often make a home under fallen trees, or a 
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snake might be nesting undel' the back s ide of thnt log. Try 
to look over logs before you step over them. 

• WET GROUND. Wet ground can be extremely chal lenging. Try 

to stn)' as dry ns you cnn . Look for dry mounds or little 
islands of dryness ns you go, but try to plot them on a linc so 

that yOLl keep to your gellernl direction of trnvel. Swamps 

cnn be SO me of the most difficult terrain to travel because 

it's just plnin hard to lift your feet out of deep, SlIcking mud, 

over nnd over again, and also becnuse the tendency to 

"isl:md-hop" can mke the trnveler well off his path. [fyou 

have no choice, just get in the water nnc! walk as straight as 

YOll can and tnke breaks to dry out along the way. It comes 

down to which is the 6'l'enter risk: parasites and predators, or 
jungle rot :md being lost . 

• BOOT CHECK. For the survivor, the most important element 

of trnnspol't is the LPC, or Leather Personnel Carrier-your 

feet and your footgear. This cnnnot be s tressed enough . 

Many men hnve died bec:lUse they neglected their feet. 

MnllY wars have been lost because soldiers pushed their feet 

too hnrd and could not stnnd nnd deliver when they needed 

to. 

A good rule of thumb when tl':welling in standing wnter 

or rain is to stop for 15 minutes every hour and tnke your 

shoes/ boots nnd socks off. Let you r feet air-dry at least 

enough to keep the skin from disintegra ting for the next 45 

minutes. Put your feet in the Slln if yOll can to dry them out. 

"Vring Ollt your socks and swing them around while you're 

waiting to help them dryas well. 
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YOll might even consider not wearing socks nt all if you're 
travelling in swamp or very wet jungle. Surprisingly, most 
decent shoes or boots won't tear up your feet without socks. 
[n fact, when they get wet they stretch a bit, and nctually 
become more form-fitting ns n result. 

When [ served in the jungle, we took off our socks, t
shirts, and underwear to keep that wet clothing from 
keeping our skin so moist that friaion with the fabric would 
cause sores. This also had an added benefit in that every time 

we took a step, the extra space in the boot would slick nir 
into the boot, helping keep the foot dry. \I-.'e left our clothes 
hnnging frolll Ollr frnmes to dry ns we walked. Then we wear 
the dry clothes nt night to keep warm and sleep a little better. 

Try it. 

• TRACKS. Always be alert to your environment. Even though 
you are tired and fatigued, do 110t walk with your head dow\1, 

or staring out at the distant horizon. study everything 
around yOll as yOll go. Be like a sponge soaking up data; and 
be like a comlHlter, always analyzing information; alld be like 
a survivor, always looking for ways to exploit the situation to 

your benefit. 
Always be 011 the lookout for tracks. We've covered tracks 
and trncking in the f ood chapter, but for our purposes here, 
trncks have a different significance. Animal tracks could lend 
you to their la ir, which could mean food. They could lend 
you to where they are eating, which could mean food. Or 
they could le,ld to water, which you may need, and which 

could lead you to rescue! So pay attention and always looks 
for tracks! 
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• GOING 'ROUND IN CIRCLES. It's easy to find yourself travelling 
in circles if you aren't careful. Anyone who hns been lost in 
the woods and tried to find their way without a compass 
back to their car or campsite can tell you, it really does 
happen. 

The renson is quire simple. Most people favor a domin:mt 
hand and, although most of us aren 't awn]"e of it, a dominant 
leg. 

When a ball is th rown at you unexpectedly, you'll 
automatically try to c.1tch it with your dominnnt h:l.Ild . As 
you walk, you tend to step longer and stronger with your 
dominant leg. Over long periods of d ille, this w ill tend to 

steer you around in n giant circle in the direction opposite of 
your dominant leg. 

Countering this is easy. Ask yourself with wh ieh foot yOll 
kick best. Th.1t is your dom in ant foot. For most people, it's 
the right leg. Now that you have determined youI' dominant 
stepping leg, you know that you'l! tend to walk in a circle 

toward the left. To correct this imbalance, step to the right 
whenever you corne to a tree or any other obstruction that 
causes yOll to deviate from your straight~line path. This will 
keep you much closer to on course. 

(If you find yourself stepping nl'ound obstacles 
frequen tly, you should nltcrnate stepping to the left and to 
the right. You'll need to develop a sense of flow and balance 
based on your te rmin and movement. Just being aware of 
the "circle phenomenon" and knowing how to counter it is 
90% of the solution.) 

Another phenomenon to be aware of is the "fenr factor." 
When you're lost and uncomfortable in unfamiliar 
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surroundings, the re is a psychological tendency to move 
toward your dominant or "preferred" side. This tendency is 
exacerbated at night, and that's when folks make tracks in a 

circle. 

• CLIFFS, RIDGELINES, AND RIVERS. You will most likely come 
upon n.:ltum l obstncles during your tmvels. Most can be 
surmounted or skirted. Here are a few ground rules: 

Never jump off:l cliff into unknown water! There is 
nlmost nlways a better way down, and it might even be better 
to try climbing and fall half way than to jump and risk death 

from not clearing the cliff or landing on rocks in the water 

below. 
Nevel' try to climb up anything if you can help it. Try to 

wnlk out, always looking for the easiest path out first. 
Climbing is a last resort, and you should never need it unless 
you're trapped, since civil ization and water and rescue are 

almost always in valleys. 
Stay out of frcezing cold rive rs. You will become 

hypothermic within 45 minutes and could very well die. Best 
to either build a raft or just keep walking beside the river. 

If you must cross a river, your pants can act as a flotation 
device. Sim pl y pull them off, t ie off the legs in a knot or with 
string if you have some (string wi ll allow more of the leg to 

act as a balloon). Once you're in the water, hold the pants by 
the waist behind your head and throw them over your head 

like you're trying to scoop air into the pant legs. Becnuse they 
are wet, the pants will actually trap air and act like n float. 
Put your head betwecn the legs and bold the waist together 
and this will hold your head above water. Dependingon the 
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mnterinl, you Illny hnve to re-innate, bur that's just a quick 
overhead throw ~md you're bnck in business, Now get aCJ'OSS 
the river and get out of it. 

Any number of scenarios might force you to descend a 
cl iff. First, try to find some way to walk or scramble down, 
but if you must descend a steep face, use a rope. If the rope 
is strongenollgh, like 550 pnt"achure cord, it can be used for 
an inlprovised rappel, but th is is not recommended. [t hurts 
and can cause burns, loss of grip, and a fnll. 

In an emergency, there are two methods of doing nn 
improvised rnppel: Faced wi th a steep slope, you can run the 
cord under your trail ann, around your back and then un der 
your lead arm and lenn into it and walk down the steep slope. 
To stop, just tU1"l1 and face bnck up hill and bring your lend 

arm in as a brake arm and th is will lock you into position. 
For when you're on an actual cliff, run the par~lcord 

between your leg, being sure to run it under one of your bun 
cheeks, say the right one, then :1Cross your chest an d over 

your left shoulder and then held by your righ t hand so tha t 
your left ha nd is the trai lfl,,'lli de hand while your r ight hand 
is the feed and brake hnnd . If you need to stop,just pull your 
right hand in to your wnist. This is cnlled the DIlI!ersitz, and 
I don't recommend it. 

[n either case, anchor your rope well and tell it goodbye, 
as you most likely won't be recovering it. 

But let me say again: Stay awny from cliffs! Wnlk nround! 
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Rappeling Method 

There's a multitude of scenarios one might encounter in 

the process of navigating your way toward safety. Hopefull y 

we've covered techniques and strategies to allow you to 

ndnpt or improvise your own unique techniques. 

Whatever it takes, remember: Never quit! 
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Chapter 8: 



Get seell, get heard, get found, get home! 
Signals are some of the most important tools in survival. 

Rescue often starts when the survivor sends a signa l, be it 
audio or visual, that catches someone's attention. Everything 
else is the hard but happy road home. 

The principles of s ib'llal1ing are pretty stm.ightforward: 
Make yourself seen or heard. So let's look at some ways to 
make a scene and make some noise, because it's the squeaky 
wheel that survives, 

The first thing you want to do in any su rvival situation is 

let someone know where you are so they can come help you, 
just like calling 9-1-1 in an emergency back home. The thing 
is, if you have a working radio or a phone, you're probably 

not truly surviving so much as just tolemtillg temporary 
discomfort until help arrives. When you have no means of 
direct c0111munication and you're stranded, that's a surv ival 

situation, and it 's in these situations that sign,dlillg is so 
important, Now what can you signal with? 

First off, take an inventory of any resources you have at 
hand . Some, like a whistle, are good for sihrnal1ingover short 
distances, nnd some, like strobe lights, are better for longer 
distances. Some signalling tools are one-time usc only, like 
rocket flares, or limited-use, like a beacon with just a few 
days' worth of battery power left. Simple, low-tech si/,'luls 

like dothes can be laid on the ground to spell "help" or 
"50S" without too much effort, or you may be able to 

arrange rocks and branches in similar fashion (if rhey'l i 
contrast with the background enough to be seen). 13m only 
go to the effort if you have the time nnd energy to gather a 
bunch of rocks and branches, nnd if you're sllre YOll plan on 
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staying put for a while. There's no point marking a camp you 
won't be at. 

Now let's hope you got lucky and got stranded with some 
sort of eOllllllllnications equipment ... 

RAD IOS 
I f you have an actual rescue two-way radio, and YOll can sec 
an aircraft or vessel, be Slll"e to keep the antenna 
perpendicular or "broadside" to the target instead of 

pointing it at the vessel you're trying to signal. The strongest 
signal radiates Ollt from the length ofrhe antenn,l, not at the 

tip. This applies to any sort of antenna YOll migh t rig up. 
It's also good to know that most radios and beacons have 

only about 72 hams' worth of power, so lise them wisely. But 

also know that all aircraft and sea vessels monitor the 
distress channels, and if you don't think you'll survive for 72 
hours, it might behoove you to just turn it on and leave it on 

and hope for a speedy rescue. 
Search through your supplies for any type of standard 

communications items before attempting anything more 
complicated. Most signalling tools will come with 
instructions, and even if they don't, they can usually be 

fi/:,'1lred out without much trouble. But even though YOlL can 
often figllre out how to lise a signal, YOLi may not know when 
and where to best use it, and for how long. 

Here are some good general rules to follow when 
implementing any communication plan, especially when the 
power supply, whether batteries or engine fuel, is a finite 
resour'ce: 
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• WHERE. Always broadcast from the highest, most open, and 
most likely to be spotted vantage point, where visual signals 

can be seen from the greatest distance, and broadcast 
transmissions travel farthest. 

• WHEN. Try to concen trate your power-based 
communications in the first 24 hours, as this is when most 
search parties will be initiated. Hroadcast your signal 

continllollsly during this window if you're able. 
Consider delnying your 24-hOllr brondcast period for a 

day or two if you have reason to believe it will take folks that 

long to begin looking for you. 
After the initial broadcast period, you'll need to go into 

power-conservation mode. This means spacing out the 
broadcnsts and standardizing their length. 

Transmit at Dawn, Dusk, Noon, and Midnight. Dawn nnd 

dusk are when atmospheric changes can help broadcasts 
travel enormous distances. At midnight the sky is "srable," 
as it is at nool1. These will be yOllr standard broadcasting 
t imes. Should someone stumble across your 50S pattern or 
beacon, they 'll have a better chance of finding it again the 

next day at a standard time that's easy to remember. For 
example, if a radio operator thinks he hears an SOS around 
noon on a particular channel, but he can't tell for sure, he 
might try the same channel at the same time the next day to 

confirm. 
Transmit from 5 minutes before untilS minutes after the 

hour and the half hour. Most radio broadcasts begin at the 
"top" or "bottom" of the hour, so that's when most people 
start tuning in their frequency. These will be the most likely 
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times for someone to accidentally happen across your Morse 

code 50S signaL 
If you do have a radio, tune to one of the big channels, 

like 5.000, 10.000, 20.000, etc., as these are used to broadcast 
WWV un iversal coordinnted time, and people all over the 
world use this to set their watches. SOS tapped out in code 
has a good chance of being heard by someone on these 
frequencies . 

And remember, it's illegal to broadcast without a license, 

but if you're trying to get rescued, just dare the authorities 

to come arrest you! 

BUILD YOUR OWN RADIO 
Speaking of radios, I'm going to share with you how to make 
the most basic radio in the world. All you need is some wire 

and a battery, like from a car, aircraft, or watercraft engine. 
I f you have access to a large battery, like from a car, and 
you're 100% certain you cannot use it in any other way for 

resc.:ue, consider converting it into a survival radio. 
You'll need wires to make an antenna, but if you have a 

l<lrge b<lttery, chances <Ire there's wiring nearby. Scrounge 
around. I have used barbed wire fences, meml rucksack 
frames, even a bed's box springs in a pinch. 

Antenna theory is complex, but in its simplest form it 
works like this: the longer the <lntenna, the far ther it will 

transmit, and the higher off the groun d it is, the better it will 
transmit. Radio waves radiate from the anten na in lobes tlHH 
are biggest, and therefore strongest, off the sides of the 
antenna, not off the tip end. Radio waves travel farther when 
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the Slln is down, so try to do your transmitting at night. 
Place your banery up off the gl'Ound on a piece o f wood, 

wi th one terminal-let'S say the negative one-wrapped 
tightly with wire and tied off to a metal rod stuck in the soil 
to act :1S a !:,'Tound. Then wrap tbe positive terminal tightly 
with wire and run out 30 to 50 feet to a tie-off with one end 

of a plastic spoon. Fl'Ol11 the other end of the pl:1stic spoon, 
without letting the tied-off wires touch, run more wire up 
and around a high tree branch. Try not to let the wire sag, 

but be careful not to break it under too much tension. 
You are now ready to begin transmitting your 50S. 
You can do this by using a piece of metal with an 

insulated handle to connect the positive and negative battery 
terminals, creating a spark . A metal hammer with a 

hardened ceramic handle and a rubberized grip or a 
screwdriver with a plastic handle will keep you from 

shocking your hand. Slowly tap out 50S by arcing the 
terminals for three short intervals. fo!lowed by three long 
interva ls, and then three short intervals ag:1in, with longer 
gaps separating the three p:1tterns. 

(To see how this works, take a 9-vott battery and a coin 

and any AM radio. TUlle the radio to a frequency w ith 
nothing but static, then put the battery very dose to the 
:1ntenna and touch the coin across both terminals brieny and 
quickly. This will cause:1 break in the static, a "crackle" that 

can be detected by the hum:lll ear. This audible signal. 
metered out in Morse code, can say anything you want, 
including "Get mc outta here! ") 

Gmllted, this is a pretty despct'ate measure, and there's 
no real way to test how well this method will transmit, since 
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there are so many variables at play. But if you have a battery 
rind some wire, you might as well try it. Someone might hear 

you . 
If your homemade rndio transmission does make contact, 

it's probably because some amateur ham radio operator is 
scanning the lower spectrum AM and shortwave frequencies 
for n remote Morse coder with whom he can communicate. 
Haills like to practice communicating with others nt great 

distances at low power based on efficient antenna 
construction and good application of radio wave propagation 
theory. Thousands of people are into this hobby and practice 
it every day in very remote regions indeed. Contact with one 
ofthem could snvc your life. 

The key is to establish a regular pattern of tl".'lnsmission 

nnd re peat it every night around the same time, a clear 
indication thnt you're a ren l person calling for help, not nn 

atmospheric fluke. 
Such a pattern also allows yOli to preserve your power, 

and gives you something to look forward to at night when 
there is nothing else to do and the temptation to sllccumb 

to depression creeps in. 
Don't give tip. Some ham out there just might detect your 

crude signal and report it to the authorities. Or a military 
radar system could detect your pnttern in the static and use 
trinngulation to pinpoint your location and send help. 
Either possibility is vcry much a shot in the dark, but every 
once in a while we get lucky, nnd it's possibility that gives LIS 

hope. 
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LIGHTS 
Radio contact isn't the only way to enll for help. 

Any light, even a pocket penlight, can save you III a 

survival situation. Although its range may be limited, even a 

smnillight in an otherwise blacked-out area can attract life

saving nrtcntion. And just as n combat soldier should have 

his wenpon on him at all times, you should keep your 

method of signalling handy at .'Ill times. That brief and 

unexpected moment when a plane flies overhead or you 

glimpse n ship 011 the horizon or maybe even another 

flashlight on a mountain ncross the valley might be your only 

chance to catch n rescuer's attention, so ,tlwnys keep your 

light signal at the rendy. 

• FLARES. Flares should be fired overhead and nt n slight angle 

awn)' from you, but never directly at a ship or aircraft. Only 

use flares when you can see the cr3ft you're trying to signal, 

or, if visibility is poor, when you can hear it. These are one
shot dealios, so lise them wisely. 

• LASER flARES. L3scr f13res arc bright and fan out to cover 

wide areas for long distances, but there's one c .. ttch: T hey 

often look like disco or mve party lights, and so might not be 

taken seriously as a distress signal. Still, if you're in a remote 

area and folks 3re looking for you, the chances are great 

you'll attract help. 

• FLASH LIGHT. T he standard handheld flashlight can typically 

be seen at a range of approximately 5 miles, depending on 

we3ther and termin. 
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• STROBE LIGHT. The indi vidunl-sized strobes found in mnny 
survival kits ca n be seen for about 10 miles on a clear night, 
and perhaps as many :lS 20. 

• VEHICLE/ AIRCRAFT/ WATERCRAFT LIGHTS. These can be seen 
for 5 to 15 miles over open terrain und er various weather 
conditions. Note: Even if the weather is foul , if SAR crews 
know yOll are OLit there, they will continue to look, provided 
the weather is not so bad as to put their vesse ls and lives at 

r isk . Don't givc up hope just because the weather is bnd 
rescuers might still be looking, nnd they may sti ll be able to 
f'ind YOLi. If the weather is ex tremely dnngerous, best to save 
your lights and settle in to ride out the storm. 

• LASER POINTERS. These are often overlooked as a means of 

s ignalling, but they have very good range (at I kil ometer, 
these beams fan ou t to covct' about a 20-inch area that can't 
be seen from the point of origin without binoculars), and can 
be used to sif,>"Jtal to aircraft and sh ips :It sea. L:lscr pointers 
:lre :lIsa very vis ible to pilots who might be nyingwith night
vision gogglcs. 

Thcy S:ly thcre's a d:mger of dnntage to the hU!11:ln eyc, 
so don' t :lim it at :lnyones f:lce at closc nmge. Also, civilian 
Inser pointers are ll1:lny times weaker than the lasers used 

for l11ilimry purposes, so the risk of injury is minimal . If you 
can f'ind a laser pointer in the wrecknge, incl ude it in your 
s ignalling arsen:l1. 

• CHEMLIGHTS. Also known :lS glow-sticks (or CYALUME 
li ghts), these h:lve:l range of about 5 miles, and :lre very 
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effective when tied to the end of ~ string :lnd swung :lr0l111d 
in circles. I n the e:lrly (b)'s of n ight-visioll goggles. this W:lS 
~n extremely effective :lnd simple mid-mnge signalling 
method. Just remember th~t once you bre:lk your 
chemlights to illu111inMe them, you'll only get about 12 hours 
of light out of them - basic:llly one night's worth. If your 
supply is limited. try to w~it until you're sure you sec 

something worth signalling to before bre:lkingone open. 

• HOMEMADE LANTERNS. Find some cups, tin cans. or chunks 
of s~ndstone, cby, ch:llk or othe r soft stone thM can be 
hollowed out to cont:lin animal f~t or engine oi l or ~llly other 
liquid fuel. Use a piece of twine or cloth cord, or even pith 

frol11:l fibrous plant, as ~ wick, soaking it in the oil until it's 
fully s~tllrated. Position the wick so it h~tlh'S part W'ly-Out of 
th e container while staying in conta(·t with the liquid fuel. 
Light the wick and you've got a lantern. \-vhen protected 
fr0111 the wind and arranged in a triangle, three 1::'II1terns can 
make :1 very effective SOS sign:11. 

• FIRE. This is the most likely resource for the survivor in most 

situations. If fuel is sc~rce. fire's use for cooking and w~rmth 
must be weighed ag:1inst its potential use .1S an emergency 
s i gn~l. Likewise, if YOllr resources for stnrt in g ~ fire 3re 
limited, you' ll h:1ve to l11:1ke a decision whether to usc them 
now or l:1ter. But if your resources for starting: ~ll1d feeding 

fires arc p1cnti ful , you'll definitely want to make signal fires. 
As 3 general rule, high points 3nd open areas arc the best 
places to build them. 

It'S:1 good idea to build some sOrt of platforrllullder your 
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fire, especially if the ground is wet, as in snowy terrain, 
swamps, jungle noors, etc. Platforms also help if you' re 
hemmed in by a lot of dense vegetation . The higher the fire 
is orf the ground, the more likely it is to be seen. 

Try to make multiple fires if you can . Make three fires 
approximatel y 10 to 25 feet apart when possible. Thi s 
arrangement will be clearly di stinguishable as a distress 
signal at great distances. 

Build sign~1 fire 
on ~ platform to 
elevate it 

Fire Sign~ls 
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If multiple fires arc toO difficult to build or maintain in 
your situation, stick to just one. Also consider preparing a 

bonfi re that yOll can set abbze quickly when the moment 
comes to send .'I signal. 

Trees can be used as n.'ltural fire beacons. J f YOll happen 
to find a nice, big, dead tree that 's still standing, build up a 
pile of kindling around its b.1se to make an ignition station 

for easy and quick lighting. Be sure to protect your if,111ition 
station from wind and weather, and keep everything you'll 
need to light it nearby so you can start your fire- and send 

your signal - quickly when the moment comes. Opportunity 
often arrives without waming. Don't miss your chance at 
rescue due to lack of preparntion. 

If no dead, dry trees are hnndy, look for n large, living pine 

tree. These hnve n resin thnt burns very well, making them 
good cnndidntes for signal trees. 

Seek out lone trees to prevent the fire from cntching nnd 

sprending. 
[n an extreme emergency, you might h.1ve to consider 

starting n forest fire to draw .:lttention to your nren. Just 

know that fire can spread quickly and could very well be 
deadly. Jf you find yourself trapped by a forest fire, try to get 
to water. If you're surrounded, try digging in and waiting for 

it to pnss, but don't expect to survive. This is an extremely 
high-risk option, and will likely put innocent people, 

including your potential rescuers, in harm's way. If YOli do 
survive, you'll prob.1bly be al"l'csted ::If tel' yOllr recovery, bur 
at IC.1st you'll be alive. 

• A NOTE ON FLOATING FIRES. In some places, like deep jungle, 
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:l river might be the only clear space for miles. The survivor 
is not likely to be able to make a clearing in rhickjungle, and 
so the river 111 ight be the only pbce where a lire can be seen 
frOIll the air. Most survival books recommend building 3 
sm:lll rafts, tying them together in the shape of:l tri:lngle, 
building:l nre on each raft, and shoving them all out in the 

river as a no'lting sib"la!. 
I have to throw out the bull-crap flag on that. A fire is 

very difficult to build in the jungle, as is a raft, as is crossing 

a river to tic off to the other side to hold 3 burning rafts in 
place. Add to th:lt the constant work of pulling them in to 
mainmin the fires and floating them back out into position 
and this does /lot pass the commo/l-sense test. 

However, if yOll hear a plane in the area :md can tell that 

it's searching, it might be worth floating a single fire out on 
the river. The f:lct is, no one does this for any normal reason, 

so i r the SA R bird sees even Ol1e fire on a float, they will know 
it's a sign:11 for help. 

Better yet, just tie :1 fl:1g"or something shiny on a pole :1nd 
mount th:1tOll the !"aft and let th:1t be your signal 011 an open 
river, since any SAR plane will fly all the area rivers in a 
se:1rch. 

E.ven better: (fyou're :1ble to build:1 raft, float yourself 
down the river. YOtl will find people and they will find you . 

SMOKE & MIRRORS AND OTHER SIGNALS 
Many other visual signals are :lv:lilable to you, some obvious, 
so me not so obvious, :1nd all should be used at every 
opportunity and in whatever ways time and resources 
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permit. There is virtually 110 limit to what y Oll cnn use to 
signn! for help. 

• SMOKE, Light is only one nspect of a fire that can be seen :It 

b'Teat distances, Don 't neglect smoke :lS p:lrt of YOll r 
si6'llall ing pl:ln, 

Try always to make smoke with your fire. and try to make 

smoke tlut cont1':lsts with your environment. For example. 
lise white smoke to mark your location in the jungle, :lnd 
usc black smoke in snow-covered terrain, 

Green 1c:lves and green plants arc excell ent for 
gene1':lting white smoke. Just try not to burn any poisonous 

plants, as the poison can enter your lungs if YOll inh:lle the 
smoke. 

Burning rubber creates a thick, black smoke. Again, be 

careful to sta~' upwind. as inh:ll:'ttion can cause sickness. 
Petroleum products can be used to not on ly get a fire 

st:lrted in a pinch , bur to cre:lte dark smoke. The trick to 

using any petroleum product is to start with a small amount, 
W:lit a few minutes for it to soak into whatever fuel you're 
pouring it on, :lnd keep the container;;l good dist:l!lce away 
from the name. Petroleum can be extremely n;;lmmable. so 

use calltion and experiment before the actual moment of 
need. [t would be a shame to send a signal and attract:l 
rescuer only to have them find a French fry instead of a 

surv1vor . 

• MIRRORS . This is :l classic The military est imates the 
effective signalling range of a mirror at 50 to 100 miles. Th~lt 
is stronger than :lily other visual signalling device. :lnt! 
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stronger than most emergency radios. Metal shards from 
wreckage or any other type of metal can be polished to a 
mirrorlike surface, if they're not sufficiently reflective 
already. On a sunny day, metal can reflect sunlight as f[ll' [IS 

10 miles. 
The tec hni que for [liming flashes of reflected sunlight 

with met[ll or mirrors is simple: 
first, if YOll have an actual "signal mirror" made for this 

purpose, just follow the directions. This swre-bought item 
has a hole in the middle of the mirror through which you 

can look and see exactly where the reflected light be[lm is 
hitting in the distance. Simply hold up the signal mirror, note 
where the beam is going, then direct that bc;ml at your 
target. 

If you arc simply using [I piece of met[ll or solid mirror, 
you will h[lve to aim it manually, but this is tlotdifficttlt to do. 

r ace the sun, hold the mirror or piece of metal as close to 
your eye as you c;m, and aim the reflective surface at 
something nearby, such as a tree, rock, etc. This will show 

you the angle at which to hold your device, which can then 
be turned at [In aircraft, ship, or target :lres in the distance. 

Once you've got the beam locked on or ncar yOllr target, 
move the re fl ccwr just a bi t up :"md down between the Slln 
and the ta rget. This will cause a twinkle that is very bright 
an d will catch the human eye at great distances. 

To sec wlut [ mean, next time you' re on a commercial 
plane at midday. look fot' vehicles and buildings all the 
groun d below. As you fly overhead you will see glints and 

glimmers <lS the sun reflects off metal and glass beneath you. 
This is a much higher altitude than [lny se.1t'ch [lnd resclle 
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aircrnft would be flying, I f the aircraft was close r to the 

ground, with crews looking for yOll, and they saw a flash like 

that in the middle of nowhere, it would certainly get their 

attention, 

Mirror Signal 

Use a mirror or polished 
piece of metal to signal 
with reflected sunlight 

• PANEL MARKERS, These are swaths of brightly colored cloth 

made primari ly for the mil ital'Y with the express purpose of 

sih'nalling. I f you have these, use them. Keep them displnycd 

at all times and deploy them where they're most likely to be 

seen . You can cut them into strips and tie them to treetops 

surrounding your position. The breeze wil! make them 
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move, helping SAR aircraft to locate you. Panel markers are 
usually bright orange or yellow or pink and made of tough, 
weather-resistant material. YOll can also lise them to help 
construct n shelter. 

• SPACE BLANKETS. These are thin, lightweight, shiny silver 
blankets designed for retaining body heat in emergency 
situations. They make excellent temporary shelters or water 
catchments, and their reflective s ide makes an excellent 
signalting device. The drawback is that they are not very 
durnble and wilt fait apint after a little use. But even when 

they do, they can be torn or cut into strips and tied or staked 
out to blow in the wind. 

• CLOTHES. Even the shirt off your back can be used as n signal. 
Clothing that's bright, white, or shiny is best, nnd can be 
spread out on the ground to spell H ELP or SOS. This should 
only be done when you hnve enough clothing to spare for 
warmth and protection fl'Om the elements, of course. 

• FLAGS AND POLES. These are simple and effective means of 
sending signals. Any time yOll can find or improvise a pole in 
a clearing that can hold up some strip of plastic or scrap 
metal or cloth to form a flag, you should do so. You might 
even consider climbing any hilltops near your position nnd 

raising a pole all ench one with arrows pointing toward your 
camp. If you've got nothing to make flags with, a grouping of 
three poles wilt stand alit and dmw attention if anyone 
should come neal' them. Skin the bark off of saplings so they 

look white and better contrnst with the surroundings. 
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~Tne Rule of Threes" Pole Signal 

• MOUNDS AND SHADOWS. This is another low"tech way to 
get a signal out, especially when the terrain is bare, as in a 

desert. You might try stacking three rock mounds. By 
themselves, they may not really stand our in the terrain, bur 
in the afternoon they will cast shadows. and a pattern or 
three dark sh:ldows in a geometric shape just might be what 
saves YOli. There are specialists who do noth ing but study 
shadows on sate llite photo~ looking for anom;llies, and this 

is the so rt of thing they wou ld spot easily. 
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Rock Signal 

• UPTURNED DIRT. Another way to send a signal when you have 

no other options. If you're in a tundra-like area, and have 
something- to dig with, overturn shovelfuls of dirt so the 
moister, darker side is facing-the sky. The combo of the small 
ditch you've dug and the dark dirt will stand out against the 
surrounding grassland. Dig in the pattern of a geometric 
shape or a word and you'll have a signal. 

• STICKS AND STONES. If you're really beat up and don't have 
the strenhrth to try these other methods, simply stack small 

piles of rocks, or arrange them in lines. YOli can do the s;]me 
thing with sticks. Try to make a p::l.ttern, or a grouping of 
three. 
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• BEACH SAND. Try writing your message in the sa nd in large 
letters carved with a stick 01' lnrge shel l. Use wet seaweed or 
sticks to line the letters. These dnrker materials will help 
your message stand out. 

• SEA MARKERS. The open ocean can be an especially difficult 

place to improvise signals unless YOll have a light or mirror. 
Sea markers (there are many dyes and powders available 
specificall y for this use, which when pbced in the sea create 
a fluorescent cast upon the surface) are only good for about 
3 hours in calm seas, but they ca n be seen from severnl mi les 
off. [fyou have a packet of sea marker available, use it only 

in clear weather and when you suspect th:H someone may 
see it within the rimeframe. 

MORSE CODE 
Morse code is an old-school but effective way to 

communicate that YOll can use with almost any means of 
communication: light, mi!TOl's, whistles, even fires. 

Morse code is also the only signal that will transmit 

through a nuclenr-charged environment when the airwaves 
are full of static and charged particles, Morse code can still 
be heard becnuse it is s imply a pattern in the otherwise 
steady static background. See Chapter 10 for more. 

When I first started in Rangers and Spec inl Forces I was 
a communicator, and we learned Morse code at ridiculously 

fast speeds. However, the fac t is thatyoll do /lot /leed to learn 

Morse code at all. If you did learn it nnd didn't practice it, 
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you'd just lose it, so don't waste your time. All you really need 
to know is 50S! 

... - - - .. . edit dit dit, da da da, dit dit di t), and that's all 
there is to it. Just think of that song by The Police-the doo 
doo doo, the dah dah dah-and that will help you remember. 
Three fast raps, three slow taps, and three fast taps again. 
Memorize it right now-tap it out on your wrist with your 
eyes closed, and don't leave this paragraph until you have it 
lodged in your head! 

But even though you don't need to memorize and 
practice Morse code, you should keep a copy of the full code 

somewhere. Either keep this book with you, or tear out the 
page and stuff it in your travel bng. Here's why: 

Let's say you do manage to make contact via Morse code 
and-holy smokes!-someone actually replies. Ir would be 

good if you could make alit what they are saying, and say 
someth ing back that might assist in yOllr rescue. So keep a 
copy of the code where you can rind it. 

A flashlight's beam can be seen from shore or from the 
air for a surprisingly long distance, especially when it's 
flashing, and this is one good way to send Morse code. 

Remember the Native American's smoke signals in old 
stories and films? You really can use a blanket over a rire to 
control bursts of smoke that can send a clear message for a 
long distance. 

Even a broken radio 01' phone can t ransmit sparks of 
static that cnn be controlled to send Morse code. 

If you have :1 radio with no handset, YOll can lise a wire, 
nail, ballpoint pen or any piece of metal to short out the pins 
where the handset would normally be plugged in, and thi s 
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will create an nrc sp.lrk th:1t will transmit a bre"k in tbe static 
that can be read as code. Experiment with brieny touching 
I pin at a time, then holding the piece of metal against that 
pin. Try all the pins until you find the "hot" pin that would 
normally kcy the mike or handset. Th is takes some practice, 
but you can keep :lrdng out the handset pin against the 
sidewall to make the sparks in longer and shorter bursts thM 
will form th e basi s of your Morse code. 

Now you can st:ll"t leaming to communicate basic 

messages. 
Just think of a dot ordit as a I-second sOllnd, longenougb 

to say ·'one" or "dot." Think of the dashes as n two-count, 
"one and two" or "dn-:lsh." "Vhatever it is, work out a dots-
and-dashes rhythm in your head and practice it. 

THE MORSE CODE 

• A.- • H .. • 0-· • v ... - • 1.- • 8--.. 

• 8-... • I. • P.-. • w.- • 2 .. -- • 9-. 

• c-.-. • J.-- • Q-.- • X· .. - • 3 ... - • 0--· 

• D-.. • K -.. • R.-. • y-.- • 4 -.... 

• E. • L.- .. • 5 ... • z- .. • 5 ... 

• F • M- • T· • 6 -.... 

• G - . • N·. • U .. - • 7-... 
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The numbers are casy, and I suggest practicing those 
first. For the alphabet, start with the easier and shorter 
letters, like E (.) and T (-), and work your way th rough the 
alphabet. At the very least, learn and practice SOS. 

KEEP IN MIND 
• THE RULE OF THREES. There are 3 dots and 3 dashes in the 3-

letter Morse code for SOS. That's no accident. The universal 

distress signal is anything in threes: 3 fires, 3 whistle blases, 
3 rifle shots, 3 stacks of rocks, 3 crosses made of sticks, etc. 
Let this principle gu ide you in all your communications. 
Anything presented in a pattern of 3 will tell observers that 
it 's not mere coinc idence or chance, but rather a man-made 

attempt to send a signal, to make a message, to ask for 
assistance . 

• ARROWS. [ find that forming arrows on the ground make 

good markers as they are easy to construct From sticks and 
stones and they arc easily spotted as a pattern that doesn't 

occur naturally. Always make the arrow's head a triangle, 
since geometric sha pes stand out in nature, and so am'act 
the human eye 1110re eFFecti vely. 

Three arrows pointing in your direction of tr:lVel or 
toward your base-camp is a good survival signal plan . But 
you shou ld also make a path, or a sign, or a disturbance 
everywhere you go, at least as much as your energy, time, 
and resources permi t. Every day you should hold on to hope 

of rescue. Every time you take an action designed to signal or 
cOllll11unicate, it's a tangible reinforceme nt of your 
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commitment to the fight for survival. That's life-affirming, 
and it nourishes the will to live. 

{ . ,'. "' ~I 
, 

L' 

/-- {(' ,-

" 
\~ , ,V /~ 

Arrow Signals \ 'v 1 WI ' 

, -Vi (! V'r' 
Ir 

Iv)l) I / , 
\/1/, h /~ -t~'/1, , 

• WHERE TO MAKE YOUR MARK , When it comes to the 
plncement of your signs, seek the highest point you can get 

to. In the case of multiple clearings, try to place signs in the 
areas most likely to be seen first, and if resources permit, 
mark them all. If there is no bigh ground nearby, or you can't 

reach it, use the largest clearing or open space YOll can find . 
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• HOW TO TEll IF YOU'RE WASTING YOUR EFFORT. Any form of 
communiCMion requires energy. Conservation of enerh'Y is a 
critical component of survival, and your energy reserves 
should be rationed out only as needed. It won't always be 

practical to expend the effort necessary to create a signal. 
Be prepared to prioritize your physical resources ove r 
signalling if the situation calls for it. 

• WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW (AND WHAT YOU DON'T NEED TO 
KNOW) ABOUT SIGNAL CODES. Most survival books contain 
all the different codes for panel markers and body 

movements and aircraft responses, etc. For 99% of civilians, 

that is ex traneous crap. 
The reason the military has all these codes is so that folks 

who are prisoners or trying to evade capture can 
communicate with aircraft when they don't have radios and 

can't be picked up due to dangerous terrain, bad weather, or 

enemy fire. 
The truth is, you just don't need to know several dozen 

different panel configurations or body gestures. For civilian 

survival, just getting the attention of an aircraft or ship is all 
you need to do. I~escuers will then send in the righ t type of 
craft and personnel to get you as soon as possible, or perhaps 
drop supplies and messages to keep yOll alive until they can. 

A sim ple waving of the anns, or a nice big "X" to mark 
the spot, or "H" for helicopter pad is all yOll really need to 

know abOllt using panel markers. 
If you have lots oftime and energy, clear an open area in 

the shape of a circle about 100 feet across to prepare for a 
helicopter rescue. Clear away all the loose rocks and deb ris 
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you can . Try to avoid gradients of more than 5 to 10 degrees, 
and cut any f,'ioutld growth down to It'ss than 2 feet high. 

This is really just a "make-work" to keep you busy, since 
rescue helicopters have hoists that can get you out. or lower 
rescuers to yOtl, without having to land. If a hel icopter docs 
drop a hoist to YOll./elllleg"·OLlIld wire IOl/ch the earthfirsl or 
you'll be qu ite impressed with the shock you'll get. 

But even if the helicopter doesn't actually need it, a big, 
fat, circle-shaped dearing with a nice H or X inside will send 

a message loud and clear to any passing aircraft that 
somcone is down there hoping for a ride out. 

CHANGES IN THE AIR 
The best way to make a good decision is based on accurate 
information . To that end, here's an overview of how search 

and resclIc teams work, frol11 the rescuers' poin t of view, to 
help you max i m ize your chance of survival . 

I have been on combat search and rescue teams in the 
jungles of Latin America and \~'est Africa, and have 
conducted n:ltionwide disaster recovery missions in the 

""est 1 ndies after hurricanes, so this informntion comes from 
first-hand experience. 

During World "Var [t, the U.S. Air Force was the lead 
ngency for rescue. During the Cold "Vnr, ns joint operntions 
bec,llllc standard, the Defense Department became the main 

entity ove rseeing rescue operations. VI'e \lsed to practice 
cbndesti ne recovery missions, since almost e"erythi ng was 
behind enemy lines, and few overt rescue nttempts could be 
launched. 
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After the Cold War, rescue and recovery saw tremendous 
ch<lnge <lnd positive growth. The reason I'm giving YOll this 
history lesson is that it might be <lpplicablc to you because 
thinh'"S are changing, and the old system of an emergency 
broadcast channel monitored 24/7 by th e <luthorities is 
giving way to <I new high-tech method of reporting <lnd 
tracking emergencies: the satell ite. 

The military utilized two primary frequencies as distress 
channels in the old days. These were 121.5 M Hz and 243.0 
MHz. These became incorporated into the civil aviation and 
nautic<ll fields <lnd tben served as the offici:ll intert1:ltional 
standard for global distress broadcast for many years. This is 

important becausc some of you may find these old radios 
along the way, and it's important to know that these are 

legacy systems that won't necessarily assure rescuc. 
There is a newer entity called the .JPRA (Joint Personnel 

Recovery Agency), wb ich has been the lead proponent for 
all search and rescue for tbe Department of Defense since 
1999, and their st<lndards are being adopted universally as 
this book is being written in 2008-09. 

The new system takes advantage of some half-dozen 

satellites specifically dedicated to search and reSClle that 
circle thc globe every 100 minutes or so, like the N.:Itional 
Occanic .:Ind Atmospheric Agency's SARSAT. Some military 
and governmen t sa tellites call read a license plate from 
space, so imagine how useful they can be in finding you. 

Note: In 2007 The U.S. Coast Guard made lise of the old 
EPJRB (Emergency Position Jndicating Radio Beacons) 
illegal, since they lise the old I2l.5 and 243 frequencies. The 
Coast Guard had found EPIRB was only effective in lout of 
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50 incidents. Satellites are much more effect ive. 
The new frequency is 406 MHz, and [my devices 

transmitting on this new frequency must be registel·ed. The 

old frequencies are still used, but are only monitored by local 
ground-based units without satell ite access. By February of 
2009, all satellites will stop processing distress signals from 

12J.S & 243. 

What this means to you is that if your absence is known 

if your aircraft or ship called in a distress message before 
going off the airwaves-there are assets a\'ailable to help find 
you . In some cases. official or even commercial satellites cnn 
be re-routed to aid in a sea rch nttempt. 

If you look into the sky and see a star that seems to be 
moving very fnst, chances are it 's a satellite. And if satellites 
can read a license plate from space, they can definitely see 
your giant flaming 50S. 

Bu t satellites have limitations as well. Most cover only 
about 60% of the earth's surface, so there are "dead" spots. 

They depend on a dear Sil:,'llal, which means they might read 
a distorted position in heavy jungle. They use a "doppler" 
effect to approximate a location within I mile of the signnl, 
so make your signa ls strongenough to be spotted from a mile 
away in case rescuers begin their search in the wrong aren. 

When one of these sa tellites detects n signnl, it will relny 
thnt s ignal back to any and every receiving station on earth 

for the next 48 hours. I f the first stations don't detect or 
respond, other stations will, so even if your batteries die, 
know that any satellite that picked up your signal will still be 

working for you for two more days. Don't lose hope. 
Once a receiving sention detects the signal, they relay it to 
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a mission control center, which contacts a local rescue 
center. Note that weather, distance, and terrain will be 
factors in how quickly the response reaches you. Keep the 

faith. 
Try to keep your triad of fires burning or your 50S sign 

burning at night, and if you notice a satellite overhead, or 
notice the same satellite night after night, try to time Y0ul" 

signals to coincide with its journey across your little piece of 

sky. 
Always try, always do, always communicate, always 

signal, always transmit, always se nd a message for help, 

always keep the fires of hope burning, and never quit! 
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Before we get started on medicine, you should understand 
that everyone gets ill nnd injured ns a part of Ii fe. Keep this 
in mind when you get hurtor sick so that you do not despnir 

or spiral downwnrd. You will probably get ill or injured, 
maybe multiple times, before you get out or rescued. Do 
everything you can to prevent it. But should it happen, learn 

from it so you don't repeat your rnistnkes. 
In thi s chapter, I will share my years of training, 

education, experience nlld practice to give you every chance 
nt su rvival. And I'll tell you right now, it C3n get real ugly. 
Use this knowledge wisely because it 's your own life you'll 

save. 
Just so you have a better feel for the source of this 

information, here is a b it more on my background in the 
medical field. I have an undergradu3te degree in Pre-Med 
Bi olof,'Y from the Uni versity of New York. I was also a us 
Army Medkal Services Omeel'. But the real medical training 

is from becoming n Special Forces Medic (I80) and National 
Registry Pammedic. I have worked the streets and seen what 
is done for American citizens when they experience a 
trauma ti c accident or sudden illness. As n Special Forces 

Medic, I was tmined to be a sort of Jungle Doctor, often 
receiving better t raining than physicians from deve loping 
and underdeveloped nations. On military bases, Special 
Forces Medics are nuthorized to operate ns a fourth-year 
medical resident, still under an MO's supervision but with 
broad leeway to practice based solely on training. 

180 training includes much of the trnining of a 

para medic, nurse and physician's assistant. We must 
create, run and train all the staff in OLlr jungle hospitals. 
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We are also trained in surgery, anesthesia, lab work, 
obstetrics/gynecology, pediatr ics and other specialties. 
What makes the Special Forces Medic truly stand ou t is the 
fact that we are also trained in dentistry, veterinary care and 
certified for trauma to the same level as an emergency room 

physician-one trained to practice w ithout the benefit of 
technology and with a special emphas is on tropical, 
primitive and improvised medi cine. 

All these factors combine to make a Special Forces medic 
uniquely qualified to supply a high level of medical care, for 

extended periods of time, behind enemy li nes, and without 
any outside suppo rt. Sound like survival? It sure does to me. 

Ground Rules 
While much of th is is actually proper medicine, recognized 
as such by authorities as acceptable practices, some of what 
you'll learn is just plain extreme medicine that no one could 

recommend or do unless faced with dying or watching 
someo ne else die. 

There's a connec tion betwee n medicine and law thar 
doesn't always fit a survival situation . Medici ne has been 
around since the beginning of time. No one knows it all, and 
no one owns it. You have a fundamental right to learn as 

much as you can to be able to do as much as you can when 
your life or the life of someone YOLL love is at stake. As such, 
no law restricts what you can do to save yourself. The taws 

governing medicine were created to protect patients and 
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regulate practitioners. wben survival is on the line, the law 
cannot hold someone responsible for what he does to save 
himself. 

There's another thing you should know about the la\\' and 
medicine: the laws protect you under the "Good Samaritan 
Act." If you try to help someone using reasonable measures, 
you are protected from legal action. The protection varies 

from state to state, but the spirit of it allows you to help 
without fear of being prosecuted Irlter if something goes 
wrong. [n fact, some places require you to help. Whatever 
you decide, once you intervene, do not abandon your patient 

unless YOll have no cboice or are turning him over to 
someone trai ned to continue rendering care. 

Finally, the first nde of medicine is known as the 
Hippocratic Oath: "First, do no harm." And as a guideline, 
that is true. Bur also, let me tell you here and now, sometimes 
you have to be downright brutal to save a life and ultimately 
do the patien t more good. 

For example: If a man has a dislocated arm, you are going 
to yank that thing back into pl<lce to help him. 

If a woman fractures her femur, you are going to have to 

pull the bone hard to splint it. 

If a kid slices open his arm and it won't stop bleeding, you 
will reach into the wound and pinch that artery closed. 

When your friend deeply scrapes his back from sliding 
down a mountain, you will scrub the dirt out-ouch! 

Get it into your head now that the practice of medicine is 

a labor of "tough love." 
Ok:1Y, that said. let's start from the beginning, so you 

know what things !11C'[ln. If you understand the principles, 
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you can adjust and modify sensibly in tough circumstances. 

Anatomy & Physiology 
The hurmm body can be seen much like a car, with a series 
of systems that cooperate ro make the m:lchine work. A fault 
in one system may show up :lS :In imprope r response in 
another system, but usu:llly, an electrical issue shows up as 
an electrical issue and an engine issue as an engine issue. So 
let's learn the systems of concern for survival and how they 
might get foul ed up. 

Basic Systems 
and Symptoms 
Integumentary (skin): Watch for rashes and infections. 

Musculoskeletal (muscle & bone): They don't work, you 
don't work. 

Respiratory (breathing): Ifthis stops, it's game over. 

Circulato ry (blood): Got a le:lk"? Plug it fast! 

Digestive (food): Sometimes things get blocked up, or won't 
stop flowing. 

Genitourinary (wate r & sex): Dehydration is the main 
problem. 
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Nervous (brain & pain): Head3ches and injuries. 

EENT (eye, ear, nose & throat): Something going awry with 

the scnses. 

Endocrine (hormones): Outside the scope of survival med

icine. 

• FEVER. This is the human body's number one "engine" light, 

if you will. When so mething is wrong, the human body tries 

to fi x it. And , whether ill or injured, white blood cells get 

mass produced and go to work. As they do, their increase in 

the blood stream increases body temperature. This is a 

simple explanation so don't get hung up on it. The key thing 

is this : [evel' is a symptom, not a cause. Still, it needs to be 

controlled because it reduces the body's overall function. So, 

cool down your patient, give him aspirin or try some of the 

other techniques we'll discllss. Do not let a fever rage out of 

control . A fever above 106 degrees can damage brain cells or 

cause death. He on the nlert for black urinc, which is a sure 

sign that the brain is cooking nnd your patient needs to be 

cooled down! 

• VITAL SIGNS. In genernl, most folks have the same vit.:ll signs. 

Below are the normal ranges. More fit people tend to have 

them just.:l bi t lower, and less fit folks a bit higher. 

• T- TEMPERATURE: 98.6 degrees Fahrenheit (37 degrees 

Celsius) is typical , but normal temperature may vary one 

degree F in either direction. 

vVithout a thermometer, body temperature is very hard to 

cstim.:ICe sO.:lll you can do is try. Ikgin by factoring in the 
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ambient temperature and feeling yOUI' own head as a 
baseli ne then, if the patient is conscious, ask him ifhe feels 
fevered . [f you arc sick, try to record what you observe when 
you with it enough to write. 

THE BASIC RANGES OF TEMPERATURE A RE BROKEN 

DOWN INTO GROUPS OF THREE DEGREES: 

98-100 degrees F (37-38 degrees C) is a low-grade fever. 

Usually, the body will handle it finc. 

101-103 degrees F (38-39 degrees C) is a mid-grade fever. 
Control the temperature with aspirin and consider employ

ing antibiotics if they arc availab le. 

104-106 degrees F (40-41 degrees C) is a high-grade fever. 

Keep cool at all costs. Try submerging in cold water or plac
ingcold, wct cloths under armpits, on neck, on groin and be

hind knees. Strip naked. 

[n a worst-case scena rio, do what you can and hope to 

pull through, eating food and drinking water if possible. 
Keep patients from becoming delirious an d hurting 
themselves. Many people have recovered frOI11 days of fever, 

and supportive care is all you can do if you noth ing else is 
handy. 

• P- PUlSE: The pressure we feel on arteries close to the 
surface of the skin tells us how fast the heart is beating. This 
is important to measure and anyone can measure it by 
feeling the neck, the wrist, the ankle or anywhere arteries 
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are close to the surface. The average pul se is 60-100 bents 
per minu te (BP M). Fit people might hnve n pu lse up to 10 
I3 PM lower than typical nnd unfit folks could hnve one as 
much as 20 BPM higher. Pulse tlln}' also be nffected by 
running, working or worrying. 

Take a pulse by placing two fingers on nil ;l!·tery and using 
your wntch to time tbe bent. Do not use your thumb; it has 
an artery and you' ll o nly measure your own pulse! YOll 
only need to COllnt the bea ts or "pulses" you feel for 15 
seconds. Multipl y whnt you count by four to get one-minute 

pulse. For exnmple, if yOll COllnt 20 pulses in 15 seconds, the 
person hns a pulse of 80 - Normal! 

Note: I n trauma or illness, there is tlsllnlly nn incrense in 
pulse and brenthing during the early stnges. In the late 

stages, both of these ca n slow down below normal. 

• R-RESPIRATION: The nmount of times a person tnkes :l 

breath in one minute is his respiration rate, On ave rage, this 
is 16-20 breaths per minute, which transln tes into 4-5 
breaths in a IS -second pel'iod . Trautlla and pain or working 
and running wi ll cause an increased breathing rmc. 

• B/P-BLOOD PRESSURE: Another important vit:ll sign is blood 
pressure. It is difficu lt to mcnsure without the right tool s 
however it is [Ill il11 port[lnt assessment tool. cspcci:llly when 
there is traumatic blood loss. 

B/ P is measured in two ranges, The top range (systolic) is 

the higher pressure cnll sed when the heart contracts and 
pushes blood through the syste m. The bottom range 
(diastolic) is rhe pressure that stays in the system, even wben 
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the heart is relaxed or dilated. Systolic blood pressure ranges 
from 100 to 140, averaging about 120. Diastolic blood 

pressure ranges from 60 to 100, averaging about 80. 
The main reason these ranges are important is they allow 

YOll to understand what's typical versus what I'm about to 

describe now: how to assess a patient's blood pressure in the 

Aeld, when there is sign ificant blood loss. Gauging this will 

tell you a lot about how bad off a patient is and what survival 

measures you need to consider. 

Say that your helicopter crashes and you find a fellow 

survivor in the wreckage and he's lost an aml . He managed 

to get a tourniquet on h imself using his belt but then passed 

out unconsciolLs. Check to make sure the scene is safe, 

determining if younccd to move or not, and then assess the 

patient. 

The patient's blood pressure can be estimated by look· 
ing, in order, for a pulse at the follo wing locat ions: 

Behind the ankle bone = HIP about 90 systolic; still low but 

far enough from the heart to be good news 

Femoral pulse (groin area) = HIP about 80 systolic 

Wrist = DIP about 70 systolic 

Neck (side of windpipe) = B/P at least 60 systol ic; worst· 

case scenario 

If the first pu lse you can find is on a patient's neck, you 
know he's alive and has a chance if you prevent any further 

blood loss and get fluids into him. IfyOll don't have an IV, 
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H20 enemas will be the best bet for a while s ince the patient 
will be unconscious and unable to drink water. 

Thnt Illay seem like a rough scenario, but I warned you 

survival medicine would be full of them. The good news in 
this si tuation is that the patient has a chance at survival and 
you have a way to approximate B/ P in the field without tools. 

Triage 
Now that you have some basic tools, let's talk about a harsh 
fact of life- Death! In a major accident, chances are some 

people with you will have died and some more will die SOOI1 . 

No matter who yOll moe, where you are, or who is with you, 

not everyone can be saved all the time. Accept that, 
because you' ll need to if we're going to tackle triage. 

When a mass trauma event occurs, you will be faced with 
enough casualties to overwhelm the system. If you are the 
only first responder, yOll are the syste m, and you must 
decide who gets what care, and in which order. 

Basically, there are four categories for triage, which you 
can remember with the acronym D-E-A-D (although the 
technical terms are in parentheses): 

• DEAD OR DYING (EXPECTANT)-These patients will die no 

matter what. Also, patients in this category could be people 
who would require so much effort to save that others who 

could recover might otherwise die. Do not attempt to save 
the hopeless, like someone who is chopped in half but still 
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3livc. Le3ve them be and attend to others. 

• "E"MMEDIATE (IMM EDIATE)- These 3re patients who will 
3bsolutely die without help but 3bso lutel y C3n be helped. 

For eX3mple, 3 quick tourniquet C3n save the life of someone 
with a leg amputated at the thigh. Without it, he'll be dead 
in one minute. Deal with immediate cases on discovery. 

• ASAP (URGENT)- These patients have se ri ous wounds and 
requi re t reatment soon but cou ld survive for up to 60 
minutes without treatment. A typical insta nce of this triage 
level includes a gut wound with some guts hanging out but 

no massive bleeding. Another example wou ld be someone 
with some fingers chopped off. It's bad news but no one is 
going to bleed to death from that. Get to it as soon as you 

can. 

• DElAYED (M INIMAL)-These injuri es range from a broken 
forearm to an eye hanging ou t or a good cut. The pati ents 

can make it up to six hOlll'S without attention and st ill be 
okay. Address these cases at your first chance but 

understand that they can wait. 
After doing the best you can on the peopl e with a chance, 

go and look at who you assessed as expec tant. If they're sti ll 
kicking, do what you call . (I f not, still do what you can-but 

more on that in the Food chapter.) 
Once you've made it through the fir st round of triage, 

begi n reassessing you r patients and the treatments you 
rendered. Some may still be bleeding; others will have 
loosened their dressings. On the bright side, you'll have a bit 
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more time the second time through. Unforrun3tely, your 
patients' vital signs will have become more complicated as 
the true effects of their trauma take hold and their shock 

wears off or worsens. Here arc a few additional assessment 
tools to lise while remembering that triage is a continual 
process. 

Leve ls of Pain 
There's a fifth vital sign you'll need to gauge in addition to 

temperature, pulse, respiration and blood pressure if you 
want to understand your patient'S condition: pain . It 's 
classified as follows: 

• ALERT- if you can heal' a person yelling and screaming, he's 
okay for the moment. The noise means he's conscious, 

breathing, nwake and talking. In short, it's a good sign that 
his body is stable enough that all systems are still 
functioning. 

• VERBAL-when someone clearly traumatized stops yelling 
but still responds when spoken to, even if it's only a groan, 
things have acnmlly gotten a bit worse. Still, a reply shows 
he's still hearing and processing what's going on. Not so bad, 

yet.. 

• PAIN-when a patient is no longer chattin' atcha, you will 
have to resort to more extreme measures to get his attention 
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and fib 'lIre out how much pain he's suffering. One way to do 
this is a sternal rub, rubbing your knuckles hard on the 
sternum (the hard flat bone in the middle of your chest) to 

elicit a response. (It hurts like heck . Try it on yourself.) The 
patient should shudder or groan in response, even if he's 
unconscious. If the sternal rub doesn't work, try plucking 
him in the eye with your finger to see ifhe twitches or blinks. 
Any response means your patient is still functioning at some 
level. Ifthere is no response at all, that ain't so good. 

• UNCONSCIOUS-The lowest cntegory of being in touch with 
renlity, unconsciousness means your pa ti ent shows some 

kind of vital signs of life but isn't responsive at nIl. For these 
cnses, check the following: 

Eyes: Hemember PERRLA, which will tel l you to look at 

your p<ltient's eyes to sec if the Pupils are Equal , Round, 

Re<lctive to Light, and Accommodating(meaning they focus 
when they should). If so, chances are that brnin function is 
still okay. 1 f they don't dilate or constrict at all, that's not a 
good thing. 

Ears: Ifblood is coming from the ears, thM isn't good 
either but it is better than clenr liquid leaking out. This clear 
stuff is cerebl'O-spinal fluid (CS F). I f you see this (and, if you 
do, it will be mixed with blood), it indicates that your patient 
has suffered a hend wound that cau sed a lenk f!"Olll the brnin 

cnvity to th e outs id e of the sku ll. Subsequent blackening 
nl"Ound the eyes, also called "raccoon" eyes, will con firm this 
diagnosis. There isn't nnyth ing you can do about it except 
understand your patient has a serious injury combined with 
everything else and factor that into how you triage him. 
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YOLL must understand that pain is a very subjective thing. 

It's relative to a person's perspective and experience. I have 
seen grown men crying from small wounds, and women and 
children hacked with machetes merely whimpering as they 
patiently aW<li ted treatment. The best way to get an idea of 
how bad someone hurts is to ask him, on a scale of one to 
ten-IO being the worst pain ofyoLLr life- how do you rate 

this pain? 
Next- and reme mber th is-the operator feels no pain. 

Pain is the patient 's problem because pai n is not a cause; 
it is only a symptom. 

As you began to see with the stern:tl ru b, trauma 
assessmen t sometimes demands measures that will cause 
the patient to feel some pain on the way to healing. Pain is a 
healthy sign th:lt the body is working and only ind icates that 

something isn't working right. YOll are there to fix it. 

Types of Pain 
The sensation of pain <lS experienced by your p<ltienrs will 
help YOllunderstand which systems are damaged. There are 
a number of ways to categorize pain and .1 few diffe rent 

theories used in the field of medicine. What's important for 
you in the field is that pain can tell you about what you can't 
see or me<lsure any other way if you classi fy it this way: 

• THROBBING PAIN llsmlly indicates that something is restrict

ing blood flow, maybe swelling from a bite or a fracture . 
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Move the fracture just a little to allow the blood to flow bet
ter and stop the throbbing. Try to reduce the swelling by 
elevating the limb, loosening a dressing that might be too 
tightly applied 01' appl ying cold or hot compresses on the 

affected area. 

• ELECTRIC IMPULSES AND TINGLING usually indicates an issue 
with a nerve. A slipped disk in the spine or n pinched nerve 
in a frncture is the usual slLspect, Do whnt you can, but 

treatment is very limited without pain control medications. 
This type of p<lin sometimes feels like fire and is sensitive co 
hot an d cold, 

• DULL, CONSTANT PAIN is usually found wi th musculoskeletal 
injuries like sprains, fractures and strains of bones, tendons, 

ligaments and joints. 

• SHARP PAIN usually indicates actual damage to someth ing 
and is the type of pain felt in most traumatic events where 
laceratiolls (cu ts) occur. 

• COLICKY OR SPASMODIC PAIN is usually felt when something 
is wrong with an ol'gnn or lnrge muscle mnss. The cause 
could be a lack of oxygen due to decreased blood flow, which 
in turn could be caused by either swell ing from a hard 
imp<lct or loss of blood from hemorrhaging. Not much can be 
done in the field for organ dmTIilge other than to make the 

patient comfortable by treat signs and symptoms wbile 
offering rest, food, water and time to recover .. ,or not. 
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Trauma Medicine 
Now that you have a good h:lndle on the b'1Sics of what is 

normal in terms of vim] signs and traumatic ('vents, actions 

to take and oLltcomes to expec t, let's get into the real matter 

of medical issues [Inc! actions for survival: how YOLl approach 

patients or treat yourself in order of ;1sseSsll1cnt und 

trcannellt priorities. 

First and foremost 
SC ENE SA FETY 
If you get hun entering the situation, there will then be t\\'o 
patients that need treatment. And if YOLl two are the only 

two, you both might vcry well bite the dust. So check the 

scene for safety, and ifit's not safe for the other person , your 

first problem-solving challenge is how to ei ther make them 

safe or make the scene safe. So if yOllr patient gets bitten by 

a snake, and YOll can't scare the snake away, c[ln you dmg 
him [lW[I), from the sn[lke? 

C-SPINE 
The cerviC[ll spine h[ls to be on your mind before everything 
else. Controll i ng the c-spine is taught relibriollsly in modern 

street para-medicine, with one thing beat into every 
paramedic and trauma Ilurse's head: co ntrol the c-sp inc . 
Fortunately, there's a way for you to remember anyway. 
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Since A for airway is first in the sequence of methodical 
checking, and the airway opens to the mouth and nose, then 
you can take control of the c-spine while checking the 
airway. To do so, place your h:ltld on the patien t's forehead 
and, frol11 that point onward, make SLire not to move his 
neck. Free your hand up by stabilizing the neck as soon as 
possible with either n brace or by placing something near 
the sides of the hend to keep the hend from turning like the 
patient's shoes or some logs or rocks. Movement risks 
damage to the c-spine and can cause paralysis or even denth. 

Nearly all the time, the c-spine is not important. If 

there are no impact injuries from a car or plane crash or a 
fall, there is likely no damage to the neck and, as such, c
spine is not an issue. 

ABes of 
methodological checking 
A IS FOR AIRWAY. 
Traditionally, clearing the airway is considered the starting 

point for medkal care. Airway is not th e starting point for 
care in survival medicine. If there is trauma, circulation is 
th e number-one p r iority. Stop the bleeding first and 
foremost because massive bleeding can kill a patient in one 
minute. If someone is not breathing, he can last a couple of 
minutes without oxygen-and you can supply air to your 
patient bur not blood. 
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\'Vhe11 you come upon a survivor and have assessed the 
scene as you approached, begin ca lling to him to assess his 
level of consciousness, A response means he's consc ious to 
some degree and that his airway is ope n because he can 

speak through it and, so, A is OK! 
If the patient doesn't respond to hailing, check these 

things: 
If he's unconscious. make sure he's breathing and turn 

his he,td to the side to keep him (mm choking on his own 
tongue, 

Ifhe's unconscious and not breathing, check his pulse 
because he might be dead already. If there's no pulse, he's 
dead. Consider CPR if no one else needs help. 

If there is a pulse but no breathing, your pa tient might 
need CPR. l3efore beginning CPR, open his mouth and make 

sure nothing is blocking the airway. If the airway is bloc ked, 
stick your finger in and try and sweep it out. Be careful not 

to get bit by his gag reflex or push any obstruction deeper. 
If there is a pul se but no breathing and no obstructions, 

give two quick breaths. Do this by pinching the nose, making 
a good seal around the mouth with yours and giving a good 

deep breath. You should see your patient's chest rise. Then, 
let go of your patient's nose and break the seal with your 
mouth to let the air come out. If your patient was just 
winded ::11ld needed a kick start, this should do it. 

That procedure will cover checking the airway and 
responding the vast majority of the time. Ver y rare ly, 

though, the airway w ill be obstructed because oftraum<l.. 
If your patient's face is torn off, don' t panic. They can still 

recover, and plastic surgery can do a lot of great thinbrs. For 
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now, trent the dall1nge as n wound :lI1d stop the bleeding, 
Il1nking sure any blood, flesh or cartilage is cleared out of the 
throat area. If the tongue is in the way, tie it down to your 

pntient's shinor stick a safety pin in it and tack it to a strong 
piece of flesh on the face so it stnys out of the way. The key 
is to not freak out, so they don't freak out. And keep the 
airway open so they can breathe and live. 

If your patient's entire face is destroyed and there is 
nothing but a bloody mess nnd he can't seem to bre3the 
through it all, consider making n hole in his neck. The lungs 
are like two balloons that inflate and deflate through one 
tube: the throat. If the tissues of the f3ce are obstructing 
airflow through the normal passageways of the nose and 

mouth, they can be bypassed, which is what n 
cricothyroidectol1lY (detniled lMer) describes how to do. 

B IS FOR BREATHING. 
Checking the airway means just nuking sure the pnssage 
way is open; brenthing is Illnking sure the patient is actl!aHy 
sucking air in and out. We got into how to brenthe for 
someone who's not pushing nil' in and out above. But what if 

the patient is breathing, but with difficulty? Here's what to 
look for and what to do nbout it. 

Look very quickly at whM other injuries he has. Is it just 
pnnic cnllsi ng rapid breathing or is some trauma callsi ng it? 
Checking for a sucking chest wound will tell you . For the 
survivor's purposes, any bole in the chest sucks. There are 

two kinds, though, with two different actions required. 
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• PNEUMOTHORAX (COLLAPSED LUNG). When you have a hole 
in your chest, it's easier for the air to come in through the 
hole than through the pipes of the throat. So, every time the 
chest rises mechanically when you try to breathe, air rushes 
into the chest cavity through the hole rather than through 
the windpipe. That air then gets trapped inside the chest 

instead of blowing back out because the tissue around the 
wound seals in expiring air and keeps the air inside the 
chest. 

As this happens, the lungs, being a lot like a wet sponge 
in their actual texture, start to get smaller. like a sponge 
getting wfllngout by squeez ing it. The more air in the chest, 

the sma.ller the lungs get until they can't hold enough air to 

oxygenate the blood. If you see the neck veins protruding 
like they' re under a lot of pressure 01' sec the trachea or 
throat moving opposite to the hole, your patient is in a bad 
state. You must get the air alI t of his chest. 

The treatment is fairly easy. Cover the wound with your 

hand- or with your patient's hand if he's conscious. Find 
something waterproofl ike plastic and cover the wound with 
that. Put a dressing on it and secure it. Tum the person on 
his uninjured side with the hole pointed to the sky if 

possible. (Think about an air bubble in a water balloon 
where the a.ir rises to the highest point. wherever the hole 
is, lay your patient so the air gets nearer the hole,) 

It might be necessary to ;/burp" this wound every once in 

a while, maybe every five to 60 minutes depending on its 

severity. If the patient is conscious, he can do it when he 
feels pressure building up by sticking a finger into the hole, 
letting the ::til' out to relieve the pressure and then covering 
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the wound back up. The ribs have a lot of nerves, and 
burping will hurt, but it will save your patient. Ultimately, 
surgical intervention will be necessa ry. 

I f there is only a small puncture into the chest but the 
same symptoms are prese nt, you won't be able to burp it 
with your finger. If you have a medical needle with a hol e in 
the center, stick it into the wound to drnin the nil'. You cnn 
nlso try forcing your finger in or, in the worst-case scennrio, 
cut with a small knife to make the hole big enough to drain 
air. Only incise enough to widen the hole and drain the air. 
There will be small amounts of blood but f<lilure to dr<lin the 

air will result in death . 

• HEMOT HORAX. Ifthere is an injury to the chest and no is air 

Slicking in and out but breathing is getting increasingly 
difficult, then chances are your patient is suffering from a 
hemothorax or blood in the chest. The effects are the same 

as a pneumothorax, as blood fills the cavity around the lungs. 
Do not drain this blood. The blood will only fill up so much 
space ;llld will then cause enough pressure to tamponade or 
stop itsel f from bleeding. In this case, you cover the wound 
and do not "burp" it. You lay the person on their injured side 

so that some pressure on the bleeding ca n help to stop it. If 
your patient does not lose too much blood into the chest, he 
wi ll be okay, but this roo, will require surgery. 
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JUST REMEMBER THESE: 

Pneumothorax (air-lung) = injury up, air rises. 

He mothorax (b lood-lung) = injury down, blood sinks 

Tell the difference if you're not sure by auscultating. Do this 
by tapping on the chest to hear what so unds it makes. 

Practice on yourself, and you'!! hear the difference. Take 
your two main fingers from one hand and place them flat on 
the patient's chest, then take the two main fingers from the 
other hand and tap on your fingers. You will hear a thud. 

Tap your right side on the top half of your chest and then 

your right side on the bottom half. Thi s is the s ide without 
the heart, so it is all lung and will sOllnd hollow. Then tap on 
the left side of your chest, first the bottom, then the top half 

where your heart is. You will hear a distinct difference 
between the hollow areas of lung tissue and the solid area 
filled by the heart. This is the difference you'll hear when 

you auscu ltate a patient with a chest injury. 
If their chest is filling with air it will sound "hyper

hollow" and if it is filling with blood , it will sound 

"hyper-dull." Tf you get the diagnosis wrong, no worries; if 
you burp and air comes out, great, and if you burp and blood 

comes out, now you know, so don't burp it anymore. 

C IS FO R CIRCULATION. 
This is a doozy, but for the survivor, it 's really easy. 
Circulation means blood , so basically it means stop the 

bleeding. 
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DIFFERENT TYPES OF BLEEDING: 

Desanguination is loss of major amount of blood, like if two 
legs get ripped off. 

Arterial blood is the brigh t-red spurting kind that squirts 

out with every heartbeat like if a forearm were severed off 
completely. 

Venous blood is the dark, oozing kind; while it might be co
pious, it's rarely fata!' 

Minor bleeding is what you might see from a small cut or 
laceration. 

The type of bleeding must be taken into account with the 

location of th e bleeding to have a better picture of the 
s ituation and what kind of treatment is warranted. 

• EXAMPLES OF BLEEDING: Minor bleeding inside the brain can 
cause major neurological sif,'1ls and symptoms very quickly 
whereas a minor bleeder on the arm will clot and heal even 
without treatment in most cases. 

Major al'terial bleeding from an amputated leg can be 
con troll ed with a tourniquet in seconds, but major bleeding 
from a ruptured spleen or torn aorta will cause enough 
internal bleeding in a minute to cause death without one 
drop of blood being shed. 

Most venous bleeding from say, a seriously excoriated, or 
scraped-up, chest from a s lide down so me steep cliffwill 
hurt but will clot fairly soon on its own. A venous bleed 011 

the scalp could cause a person to lose enough blood that they 

go into shock and die because the scalp is so vascular that it 
just keeps bleeding. 
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R.:Irely will a minor bleed be an issue unless it involves 
an intern.:ll organ or two and the person is slowly bleeding 
out and becoming anemic and weak over a period of time. 

In a survival situation, this could cause death injust a matter 
of days. 

So, the type of bleeding and the location are the two 
major factors for considering what the final outcome might 

be, but the treatment is always the same: Stop the bleeding! 
It's easy to do. Just s lap you r hand directly on the 

wound and push down. If your patient is conscious and 
coherent, make him do it while you find or improvise a 

d ressing. In case of an amputation, go straight t o the 
tourniquet. Ifblood is spurting, reach in and pinch it off. 
If there are two or three spurters, place your knee on one! 

Get aggressive, go after the source of that bleeder and stop 
it ASAP. If you have to stick your finge r into an ope n gut 

wound and pinch a piece of intestine to stop it bleeding, do 

so! It 's that easy. 
This is not time to be thinking about gloves and AIDS, 

and it's no time to be worried about infecting the wound . 
You are already dirty so the wound is alre.:ldy infected. If you 
lose too much blood, you won't get any infections because 

you'll be dead! 

THE SEQUENCE FOR HEMORRHAGE CONTROL: 

• DIRECT PRESSURE. The first thing to do is put your h.:lnds on 
the wOllnd or.:l dressing covering the wound. 
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• MORE PRESSURE. Add a dressing if there is 110ne or add a 
second dressing and pack it into the wound more by tying 
the dressing down with the knot on top of the wound to 
create 1110re pressure in an attempt to stop the bleeding. 

• ELEVATION. naise the wound above the level of the heart to 
decrease the blood flow by reducing the amount of pressure 
on the hole in the circulatory system. Th is is particu larly 
useful for n bleeding nrm or leg i f the person is sitting. I f you 

can't get the limb above the hem·t, get the heart below the 
limb by laying the person down then raising his arm or leg. 

• PRESSURE POINTS. On some locations on the human body, 
blood vessels are closer to the surface and, as such, pressing 

down at these points will reduce the blood flow through the 
vessels to the wound. For instance, if pressure and elevation 
weren't stopping the blood flow in a hand wound, you could 

squeeze the area on the wrist where you would normall y 
take a pulse and that will reduce the blood flow to the hand. 
Pressure points coincide with the places where you can rake 
pu lses and this method is particularly useful to a survivor if 
you are treating yourself or need to hold off the bleeding 
until someone can produce a suitable dressing. 
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Blood Pressure Points 

• TOURNI QUETS arc considered a last r esort in modern 
medici ne, howcver combat medicine has changed this to the 

point that a good tourniquet, quickly and correctl y applied, 
is often the first choice fo r any significant bleeding. This 
tourn ique t will staunch the blood loss and provide the 
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caregiver more time to get the right dressings ready to apply. 
After the dressing is applied, the tourniquet ca n be eased up 
gently, striking a b:llance duringtbe transition. Also, YOll can 
re-tighten:l tourniquet while adj usting a dressing. Finally, 
once the dressing is in place and the bleeding is under 
control, the tourniquet can be removed completely. 

RULES FOR TOURNIQUET USAGE: 

• Tourniquets should be two inches wide or wider but not 
nanower unless nothing wider is :lvail:lble. 

• Tourniquets should be placed two inches above the wound 
or amputation. Placing lower could damage the wound. 

• Placing higher could mean that, if th e tissue below the 
tourniquet dies from lack of blood, the patient will lose 
more tissue than necessary. 

• Tourniquets should be tightened only enough to stop the 
major bleeding; some oozing is okay. 

• Tourniquets should not be loosened unti l you h:lve a 
proper dressing in place and ready. 

• Tourniquets should be kept ready to be tightened or re-ap
plied if the bleeding begins again. 

• Tourniquets should be placed below joints when possible. 
If the patient loses his limb later due to amputation, the 
joint is important to having a better prosthetic. 
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Tourniquet Applic~tion 

Turn stick 10 t ighten tourniquet 

DEALING WITH 
DISCONNECTED BODY PARTS 

~/ 
I 
I , 

A1llput~tions nrc obv iously trc~ted init i ~lIy by the 

application of a tourniquet, but what do you do with the 
body p~ rt? Most likely, you will simply bury it later if the 
survival si tua tion gets extended . But for the short term, in 
case rescue happens quickly, try to salv~ge the limb, 

prov ided circumstances allow taking these extra measures. 
No body par ts shou ld be re-attached in the fie ld un less 
done so by a trained person. Re-attaching is an invite to 

infection, gangrene and septicemia, and possibly death . 
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When it's gone, it's likely gonna st:!y gone. 
However, you should wrap the part in some clean plastic 

or other waterproof material and put it on ice or SIlOW if you 
happen to have some. If not, perhaps cold lake or river water 
is near :!nd can be used to keep the body part cold. Do not let 
the water get to the body p:lrt, however, as the part will 
absorb the wntet", rupture the cells and destroy the 
nppendnge. Also, do not let the pnrt freeze ns this too will 

rupture the cells and destroy the tissue. Depending all how 
well the temper:!ture is regulnted, the part might last up to 
three days. 

Eyebnlls pop out. It hnppens. If they do, try to plnce them 
bnck inside. Most medicine will say this is a no go but the 

fntt is, it will only get worse and without the thnnte of 

immediate first aid from nn emergency room, most of the 
time, it's best to put the eyeb:lll bnck in. If the orb is 
destroyed, the eye is lost. It cnnnot be repnired or replaced. 
I n this case, do not place it back in but treat it like any wound 
nnd covet' it with n clean dressing. If the orb is intact, some 
muscles that move the eye are probably torn but the vision 

should still be oby since the optic nerve is like a tough piece 
of stretchy plnstic. Try to place the eyeball back in gently 

after cleaning it the best you can. Finally, tover the eye and 
dress it like n wound. 

If the eyebnll tan't be pbced bnck in the socket but the 
orb is intact, put it in something like a Styrofonm cup or 
plastic bng, keep it moist, cover it gently and secu re the 
whole contraption to the patient's bead. Cover both eyes in 

most C:lses bec:luse wherever one eye looks, the other will 
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rurn . This twitching will cause more pain and discomfort to 

the patient. 

DEFs of Tracking 
Patient Progress 

• D IS FOR DISABiliTY. This is mostly addressed when you 
determine the patient's level of consciousness (Alert, Verbal, 
Pain, Unconsciousness) but becomes particubrly important 
when you notice a s ignificant change, one way or the other. 

If your patient is starting to come arollild afte r yOll r 
treatments, this is great. Hut if yOll notice that he is 

deteriorating, you need to reassess what yOLL are doing and 
what you have done. That leads to E. 

• E IS FOR EXPOSE. In a survival si tuation exposure is not 
usually wa.rranted or desired. However, if there was rI major 

crash, or a person tumbles dOWll a cliff, or you found 
someone unconscious and there are no obviolls causes, YOll 

might Ileed to remove their clothing to see everything, in 
order to find problems rind treat them. In the cold, this might 
not be ideal , but it will he lp you look beyond the obvious. 
For instance, someone might have fallen and broken a leg, 
which gets your attention and his righ t away. Meanwhile, no 

one notices that he's also su ffered a puncture wound to the 
chest cavity. Exposure and inspection will find this. 

• F IS FOR FUll (SET OF VITAL SIGNS). In a surviva l situation, you 
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an.' very limited without tools. But you can get a basic 
amount of info by measuring vital signs, knowing what they 
mean in general, and then reassessing to see if they're getting 
closer to what they should be normally-or getting worse. 
Remember, breathing and pulse increase initially in response 
to trauma and shock, and then slowly decrease. Keep this in 
mind when you firs t begin treatment so that you're not lured 
in to a r<llse sense of security bec<luse the vitals look good 
early 011. Reassess regu!:u"ly, and when you're not sure what 
to do next, reassess again with systems checks, body part 

checks by function and reexamination of all your dressings 
and treatments. 

SAMPLE: 
a Different Diagnostic Tool 
SAMPLE is another medical acronym used to help get a 

hand le on what might be going on. While not so relevant in 
trauma scenarios, it is good for later as people have problems 
and you try to help. 

"SAMPLE" STANDS FOR: 

Signs & Symptoms: What YOll see is a sign, a bruise for ex

ample. What they say is a symptom, such as "no feeling in 
the hand." 

Allergies: Always <lsk people if they have allergies. 
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Medicine: Ask:l patient ifhe is taking :lily mcdic:ltion. That 
might be the cure for him! 

P:lst Medic:l1 History: Ask p:ltients ifthe)"vc h:ld something 
similar in the pnst and wh:lt W:lS done to m:lke it better. This 
single most important question could give you everything 
you need to know to help them. 

Last Meal: This is especially import:lnt in Ulse of:l rnpid 

onset sickness when surviv ing because people migh t be try
ing to cat new things :lround YOLl. 

Events: Ask what's happened recently and why and how you 

might be able to make it better. With injuries, ask about the 
lJIec/wll;SIl7 ofilljlll"'y, or how they got hurt. H:lve him demon

strate or explain so you can visu:llize how something might 
have been bent or broken and what else might have been 

injured but is being over shnd owed by the pn in of the m3in 

lllJury. 
Armed with this b:lsic assessment methodology, you :lre 

ready to do the best you can to help yourse lf 3nd those 
around you. You can even ask yourself these questions so 
thnt you can best understand how to help yourself when 

something un known is making you sick or causing you p:lin. 

Carry Techniques 
Sometimes you will need to 1110ve patients from the scene of 
an injury, either right awn)' to get them out ofhnrm's way or 
Inter after you stnbilized them. Here nre a few tips J find 
useful and practic:ll enough for even women :lnd children. 
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MOVING AN UNCONSCIOUS ADULT: 
Always get your p.:ttient's help if he cnn assist in anyway. 

Always use as m:lny people as you can to move someone. 

Bodies are he:wy! 

Always try to squat while lifting, letting YOllr legs do the 

work. 

IF YOU HAVE TO 
CARRY THE PATIENT ALONE: 
Stand behind your patients and hold him under his arms, 

your fingers interlocked across his chest. Drag-don't lift

using you r legs instead of your b:1ck to walk backwards. 

If your pMienr is a child, carry him in your anns. 

If your patient is big and heavy and the distance is great, 

an over-the-shoulder carry is best. Begin by putting a knee 

on the ground and pulling your p:uient's arms over your 

head. Slide your shoulder lower wbile wrestlingyouf patient 

onto your shoulder. Slowly stand up while holding on to 

someth ing. Then get comfy and get moving. 

If you can, use a rope or somethingsirn ilar to make a loop 

under your patient's arms. T hen tie the loop across you r 

shoulders and you can carry your patient like a backpack. 

Finally, if time permits, make a pole stretc her. Place your 

patient in it and drag the poles like it's n cart with no wheels. 

This works well, but the sticks will wenr down and need to 

be rep[nced so make them long. 
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IF TWO PEOPLE ARE 
CARRYING YOUR PATIENT: 
The stronger cnrrier holds the patient under the arms with 
fingers interlocked as above. The weaker one holds under 
the thighs while standing between the patient's knees and 
lets the ankles lock under their armpits; the carrier locks his 
fingers together. This works mLlch better than trying to hold 
a tight grip over any period of time or distance. 

The two carriers lock arms like a cradle and let the 
patient sit in your arms like he was in a chair. 

Ag,dn, time permitting, make a pole stretcher or litter to 
drag. 

Transportirlg ill Patient 

I~ 
I I ! 
I 
( , , 
I 
I 
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Leaving an 
Unconscious Patient 
Sometimes, a person is not conscious, but you cnn't move 

him and need to leave. If at all possible, once the person is 
treated and stabilized, turn him on his side, the uninjured 

side if possible. Raise his top Jegso the knee is bent and place 

his top arm with the elbow bent so his hand supports his 

head. This should keep him from choking on his tongue or 
vomit. Try to leave a message in case the patient comes to 

~ll1d make sure you note where you left him. 
The real hard part here is abandoning someone with no 

idea where you're going, if you'll make it and whether you'll 
ever be able to find your patient again . Chances are that your 

patient will perish ifhe is ill or injured and you cannot take 
him with you for whatever reasons. But he might perish on 
the journey. Also, trying to carry him might nCfu.:!]ly kill you 
or the other survivors. It is not an easy decision, but it is one 
that might need to be l11.:!de. There are no easy .:!nswers here. 

Prevention 
Prevention is the most important thing anyone can do for 
first aid and health. This is especially true for the survivor 
since there is limited or no access to health care and 
medicines in survival situations. So, everything you do in a 

survival situation mlLst err on the side of caut ion. 
Survival situations are no time to take chances and 
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unnecessnry risks. If you need to climb n tree, descend a cliff, 
cross a river or even just use n knife, go slow. Take some time 
and think about what you want to do, why you need to do it 
and how you can do it in the ensiest and safest way possible. 

Simply slicing your finger from being too hasty cnn chnnge 
everyth ing. 

Prevention is all pretty much common sense. If you're 
thirsty, drink . If you're cold, get warm and stay dry. But 

mainly, if you're tired, get rest and sleep. This is the number 
one key to n good prevention plan. Rested people think 
better and better decision making decreases the chances of 
unnecessnry injuries nnd illness. 

The first question for prevention should be: How can 
this go wrong? 

From there, you cnn plnn nround potential problems. If 
you have no choice, then take whatever chances as 
cautiously ns you cnll. 

Hygiene 
Try to maintnin your personal hygiene and general 

cleanliness ns a top preventive stratcf,,)'. This will also help 
with your sense of general well~being nnd positive mental 

outlook. But it also decreases diseases by reducing the 
bncterin that grow natut'nlly 011 the human ski n and multiply 
quickly in dirty conditions. These become opportunistic 

infections waiting to happen if you get n cut or scrape while 
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your skin has this excess build-up ofbacreria. So, keep clean. 
You cnn do this under almost any circumstances. 

HYGIENE TIPS: 
• THE SUN kills bacteria. If you have no water, try to tnke off 

your clothes and expose your skin to the sun for a while, 
being mindful not to get sunburned. 

• THE AIR itself can still help kill some bacteria if there is no 
sun . .J ust airing out your body for a little while each day, or 
a few tim es a day if needed and plausible, can reduce the 
amount of bacteria on your body. 

• SAND C;lI1 be llsed when there is no wate r, especially in the 
armpits and groin. Be c:lrcful to get it all out of the butt 

cheeks to prevent challng and a rash. 

• SHOWER in the rain if you get the chance or use some snow 
if practical. 

• TEETH are vitnlly important in life and become even more so 
in a survival situation as dental problems cnll cause misery 

and gricf unlike any other. So, keep your teeth as clean ns 
possible. YOll only nced n stick or some cloth to do so. Many 
fo lks use a rwigof sassafras or pine to scrape all thei r teeth; 
to me, thi s actuall y works better th:ln a toothbrush. You can 

also take a piece of cloth, like fl'Om YOUI' T-sh irt, and wrap it 
around your finger and then rub your finger over your teeth, 
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very firmly, The key is to take your time, and go over every 
area of every tooth, Do this at least twice a day or more if 
you're sitting around bored , Stay busy; conduct dental 
hygiene. 

• FEET are the most important thing for any soldier, and this 
rule applies to th e survivor as well. Tnke care of them! 
Massage them every s ingle d"y before you start yOllr dny (lnd 
every single night before you end it. Keep them dry at all 

cost. If YOll c"n't keep them dry, stop a lot "nel "ir them out 
so they dry. No matter how cold it is, air them alit. No matter 
how wet it is, take them out of your boots, even in a 
downpour of rain, and air them out. Try to rotate socks and 
keep them clean. 

That takes care of your body, Clothes are the next most 
irnponanr thing to keep clean. They will keep your wanner 

in the cold and will last longer in the heat if they're clean. 

CLOTHING TIPS: 
• SUN will kill germs on clothes just like on a person. Lay or 

hang your dothes in the sun whenever you can . 

• AIR will al so work on clothes to reduce bacteria loads. Air 
out your clothes when you can. If you're wet, get nekkid and 

let the dothes air dry. Heck, you hope someone sees you. 
That means you' re rescued! 

• BOll your dothes if you have the luxury of fire and a pot as 
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this will kill all the bacteria. Or just rinse your clothes in any 
water or sand you can come by. 

• POST-DEFECATION CONTAMINATION is the number one way 
that many campers and survivors get sick. Do your best not 

to contaminate your hands during defecation . Use some nice, 
safe-looking broad leaves for tissue. I prefer to use the dry 
leaves on the top of the leaves on th e groun d because it 
reduces the risk of sap causing irritation if the leaves are 
already dead and dried. After some trips to Russia and the 
Middle East, I think the dry leaves are actually softer! 

Most important is to always wash your hands, all the 
time, after everything, before eve rything. Keep those 

dirty paws clean! 

Nutrit ion 
This is another key element of the prevention strategy. Most 
likely, as a survivor, your food intake will be very limited. 
However, if you understand nutritional basics, then you have 

a chance of balancing your diet. In long-term su rvival 
situations, this alone cou ld mean the difference between life 
and death-not primarily because nutritional deficiencies 
cause death but because weakness that results from these 
deficiencies lends to higher de&'Tees of incapacitation from 
which death could result. If left to scavenge in a Sllrv ivn l 

situation, see if non-survivors had any vitamins or 
supplements in their personal effects. 
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FOOD BASICS: FOUR FOOD 
GROUPS VERSUS NUTRITION SOURCES 
There arc essentially four food groups, even though 
nutritionists will get technical and d ivide these into further 

sub-categories. For a survivor, it's very simple. 

• MEAT. This includes nuts, beans, eggs and fish. 

• MILK. You won't find butter or cheese, bur you might just get 

some gO;J t milk. 

• FRUITS & VEGGIES. These are obviolls and we don't care if a 

tomato is not a vegetable. 

• BREADS & CEREALS. You're not going to find :lIly b read out 

there, and cereals actually tnke a lot of work to make, but yOLl 

C3n find some good substitu tes like roots :lnd plant stalks 

that prov ide starches and carbohydrates. 
But the bottom line is that yOll will not eat a balallced 

diet. You will cat what you C[lll get. An d th,lt's why for the 

survivor, it's more important to understand what you need 
and wh~t can give it to yOll out in the wild . 

\Nhen you are surviving, basicall y, you need to think 
"caveman diet," 'cause that's pretty much what you're gonna 
be all . This is mainl y meat and some fruits and veggies if 

you' re lucky. 

• PROTEIN is the number-one thi ng that is going to give yOll 

s trength and YOll are going to need it. The best sou rce of 
protein is meat. That means an imals and th at means killing. 
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All this means hunting, traps, snares, fishing, etc. now come 
into play. 1 f you're lucky, you'll find some nut-bearing trees 
or some occasional eggs or legumes. But mostly, you'll need 

meat. 

• FATS are one of the best sources for energy there is. They 
aren' t great for you when you work in an office, but when 
you're out in the bush, using all your muscles in ways you 
never have, fat tastes delicious and keeps you going. You're 
not likely to be putting on weight when surviving and if you 
do, good on ya! But the bottom line is to never waste fat and 

throw it away. Eat as much as you can. Use it for storing 
other foods, or making soap or candles if you have to, but try 

to eat it all first! 

• CARBOHYDRATES that we norm311y get from bre3ds an d 
pastas aren't naturally occurring entities. But many roots 
will provide carbohydrates, as will many plants like cat tails. 

(See the Food section for this.) Carbs are important for 

energy so eat them when you can. 

• VITAMINS & M INERALS kind of fall into the same category for 
the survivor. You're not likely to get all you need, and 
surprisingly to most health nuts, you don't really need that 
many, but the lack of them will cause you major problems 
over a long period of time, which we'll look at next. For now, 

it's important to know that you need them and they are 
harder to get so this is why you need to try to find some fruits 

and veggies around you, as these contain the trace minerals 
and occnsional vitamins humans need . Mentally prepare 
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yourself to t ry some as you do need them to survive. The 

following chart explains why. 

VITAMIN· DEFICIENCY DISEASES TO LOOK OUT FOR 

VITA MIN SOU~CES OUICIENCY SYMPTOMS 

• A ·R~linor • lrier. eggt • N@1!1!IirIdom • Self~planalory 

(¥fOl';. m.lIIy 
frulls and YEggles 

• Bl Thiamin~ • lWer. eggs. port, • &n-beri • Weighllos5. emoIW dis-
peon. or¥1ges. turban::es. weakness. pai<1 in 

""t~ !irrts. and edema or sweliog 

• B2 Riboflavin • Meal eggs. fish. • Ariboflavirioiis • Swelliogand relkimol 
mill:.. banar.a~ mouth and lr.wt. (JacD1g 
okra. few veggies alclIJJlI'f5of mouth. ~ 

syphifis or scaling 00 genital~ 

• B3 Niacin • Mealt eggs. ~sh. • ..... • AggJes>ion, i1sormia. semi-

00'_ tivity to sooIight. weabless. 
~Iot'iof rnerMl (oofu:;oon. ~n Ie-
veggies.1iver. ~t dermatlhs and hair 
heart kidney Io$s. swol1eo1 oral c..wity. di¥. 

rhea. demenlla. fint paraly-
s~death 

• B5 • Meals. 50JJIe 1'1'8- • Paresl~ • Piosand oeeo:Ies feeling 00 
Pantothenic Acid "" lhe sU1 w,thrut berng 

caused by sleeping 00 a IifItl 

• B6 • Meats. • .... • Dlten ~Iooked. feeling 
Pyridoxine 11Jls. 50JJIe 1'1'8- tired weak. ~ally olC/mg. .- ~regular bteall"lng and hm 

beat. pale sU1 and nan bed. 
crads at COInet 01 mouth. 
and pic.a. the craving 01 00-
uswllrings to eat 
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VlllrnI~·DeficieIKY Dlse .... to lool< 0..1 F .... (ConU ..... d) 

VITAMIN SOUIKES DEFICI[NCV SVMI'TDMS 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

B7 Biotin • Mi!k.live!.eggs 

B9 Folk Acid • GrEens. beans, ,.,. 
B12 CyarlOCobal · • Me.l~lfi<.h. 

imin em .... 
termites 

CkrofbkAdd • Fruits. roses, pile _,-
I~ 

o Ergo or • DJiy. SIJ1Iight, 
CIlo!e·Calcilerofs lally·type 1i!Jl 

[ • Nuts, se!!ds.n:l 
Tocopherob d<rl\'l'greeos 

K Mena or • """'.-Phyllo-quinioos -OW 

• Dermatihs 

• &rth Delects 

• -
• wry 

• Ridels & Oste!r 

"""'" 
• ... 
• SIeedng diathesis 

• Any condition of irl\arned 
skin such as a rash. eczem.J 

• SameasB6~ 

• ~rlq)Jo'pIe spots on skill. 
~ from nose and 
gtms,tooth loss. surteI1 
ey6. ~ 01 old S(A'S 

""' ""'" """ 
• WM. JflJ5(~ painfut 

{r..np'>. easy bone frachling 

• Hemolytic anemia ir new-.. ~ 
• BIood failstociot 

Note: The technical chemic3! t13me is given in case you can 
find some substances with these compounds in the label's 
ingred ien ts for treating severe deficiencies. 

• M INERALS are in the same category for the survivor as 
vitamins. You'll get what yot! get from whatever you eat and 

you' ll eat whatever you can get. The above chart is to give 
YOll an idea of what you need, where it comes from, what 
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deficiencies cause and what to look for. When you see these 
unusual symptoms, they shou ld ring a bel !. Look for the 
causative shortage and try to find similar substi tute items 
from the source list. 

There are no real significant diseases caused by mineral 
shortages that will not be taken care of if the basic vi tamin 
sources are found rind eaten. The key thing to note here is 
that almost eve rything you need nutritionally to survive 
is found in and pl'ovided by meat! 

The only two not really provided by meat are Vitamin E, 
wh ich has no real known defic iency disease and Vitamin C, 

which is one of the most widely occllt'ring and easy to find 
vi tamin sources almost everywhere in the world! Seaweed at 
sea, cacti in the desert, lichen in the arctic, and many plants 
in the jungle, mountain and forests can provide Vitamin C. 

vVith meat and one plant from each of the world's 
environments, you can survive with a healthy diet! 

Note to vegetadans and vegans: This is not a natural 
or healthy diet for human beings! The human body 

developed natural enzymes to pull vitamins and minerals 
from the meat of animals, but we cannot pull the essential 
vitamins and minerals from the plants. We need animals to 

do this for us because animals have their own special 
enzymes that break down grasses and brrains and absorb the 
nutrients we need, which they store in their meat and 

organs, and which we can only get by consuming the 
animals, not the grasses directly. 

Therefore, the natural order of things is not to be vegan 

or vegetarian, but to be a meat eater, as we are omnivorous 
by nature and that 's all there is to it. The bottom line is that 
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a vegan will die in most long term survival s ituations if he 
docs not eat meat. Unless a vegan is fortunate enough to 
have enough nuts and legumes and other supplements 
around, his body wiil simply shut down and die s ince such 

a diet rei ies on manmade nutritional supplements to survive 

in good health. 
So, note to the vegans and vegetarians out there 

surviving: Either take a hi atus from the diet or figure out 
who gets to eat you when you go! If you're out there 
surviving and food is scarce, but water is plentiful, consider 
the vegan among you to be 011 the future menu!! 

• FIBER, simply put, is purely a nicety. Yup, it keeps you regular, 
and that is important. Without it, you can become 

constipated and that can cause debilitating pain. But 
constipation is easily tJ'eated by drinking a lot of water and 
consuming some oil or a lot of fat cooked to be nice and 
greasy. Either will lubricate the fecalith , or feces "stone," 
causing the blockage and the resulting pain. Get fiber if you 
can, but plan to live without it. Enough fruits, veggies, fats 

and water willllsllally suffice for the survivor. 
Okay, that's all I gotta say about nutrition as preventive 

medicine for su rviving. 

Immunization 
Now let's look at some things YOll should have in general, 
especially before any trips, and what it might mean if you 
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don't have your shots aka vaccinations. 
Immunizations are very, very important. You might not 

realize it because they have become commonplace in our 

lives, but these measures alone have single-handedly saved 
millions, maybe billions, of lives through prevention. It is 
imperntive that you get your vaccinntions and keep your 
shots up to date. I t is especially important, before you travel, 
to look at your local website-the Centers for Disease 
Control and Prevention for Americans and the National 
Health Service for the British- so that you will know which 
diseases are prevalent in the region to which you are 

traveling. Get the necessary precautionary injections before 
you go and do so as soon as you know you're traveling as 
some vaccines require a series which may take weeks or 
even months. 

The way these things work is simple. You get a low dose 

of a weakened disease that has been studied and tested 
plenty before you are getting it to make sure you can handle 
it. Our bodies then adapt and adopt the sickness so thnt we 

now have a resistance and are protected. These are not 100% 
sure but, mostly, th ey work. Get the details when you get the 
shot if you're interested, but do not skip it, ns it sure would 
be hateful to die from some disease you could have 
prevented with a little poke before you left home. 

There are many immunizations that children require 
during the course of growing up, and these vary from 

cOllntry to countq' and periods of time based on current 
medical practices. It is not within the scope of this book to 
<lddress shots for kids since this is for adults who might end 
up in a survival situation as a result of work or recrenrional 
pursuits. 
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BASIC IMMUNIZATIONS MOST PEOPLE SHOULD GET 

"~, fUQ\.IOICV PREVEHT5 "'= 
• Meningococcal • Maybe a booster • BrilWl disease • Can bft you quicklyl 

eve<)' 5 ya~or 
whe'1 trallt'llinglo 
enderricare.l 

• Hepatitis A • There are liletime • HepA. mostly • fiep A Iuts a 101 like a !>.xl 
iIoouity VilC- IrOO1 dirty water flu. but most survive 
ere tmtllSllally in poor COI.Wl\lies 
reQlM€ JJUlIple 
dosesO'l!.'l'a~ 
riOdoitime 

• Hepatitis B • Series with boost, • Mostly for heallh- • This does k~ 1 ., care'Mrlers wOO 
deal With blood 

• Pneumococcal • Maybe a booster • Lmg diseases • CankiD 100 
eve<)' 5 year~or if 
traveling where ...... 

• Infi uenla • .... " • '" • Not really needed lor healthy 
illts. fTI05tly for elderly .. ,... 

• Varicella • """"~. • Ctiden;lox • AherpeswllS 

• HiB • Maybe 5)'e.lrsor • B.xterial ifill'(:' • '"'''' ... (Haemophi lus whoo travel!iog to tlOll5 01 briWI. 
Influenzae) a risky are.l ""'t.., 

• MMR (Measles. • MWrt need lor • Stops whal it says • Helps light other" vrais 
Mumps, Rubella) travel oothe IiXJej 

I 
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Josle Im"U'"'~h<lns Mo., ,,"pl. Should Ge, (Con,,",...!) 

"lAME fR(QUENCY PREVENn "Ions 

• 

• 

HPV (Human Pa· • 3·part >eries CIVe1 • Prevmts diseal.!' • For sexually actrve women 
pilovirus) 6 month~ orx:e in that could couse 

""" 16 
bI, harm ar.j is diff~ 

(tin to detect 

TOP {Tet~nus. • Boo5ter e'lery 10 • Primarily prevents • Usually (oused ~ 
Diphtheria. Per- '" TelaM. which infected punctUle wounds 
tuo;sis) (ankillasurvi'lor -
Nore : The purpose of this (·h:1rt is not to te:1ch you wh:1t the 

disl':1ses nrc or whnt the vncdllntion schedules nre. These 
disl'nses nrc complex and have many signs, symptoms nnd 
ways of sprendin g. The l11:1in rcnson for thi s chart is to 

remind you that there [Ire prevenmble things o ut there 
which call harm or kill YOll, but it requires you to take the 
steps to prevent thel11. Check your shot records. Get them 
lip to (bte! 

Disease 
Simply put, diseases :1re natul"311y occllrringorgnnisms that 
cnllse a reaction that hns a negative imp:1ct on the health of 
the 1ll1m:m organism when encountered by the human body. 

They come from many sources, calise many symptoms, and 
not all hnve clIres. Some go away on their own, some are 
easily treated. and some nre fntnl if untre:1Ced. 

Most d ise:1ses can be either treated or cured. Tre:1tment 
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means the disease can be controlled and managed to make it 
less harmful but not stopped or killed completely. Curing 
means the disease can be completely removed as a problem. 

Since most things can be cured, or at least treated, the 
key will be lasting long enough to get treatment or a cure. 
To this end, it is helpful to know what diseases :Ire out there 
and what causes them so you can try to prevent them when 
possible while recognizing signs and symptoms if you do get 
somethillg. Th is way, you call understand wh;lt is goingon if 

you get sick, try to keep any sickness from getting worse, 
h;lVe some idea what toexpcct so you don't despaiJ~ .md have 
a concept of the timcline you arc up against to help make 

better decisions to cffect a rescuc or escape to civilization. 
I will include treatments just ill case you happen to have 

medical supplies. I-low to use them will depend on more 

vnriables than I Cilll cover here. Read the label; then use yO\lr 
common scnse and best SWAG (sc ienti fi c wild -ass guess!). 

DISEASES TO LOOK OUT FOR 

DISEASE YECTDRjCAUSE SIG NS/SYMPTOMS TREATMENT 

• Malaria • _to • fevel ill cyc~ chiNs. jaoo- • Olloroqline and oll\ef 
Protruoan (dawl\IlWbiter) dice, sweats ootiOns 
Parasites TrClpics 

• leishmaoia- • !oodIly Alrica, Asia. • Cutaneous: Skin kkt'rl. • Fatal rt not treated. An-
sis Proto- Mediterranean lever V&erai: Uver and timany. Ampho/erkil. 
,~" -... ~ MiIlef~ 

• \.eptospiro- • Rat urif1e but many • High fever. bad ache5. • Doxycycline, Per*;inill, 
sis (spiro- animals can carPI chiJis. he.xl.Jo:hes then ~iIlln.Aroo~icili1 

chete and CiIUSe it stops, then broJin,liver and 
b.Kteria) kiOOe-; clarn.Jge leading to 

Oe.lth. browo urine is a bad 

"" 
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Di ...... T.look 0"1 fo, (C""I,"_) 

DISEASE V(CTOIVC"USE SIGNS/SYMPTOMS UE"TMENT 

• Histoplam- • Bat & bird teces. • Harshc~ngtoroo .. • ArrdIoteficin.6 or 
osis (fungal ~Qy from being p.Jfent leasOII two weeI:5 olhet Systemic ilIlll-
inlection 01 ... c.1I'e5 or near after being~bal or flf1gals. Consider D,fk,,-
the lungs) clills with buds bod_ ean Unexplained dark 

~arDlJldIlO5E' 

mouth is indicator 

• Scabies • Mites Irom poor ITt • Ildiness ilIldred >Lnillld • Permell"fin 
grene ... erMfOIl- r(ls/1 ilS mitebr..wrows into lindane lverrnectlll 
ment pllIlIilO'iIy llesh ilIld lays eggs 
bedding for sur--, 

• West Nile • ~obrtewilh • Fever With cIiIIs. sweats • No tre~trnent Consider 
virus mOOrs and crows and swollen ~ nodes ilIlhw~ ls 

lllilking virus WOf}e 

• Rickettsia • Trd:s. Fleas, LK~ • Fevers. chins, aches. 1lilJ- • Bacteria is gri!l11 nega. 
caUSl'S Ty- UIUiIDy oll 01 rats. sea. vomil~ lhete are Irve.nl responds wei 
phus.. Pox causes some types ,~ to ilIllbotio., 1000 a 
and Rocky of rocephabtis. too lot fike dengue 
Mountain 
,,,o,,~ 

1M' 

• Fi lari~s or • ~to bite car· • Sbn lhicl:e-6lii:e ilIl eIe- • Diethyk:arb.Jmazirle AI· 
[leph;!ntra- ries thrNcHrI:e phiJIlt's, mostly Iowtr legs. berxl.m>Ie 00xycyr:1ine 
sis Nerna- woon. gets into C¥I affect anywhere 
lode Worm Iyrr(lh system 

• Onchocerci- • PillilSite in bl.xk IIy • Gets in body.nl!Wes 15 • lverrnectin Ooxycycli1e 
asis or Rwer bite oeill flowrng ye.Jfs, causes >e"lere Itch-

" .. ,," ,~, ir1g. then ttvd: lizard skin. 
Nematode ther1leopafd patches. they 
Wormre- mrgrate to eye. causes 
latedto ~sillldbfinOOes\ -
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Di_ To Look Out For (Conl" .... d) 

DI~US£ V[CTOItICA.US[ SIGNS/SYMPTOMS UEATMENl 

• Dengue • ~ltO{day • Rash 00 ~ legs and • ~away 00 its own. 
biter) Asia. Africa. chest. high lever, abdonl· but if tllere is hemor-
Caibbean laton naI pain oonsI¥l1 r~eoonolgiveas· 
Ame<ica. Auslral'a headdches.1oss 01 appetite pWin, wild! wi~ recU:€ 

clouing.rod rTle3l1 

more bleeding 

• Sleeping • Tsetse fly. Africa • fever. headaches. joJlt • Eflomilr;oe. f>entamj. 

SicknMS Attr(l(tedtoditrl; pain. swollen ~ norh ""' "",""w clothes.nllasl daytime 5leepiness. latal if 
_l mcMng OOjects ootre.Jted 

• Ckagas Dis· • ~I)'kissr.g • ~ a noOOIe at bile • Drugs Irom A~~ Iiiill'" 
ease or bugbdl'5lalin site. then dsease ~ ily-BenlOOaroie. etc 

""""" Ame<icil fOf up to 20 ye,m rul only early oo.llard 
Versional totreall.Jter T_ 
" 

• Yellow • City 0( r<llnfOfl'51 • fe'Ve'. chils. end bIeeojng • V.xcioe is 99%ellec· 
f~, mo5qJitoCenlrai /; iolo skin Hits in two 10 bve No 1re.Jlmeolonly 

Sooth Ame<ica line days with jau1dice. fO(s~toms 
colfi!e'"grolXlcj.lool::iI'1g 
I'OITIiI. goes irHJy alter 
jalXJdice. then comes b.1ck 
andallen~ 

• Bitharzia 0( • P¥asite Irom snail • Rash and ltd,), sm OIl' to • Praliqlmtel Antimony 
Schistoso· i1 lresh waler lwo days alief wading in 
miasis ~.., ""'" watef.lr.en 1e'Ve' and 
(Trema· """ ,""'" 

I 
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Note: The type of parasite is listed not to be fancy, but to help 
you as a survi VOl' and improviser extraordinaire. 111 case you 
come across a medication for one type you might use it for 
another of the same type. For example, you might find the 
anti-helminthic, Praziquantel, which is used to treat 
Trematodes also called Flukes. But you might actuall y have 
a fl atworm, also called tape worm, from the Cestode family. 

The Prniquantil can be used for both evell though the 
second is an "off-label" use, meaning the parasite is not the 
medication's intended target. Still, it can still kill that other 
parasite because they arc similar. Use what you have and 
think outside the box . 

Antibiotic Therapies 
for the Survivor 

• RULES. There are a lot of rules, regulations and laws out there 
regarding antibiotics and their usc. These are mostly good 
things because, if antibiotics were readily availabl e to 

everyone, many folks would rake them for many reasons and 
many of them would be wrong . 

• REASONS. What's the harm? Humans change and develop 
immunities to things the more we're exposed to them. Many 

diseases that can kill people are easily cured by antibiotics 
but these antibiotics took time to di scover and develop. If 
people take a lot of antibiotics, and the bugs in their bodies 
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develop immunity to these antibiotics, then the chances are, 
we will no longer have effective treatments for many 
diseases and might not find new cures in time. So, in the big 
picture, doctors are trying to save lives by controlling and 
restricting the misuse of antibiotics. That's why they're 

regulated. 

• EXCEPTIONS TOTHE RULES. The survivor has but one mission, 
to stay al ive. Illness can cause this mission to fail. So, 

antibiotics are to be considered fully acceptable for use in a 
survival situation. That said, you need to know some basics 
aboU[ bugs and drugs. 

• TWO TYPES. There are primarily two types of bacteria that 

have significance to the survivor, the kind that need oxygen 
and the kind that don't (called aerobic and anaerobic 

bacteria, respectively). They have different shapes and such, 
but that is only important in a lab with a microscope. This is 
only intended as kindergarten-level class. 

• THREE TERMS. There is some terminology that will help you 
though: gramllegative and gram positive. In a lab, a stain on 
the bacteria differentiates between the two and this 

information tells what type of antibiotic will work better 
against it. The other key term to know is broad spectrum 

antibiotic, meaning the drug works against both kinds. These 

are what you need. 

• TWO WAYS . Antibiotics usually work in one of two ways. 
Bactericidals either get inside the cell and destroy the 
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nuclCLIS or attack the outside of the cell and destroy its 
membrane; cither way, the bacteria dies. BacterioSllltics 
prevents the bacteria from dividing, stopping its 
proliferation throughout the body. 

• DIAGNOSING. The types of bacterial infections you1llight get 
on a cut on the outside of your arm are usually aerobic and 
gram positive and less seve re. The types YOll might get inside 

yOll, where there is no ail', are usually anaerob ic and gram 
negative and are usually more severe. 

When you attempt to diagnose a bacterial infection in the 

field without the benefit of proper tools and lab techniques, 
this is called empirical diagnosis, or based purely on 
ex perience and observation. Use the info you gather to try 
and decide what kind of infection is being presented . That 
will drive the determination of which drug might be needed. 
I n shorr, it is a best bruess. 

A good rule of thumb is that green is bacte rial, yellow 
is viral. This is useful for determining if you actually need 
that antibiotic or not when there is a cough, runny nose or 
phlegm. 

It is important to b'Tasp that not all antibiotics work for all 
bacterial infections. So if you are taking an antibiotic for 
something that it is not designed and intended for, it might 
not be doing you any good at all and you've squandered a 

valuable resource that could have been of benefit later if 
used for th e bugs it was intended to work against. 

What it all means to you is this: incorporate what you 
now know about the basics of antibiotics and bacterin and 
make the best guess for what will work based on what you 
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have available to you . In most cases, a broad spectrum 

antibiotic will work. I f in doubt, take the antibiotics. 

• TREATMENT. When it comes rightdowll to it, it is best to have 

some broad spectrulll antibiotics. T l}' to get them, try to keep 

them in any first aid/survival kit and if you have them, 

chances are, they will help. Here is a list of a few; these will 
change over time so do some research for the most current 

medicines. 1 include here one common broad-spectrum 

antibiotic from each of the major categori es so that if you 

encounter one of these, you will know it can be of good use. 

Clindamycin 

Ciprofloxacin, Levofloxacin 

Doxycycline 

Trimethop ri m -$ ul fame thoxazo Ie 

Ceftriaxone 

Amoxacillill 

Erythromycin, Az ithromycin 

Kanamycin 

NOTE: Most medications will last much longer than their 

shelf life. Very tareiy is an out-of-date medicine actually 

more harmful as a result of being expired . Consider the 

tempel"ature and cond itions of storage and time expired, bu t 

if the container looks good and the med ication looks normal, 

give it a try. 
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Off-label (alternate) 
Uses of Drugs 
Most medicines have three name.<;: a generic 11:1111(-' , :l brand 

n~Hne and a chemical name. For example, aspirin is a generic 

name, Bayer is a brand name an d acetylsalicylic acid is a 

chemical name. Aspirin was first marketed in the bte 1800s 

but it has been around for thousan ds of years. My point here 

is that medicines all h:we a starring point and usage grows 

based on the discovery of its benefits. [ want you to shake 

off any preconceived notions you have ,lbour predefined uses 

of drugs; this is survival. Here are a couple of examples of 

how to think about llsing a drug for other than its marketed 

purpose. 
There is a well-known antifungal used to treat oral 

thrush and C:'Indidinsis or vaginal yeast infection called 

Diflucan or Trican. (I use both these trade na11le~ as that is 

most likely how people will know and rcc06rnize thcm .) This 

drug began its life as a simplc solution to thc longregimcn of 

tablets that was needed to be mken in order to treat common 

vaginal yeast infections. With this new drug, treatment went 

from seven to ten days ofmblcts a few times a day to a simple 

one-tablet dose to cure the c:lndidinsis. Now, some 

physicians took note of these ":Inti-fungal" properties :Ind 

began to experiment with off-label uses by, say, lIsing 

Diflucan or Trican to treat fungal infections of the toe, wh ich 

were very difficult to get rid of, They found thcse tablets 

worked! They :Ire now lIsed this way by doctors, ;llthough 

the drug is not marketed for thi s lise at this poin t, So look :It 

the big picture ;lnd ;lpplycommon sense but try to improvise 
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solutions based on what you have to heal yourself. 
There is another well known anti-viral agent called 

Acyclovir used for treating Herpes Simplex I, usually found 
aroun d the mouth, and Herpes Simplex I I, llsually found 

around the genitals. Now, this is a very limited scope of 
marketed use indeed. If your patient is suffering from a viral 
disease, and you are pretty sure it is viral because antibiotics 
have not touched it and the patient is getting worse, then 
maybe you should try this antiviral for herpes you found in 

the wreckage as a last ditch effort to save them? Food for 
thought. I cannot encourage or condone this practice. I can 
on ly present a concept for thinking outside the constraints 

of society wben you are clearly outside the ability of society 
to help you. 

Diarrhea 
This perennial plague on the survivor has many nicknames 
but will be experienced by almost all survivors. There are 

simple general concepts and rules for dealing with diarrhea: 
Let diarrhea go for the fir st 24 hours to clear out any 
causative organisms unless you are moving or already ill. 

If you are moving or already dehydrated, try to stop it up. 
If diarrhea lasts more thana day, chances arc it is a bug, 

not just bad food. 

Viral diarrhea will be very aggressive, hit hard and fast, 
and pass in one to three days. 

Bacterial diarrhea takes a while to build up and is slower 
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to go away. 
'when feve r, vomiting, blood or pus arc present, consider 

antib iotics, 
Antibiotics will not help with viral causes of diarrhea. 
In all cases, drink nuids, stay hydrated, treat symptoms 

and reduce fever. 
He re is a chart of some of the causes of diarrhea and how 

to help you determine what type you might have so you can 
best determine how to deal with it. It is important to know 

that the majority of diarrhea is from a bacterial c:mse. 

CAUSES OF AND TREATMENTS FOR DIARRHEA 

TVP EORCAUS£ MAJOR SIGNOR SYMPTOMS PRIMARY TltEATMENT 

• [.Coli (many types) • In ~aI siluaticm. uwally • Usually gram negat ive SO use 
shows up wlthoullever, oftro l\alrow spectrLJ01 antiboohcs II 
110m dirty lood. poor hyg~ avai~orAmo~icillin 

• Dysentery: oral-fe<:al • (an V<Iy but ~ ~ consid· • Prim:lry nmiorl i$lo keep hy-
Amoebic: E.Histoliticj! M'd to be of the WOI'sllypes dratedwithfWs.\'IleIThJS.M. 
Bacterial : ~ below- with longest persistence. fever. Chllehy!.htion S(liutions made 
Shigella, Salmonel la. blood. pus maybe. but I~t wIth some salt and sug,lI. etc. 
Campylobacter diarrhea after anyt~ is II- F~ win treat E.Histolitica aod 

g~ted Opro wi" treat the lhree bacte-
,~ 

• Shigel la (gram negative) • ~ wrth f~ver, blood. pus III • Ampidln Cip"lJiloxacin 
orilHer:ailoute means stool olten With CliIIf4>S, nau-
<firty hA:b after latflf)(' sea. '>"0IIII1"'8 iW1d Stlairnng to 
or ffies L.nling on feces deler:ate. starts in two days. 

then food. causes about lasts fOOl days or longer 
V3 01 C<lSeS of OOtrhea 
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C,use. o. ond T, .. U ....... fo, Oi • .,h •• (c""tinuod) 

TYPE OR (AUS!: MAIOR SlG~ OR SYMPTOMS PRIMARY fItEATME~T 

0 Salmonella (gram nega. 0 ~tly fl1lO1 eggs;oj poultry. 0 ~ hjts a few hom after in· 

tive) fouod 00 fever with headache;oj rose geslion.lasIs a few days;oj 
tUllles,.tepti1es. usually spots;oj oo.rhea wilh blood goes ~ay 00 its OWTI. 

food·borne lrom food ..,~ 

cooked bul no! ealen 
r.gh1away 

0 Cholerais (gram nega. 0 Pa.ness, walery di.:srrhea. rapid 0 Fk.oo<h.symptomahc,~I~ 
til'e), causes.JO rotero· onset lWoJfty \\\0 days. , .. ely .JOtibiotics. no vacclle 
toxin wNch makes ~ with I'IlTiting 01 fever 
me¥IeI th.-.1 mosl 

0 Giardia Lamblia is a pro· 0 Oiar rhe.l rille/v has pus (It blood, 0 Metrrndamle 01 fl.lgyl but tfls 
tozoa. no antibiolic wil but oltro foul-smelli"rg itatu- is a king coorse. 1'rlidawIe is a 
work usually from N' Iero:e;oj eruclahoos 01 burps, single dose, CMl go away on i\> 
irrg bad water. these 'arely fe-;er own in a few weeks 
cysts survive many filters 
(OOf tiRing water) 

0 Campylob.Kte" DIal· 0 fever, diarrhea U'>tIaIIy without 0 Mostly goes ilIIiJ( 00 its own 
fl'(:a/.sexuai. con1arri· """' """" naled food. water. filii 

~" 

0 Vibrio P (gram negative) 0 UswIIy from brildish water ;oj 0 Mcrnly goes ilIIiP/ 00 its own 
S&llood. watery di.".rhea w~hin 

14 """ 

0 Rotavirus causes a lot 01 0 Usually wilhin two ~ CMlLlsl 0 HyOOtioo is imlerative. this will 
diarrheas frl)'ll corrtami· foortoeight ~pro!W!OOr' go ilIIiIy, but loss o! IUds is 
nated~s rhea sometimes vomit low worse with this sinCe antibiotics 

grade fever win no! r.eIp 

0 TyphoOd Fevet IS a strain 0 II causes obrhe.l without blood. 0 ~ noI lataI,an100!icsheip 

I " """'""' but a high·grade lever 01 Kl4 Ii~ChIor~DlOpro 

degrees. rose spots 00 chesL 

~-
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Note: There are many other C:luses of di:'lrrhe:'l but these :'Ire 

the most('oml11on ones. The key is to try to let it P:lSS for one 

to two days, keep hydrated, treat the symptoms, :lnd when all 

else fails , try some antibiotics and use the anti-d i:lrrheal 

medicines if you have some and. if not, try some of the 

alternative remedies listed in this section. Also worth 

mentioning he re is th:lt many of these are internal, and 

therefore, without oxygen~as such , they :Ire of the gram 

negative variety. 

Real First Aid 
Alrighty, now we've covered a lot of ground for all the basics 

of tr:1Ul11n nnd disense. So let's look at the other types of 

medicnl and henlth problems a survivor might encounter. 

But first . let's clear the air nbout:l coml11only misunderstood 

practice: CP R. 

CPR-The Real Deal 
The fact is that everyone is going to die. Sometimes, in very 

rare circumstances, this call be reversed by C PI~. !n some 

stntes, the our-or-hospital survival rate for CPR patients is 

as low ns 3%. Think about that. 
!f most folks who survive as a result of CPR were alre:ldy 

in a hospital. with folks looking after them and all the 
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fol1ow~up care that goes with the calise for needing CPR in 
the first place. The rest of people who actually survive after 
CPR being administered sllrvived because they were 
witnessed at the time they dropped. 

This means two very important thinb'S to n survivor. First, 
if you didn't witness someone go down, and you corne upon 
them, nssess thcm, and find no breathing or pulse, chances 
nre, they will not recover. Second, if you do recover them, 
consider what might be the cause of the problem in the first 
place. Most likely, YOll won't have heart monitors, drub'S, I Vs 
and oxygen to sustain them if you do recover them. This 

could be a painful process to recover a life, only to then 
actually watch it slip away again. Consider this. 

Now, I'm not saying not to try CPR. I f you're fit and 
strong, there arc no other patients, YOLl' re not in danger frol11 
the envirOllment and you think you C[in recover and sLlstain 
them, then give it a go. 

The main reason for CPR in a survival situation is 
twofold. The first re[ison is trying to do something for 

yourself. If you don't want to accept your patient's death, 
then get down there and try if the s ituation perm its. The 
second reason is to help the surviving loved ones. If there is 
a husband present who just witnessed his wife d ie, you 
might try nnd [idminister CPH, for him! He'll sec that you 

are trying, and knowing that YOll did try, he can more easily 
acce pt the hard facts . Later, this will help with group 
cohesion in the slirvivor dynamics because there is 110 anger 

a.t yOLl for not trying and maybe even a closer bond for ha.ving 
tried. 

So, what I am saying is th,lt CPH in a survival situa tion is 
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mostly for you ~md the other survivors, not for the dend and 
dying. It is hard work and will dmin you nnd this must be 

considered, especially early all in any traumatic crnsh type 
scenario. 

Exceptions-Lightn i ng 
& Drowning 
Now, for ever}' rule, there are nlmost always exceptions and 
this is true for Survivor CPR, too. If you see a fellow survivor 

get struck by lightning, or have a bnd fall , or drown and you 
rescue them, in these cnses, CP R is very effective :llld can 
very much stnnd a chance of bringing someone back to life! 
Therefore. we'll cover some CPR basics since this is not a 

certifying clnss. Still, you'll hnve the concept in case you need 

to apply it. 
The first thing is always to assess. If you try to do CP R 

on a conscious person they're either going to hit }' OU or hug 
you! If they nre unconscious but breathing, they might puke 
on you and now you've created a choking situation. If they 
have a pu lse nnd you start pushingon their chest, you might 
actually throw the heart out of synch and kill them, so nssess 

first. No breathing, but pulse, give two breaths. No pulse 

o r breaths, then do CPR. 
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Precordial thump 
CPR has already been covered in the early assessment phase. 

But be fore YOll do CP R there is a great little trick to know 
about called a precordial thulllp. 

This is old school , and some CPR classes no longer teach 

it since it is optional and it migh t lend to lawsuits from 

people breaking ribs, but for the survivor, it is the closest 
thing to a de fibrillator you're gOllna get in the fJel d. 

The heart is amazing and works by automaticity, 
meani ng that it generates its own electrical impulses. It has 

built in backups as well. Nodes at the top fire quickly and 

regulate most things; when they fa il, nodes in the middle 

pick up the slack, but at a slower rate; when they fail, the 

emerbrency nodes at the bottom kick in, usuall y too slow to 

be healthy, but enough for life. When someone has a fall, gets 

struck by lightning or has drowned and the heart has shut 

down so it no longer creates a pulse you can detect, often, 

the little electrical nodes are still firing away but either very 

weakly or out-of-sync h so that the heart is not pumping bur 

just quivering. In a short period of time, without blood flow 

pllshingoxygen, major organs start shutting down and dying 

from the lack of oxygen . Your job is to get the oxygen there 

by returning the blood flow. The way to do this is to get the 

heart pumping again. 

Becnuse th e heart is like a little e lectrical battery, 

sometimes ajutllpstart is al l you need to get it back to work . 

And that is what the precordial thump does. Execute it with 

one good blow, striking with the bottom (pa lm aspect) of 

your fist, right on top of the center of the heart. Use a firm 

blow but pull back so as to not break ribs. 
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Very often, if you witness a case of cardinc alTest, n 
precordial thump will kickstnrt the heart back into 
operation. It can save a life and save you a lot of work. It 
shouldn't really be done more than once, or two to three 
times raps. If it doesn't work then, it :lin't gonna work, so get 
to doing CPlt Good luck with that! 

Golden 60, 60, 6 
This is a guideline to help you understand the bigger picture 

and what things might mean ra you in terms of realistically 
planning and managing expectations for yourself and other 

su rvivors. 

• GOLDEN MINUTE. The first 60 seconds will often dictnte a lot 
about the chances for a patient's survival. [hhey have a leg 
chopped off and are bleed ing out, ch:mces nre, if you don 't 
intervene within that first minute, they will bleed out :1nd 

die. For you, th:1t means, if your leg gets chopped off, there 
is no time for screaming or asking why or looking for help. 
You better rip off your belt :1nd slap a tourniquet on yourself, 
hard and fast, or by the time you finish yelling your hC:ld off, 
you'll be dend. Keeping focused on applying the toul"lliquet 

wi ll also keep you from going into shock before you can get 

the tourn iquet all. 

If someone has their face smashed and can't breathe for 

over a minute, chances are they will suffocate and die. If you 
sec this, or it happens to you, stick your fingers r ight into 
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their neck and hold a hole open for them to breathe out of. 
The chanccs of someone surviving without the two 

critical requireme nts of blood and air, afte r more than a 
minute, are very slim indeed. If there are other pressing 
matters, you might opt to not attem pt rescue. This point is 
usually where first aid rendered by first responders makes 

all the difference. 

• GOLDEN HOUR. The upside to the human response to trauma 
is a shock response that makes a pntien t hyperventilate to 

get more air while his blood vessels constrict to srlve loss of 
blood. This passes quickly, however, and then the blood 
nows and the breathing shallows. During this time is when 
your t reatmen ts will most impaet a patient's chance of 

survival. If you can get good dressings on the wounds to stop 
bleeding, and make sure the airway and chest injuries are 

treated so your patient can breathe effectively, chances are 
good that he can survive-if he can get fur ther medical 

treatment. Thi s is the level where, back home, a good 
paramedic saves lives a lot . 

• GOLDEN SIX HOURS. After first responder aid and 

stab il ization care is given, your patient will need medical or 
surgicnl intervention, depending on the damage done. For 
the survivor, these first six hours will likely come and go 

wi thout rescue or aid. Most trauma vieti illS with signi ficant 
organ nnd tissue dnmage will begin to expire without 
surgical intervention . 

You must understand this concept. If you are the 
caregiver in a mass casualty situation in some remote .:Iren, 
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chances arc that a lot of your work and effort to save some 
folk~ might come to naught if no real medical care can be 
rendered so you must weigh heavily some considerations. 

To whol11 do you give limited time, energy and medical 
supplies? 

who do you move or not? 

Do you let the person know they are likely not going to 
make it? 

Do you tell their loved ones what the re<llistic 
expectations <l re? 

The golden six hours isn't necessarily when your patiene 

will die. It just means that, by then, major damage will have 
take n its toll and death is likely not stoPP<lble in the field. 
Without lots of antibiotics, infection sets in so gangrene and 

septicemia begin. Major organs start to fail as a result of 
diminished function and systems begin collapsing. 
Understanding the long-term importance of the first six 

hours should help you mentally prepare so that you can 
better manage the remainder of your survival strategy. 

Note: J have found that 95% of the time, people prefer 
the truth, so be honest in your assessments to both the dying 

and the living. Only in a few cases have I seen that people 
actually know they're going to die but can 't or don't W<lnt to 
f<lce it ... you'll know these ifyOll see them. In these cases, [ 
suggest you play along, and they will go just a little bit 

happier. It is not easy. That's all I got to say about that. 
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Self-Treatment 
Most ofthis is for you, but if you're with others, it applies 

equally. For self-aid, everything must he considered from 

th e pe rspective of yOlI being the person injured or ill. 
Having to do this for yourselfis not easy!!! 

• SELF DE-CHOKING is tricky business. when someone else is 

choking, always try a few h::lrd pats on the hack first; that 

usually does it. If not, get beh ind him and give a he,lr hug, 

squeez ing right under the rib cage real hard with your 

thumb knuckle driving into their b'l.ltS. Your patient will 
heave-ho in a most impressive manner. Heck, you can put 

out an eye with the force ortheir vomitus projectile. For self

choking, neither of these really work. I have choked a few 

times and leaning on someth ing never really did it for me. 

All I could do was shove my fingers in and pull out the object 

lodged while givin' up some of my chow along with it. Food 

for thought, hehe! 

• DEHYDRATION is a rcal problem for most people in a survival 

situation. As addressed in the Water chapter, you can survive 

for a very long time on small amoun ts of water if you're not 

losing too much to the environment or exertion. Survivors, 

however, will often get diarrhea or other illnesses that cause 

vomi ting. Both of these can sign ificantly contribute to 

dehydr3tion. While we covered the signs and treatments fo r 

this already in the water chapter, what is important for the 

survivor here is an occurrence that actually happens a lot 

and is overlooked: kidney stones. 
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• KIDNEY STONES or rellal calculi occur .1 lot in the field for 
people who .'Ire dehydrated over long periods of time. They 
result from low fluid levels that allow naturally occurring 

crystals like calcium to build up into deposits thnt become 
like sn1:111 rocks or pebbles in the ureters, or tubes the drain 
the wnste fluid fro111 the kidney to the bladder. 

\-Vhen these occur, there is sudden and very severe pnin 
in the flanks often nccomp:mied by fever. Usually, they will 

pass. Have the person rest, often on the opposite side, to 
nllow gl":lviry to help move the stone along the ureter into 
the bladder. Give pain meds and wnter if available. 

Sometimes, kidney stones actunlly build up nnd cnllse nn 
obstruction in the urethra right near the bladder. This is a 

medical emergency as the person cannot urinate, nnd 
urinary r·etention hns the blndder full and hyper-extended 
to the point of extreme pain from loin to groi n. In these 
cases, you have three things to try. 

Try hnvingyour patient lie upside down, with their back 

agninst n tree nnd their feet up in the air, and massage the 
bladder area so g1":lvity can help dislodge the stone. 

when yOll hrtVt' the tubing, <:onsider catheterizing the 

person, or putting a tube into his ureth1":l and up into the 
bladder to drain it that way. 

Worst case scenario, if yOll think the person is going to 
die, then consider making a hole st1":light into the bladder. 
J3e as clean as you can and lise a big fat catheter or needle 
with a hole in the center so there is sOl11cth ingthe urine can 
pass through. This is an invnsive procedure and there is a 

risk of infection and complications, but it is important to 
know that it cnn be done. The IOC:ltion for the puncture 
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shou ld be in the center of the body, just above the pubic 
bone. This is called a suprapubic cystostomy and is practiced 

in emergency medicine. 

• GOUT is a buildup of uric acid and pseudo-gout is a buildup 
of calcium pyrophosphate but both can affect a dehydrated 
survivor by m:mifesting as extreme pain in the joints, 
especially around the lower extremities. The best tre3tment 
in the field is some aspirin and topical hemorrhoid medicine 

applied locally. I f there is gout, there is a chance that kidney 
stones will surface. 

• JAUNDICE is yellowing of the eyes first and then the skin. It 
is nothing more than a byproduct of bilirubin b3cking up 
into the blood stream and turning the external tissues 
yellowish . It only backs up when the liver is inflamed , a 

<.:Ondition called hepatitis. But this too is only a symptom 
because something must cause the liver to swell up. It might 
be a virus or parasite or physical obstruction. Remember, if 

you sec jaundice, look to treat the cause. 

• OIABETES affects a lot of people and as such, you might see it 
manifest in a survival situation . There are two main types: 
the kind where the patient needs insulin ,111d the kind where 

they need sug.lr. 
If yotll" patient needs insulin, he'll have some, or he'll have 

told you he's Ollt or running out. The bad news is, without 
more insulin, your patient will not make it. The good news 
is that only about 10% of diabetics are this type (or Type I) 

of diabetic. The problem for this type of diabetic is that he 
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has too much suga r in the blood. Often, stress ful s ituations 
like survival will worsen the condition, which takes ti me to 
set in, anywhere from hours to days. 

If your patient's breath smell s fruity and he is both thirsty 
and urinating a lot, his skin is hot and dry, and he is breathing 
deeply and rapidly, he is going down. Another sign is if your 
patient gets very tired and then irritable. The problem is 
exacerbated by stanrarion as this causes the liver to s tart 
gene rating more ketones and glycerol which worsens the 

conditi on. Make your patient comfortable; chances are that 
he rea li zes his prospects. [n a crash situation, searc h for 
in sulin among the wreckage since fin ding some is you r 
patient's only hope. 

If your patient needs SlIgar, the problem has a mu ch 

easier fix-a shorof sugar- hut, without it, your patient cou ld 
be in real trouble, too. [f he is suddenly hungry, confused, 

angry, cold and clam my sk inned, chances are he isgoing into 
insulin shock, meaning too much in su li n sucked up all his 
glucose o r blood sugar. Check to sec if your patient is 
wearing ally diabetes tags. He SUfe to get him to drink a 
sugary drin k or eat sornerhing sweet while he is conscious or 
you'll be in a jam. I f you're havi ng trouble telling which way 

your diabetic patient is going, th e good news is that b>iving a 
candy bar to the other type of diabetic won't hurt him. I f in 

doubt, whip it out. 

• POISON. There are really only two courses of action aV<li lable 

to the survivor fo r fi rst-aid responses to poisons. 
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Ifpoison is ingested: 

• Vomit it out. If you can't do that, or it's been too long ... 

• Try to neutralize the poison internally by consurningchar
coal -based fluids. 

If the poison comes from contact: 

• Suck out poisons from bites with something other than 
yOllr mouth and clean the wound. 

• Clean off the area and treat the symptoms. 

Shock 
Most people have been exposed to and understand allergies 
in principle. The conccpt is that something in the 

environment comes into contact with the patient and their 
body has a negative response to that stimulation . Sometimes, 
the reaction is mild like a runny nose and watery eyes; 

sometimes, it's worse like a rash or di ffi cul ty breathing; 
sometimes it's so extreme that without intervention, the 
body kills itselfby over-responding. 

This is true of anaphylactic shock. When someone is 
stung by a bee, for exam ple, the body might have a strong 

response that ends up killing the person because a 
constricted airway prevents breathing and swelling 
constricts circulation. This can happen to anyone at anytime. 
You can be stung 100 times by a bee and on the 101" time, 
the body decides it's had enough, doesn't like it anymore and 
reacts violcntly with anaphylaxis. This is a life-threatening 

emergency if untreated. The good news is that only a few 
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hundred people die a year from it, but lllany of those who 
lived hnd two rhings handy that yOll likely won't have. 
Epinephrine or adrenaline injections rind diphenhydrall1 i ne 

or Be nadryl are th e nvo drugs used universally to treat 
anaphylactic shock. These can be purchased from most 
pharmrlcies nnd should live in everyone's first aid kits at 
home, work, etc. 

The chances of surviving true anaphylaxis are slim 
without these. If you have them, get them into the person 
right nway or he could die within minutes. If you do not have 
them, be prepared to put something down you r patient's 

throat to keep that airway open . In time, chances are that 
the swelling will h'O down, but you must keep them alive long 
enough for the body to do that. In a worst case scenario, 

consider the cri(:othyroidotomy taught in this chapter. Also, 
any antih istamine type drug is better than none, so if anyone 
has motion sickness tnblets or sleeping tablets, try them 
while your patient can still swallow, 

The other types of shock are nice to know but not real1y 
relevant to the survivor. 

• NEUROGENIC: When the brain is damaged and the nerves are 

not passing their signnls correctly, major organ functions nrc 
impaired. In the survival situation, this is mostly fatal. 

• HYPOVOLEMIC: Losing too much blood can cause shock. 
Without stopping th e bleeding quickly and replac ing the 
volume of fluids lost with IV fluids, chances are someone in 
this type of shock will die, and quickly. Stop the bleeding 

right away, :'It all costs. For hypovolemic shock YOLl can try 
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elevating the patien t's legs, even wrapping his limbs tightly 
to reduce- but not prevent-blood now to the limbs. That 
way, the blood C.1n st.1Y concentr.1ted in the chest and keep 
the vital organs functioning. 

• CARD10GEN1C: Th is accompanies a heart attack. See the CPR 

section but remember the chances of surviving in a survival 
situation are extremely low. If someone is hav ing a heart 
arrack, here are some fie ld things that might help. 

Put the patient's face in.1 bowl of ice water. 1 know, 1 
know. Where are you to get that in a survival situation? But 
yOll might be in the snow ... Doing this invokes a mammalian 

dive renex which slows the heart rate down and can stop a 
potential "v+fib" heart problem, when the ventricles 

fibrillnte :ltld can't pump. 
Rub the patient's neck where the jugular veins are 

located. This can also cause a slowing down of the heart rate 
and preclllde a heart attack. This is called a carotid (type of 

blood vessel) baroreceptor (type of nerve) response and can 
be used to calm people down when stressed as well. 

• SEPTICEMIC: When your p.1tiellr h.1s a systemic infection, 
he'll be burning up with fever. Without antibiotics, he will 

not make it. 

• PSYCHOGENIC: This is my favorite kind of shock . Sometimes, 
people just sec things or hear thinb'S thar cause them to faint. 

When this happens, momentarily, the brain lets go and the 
blood vessels all expand or VQsodilate at the same time, 
which causes blood pressure to drop and the brain to 
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temporarily lose oxygen . This will pass quickly nnd 
completely. Just mnke sure the patienrdoesn 't hun his head 
when he pnsses out, lay him down and wait a minute and 
he'll come back 'round and be fine. The sam e goes for when 

someone hyperven tihttes ... let him. He will ove r oxygenate, 
pass out and stop breathing for a minute or two but as soon 
as the carbon d ioxide bu ilds back up in his lungs, it will 

[rigger restarted breathing, whether the patient likes it or 
not, and he'll come to. 

The best thing for any type of shock is to try and treat the 
cause. Keep the patient comfortable, care for the symptoms 
and hope. 

Elements & Exposure 
Braving the weather is mostly common sense. If it's hot; stay 
cool. Ifit's cold; stay wann. Ifit's wct, get dry. If it 's dry, find 

some wet. But what about when you can't and you sta rt to 
suffer? Here's what to look for and what you can try to do 
about it. In severe cases, you might not be able to do 

anything except take it and drive on, with the hopes of 
making it ou t or getting rescued: your only renl chance of 
surviving. 

• SUNBURN is something most of us h:we experi enced to one 
degree or another, no pun intended. But basically, sunburn is 

like any other burn in that there are th ree degrees. Chances 
are that you'll never live long enough to see the third. The 
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treatments are the same as well. 
First-degree burns are the top layer of skin turning red. 

These hurt but aren't serious. 
Second -degree burns go deeper and cause blisters. Later 

infection is the real danger. 
Third -degree burns go past the skin an d do not hurt bu t 

are the most dangerous. 
The treatmen t is the same for all burns, as follows: 

Keep cool and dry. 
Use pain medication when needed and available. 
I f the burn is deep, consider using topical antibiotics. 
Burn victims need a lot of fluid , as they will ooze white 

blood cells and dehydrate. 
0 0 not lance blisters. If yOll must, lance at the base, not at 

the top. 
If the burn is tbird-degree, th e skin will be grey and 

painless; the nerves are burnt. These people will need 

antibiotics because the skin is open and the body exposed 

to infection. 
If a la rge su rface area is burned , like an entire limb, 

consider escharotomJ. This is done by slicing through the 
burned flesh with a scalpel or knife, not too deeply. If the 
entire limb is burnt, there will be swelli ng inside, bur the 

skin wi ll not give so make a slice along the entire ou ts ide and 
inside burned part of the limb. This will allow circulation 
and promote healing and prevent lJecrosis, or the dying of 

the tissue, which callses gangrene to set in. Gangrene of an 
extremity, wi thout amputation, will lead to septice mia and 
death. 
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• LIGHTNING STRIKES can cause bums :llld :lre to be treated in 
the S:l111e way depending upon the severity, Unfortunately, 

serious internal damage might be done as well. Dark ul'ine 
indicates that the prognosis for SUl'viV:lI is poor, The good 
news is that while thousands get struck every year, less than 
10% of strikes arc fatal. 

• HEAT EXHAUSTION is merely getting overdone in the SUll , 
The key to :woiding it is to rest regularly, drink lots, stay cool 
and don't work too hard in the heat, If your skin is cold and 

clammy, you're still ok.:iy, just take it easy as heat exhaustion 
can quickly lead to heat stroke. 

• HEAT STROKE is a nat-out killer. It strikes when the body gets 

so hot :ll1d so dehydrated, that the cooling mechanism of 
sweating stops. If a person passes out and presents hot and 
dry skin, he is in a bad way. If }'ou're working, and don't feel 
we ll and notice that you've stopped swcating, stop 
im mediately, Thi s is a life threatening emcrgency. Cool 
down by any means. Get into shade, jump in cold water, strip 

naked and fan yourself, put a wet cloth on your forehead and 
face, undel':J.rl11s, groin, side of the neck, behind the knees 
and in the arm joint. The same pbces you can rake a pulse 01' 

usc for pressure points can be used to cool the blood and 

reduce the core temperature. Dark urine is a bad sign; the 
brain is already cooking. Without fluids :lnd reduced 
temperature, someone in this state will expire. 

• SUN STROKE is sotHe people's way of saying sun burned and 
dehydrated. Thi s mostly happens whcn people party on the 
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beach, getting drunk and burnt at che smne time. It is nor to 
be confused with heat stroke, which is a lire-thrc;]tening 

emergenc),. 

• PRICKLY HEAT IS ;]n interesting phenomenon. In hot 
environments, when sweat ing:1 Jot, especially on the oily 
parts of skin, the pores will become blocked. This stimulates 
the tiny nerves on the h;]ir follicles and will be interpreted by 
the brain as a burn ing or electrifying sensation . Usually this 

presents on the b3ck when wearing 3 heavy pack. The 
solution is simply to w:lsh the :).1·e3 with soap :lnd water to 

clean it. 

• JUNGLE ROT OR IMMERSION FOOT is just 3nother n3me for 
when the tissues of the feet start to disinte/:.rrate as a result of 
being wet too long and then being torn off from too much 
friction, usually from the boot during \V3Iking. The 

tre<ltmellt is easy: dry your feet. T;]ke breaks and <lir them 
out. Failure to do so will invite infection and become 
debilitating. This can be f<lml ifit immobilizes you in <I bad 
pl<lce or infection is systemic. 

• INGROWN TOENAILS h<lppen ;] lot for soldiers and there are 
many techniques for dealing with them. As a long-term 
survivor, ch<lllces arc that you will encounter this if youll<lve 
to l11<1ke <I long movement <IS most people do not own or wear 

shoes designed for long dist<lnce movements. (For me 
persoll<llly, if I can't "fight or move" in my clothes, J don't 
own them.) There <Ire two m<lin schools of though t on this 
problem, as follows: 
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Trimming: Shave the top of the nail so it is paper-thin 
then trim a deep "V" into the middle, nnd the toenail will 
come away from the side, easing the pain and pressure. 

Removal : I go for this. It's painful, but if it doesn't solve 
the problem permnnently, it certainly solves the problem for 
a long time and right <l\vay. The trick is to simply slice the 

very edge of the toenail out. Take n small blnde, wi th the 
cllttingedge fncing up, slide the point under the nail and try 

cutting the nnil only, with as little damage to the quick below 
as you cnn. The secret is to cut right down pnst the cuticle to 
the root. Once the bbde slides easily without resistance, 
you 're past the I1nil and cnn stop. Slide it out. Drain the pus, 
stop the bleeding, clean the wound and put a good dressing 
on it. Contrary to popular opinion, a person who undergoes 

this can walk thnt day. Still , it's best to wait at least one day. 

Rest with the foot elevated, nnd the pain will subside in a 
day or two. 

• FROSTBITE hnppens when the sk in is dnm ngcd by cold, 
rupturing cells and causing blisters. You'll know when you 

have frost bi te because it burns or stings nt first. And like 
third-degree burns, once the body part stops hurting, you' re 
in trouble as it's then frozen. Treat the symptoms just like a 

burn but remember some important differences about 
recovering from frostbite. 

Do not thnw things out unless you can keep them thawed. 
Re-freezing of digits or limbs will worse n their condition 

and outcome. 
Use the body to get frostbitten pnrts warm again : feet 

against stomachs, hands in ann pits. Do nor lise water or fire 
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for re-warming; this must be a gentle process or tissue 

damage will result. 

• SNOW BliNDNESS happe ns very easily when your eyes 

experience direct, prolonged exposure to the strong UV rays 
from bright sunl ight reflecting off snow or ice. Protect the 
eyes when you can with glasses or goggles. 1\vo sticks WOl'll 

like glasses so yOll see through the s lits or a strip of cloth 
with a small slit you can see through will also wo rk. In a 
worst-case scenario, put something dark like shoe polish or 
mud under your eyes to deflect some of the ultraviolet light. 

Commonplace 
Health Problems 
Okay, now that we've covered some serious stuff, let's look at 
some of the more commonplace, and less life-threatening, 

health problems a survivor might face. 

• BOllS- an accumulation of pus and dead tissue-occu r as 

hygiene and health deteriorate. They can become quite 
painful and unnecessarily infected but treatment is rather 
casy. Use a warm compress to try and raise the infect ion 
closer to the surface then lance the boil wi th a hot pin and 
drain the boil from the head . If the boil is very large, use a 
clean piece of cloth as a drain by stuffing it into the wOLlnd 

and leaving a piece hanging out so the remaining pus cnll 
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ooze out as the wound closes and heals. Keep clean 
afterwards. 

• FUNGUS. Athlete's foot, crotch I"Ot and ring worm are all fungi 

that C~l1l form anywhere on the body <1nd that are coml11on 

complaints of survivors. The best treatment in a survival 

situation is sun, but this will only keep the fungus at bay and 

will not cure it. Only anti-fung3l drugs will remove these 

once they take hold of hUlll311 tissue. They arc t1nple3s3nt 

and uncomfortable but will go 3W3Y once treated so don't 

dislll3Y· 

• HEMORRHOIDS cause 3 lot o f people grief 3nd this can be 

especial1y true for the survivor su fferi ng from ai lments that 

cause excess strain on bowel movemenrs. Avoid 

hemorrhoids with the following tips: 

• i'vl<1imain a balanced diet 

• Stay well-hydrated 

• Don't push too hard during defecating 

• Lubricate bowel movements 

If t hese don't keep you from getting hemorrhoids, try 

sitting in a river or some water to let it reduce the swelling 

a bit. 

Deal with persistent hemorrhoids using a rubber band 

or piece of string. Tie off the offending pJ"Otrusion and cut off 

all circul<1tion, which will kill that piece of tissue and Stop 

the pain. Eventually, it will dl'Op right off. Sounds rough , bur 

it will work. It 's called ligation. 

• TICKS are a common problem in the woods. vVhatever YOLI 
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do, do not burn them off. This is just like squeezing them. 
You make them vomit all their brld stuff right inside of you 
and defeat rhe whole purpose of tnking them off, which is to 
stop disease. Use tweezers or string tied around them or 
even a small toothpick-sized twig to slowly dislodge a tick. 
Don't squeeze to get them offor just rip them off. If you leave 

the head, this will get infected fast. 

• LEECHES nrc the ticks of the jungle and swamp world. Don't 
rip them off; that'll just cnuse open sores and infection . The 
best way is the Srlme was as with the tick: slowly take them 
offby separating the sucker head (small end) from the flesh. 
If leec hes get lip into your nose or somewhere you can't lise 

the gentle removal technique, do bUl"Il these boogers with a 

match or cigarette cherry, or use salt , ash , or tobacco spit. 
Better to deal wi th a little fluke puke than to have those btuys 
settin' up shop in your nose hairs . 

• BUGS IN EARS. The best way to get rid of bugs when they're 
diggin' into your ear canal is oil. Digging can !ead to 

rupturing the rempanic membrane, or ear drum , which not 
only hurts (although it does heal with relatively little 

scal"l"ing Ot· hearing loss) but could open you up to a bad 
infection since there will be a dead bug carcass rotting inside 
there. Try some oil, any type, as this will drown the critter 
quickly and then yOll can drain him out. 
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Sprains & Strains 
Sprains and strains are typical injuries for survivo rs, 

requ ired as they are to do many physical activities in an 

unstructured environment. The two types of injuries are 

often confu sed . 

• MUSCLES EXPERIENCE STRAINS when yOll lift too much and 

the muscl e rears or tcndons stretch from hyperextension. 

You'll know it when it happens as there is a lot of pain in the 

muscle group. 

• LIGAMENT STRAINS. Ligaments connect bones to bo nes, 

holding th e skeleton together. Sprn ins often happen to 

ankles when people arc running and step on something that 

calise the weigh t of the body to force the <lnkle into an over
ex tended pos ition . 

The re are three types of sprain. Here's what they mean 
to you as a survivor: 

• If you twist an ankle, but don't fall , it is a Type I sprain with 

a onc-week recovery. 

• If you twist and the pain makes you fal l, it's a Type 2 sprain 

with a one-lllonth recovery. 

• If you twist and hear a pop, it 's a Type 3 sprain with a onc

year recovery. 

All three sprains hurt and all three swell; the difference 

is the healing tim e requ ired. You can move on a sprained 
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ankle the same day as the injury if you need to, but rest time 
is required ill order to prevent it from happening again and 
becoming a permanently weak point in your structure. Many 
athletes hurt their ankle and are too impatient to let it mend 

properly. 
The good news for a survivor is that treatment of strains 

and spra in s is the same regardless of severity. The bad news 
is that you won't likely have the main component: ice. when 
treating strains and sprains, remember RJ CE during the first 

48 hours. 

R: Rest, get off the injury and give it a break if you can . If 

not, favor it, a lot. 

I: Ice reduces swelling during the initial 24 to 48 hours fol

lowing a sprain or strain. 

C: Compress the injUJ'ed area using an ACE wrap elastic: 
bn nd age for support. 

E: Elevate the injury to take your weight off it and red uce 

the inflammation. 

After the first 48 hours, the equation changes and you 

should apply heat to the damaged area, which increases 
circulation to the area nnd speeds circulation . So YOll keep 
the RCE and swap the "I for ice" with "H for heat" and get 
CH ER. Remember: when you sprain you ankle, eat your 
RICE for 24 hours before meeting CHER. 
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Dislocation 
Dislocation is a possible medical issue in the wild thM is 

extremely painful butc:J.sily managed. It's also relatively casy 

to diagnose: when :J. shou lder is popped out of socket, for 

instance, uSllally from :J. bad fall , it looks grossly deformed 
and [he person either cries to high heaven or passes Ollt. 

If someone else experiences this injury, follow these 
steps to relocate the limb: 

• Take a sear on the ground beside your patient. 

• "\IraI' something like a rowel arollnd his wrist so you C<lll 

grip it; it will1ikely be sweaty. 

• Pbce yOlll' foot into YOllr patient's armpit. 

• Slowly pull backward until the arm is stretched Ollt to

w.:Irds YOll. 

o Let the :ll'm slide back into pbee; the muscle will b'l.lide it 

there for you . 

• The arm will :1che and not be right again for:J. long time 

but the immediate pain relier will be extreme and your pa

tient wi1110ve yOLI for it. 

If yOll experience the injury, relocation is mo re elm!
lenging: 

• Wrap something like a rope :lround your wrist, padding it 

if yOLl can. 

• Tie the other end of the rope to a tree. 

• r\:J.ce your reet against the base of the tree. 
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• Push yourse lf :l\yn}, nt nil nngle so the rope extends your 

ann. 

• Allow your arm to pop bnck in. 

• Try not to pnss out. 

The snme principles npply when a leg is dislocated to the 
front 01' back . Instead of placing the foot into the nrrnpit, 
you'll use the groin, so mind your mnnners and pull 1ike 
heck. Comlllon sense will help you get the leg bnck into the 
groove; you'll know it when you've done it. 

Fractures 

Frncture is n fancy name for a broken bone. There are mnny 
differen t kinds bu t it comes down to two major ones for the 

survivor. 

• ClOSED FRACTURES brenk the bone but keep everything still 
inside the person . 

• OPEN FRACTURES nre the kind where the bone is not only 
broken, but it's decided to go nnd stick out of the person's 
body. These present the add itionn! problem of deciding 
whether to try nnd put the bone bnck in or not. 
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The fracture checklist will move you through the few key 
considerations for treatment: 

Closed Fracture 

Open Fracture 

The bone is broken but not 
protruding, usu~ lIy no bleeding 

The broken bone 
protrudes through the skin 

ASSESS BONE 
These indicate the presence of a fracture. 

Check for an obvious deformity like a right angle wbere 
it shouldn't be. 

Check for crepitus, a crunchy sound of moving broken 

bones around. 
Be gentle and don't cause additional damage c\'en though 

you must feel and manipulate a bit. 
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[fthere is pain upon any manipulation or movement of 

the join ts, consider the bone broken. 

ASSESS FLESH 
If the answer to any oftbese is "no," you've got repairs to do 

before splin ting: 
Pulsing: Is there a pulse below tbe fracture? 
Temperature: Is the part of the fractured limb below the 

break as warm as the part above it? 
Feeling: Does the patient have feeling in the part below the 
break? 
Movement: Can they move anything below the break? 

PREPARING TO SPLINT A CLOSED FRACTURE 
If there is no major deformity, you can splint the break 
mostly as it is. If there is some major bend in th e road, YOll 

have to move it. 

Normally, you'd only move it enough to get a general 
sense of normalcy and to keep the pulse flowing so the limb 

doesn't lose circulation and die, but, for the survivor, the 
chances are that you will be there awhile so yo u must 
consider moving a highly deformed broken bone so that it 

can heal properly. That means moving the deformity all 
the way back to a normal position. Follow these guidelines 
when doing so: 

• Assess the patient's pulse before and after the 
manipulation . The pulse must be kept open . 

• If the limb is cold, there isn't enough blood flow and you'll 
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need to move it some more. 
• Stroke the patient's skin with your fingernail to assess 

whether he has feeling. I f so, great. I f not. that's not great 
but it's okay. 

• The same goes for wheth{'1' your p:1tien t has function or 
not. I fhe can wiggle hi s fingers or toes. super. I f not, it can 
wait, 

• If your patient tan wiggle an extremity, sec how much 

strength he has by having him push a little against your 
hand in all the normal directions. 

• The key is to keep the same amount of fUllction :lftcr 
splinting as your patient had before you appl ied the splint. 

Splint Preparation 
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Assessment is important because it allows you to make sure 
you are setting their splint the best you can without the 
benefit of x-rays. 

PREPARING TO SPLINT 
AN OPEN FRACTURE 
YOll will encounter additional challenges from an open 

fracture. All modern medical practice says not to put the 
bone back inside. This is mostly correct except if you arc in 
some jungle and think you're goingto be there a wh ile since 

an open bone is a lot like a highway for bacteria with a big 
neon sign say in' "Come on in!" 

If you have nice clean dressing to place on the bone, and 

can pad it so it doesn't get bumped or moved around, chen 
this is the recommended course of action. Dress it and keep 
the dressing dry, not wet, so it doesn't invite more bacteria 

in. Pad and protect the break, splinting the limb the best you 
can, and keep the patient immobilized . 

If you are sure help is nowhere near and dressings and 
antibiotics are in short supply or nonexistent, consider 
placing the bone back inside and letting the body be the 

dressing and the immune system be the antibiotics. Clean 
the bone the best you can before yOll place it back in the 
body. This is how it was in the days of old; they didn' t leave 
the bone banging out since there was no choice. The break 

might not have healed right, but it healed and the patie nt 
lived and so can you or your patient. 

If you make it back, your patient can always have surgery 
to repair and correct the break but if they don't make it back, 
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what's the point? This is a harsh re,dity a survivor must take 
into consideration. Reapply the principles of assessment to 
detennine if your job is done. 

SP LINTING A FRACTURE 
The principles of splinting are simple: 
• Splint broken bones in a functional position or as close to 

it:"ls you can get. 
• You can use boards or sticks or anything inflexible as a 

splint. 
• Tie the spl inting board in two places above the fracture 

and two places below it. 

o Immobilize one joint above the fracture and one joint 

below it. 
• Pad all the boney parts to avoid causing ulcers or sores. 
• Reassess the pulse after you place each tie to avoid cutting 

off circulation . 
• Use ice and heat to promote healing as with sprains and 

strains. 
• I f you have them, lise anti-inflammatory drugs like aspirin 

or Motrin for fractures, strains and sprains. If the wound 

was open, usc antibiotics if you have them. 
• If YOLl have nothing, use an anatomical splint. Tie the 

broken limb to the body to immobilize it. Tie a broken leg 
to the other leg, tie a broken arm to the chest, etc. Broken 
fingers and toes are easily taped to the neighboring good 

digit. 
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More Extreme Measures 
TREPH INING 
Skult fractures present a unique challenge to survival 

medicine. All you can really do is cover the frac ture, dress it 

and hope. And, here's another big one, if the person has a 

head injury and it looks like they are going down hard and 

you hnve no other choice, consider making a hole in the ir 

head. This was called trephinillgin old times. 

The following indicators that a patient has blood building 
up in his brain or that the brain is swelling from t rauma 

might make trephination a good idea: 

• Headaches, nausea and irregular respiration without signs 

or symptoms indicating trauma anywhere else 

• A confirmed cause for head trauma 

• Unconsciousness 

• Dilated pupils 
• High blood pressure in the neck veins 

• Slow heart rate 

• Rapid breathing that stops altogether then starts again (the 

tell-tale s ign) 

This treatment is controversial even in modern 

emergency medicine and you might not even have the tools, 

but if you do, consider decompression craniectomy. It 

sounds crazy bu t humans have been making holes in the 

skull for thousands of years, long before surgery, anesthesia 

and antibiotics as we know them came along. I will not teach 

the techniques of surgery here other than to say, be as clean 

as possible, use the best tools you have (even a hand drill 

might be helpful if skillfully applied) and realize that the 

chance of infection once you expose the brain will be very 
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high. However, if your loved onc about to die from a nasty 
bump on the head that caused potentially fatal bleeding in 
the skull, and if a burr hole might save them, it is worth 

considering, yes? 

Cricothyroidotomy 

vVhen there is simply no other way to get an airway open on 

someone because of trauma or anaphylaxis, consider making 
a hole in the neck. It 's not as bad as it sounds. 

rind the Adam's 3pple, which is the highest bump on 
somcone's neck near the "voice box." 

Just below that, YOLl'll feel a dip and, below that, another 
less protruding bone. That dip is where YOll want to make a 
hole. 

I n a neat environment, you'd lift the skin there and make 
a one-inch incision across the throat so it leaves a less 

noticeable scar later. 
I n an emergency, stick your knife in sideways and poke 

through the skin and the cartilage. 
Turn YOllr knife so the blade opens the cartilage morc and 

props it open so air c:m get in and out of the hole. 
Stick something in there to hold it open-your finger if 

you have to- but do not let the hole close bac k lip. (There 
will be only a little blood but enough to make it slippery.) 

The hole can be closed up when the swell ing goes down 
in your patient's mouth or when you clear the traumatized 
tissue aLIt of the airw;lY. 
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I f you can't get the eric open for any reason, consider 
going lower down to the trachea area. This is right above the 
V in the base of the neck. If you make a hole here, your 
paticn t will have to use a speaking aid the rcst of his life, but, 

he'll live. There arc even recent cases of people performing 

n cricothyroidotomy on themselves successFully al1d living as 
a result. Spcak ingof doing it to yourself. ... 

Critothyroidotomy 

Insert sharpened 
stick or knife here 
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Amputation 
Cutting off your OWIl lim b is not high on anyone's list of fun 

things to do when alone in the bush, but it might come right 

down to it. If your limb is trapped, crushed or becoming 

gangrenous, amputation might be necessary. 
Some principles guiding amputation: 

• Cut as low as you can and save as mLlch as yOLl can, 

especially the joint. I hate to say it, but for most people, 

cutting through the bone is too diff1cu]t, especially without 

anesthesia so clltting through the joint is exac tly what 

you'll end up doing. 

• Wrap the limb tightly to squeeze as much blood out ar thur 

part as possible before you lop it off. 

• Apply a tourniquet about two inches above where you 

intend to s lice. 

• Start sl icing. Good luck! 

• Once the limb is severed, treat it like any wound . Stop the 

bleeding and apply a stump dressing by tying the dressing 

very t ightly CO the best anatomical anchor point you can 

find. I f the bleedi ng won't stop, consider these options: 

• TIE OFF BLEEDERS with str ing, fishing line, small wires, 

anything you can find . Arter ies are easy to spot in an 

amp utation ; they are deep vessels that ca rry oxyge nated 

blood from the heart to the rest of the body an d run closer to 

the bones. So any big fat straw-looking thing that is squi rting 

bright red stuff ateha is an artery and needs to be stopped 
up. Ti e these off just like tying off a trash bag, but tighter. 

Then apply th e dressing. 
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• CAUTERIZING should be considered if all other attempts to 
stop the bleeding fail or you are alone and can't tie off the 
bleeders yourself. of course, you'll need a fire, so be sure to 
have this built before the chopping part starts. Use metal, 

like your knife blade. Get it red hot and touch it to the nesh 
and it will sear it and seal it shut. will sting too, but heck, 
you just chopped of a body part, why not a little more? 

If you had to use a stone to do the cutting, consider 
putting the whole stump into the fire to sear and seal all the 

bleeders before you dress it. The upside is that the fire will 
kill most bacteria on the spot. With a cle:m dressing and 

good wound management, you just migh t be alright. This is 
an ancient practice fr0111 the battlefields, so you are not 
alone. 

• DEBRIDEM ENT is one option to try prior to axing the aI' 
pitching arm. [t just means cutting out the dead tissue to 
save the live tissue from contamination. 

• MAGGOT THERAPY is an all-n:1tur:11 alterna t ive to manual 
debridement, say with a knife or stone. The practice has 
been around a long while and is still practiced by some 
primitive peoples. It was discovered when soldi ers with 
maggots had better results in recovery from battle field 
wounds. [n fact, it has been shown that maggots do a better 
job of debridement thon doctors since sometimes docs take 

too much or not enough and have to go back in. Maggots eat 
until all the dead tissue is gone and, when you feel the pain, 
thnt's when they hit the live tissuc and you clean them Ollt. 

Maggots are the perfect field debridement which saves 
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on antibiotics, stops gangrene and reduces clunces of 
potentially fatal septicemia. Maggots save lives and they nrc 
nctually regulated by the U.S. Food and Drug Ad ministration 
as a treatment. And they actually secrete juices with anti
microbial properties so they, in fact, promote hea ling. So let 
some nies on that wound, cover it up when the maggots 
show and let them eat until you say uncle. 

Open-wound management 
\-"hether to sew a wound closed is an important 
considerationllniqlle to the survival situation . Most people 
wa nt to see closure. This is especially true of wounds; they're 
not natural and we don't like to see them open . But in a 
surviv.:\l s ituMion , most of the time, that's exactly what YOLl 
need to do; leave th em open and let them heal from the 

insi de out. It will leave a bigger sca r but the chances of 
infection are greatl y reduced. 

I f you close a big lacera tion or cut ou t in the bush, there 
is n b'1·eat chance that you sewed it shut with some bacteria 
in there that is going to grow out of control , unable to be 

checked and cleaned until it bursts open at the seams with 
pus or infects the patient systemically and kills him. 
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Closing a wound 
I f there is bleeding and the only wny to stop it is by suturing, 

then do so, bur !C:lVC <l nice clean strip of cloth in there as :l 

drainage device and be sure to take good care and pay close 

attention for the first signs of infection: redness, heat to 

touch, swelling, obviolls pus and foul smell. You might need 
to open it back up and clean it out. Best to skip th is if you 

can . 

SUTURES 
Now, I'm not going to give a class on sutures. It is mostly 

cOlllmon-sense basic sewing. You can L1SC any thin thrc;ld or 
fishing linc in a pinch if }'Oll have a need le. 

Start in the middle of the wound, moving out toward the 

edge or corner. 

Stitch in the middle of these two stitches, called 

approximating the wound. 

Sew the wound up so there is not n big buckle of excess 

skin somewhere along the suture line. 

Don't m<Jke the sutures so tigh t that there is a big lip 

sticking up and don't make it so loose that there are big gaps 

in the suture line either. Make it look good. 

SUPERGLUE, ETC. 
Consider superglue ir you're go ing to make a closure, 

especial ly ir the wound is not too deep but might leave an 

unacceptable SCIl" irlert open, like a race wound. Also, if you 

don 't have suture material, you can use superglue. Staples 
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have :llso been used. It's.:l bit more brutal th:ln pok ing holes 
in someone repeatedly as when stitching them up, but it can 

work. And m~lny sources have reporred tribes using bull ant 
heads as stitches. This requires catching them, using 
tweezers to hold them, and then curting off their heads once 
they bite. I've not done it but I've heard from buddies they,\'c 
seen it done. J recommend just using some t;lpe and making 

butterfly stitches instead. 

Dor.t let the skin 
pucker up like 
this-irs too tight 

Sutures 
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Appendectomy 
The Inst bit of ren! craziness I'll throw at YOll is the 

nppcndectomy. T hese sy mptom s indicate you should 

consider cutting ou t the appendix: 

• Someone is going down hard and fast with pain in the 

lower right side of the abdomen 

• High fever 
• Extreme abdominal pain and tenderness 

In a remote s ituation with 110 access to medical care, if 
an appendix ruptures, the patient will get periton itis and die. 
This is a true life -threatening emergency and field 

appendectomies have been done successfully many times by 

Iny people in urgent need and away from medical care. 

An 3ppcndecromy can be done with a s imple knife and 

some suture. The suture must be steril e or it will C:luse 

infection and give the patient antibiotics if they're avail able. 

Do not do this lightly but, if it 's a choice of death for SlIre or 

death m(lybe, it's not a hard cut to make. 

Critter Issues 
An im als are there as a food soul'ce for the survivor. But they 

can be a health threat as well. After all, we're in th eir 

cnvil'Onment and must respect the rules of that s ituation. 

While O LlI' brains make us superior in our ability to create 

tools we can use to dominate the rest of the animals, without 

many of these tools, we fall very ni cely undcr somc of them 

in tbe food -chain pecking order. 
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Some critters like tigers, sh~rks, gators and the like see 
humans as a soft target for chow. The secret to not becoming 
a me[lj is making yourself a h[lrd t~rget. But you can only do 

this by undersmnding your environment . 

• ALWAYS MAKE NOISE is the first rule for survivors. This 

contr[ldicts everything J learned in Special Forces but you 
do not want to be stealthy if you ~re surviving, for two 

reasons. The first is that YOll hope someone hears you and 
comes to your rescue. The second and more important 
reason is that YOll want to give all the critters out thcre every 
chance you can to get out of your ~re[l. Most anil11[1ls will 
leave humans alone. Snakes, big game and everythi ng in 
general prefer to get away from some noisy humans. The 

exception to being noisy is if you [Ire hunting. 

So, what do you do when you encounter critters that can 
hurt you? Let's take a look. 

Aq ua-critters 
\-vell just cover [I few things about sea creatmes in this 
chapter. Sec the chapters on Nature for surv iving in the 
water and Food for the usefulness of sea creatu res to YOl! o 

For now, be concerned with the dangers and treatments for 

these. 

• POISONOUS SEA CRITTERS to keep an eye out for include 

surgeon fish, zebra fish, stone fish, cone shell, ~llgcr shell, 
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blue-ringed octopus, weaver fish, toad fish, and sea snakes. 
If it's brightly colored, avoid it. If it bites, stings or pokes, 

consider the bite, sting or poke poisonous. 

• POISONOUS CRITTERS TO AVOID EATING include trigger fish , 
porcupine fish , and puffer fish. If you're unsure, and it 
doesn't look like something you'd see in the market, chuck it. 

• POKI NG-PUNCTURiNG-STINGING SEA CRITTERS shou ld be 
handled carefully. These include sting r3ys, which have the 
extr3 kicker of being a poisonous poke; sea urchins, with 
nasty puncture infections and venom too; box & pam jelly 

fish, which C3n kill; and even catfish and the like can poke 
you hard when you try to handle them. Be very C3reful when 

fishing and t'emoving any fish f!"Om your line or net. A bite or 
puncture can change your life. 

JUST PLA IN DANGEROUS 
• PIRANHA can be dangerous if you're trapped in there, bur 

mostl y, you can get away. Just brush them away as you exit 

if they start on you upon entering the water. 

• CROClE-GATORS of any kind should be respected and steered 
clear of, but mostly they'll steer clear of you, or at least grant 
you passage. If in the water above the waist with them, be 

wary as YOli are technically on the menu. The ones near salt 
water tend to be particularly ornery, and they can move very 
fast over short distances so give them a wide berth. You C3n 
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fight back when they're not too big and stand a chance, bu t 
in the water, once they get a good grip, your chances are slim. 
Avoid water at night and movement near water at night 
when they're most active hunting. 

• SHARKS is sharks. If they're bigger than you, and you're in 
the water, we1l, }'ou 're on their terms. You might get lucky 
and be left alone, or get some good whacks or pokes in their 
nose and eye, and deter them. Try and sk ip this step. 
Otherwise, try not to urinate in the water or make irregular 
panicked swimming motions. Be prepared to fight hard if 

attacked. People have fended off sharks successfully before 
but this is not meant to give false hope. Fight is all you can 
do, or sit there and be eaten. Mostly, sharks don't seem to 

care for the taste of people, so, youl11ightget a chomp or two 

and be left alone to tend your bites. The good news is that 
more people are bitten by other people than are bitten by 
sharks each year! 

• BARRACUDAS are rarely n concern for a survivor, but if 
caught on a line they C3n be fierce. Be careful when 
c3pturing, but they 3re mighty t3sty. 

• MORAY EELS Me not a real concern in general for the survivor 

as they hunt at night, are genera1ly sh}' and will avoid people. 
If free div ing for lobsters you might get bitten, but try to 
never stick your hand where you can 't see. If thnt lobster 
went in there, he's gone, find nnuther. r ... loray eel bites aren't 

po isonolLs, bu t they can get infected. 
All bites are treated the same. Stop the bleeding, clean 
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the wound and apply a dressing. Do the best you can to avoid 
these and ifit happens, treat it the best you can in a survival 

situation. With stinging and poisonous creatures, there arc 
a couple other things to think about. 

Box jellyfish, Portuguese man-of-war, fire coral and many 

other stingi ng sea creatures use similar mechanisms, called 
a ncmatocyst, to cause a sting. These cause a painful burning 
sensation. Factors like how much skin was contacted, where 
on the body the stings were situated, and the condition of 
the victim (whether elderly, ill, etc.) will determine your 

patient's systemic response. Sometimes people get sick, 
nauseous, vomit, have anaphylaxis or even paralysis and 
death. Usually, they just bret a bad stingthar passes in an hour 
or two and then leaves blisters within 24 hours. 

The first treatment is obviously removal of the cause. Get 
the stingers off the person. Don't use bare hands. Even dead 
creatures call h.1\'e some sting left in them. Usc vinegar, 
ammonia or alcohol to stop the nematocysts from firing. If 

you have nothing else, use sea water, but not fresh water 
because this will trigger the stinging. Urine can help; it won't 

hurt but hasn't been shown to make a difference. Mostly, just 
use sea water. Baking soda or shaving cream is helpful for 

removing the nematocysts. Treat the sting site like any but'll, 
relieving the pain and dressing the wound . 

There is really danged little that you as a survivor can do 
for poisons from bites, stings or ingestion. A little knowledge, 

a lot of caution and cornman sense will serve you well for 
prevention . Bur 3ccidents happen, and when they do, 
symptomatic treatment is really all you can do. 
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Ground critters 
Knowing h>lbitats is one of the best methods of preventing 

conflict with critters, many of which like to live in and under 

things. Try to avoid these places or approac h them 
cautiously. I have gmbbed snakes I thought were vincs and 

nearly ste pped 011 snakes sunning themselves in the open 

en!"l)' in the morning on a cold day. Carelessness and 

complacency will get yOLll110rC times thnn not, so stay hyper

vigilant. Every tim e YOLl lift up a stick for fire wood or to 

build a shelter, look first. Stif the foliage with YOllr stick and 

give anything th;H might be in there a chance to either le:we 

or make its presence known to yotl so YOLl can :lVoid ir...or 

eat it! 

I don't recommend anyone try and take on any big game 

when surviving. Th e chances are that you wi!! lose, or even 

if you win the battle, you might lose the war by incurrin g 

injuries or los ing or danHlging suppli es, If confrontation is 

unavoi dable, some species-speci fic recomme ndations to 

help you deal with it the best you can follow. Th3t said, if 

you can't prevent an animal injury or bite, and if the :lnimal 

hasn't eaten or killed you, treat the wounds, bites, sCJ'3tches 

and fractures like any other, 

• BEARS , Big and bad bears shou ld be avoided 3t all costs. 

They're great h unters, can smell a good distance, run fast 

and far, and climb, too! So, it's not like you can really escape 

them unless a small cave is near but, then, what's in the cave? 

So, the best p!an with bears is to try not to move too fast and 

see ihhey' ll pass YOll by, If it looks like they're headed your 

way, consider your options 3t that mOment and see if gently 
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walking aWAy will get you out of there. Never turn your back 
and run; this wi!! make a bear see you as prey. If you have 
food, toss it to them! If you think the bear wants to eat you, 
look for a ri ver or a tree. Be prepared to engage. Try the 

passive technique of balling up, letting it whack you a few 
timcs and thcn it might leave you alone. If it looks like a bear 
is going to try and munch on you, give it all you've got an d 
figh t. See the Tools chapter fat" making weapons like spears 
and how to use them. For all of these creatures, a sharp poke 
or stab in the eyes and face with a heavy, strongstick or spear 
just might discourage them from dining in your restaurant 
tonigh t. Black bears and b>'J"izzlies are different-color doesn' t 

always tell which is which, but a big hump in the back means 
it's a grizz. The rul e is to "figh t back if they're black," and, "i f 
they're Grizzly brown, hit the ground" and play dead. Me, 

I'm gonna fight . 

• CATS. If you encounter a big cat in the wild, try and make 
you r physical presentation bigger so you look less like 
something small for them to prey on. Ra ise your arms and 

rai se your vo ice. Wave yo ur weapon above you but not at 
them, yet. YOll want to discourage, not cha llenge. If the big 
cat tries to circle you, it is determ ined and you will have to 

fight. If it starts looking orf to the sides, give it room to pass 
you by. 

Genera l principles of fighting and sel f-defense apply 
here. Wnit for the cat to swing nnd draw inward with your 
spear during its swing, and as soon as th e swipe with the 
paw passes by you, make yOllr strike strnigh t inward for the 

eyes. This will prevent the animal from trapping your spear 
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within its grasp since yout' pole will be on the outside of its 
ann, allow ing you to thrust into its face :md neck with all 
your might and reducing the chances for it to spin around 
towards you . The car will have to peel away from your spear 
and, psychologically, this breaks part of the animal's 
momentum as it must now sq uare back up on you to refOCl] S 
its attack. 

Tanglingwith a big cat is not some p13ce you or I want to 
be. But I have been in enough fights to know that this 
principle works ve!"}' well as it is based on simple anatomy. 
We can grab and hold something into our chest easily if it 
gets in Ollr grasp, bu t if it Stays all the outside of our embrace, 

no matter what we do, we cannot hold it and this is where 
YOllneed to stay when defending yourself against any large 
creature. 

• DOGS. Direct is the best way. Wolves :md any wild dog-like 
creature which has decided to directly confront you must be 
directly confronted. You can't h ide from their amazing sense 

of smell and you can't outrun them as they can gallop for 
days. Wolves have a pecking order and much of it is ill the 
gaze. If confronted by a wolf or paek of wolves, keep eye 

con tact. If Y01l1l1Ust look around, do so slowly and purposely 
so as to not convey a hint of feal~ panic or intention of flight. 

The upside to fighting wolves- unlike big eats that can 
fillet you with four paws an d big jaws- is that wolves only 
have a mouth full of teeth to contend with. They are, 

however, team hUllters and one or two will attack you while 
the others flank you. So get yOLL r back up against a tree if you 
can, ehannel rhe attackers to your front and then commence 
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to eye-poking, neck-gouging and throat-jabbin' with your 
life stick. 

• BULLS, RHINOS, HIPPOS AND ELEPHANTS. These guys are just 

too dang big for you to do anything against. You su re ain't 
gonna stop them with a stick so you r best bet is to 
outmaneuver them. Find a strong tI'ee and run circles 
around it like you did as a kid when playing tag. !fthey can't 
touch you, they can't hurt you. And if they can't pummel that 
tree ovel~ chances are, you can turn circl es around that tree 
over a sho rter dis tance and faster than they can. With 
enough frustration, hopefully they will give up. ! f you don't 

see a tree or boulder, just try waiting until they get close and 
then step or jump quickly to the side bull fi gh ter-style. Do 

not get off your feet, or you might not get on them again . In 
an emergency, try to remember, "Run-around the rhino." 

Toxic critters 
Many creatures in nature have the ability to defend 

th emselves with some sort of bite or sting. They often inject 
venom with this bite or sting. Poisons come from contact or 
ingestion; anything else toxic is del ivered by envenomation. 
There are many different types of venoms but they can be 
broken down into three main categories. 

• HEMOTOXINS get into your blood stream and cause the 
rupturing of cells, preventing clotting or destroying organs 
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by lysis, or breaking the cells. With these kinds of bites, the 
bleeding usually doesn't stop and there is a lot of pain and 
swelling and feve r. These symptoms usually present with 
blood or blood-filled blisters at the bite site and a lot of pain . 

• NEUROTOXINS parnlyze the victim by attacking the nerVOllS 

system and calise death through respiratory failure. The key 
indicators here 3re very little pain and bleeding 3t the site 
but rapid onset of he<lrt palpit3tions and abdomi nal cramps. 

• CYTOTOXINS actually destroy cells. This type is not so much 

of COllcern for the survivor except for the Brown Recluse 

spider. 

SNAKE BITES 
Many snakes only bite humans out of fear from a surprise 

encounte r, which means most snake bites are 11011-

envenomating. Even then, there is still the chance for a nasty 
infection so the wound must be cleaned; also, the person 

should be tJ'eared as if there was envenomation until time 
and lack of symptoms prove otherwise, Snake toxins are 
usua 1Iy quick-acting so if you don't see signs and symptoms 
within a few hours, chances are, YOll are okay, 

The treatment fo r snake bites is very simple. Keep 
calm. The venom will act faster if you p3nic so move slowly, 

relax your breathing, lie down (away from the snake 
hopefully) and raise the bi te nbove the heart if possible. 
Remove rings, watches or any articles of clothing near the 
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bite that mightcaLlse constriction once the person swells up. 
With hemotoxins, swelling Ulll be quite severe. 

DO NOT: 

Cut. This will only C<luse wounds while letting the venom 
contact more blood. 

Suck with your mouth. The venom wil! get absorbed into 

your blood stream toO! 

Use icc. Not like you'll have any, but it won't help, though it 

won't really hurt either. 

Use a tourniquet. The venom will get in an),way <lnd this 
hurts the limb if there is no venom. 

DO: 

Usc suction devices if the)' arc avaibble and YOLl happen to 
be "Johnny-on-the-spot" at the time of the bite. These have 
been shown to reduce the amount of venom by some 30% if 

applied within the first 3 minutes. After that, what is done is 
done and there isn't any point, but hey, I'd try anyway. 

Use a constricting band two ringers or two inches above 
the bite-between the bite and the heart. This reduces the 
amount of venous blood flow, or blood flow through surface 

vessels carrying blood back to the heart. Test the difference 
between a constricting band and a tourniquet with two fin
gers, which you shou ld be able to get under a constricting 
band but not a tourniquet. 

Treat the symptoms. I f you suspect a hemotoxin, try not to 
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give as pirin as thM is n blood thinner nnd will only speed up 
hemorrhnging. 

Clean a nd dress the bite. Always apply the principles of 

wound management. 

The truth is thnt bees kill more people every year than 
snakes do. Most snakes won't ,mack people and wi!! nee the 

first chance they get bur, if cornered, most snakes will fight 
back. Th is is when they are ready with venom waiting. 

OTHER BITERS 
• SCORPIONS, SPIDERS, ANTS AND WASPS bite too. They hurt 

but most eithe r do nor inject venom at all or rarely inject 

enough to be dangerous for healthy, full-grown adults. 
Children, elderly people and, unfortunately, weak and 
famished survivors can sllccllmb to these venoms. So, it is 

good to know that some scorpions are vena mOllS and others 
aren't and the same is true of taran tulas and other spiders. 

But treat them all like they have venom, try to avoid them: if 
birren, trent it seriously and hope. As a survivor, there isn't a 

lot more YOll can do. 
For most bites of this nature, wilderness first aid 

trentment calls for cryotherapy or ice. Chances are, you won't 

have it so clean the wound, dress, it, keep your patient calm 
and look for signs of hemo- or neurotoxin. Remove st ingers 
gently, by s<.:raping away from the poilt[ of entry so as to not 
push more venom into the injec tion site. Gently brush off 

furry I ittle, brightly colored critters like caterpillars as these 
things can sting and some have barbs. The rule of thumb is 
to go gentle with the little creatures. 
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• SPIDERS come in many shapes and sizes and a bite is a bite, 
but if you get bit and see the spider the basic rules of wbich 
ones have venom are these: yellow, red or white spots and 
dark black or brown bodies. Most spiders do not kill 
humans except for the Australian Funnel spider. 

• THE BROWN RECLUSE is all interesting case. It is a little browll 
spider with a big bite but not how you would think. Often 
people don't know they've been bitten until they find a linle 
swollen area with blister ,lnd a bulls-eye look. It might have 

a little pain that, after a few hours, turns itchy. The reason is 
that this spider injects a cytotoxin that kills cells. What's 
happening is that ALL the t issue is being killed: the nerves, 
the blood, the muscle, everything is being destroyed and 

necrosing. Usually, the toxin wears itse lf out as it spreads 

and stops killing cells. The skin usually stays on the top, 
looking dead and grey until the whole thing sloughs off ,lnd 
leaves a slllall cr,lter. 

Normally, the cytotoxin wears itself out after only one to 
two inches but wounds have been known to be up to 10 

inches. This becomes significan t when a person can't afford 
to lose six or seven inches of nesh at the bite location . As 
they're not ,lID,'Tessive, most B1"Ow11 Recluse bites are on the 
butt or back f1"0111 sleeping 011 these spiders. But if someone 
got bit on the neck or face, you might not wan t to let the 

nec1"Osis spread. A medical person would excise or cut it out 
to stop the necrosis. For most survivors, this is not a 
medically viable option, but should be considered depending 
on confirmation of the necrotic bite in an area where a 

serious threat to health might result. A I itt!e digging into the 
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bulls-eye will show that it is all dead tissue under the wound. 
I t's up to you. Treat what's left like all wounds. 

• BEES deserve special mention. Not because they kill, and they 
do, but becnllse the key here is avoidance. Bees normally 
m:J.ke n hive 10 to 30 feet off the ground :lnd it 's n big 
roundish looking brown thing. Avoid these. Yes, you C:I1l get 

honey, and yes, I've used smoke among thousands of bees to 
run them out of my area without n sting, but this is too risky 
for any survivor to consider. Give way nnd move away. If you 
happen to stir them up :lnd they come for you, try squatting 
and holding still. If they spot you, the gig is up. Run! Run 

through chick brush to keep them off you and hend for water 
ifyotl can. They' ll give up pretty quickly, but do not hang 

around, keep moving. 

Worms 
Now, for eve rybody 's favorite - worms aka helmillths or 

internal parasites. Most people have them ::md live with 
them just fine. As a survivor, there is a good chance you'll 
get them as you'll be subjected to uncontrolled food and 
water sources. Mostly, you'll be fine. and they'll have li t(le 
imp;lct immediatel y. But ill some CirCllll1st:J.l1ces, they might 

ill1mediately cause poor health. Over a period of time, they 
could become very medically significant to you. For these 

reasons, I address them in the chart below so you can help 
diagnose and treat these conditions if possible. 
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The bottom line is to expect to contract worms, but know 
thnt you'll mostly be alright. Seek testing and trentment once 
you're rescued or recovered if nny long term nbnormnlities 
present after the experience. (Note: wear footgear at all 
times to prevent many worms!) 

WORMS AND TREATMENTS 

TYPI:OR NAM( CAUS(,ITRANSMISSION SIGNS/SYMPTOMS TRE ATMENT 

• Hook vrorm {Nema- • Gri inlo sm. uwaIIy • IICIWig e.lll-!. I)1e • 
-~ ,00., when b.:Irelool week,~ool use ice rbilg lirs! 

(hen not rmcI1lJ1W week. to kill them 
late when they while still migraling 
iTMght (Me abdom· into deep« tissues 
nalOI~atory 

-"""" 
• Roundworm or • Peoellilte sm from • Abdominal (VI(! re5· • Thiabendazole 

Strongyloidiasis soil nlgr.lte to 'oogs pjfatory problems 
(Nematode) (VI(! inlestines 

• Tape or Flat worm • Undem.xlked 01 raw • ~stormchp.1U1. • P!~~tel 
(Cestode) meal turow ilto IIatllleoce. IWIiling 

~, 

• Pioworm. also called • Lives in the r.wer • Do:IEsl·t harm much • Pipemine 
threadworm (Ne- colon. SOI'Ilt'times but CilJSeS itchiogat 
matode) g.:ts ilto vagina. not flight arooo:j the 

fOl.O:l in tropics -
• Round Worm. As- • Gets in tlwougli coo- • Usually flO s~ • Mebeodazole 
~, taminated food toms ootillate. when 

WI)fffI';.lIe fOl.llldin 
stool. feve!. abdctni-.. ,", 

I 
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Worm. and T,e.t-"I. ((O<Ilin_) 

TYPEORNAME CAUS(fTRANSMISSION SIGNS/SYMPTOMS TREATMENT 

• 

• 

• 

Whipworm, • ~ from sail in- • Often 00 signs but • M,,,.,,,,,,, 
TrichJlkM gested 00 food CilI1 cause bloody di--. 
Cutaneou~ Luva • Getsintoskinand • Itches and leaves • --Migrans CLM. <Iso lim ~tlllder the burrow trails. d'es 00 cryotherapy also 

""'- sorfiICe.lJ5l.ldllyon its own in ~ to called freelil1:g With 
(Nematode) ~""" ,.., ~"" il;e. U5ing some ooId 

aer~ spray might 
hOp 

Dracunuliasis Of • Drinking water with • Wit tale a while. • Simple cloth filter on 
Guinea Worm from flea. worm gets into maybe six 10 12 water will lee? out 
Cyclops wat& Ilea gut migrates to n'(Mljh then forms a wat& lieas. OJ! boil ... ",- blister that itches a and slowly pull out 

~ ~m 

Rabies 
The last bit I h:we to sayan anima ls and bites and stings is 
about rabies. 

Hard fact of life: rabies cannot be cured! 
Now that I have your attention, listen up. Rabies is pretty 

rare and even rarer for people to get. To contract it, you have 
to find the critter with it during the few days it can spread 
rabies, and then go and get yourselfbit. 

Rabies is a virus that affects mammals, Dogs, cats, 
possum, bats, all kinds of cri tters can get it. It is a virus that 

gets into the nervous system and causes great pain to all the 
senses and m:1kes it difficult to SW:1llow or speak , causing 
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excessive salivation and tearing of the eyes. rr is extremely 
painful and death is always the result. 

There are preventive vaccines that will help increase tbe 
chances of the post-exposure vaccines wOI·king. The post
exposure vaccines will work most of the time if given ea rly 
enough . The incubation period is about two weeks to two 
months bur can be as long as two years. Once rabies kicks in 
and the first signs appear, there is no hope of surviving, no 
matter what level of medical care is available. So, here's what 
it means to a surv ivor: 

• Trent all aggressive animals as if they have rabies. Avoid 
bei ng bitten. 

• If attacked by an animal under circumstances that seem 
our of character, assume rabies exposure. 

• Make all attempts to get to med ical ca re ASAP. 

• If you or anothe r survivo r sta rts to mnnifest rabies 
sy mptoms, consider quarantine measures for the 
protection of everyone else. 

Primitive Plant Medicine 
The last portion of this chapter covers when you have next 
to nothing or absolu tely nothing. It is not meant to cover 
everyth ing but to give you enough examples of common 

alternatives that might be useful to yOLl. As ever, take every 
opportunity to learn all YOll can . YOLl never know what might 
come in handy! 
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How and when to 
ingest medicinal plants 
There are simply \\In)' too many plams to know them all. Try 

to know a few from each category :lIld/ or each region of 

interest. Once yOll know a few, there are a good m:my ways 

to render them but it comes down to these mnin three for a 

survIvor. 

• Teas: mix something with horor cold water and drink the 

nuid 
• Concoctions: something chunky like a slurry soup 

• Paste: anything mashed up and mix with little water, 

mostly for topical application 
Always have positive identification before lLsing any 

pbnt. I try to include only the most common ones that 
Westerners would be rami!i:!r with as well as highly available 

regional plants rh:J.[ are extremely valuable. 

Antibiotics: 
(counter-infectives, really) 
• Honey: Use it like a paste as a topical antibiotic on wounds. 

Drink it with tens, especinlly for sore thrO:ltS. 

• Salt water: Gargle ns n mOllthw<lsh to con trol cavities. 

Also, use it as a wash for wounds. 

• Oni on: A 1l3tural low dose antibiotic, you can eM it or 

crush it 3nd put it on wounds. 
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o Garlic: Same story. Make a paste and cover wounds with it. 
o Broadleaf leaves: Good as wound dressings for their 

antibiotic pmpenies. Consider cabbage leaves, mullein 
leaves (don't eat seeds) and plantain leaves in particular. 

o Tobacco: Use as a paste for wound care to take advantage 

of its antibiotic pmpenies. 
• Mullein tea: is a good anti-infective for thmat and mouth. 
• Oatmeal: Apply topically to use antibiotic properties. 

• Vinegar: Works well for cleaning wounds. 
• Clover: Use as an eye wash for conjunctivitis or as a vaginal 

douche. 
• Dandelion root: Boil into a concoction for use on acne and 

eczema. 
• Oak bark: Boil into tannin that's good for unbroken skin 

rashes. Don't drink. 
• Fruit pomace: Citrus and other r inds have antibacteri al 

pmperties. 
• Booze: Outside of iodine and rubbing alcohol, alcohol is 

good for wound cleaning and it tastes good too and might 

come in handy around amputation time. 

Eyes, ears, nose 
and throat treatments 
• Sore throat: Treat by ingesting tea made with plants 

containing vitamin C such as pine needles, rose hips or any 
citrus plant. 
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• Hemorrhoids: Use oak bark, willow bark, witch hazel bark 
and leaves as well as any tea or tobacco. 

• Co ngestion: Topicall y apply toothpaste under the nose. 
Also, pepper can help clear the sinuses. 

• Earaches: Onion juices can ease these; just squeeze, add 
SOllle water and rinse. 

• Throat aches: If yOll can find it, cinnamon is very good for 
the throat. 

Dental 
• Cavity pain can be eased by oil of clove, salt water or 

draining pus. 

• Fillings lost can be replaced with wax or twih'S as a stopgap 
measure. 

• Broken teeth can be repaired with super glue. 

• Knocked-out teeth, if still whole, can simply be put back 
in!!! 

• Extraction can be done in a worst-case scenario. It 's 
difficult but better than excruciating pam and 
uncon trolled infection . 

Anti-diarrheal 
• Mint teas: Soothes mild tummy aches. 
• Sassafras: Calms abdominal cramps. 
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• Hazc1leaves: Relieves stomach upset. 
• Rose hips: Reduces discomfort. 
• Apple pomace 
• Citrus rinds 
• Oak bark: The tannic acids in this and many other 

hardwood trees' barks are helpful for mild diarrhea. To 
make tea, boil the bark for two hours; it will make a vile 
smelling and tas ting concoction that will help. Repeat 
every two hours until stoppage is achieved. 

For worst-case scenarios, grind chalk, dried bones, 
and/ or charcoal from the ashes of yOllr fire and make a 

slurry, suck it down and repe~lt every two hours until 
stoppage is achieved. 

Antacids 
• Ash, charcoal, chalk and bo nes in a lighter brew than the 

anti-diarrheal slurry above will calm an ac id tummy. 
• Dandelion, mint and sassafi·as leaf teas also help. 

Anti-constipation 

• Soap will lube an d stimulate a bowel movement. 

• Oil of any type that is ingestible will lube the guts. 
• Dande li on root concoction is good too. 
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Urinary problems 
• Yams help decrease urinary tract infections. 

• Dandelion tca cases d iscomfort. 

• Rose hips tea cases discomfort. 

Antiseptic 
• Peat moss is 3n :andent trcarmem for wounds as it absorbs 

well and has a highly anaerobic acid which inhibits 
blH,:tcria from b'TO\ving. 

• Ur ine is sterile and if it's all you got, wh ip it out. 

o Oak bark and many hnrdwood barks boil dow n fo r tannin 

JUices. 

• Burdock root 

• Dock leaves 

Anti-parasitic 
A worm-I'cmovaJ stick can be used for Guinea worms. Cue 

the blister, pull a small piece of the worm out, wrap it around 
the stick and then slowly pull and spin. wrapping the \Vom1 

like spaghetti on a fork. 

• Kerosene, taken once in a two-tablespoon dose, will clear 

out gu t worms. Don't repeat for 48 hours. 

• Salt. Mix four tablespoons with onc quart of water to do 

the samc. 
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• Cigarettes. Eatingol1e-and-one-hal f cigarettes will shock 
I:,'llt worms enough to make them let go and pass. 

• Tannic acid. The inner bark of hardwood trees can have 
this effect. 

• Hot Sauce and/ or peppers as part of a reglilar diet ca n 
reduce parasite loads. 

• Fern stems. Crush the subterranean root into a powder 
that is known to fighe \xlrnsites. 

• Jesuit or Mexican tea. Make a serongconcoction that goes 
by this n:ltlle from the seeds of.1 common weed in the 
South-Centr;!l desert rI:!l:,rion that smells like licorice, fennel 
or anise. 

Insect repellents 
o Garlic o r onion rubbed nil over the exposed skin can also 

be consumed afterwards and sweated out po res. 
o Oak bm'k boiled into tannin is good as insect repellent. 

Don't drink it in this treatment. 
o Smoke fmm n fire or cigarette will help keep bugs away. 
o Sassafras leaves for bedding. The scen t keeps 'em away. 

o Mud covering exposed skin makes it hnrder for insects to 
get a blood meal. 

o Make a face screen wi th cut-up stri ps of cloth. 
o Tobacco cnll be used as a skin rub and for smoking. 
o Pepper rubbed ;!ll over keeps bugs at bny. 
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Analgesics (Pain relievers) 
• Strangling fig root: Smoke the dried root. 

• Garlicjuice: Paste for skin and join ts. 

• Onion juice : Paste for stings. 

• Yams: Reduce muscle spasms and fever. 

• Clove": Good for bites and stings, also good as an eye wash 
for infected cyes. 

o Coca leaves: When chewed, these have a good analgesic 
effec t! 

• willow bark: Boi l to make a tea or just chew the bnrk. 

• Toothpaste : Apply topically for heart burn. 

• Pepper: Redu ces joint pain t :'Ind muscle spasms. 

• Oatmeal: Hns pain-relieving properties, also has 
an tidepressants. 

• Coconut meat, ash, mud , dandelion paste: Relief from 

stings of bees, scorpions, sp iders, cen ti pedes. 

• Bleach: Hcmove poison ivy, oak and SlImrlc. (Also, usc ash 

or d rying agent to absorb resin from these plants,) Bl each 
can also be used to treat chiggers (any smothering agent 

like sap will also work) , 

Anti-inflammatory 
• willow bark: Tea fo r systemic infl amm ati on, paste fol' 

topical application , 

• Aspen bark: Soak the ba rk and lay all the affected area, 
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Anti-hemorrhage 
• Puffballmushrool1l : Helps the blood clot. 
• Plantain leaves: Can stop bleeding <1S a vasoconstric tor. 

Anti-fungal 
• Onions: Rub on infected arC:l . 

• Toothpaste: Has fungicidal properties, appl y topically. 

Anti-pyretic (Counters fever) 
• w illow bark tea 

• Aspen bark tea 

• Oak bark tea 

• Yams 

There are literally millions of pla nts on th e pinner. I 
believe everything out there has a purpose and function, 
even if we Westerners and our modern scientists have yct to 
discover them nIl. Many so-call ed ';primiti ve" people have 

becnliving this principle fot' thousands of years. It CQuid be 
a Ii (clong pllI'suir to srudy everything out there. 

I learned many of these treatments in the u.s. 111 il itary as 
doctrine in their cou rses. I howe also see n some applied , or 

been taught them by l oc~ls, indigenous soldi ers ~nd some of 
my peers over the YC<l rs. J h~ve even seen so me used by 
sh~ l11an ~lld other "witch" doctors. On the whole, I'd s~y h~lf 
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the stuff out there really doesn't work or works only half as 
well as modern, highly concentr;]ted medicines. But if it's all 
you got, then you gotta go hot and give it a shot! 

No ol1e human can know it all. and [ don·t purpOrt to that 
here. [ only hope to give an introduction to some of the 
better known ;llternatives so th;]t a novice survivor has a 
starting point out in the wild. I highly encourage everyone to 

study on your own and learn for yourself. 

Being Well in the Wild 
There are no limits to the trials and tribubtions that the 

survivor might encounter. This cbnpter gnvc you a decent 

foundation in the bnsies of the body. henlth. medicine, 
trauma and general first-aid care as it applies to someone 
with limited means of surgical treatment, ph~'sic ian counsel 
and pharmaceutical support. There is no wny to teach ye:ll"s 
of medicine, training, knowledge, experience and science in 

the short space of this book or ;]IlY one book. 
Instend, my purpose is to give hope to people in extreme 

situations by telling them what to realisticnlly expect and 
supp ly emergency measures to consider dur ing extreme 
circumstnnces, measures that can 't be learned legnlly 
anywhere else for many reasons. Be a\l';]1"e of these facts nnd 

procedures. They will be power in the hands of the 
powerless survivor and cnn menll the difference between 
dying alone in some remote corner of the planet or returning 
home for a fine family reunioll. Given the choice to withhold 
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or share this information, I choose life. 
The next choice is yours. 
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Chapter 10: 



The First Rule of Nature is to know the " R.O.E."-OI· Rules 

Of Engagement. 

Natu re is a wonderful and beautiful thing to be admired 
and enjoyed . It is also something that is delicate and we 
should strive to keep balanced. But for the su rvivor, know 
that it can also be deadly mean and change in a heartbeat. 

There fore the survivor must have a firm gras p on the 
handle of the rules for engaging when out in nature and 

subject to the whims and fancies oLltside of our conCrol. To 
best engage in the chall enge, it behooves the survivor to 
know the rules. 

HAWKE'S DIRTY HALF-DOZEN R.O.E . 
• RULE # 1- KNOW THYSELF Know what your strenl:,rths and 

weaknesses are, know who you are, and know where yOll are 
when in a survival si tuntion. And before you find yourself in 
such n plnce, study and practice the essence of survivalin ' at 

home and in the field. Learn about your home surround ings, 
your neighborhood nnd outlying area, your routes to and 
from work, nnd nlso study any arens you 111ay be tmvelling 
before you tr,wel. 

It 's only in the practice and application of yourself in 

test/ prnctice/trnining stenn rios, that you can really come to 
know yourself in the absence of che hardest and harshest 
test of real ity. So, prnctice survi vnl to ullderstnnd your skills, 
abilities, and weaknesses before you have to put them to use. 

• RULE # 2-"BE PREPARED" It's the old boy scou t cliche, but it's 

been around and stays around because it 's true and it works. 
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The better prep~red yOll are now, the better you'll fare later. 
Can't s~y it ally simpler, and no point in saying it any further. 

• RULE# 3-FORGET W HAT YOU WANT This is the big thing that 
crushes most people physically and spiritlwlly. YOll might 
want to be home or anywhere other than where you are, but 
that clearly is not what happened. Forget abou t it for now. 
"What you want" won't help or change a thing. The onl y 
thing that matters is where yOll are, what you have, what you 

know, and what YOll can do. 

• RULE # 4-00 WHAT YOU MUST This is really another way of 
saying "necess ity is the mother of invention." Regardless of 
you!" feelings, op inions, biases, prejudices, perceptions, and 
religious or philosophical beliefs, anything that is not 
practical, pragmatic and that doesn't pass the cOlllmon sense 
test, simpl y holds no sway in the survival situ:1tion . Do what 
you need to do to survivc-cat strangc foods , get naked to 

cool a fever, tear apart you!" clothes to make twine or 

bandages, spend hotlt"s looking for food and watcr, kill to cat, 
sleep with an enemy in the cold to stay warm, take the hand 
of an antagonist to be rescued- whatever it takes. 

• RULE # 5- NEVER QUIT! This should be sa id on every single 
page of this book, and in any book about stlt"vival. It is the 
essence of the entire field of study. Never quit! 

• RULE # 6-FORGETTHE RULES The one nIle that applies to all 
rules is to know when to bend them an d when to break 
them. But when it comes to survival, there :l re no rul es, 
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really, There nrc only guiding principles, founded on tried, 

tested nnd sometimes-true tenants. But the mnin thing is to 
not let the rules set an)' kind of limits or pClrnmeters On you 
that make you give in or succumb to some statistics spouted 
off by someonc, somewhere, but not there with you. [fthe 
nIles sn}' you can't climb, but you need to, then by God climb! 

Alrighty, those RO.E. stated, let's take one !nst look at nil 
the regions of the world and the additional considerrltions 
for them that didn't fnll neatly into .my other cntegory 

alrend}' discussed . Since nature is far too vast and diverse to 
put in nny one chapter or topic, th ese are 111)' parting 
thoughts on situn t ions based on my experiences nnd 
observations thnt I feel might be of some benefit to you, 

The COLD-Arctic 
and Mountains 
The main thing in cold environments, perhnps obviously, is 
to try to stn}' warm. A big pnrt of this is staying dry. Never 

jump in cold water, it's suicidal - unless you have a fire or 
dry clothes to get into, you can be dead in no time. I've seen 
Special Forces teams shivering to the point of not being 

operational, just because of too much water exposure in the 
swamps of the Deep South in the autumn, so getting wet in 
hard-cold winter is plain foolishness. 

Now, staying dry is fairly casy to do. just by staying out of 
the water and trying not to move so fast or work so hard that 
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your get yourself wet with your own sweat. 
Hut wllat about stay ing warm? Obviously if you have a 

fire you can get warm, bur what about when you don't? First, 
work on the practical and simple principles of physics and 
terrain analysis. If you keep moving to an adeqlwte degree, 
your body will generate heat and, provided your flesh is not 
completely exposed, this can provide a basic level of 
warmth. 

/Ju t what about wIlen tllDt's not enough? The simplest 
thin&'S are often the ones that work the best. Think about it. 
If you're high in the mountains, just go down. Be smart, be 

safe, but move down! I f you're in mountainous terrain, head 
for the base of the mountain and get/stay out of the wind, 
such as in the trees. If you're in wide-open terrain, get under 
the snow or behind a tree or rock or small hill. If there's 
nothing to shelter yourself with, get into the snow or the 

ground. AllY of these will be warmer tlum open exposure. 
A nd now, IN's discuss the metaphysical "speers of getting 

warm in the cold. I personally hate the cold. I've lived ill it 

and it is no fUll. Yet I have been very surprised by rhe 
effective ness of one simple technique that has helped me 
every time-breathing. That's right, breathing. when I have 
been in the cold- miserable, shaking, wet, freezing and 
feeling like I just couldn't move from cold penetrating so 
deep and only m~1(te worse by lack of food and sleep-I found 
that I could change these outer realitiesfi·om Wil/ll·l1. 

The first thing I do is change my point of view by 
recalibrating my perspective on my situation . J realize that 

yes, it's cold, and yes, 1 could die, but at this particular 
moment, J h3ve done all J can and there is nothing else I can 
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do to ch,mge thc external environment-so I do wh:u J can 
to change the one thing I can control. my intcrnal 
envi ronment. By simply Jetting go, breathing in deeply, and 
relaxing-acceptingth3t I 3m cold, indeed, bur 13m still alive 
and I am ok- I can function and continue to func t ion, 

I mentall y reprOI,'Tam my mind to lower the thermostat, 
J will sure ly be colder, and slower, but J will function 3nd 
manage, 1 bre3the in deeply 3nd imagine the cold no longer 

beating on me, beating me down, pushing me around, but 
r3ther, J let it in, ,III the W<ly, :lnd let it p:lSS through, no 
resist3nce, almost joining it and accepting that I ;1111 in its 

sp3ce :lnd pbce, so I must become more like it ins tead of 
trying to make it more like me, 

I know it sounds crazy, but every time I've done this, I've 

instantl y stopped shivering and actlla ll y been fine :lnd 

h:lppy- well. almost anyway (did r mention , I h:ltc the 
cold?). It's an '11l13zing technique. and the on ly thing I can 
compare it to is vomiting, Crazy, I know! [Om one oftbose 
folks who doesn't like to vom it when I'm sick. so I fight it 
and tight it and rem:lin miserable, until J fit13lly rc;]lil',<:: that 

it needs to happen, and then, once it does, it's all better 3nd 
why did I wait so long! Sorry, th3t's the closest I can get to 
expbining it. Those who live in the cold, know, Those who 
don't, shou ld try it, I'm not saying it will keep you from 

freezing to death, but I 3m s:lying it might help you to get 
through:l tough time ;]t1d find a W:ly to do wh3t yOll need to 

do to :lctu:llly stop your freezing to dC:lth. 
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The HOT-Deserts 
and Dried-Up Environments 
The dese rt is no joke. It 's hot, it 's dry, an d people die there, 

it's th"t simple. Tryingto stay out of these areas is the "duh
no kiddin'!" answer. But when you find yourself stuck in 
slic h a ,,[:lce, it is important to realize that people do live in 
the desert and always have. [n fnct, some live rather 

comfortably there. So, know that you can I11nnage- that's the 

way yOLl mLlst approach the desert-survival scena rio. 

The thi ng that puts the "zap" on most people's brains, 
literall y, is the huge ex panse that is visibl e to their eye 
betnLLse of the lack of foliage and vegetation. Thi s visual 

reality t11:lkcs it seem like a truly dauntingcndeavor to make 

it out 31 ive. And it is, to be sure. 

But again , kee p in mind that people do live there, and 

someone most likely is somewhere ncar you. And the vcry 
thing that scares you by day, is the thing that works for you 
by night. You see, in th e darkness of th e desert night, you 
can scan the horizon for any sings of Ii fe by looking for light. 
You ca n listen for sounds as they'll c:lI'ry a long way in the 
desert ni ght air. If you see no lights, then look for the glow. 

Offin the distance, the lights of even a small village wil l glow 
like a dull ember orfthe horizon sky. It's faint, it's subtle, but 
if th ey arc there, it is th ere. Mark it and make for it. As the 
twilight co mes and takes away your guiding light, make 

marks on the ground pointing in the direction of the light or 
glow, and usc YOllr daytime navigation skill s to keep you on 
your course. 

Also use the other techniques [.lugh t for movement and 
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dese rt surv ival, never failing to be on the scout ror water 
hints and animal signs. Use your smarts about resting in the 
heat of the day, etc. But chances are someone is out there, so 
keep f:lith and a sharp eye and wit. This will more often than 
not get you out of a hot spot. That's all I gotta' say about that! 

The THICK-Jungles, 
Swamps, and Nasty Places 
Now jungles cnt1 be the worst p!3ce in the world, as it seems 

everything in there wants to eat and kill you . Hut the upside 
is that heck, real ly, you can dang ne:lr" eat and kill everyth ing 
there, too, and there's plenty of resources available to make 
rope, shelters, etc. Yes, thcre are bigpredators-gators, mean 
snakes, wildcats, ;:md more-bur you can fight back and win, 

too, so long as YOlluse your wits and don't lose your head . 
The big difference of the jungle over every other kind of 

tenain is that you can't see vet·y far in front of your f:lce , and 
it's that sense of not knowing where you are:lt anytime that 

becomes vcry disconcerting- like scuba diving in the pitch 
black with no lights when you can 't see your bubbles, it can 
throw you off balance. And that's the thing YOll have to 

accept, like getting your sea legs on a bO:lt in the ocean-you 
must accept the ;'flow" of the jungle and get into its groove. 

To best do this, yOll must throw om any sense of your 
timelines <lnd accept the dictates of the jungle or swamp 
you're in . Remember that it does have a beginning and an 
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end. It has waterways and ravines and hills. It has thicker 

areas and thinner ones. The secret to mtlll;lging yourself in 

the jungles and swamps it to settle in for a long, slow journey. 

Focus on the day-to-dny needs as you gently go with its flow 

in your movement. Don't fight, don't resist, don't get angry 
and don't get frustrated. The jungle will beat you down so 

hard and fast if you do, you'll never, ever win. You can't. It's 

just too great nnd strong. But, with a gentle <1pproach, you 

can actually manage to guide nnd slide through and out. This 

is the wny nhead for the jungle. 

Move slow, mind every step, slowly reach for branches to 

move or hold yourself. Always look through and up and 

around and down for the signs of freedom of p<1ssnge. Look 

up for those breaks in the trees thnt might indicate a thinner 

vegetated area or even a waterway. Actively and constantly 

look for those gnps of vegetation that will give you another 

50 meters of movement with less work, even if it's off 

direction a bit- take the open way. Look down for any sign 

of a rise or fall of terrain that could lead you to n dmw and 

into a stream and a way out, or up to a ridge that could give 

you view to find the way to escnpe. Always take food, water 

and rest as you need, airing out the flesh ns required, and, 

taking the pace set for you, you'll get out. 

Obviously, lots of people live in the jungle and enjoy long 

and happy lives. It's okay. It h<ls its d<lngers, but it is just a 

place at the end of the day, like an overgrown garden park. 

Things live there and it is unkempt, but it has boundaries, it 

hns nn end, and you can find the edges and places whel'e 

people are. Slow and gentle is the way. 
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The OPEN-Seas, 
Shores, and Deserted Places 
The seas are one of those places where humans venture, but 

it is not Ollr natural space and place. \"'hen we are there, 
more than anywhere else, we are nt the mercy of nature. 1 f 
yOli have some things and resources, then you have some 

blessing; and if YOll arc without, then you are without uny 

real options or control other thnn hope. If YOll have a rnft, as 

long as it nonrs, there is a ch:mcc of stlrvivnl. If yOll h:lVC 

nothing, you can noat for a long time without hardly any 

energy- don' t bother swimming ,md tread as little as 
possible to look around. Mostly, you mllst wait :md wait. And 

that is all. 

The thing "bout the sea thnt gets to people is the Vilst 

openness giving the feeling that they arc so small, that they 

can never be found. This is not true. Anything thnt put you 

out there would have been on some route rhn t someone 

somew here uses sometimes. You just never know. So, don't 

desp'lir not being found . It's only n m'ltter oftirne. How long 
it might take, no one can know. All you can know is thnt the 

longer you stay nnont, the greater the chil1lces are that 

someone will find you. 

T he other thing th31 overwhelms folks at sea is the fenr 

of the unknown and unseen. T here's an entire plnnets' worth 

of strange sen life under them , \Vith some that tnn kill and 

eat them, and they can't see any of it. It is very casy to start 

to feel like any second . a giant shark is going to come up nnd 

eat you. But it 's closer to the truth to realize that most likely, 

nothing below is evcn paying you any mind, unless you're 
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bleeding into the water. In which case, see the section on 
shark fightin'! So, the key is not to panic and ro be patient. 

There is nothing else you can do but wait and 110~lt. For 
you, the single-minded purpose of being is stnyingalloat like 
a human bobber until you arc picked up or drift close enough 
to anything you can sw im to. Not a great place to be. But 
that's all anyone can say about thnt. 

The DARK-War Zones 
and Unruly Environments 

• W ARS AND COUPS, These things happen-always hnve and 

always wil1. Very often, they're unexpected. Usually, a lot of 
factors build up nnd lead to these outbreaks of violence, but 
often enough, it's somc small and seemingly insign ificnnt 

occurrence thnt triggcrs someone 01' something and then it 
explodes like a powder keg. There is only one facror that 
really matters to you when these things occul'-are you 
involved and a tnrget in any way by either side, 01' not? 

Most likel y, you won't be involved or targeted. Famine, 
religion, politics can all lead to abrupt violence. The general 

way to best manage these scena rios is to play it low key. [f it 's 
crazy all around you, wait until it settles, then make yOUl" 
way for s:l fcty. Maybe it's the cmb:lssy or :l border, but the 
best surviv:ll scrateb')' is to move :lbout in a low-key !l1:lnner. 
Blend in, act like you belong and th:lt you know wh:lt you're 

doing. Have:l sense of purpose and urgency but do not have 
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fear or rush. Fast movement gets mtention quicker, 
especially in war fighting. Fea r is palpable from a mile away 
and will attract danger. So, stay calm and move surely. 

Try not to move at night unless you know your way. 
Everyone is afraid and more alert at night, and there is this 
fear that makes people shoot wildly ,1I1d not hold themselves 
account<'\ble to the saille rules at night as they might by day. 

I f you encounter anyone, do not act ashamed, embarrassed, 
or afraid . Be polite, be sincere, be humble, and be friendly. 
Maybe a bribe will open the way. maybe a promise of 
somcch i I1g; but be cautioLls and judicious with those efforts, 
as undelivered promises can provoke worse hostility. 

Depending on the culture, sometimes an authoritative 
stance will work . Use your best judgment. But if you really 

think they arc going to take you Ollt, then att. More times 
than not, attacking an aggressor will thange the dynamic 
and give yOll an edge. tvtore times than not, tryingro run will 
only result in you beingshot in the back. It's no joke and it's 
not TV. When things get like this, people cnn go "kill crazy" 

and no rules matter. 
If you are for any reason a potential target for the 

violence, then only two options arc open to YOll. Usc pure 

stealth in sitting tight, or in moving absolutely unde tected. 
For you, cover of night might be the on ly way. And if 

confronted, action is the only answer. I f they arc looking to 
kill you . they will do whatever it takes to do :'0. You didn·t 

make these rules or create this scenario. YOll don't have a 
choice if they draw down on you, nnd so it is truly a situation 
of·'kill or be killed." Be ready for this and be ready to live 

with your actions. 
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ror both cases, target or bystander, all conflicts have a 
bnttle rhythm. Listen for the sound of fighting and run awny 
from it at first. Most fighters will be running to the action 
nnd nssuming nll the innocent nnd scnrt.~d civilians, women, 
children, and elderly nrc simply escnping. In the periphery, 
yotl'lilook like one of them. Dress like a locnl for this escape, 

if possible. Once clear of the fighting, move well around it. 
The good thing is, while there is fighting, the killers nre busy 

and so this is your best time to make time and distance. 

• GANGS AND RIOTS. These things occur all over the world and 
nt any time. Mostly, they are ensily nvoided and in fnct never 
seen. But sometimes, you just might happen to be in nn 
establishment on disputed territory or engaging in business 

with someone's enemy and ns sm:h, you suddenly become 
an indirect or directtnrget of bad guys. This is a 50/ 50 dealio. 

If your understanding ofthe history and track record of 
these guys says they'll let you go, then try to just get down 
and out of the way nnd do not interfere, no matter how much 
you like your business counterpart. But if you know these 

folks are notorious for treating all people brutnlly, you might 
consider extreme menSllres to escnpe. I t is not encouraged to 
nttack, as they will likely be vindictive and on a vendetta, 
and as such, they will make it a mission to hunt and track 

you down. But if attacking one who is blocking your only 
chance of exit, and escnpe is necessary, then consider taking 
that risk. 

Wi th gangs, the best route of escape is usually to the 
busiest public place or place of authority YOll can get to, or 

to the bush as most gang members nrc city-dwelling 
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urb~nites and would rather not go ~fter you into the bush. 
If you find yourself stranded or passing through g~ng 

terri tory, the survival strategy to adopt is simple but requires 

fOClIS, determination, and a bit of acting. You must move and 
act like you belong there, have a sense of purpose or reason 
for being there, and have a del iberate movement. You IllllSt 
not stare at anyone as that is a challenge, and you must not 
look nervous or act afraid as that is an invite for predation. 

Make glances as you would anywhere, do not quickly 
avert eye cont~ct as that says fear and something to hide, 
which begs further investigation by the gang members. Yet, 

holding the gaze too long is an affront and challenge for 
confrontation . So, balance it- look, see, move away, be a non

en tity, be not a player and be not prey. 
I've often done this when I went to some foreign, new, 

big cities, by asking the taxi driver to take me to the worst 
place and drop me off,just to walk through, see and learn. It 
works, I've been through some bad places and not had any 

problems, surprisingly. I've had more nghts just going to 
reh'ltiar tourist places where predators made the mistake of 
targeting me as a soft t"rget, only to get a trip to the hospit.:11 

~s their consolation prize! 
For riots, the best policy is often to stay put, or if you're 

in the middle of it, he~d away from it. Go up, go down , go 
deep, but go where ever it is quiet. Try to tr,:lVel at ~n oblique 
to the chaos as many will be rushing to the madness or 
directly away from it. Seek to go at angles so as to not 
encounter interference either from enthusinstic would-be 

riote rs, or not to be c:lught up in an angry :lnd aggressive 
quic k reaction force respOllse from the authorit ies which 
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can harm anyone in it's path until they re-establish peace 
and stability. 

Take a moment to review the CIA & DOS (or Home 
Office for UK) websites to review dangerous gangs and 

groups wherever yOll might be tl':welling. These sites will 
educate you on what their tactics are beforehand, and this 
will 6tuide your decision to be passive 01' take <lction. 

• TERRORISM AND NBC (NUCLEAR, BIOlOGICAL, AND 

CHEMICAL). These arc the extreme ends of the survival 
spectrum. I don 't purport to teach the surviving of them 
here, but w<lnt to convey <I sense of wh<lt to do, in<lsl11uch <IS 

<lny of these thi ngs c<ln le<ld to <I survival scenario for you. 
Terrorism is a deep, divisive, and diverse topic. For me, in 

its simplest form, the difference between a 6'1H:!ITil1<l nlld a 
terrorist is simple and is inherently defined by the words 
themselves. A guerrilla is all irreb'1.dar war fighter who only 
targets militarily significant targets. A terrorist is someone 
who targets anyone, with the purpose of strikingtelTol' into 

the general public mind . By this de fi nition, anyone, 
anywhere, and at any time could encounter and be subjected 
to a terrorist or act of terrorism. 

This means ;]t anyti me, you could be forced to flee an act 
or an individual or group of individuals and in doing so, 
might find yourselrin the wild, h.wingescaped the problem 
or people only to face a harsh environment which might 
ultimately claim your life. 

When these acts occur, you must make a quick 

assessment. If it is something quick, like a bomb, that you 
hnve survived nnd ns such, there isn't much chnnce of any 
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further damage being done, so you can stick around and 
render assistance, look for sib'llS ofb<ld guys to give info to 
the authoriti es later, and/ or seek assistance yourself if 

wounded. 
If something deeper is going down-like a group or an 

individual appear to be actively seeking to catch <lnc\ harm 

people- you mUST assess the situation quickly. Do you thi n k 
they mean harm 10 you, or do you think you can get off 
eventually unharmed? You must make this decision in a split 
second because that will dictate your next course of action. 
The facts <Ire simple; your best chnnce of escape is during 

the moment of capture and it is also the most Ii kely ri me that 
they will kill you. Make an assessment and make a choice. 

If YOll decide to bust free. give it ~'our all. go all-out 

extreme on them. You're either de:ld or free as a result. If 
they get you before you realize what's happening, the same 
rules apply for the next step - movement. This is your 
second best chance to escape, and they ;ll"e still just as likely 

to kill you in this phase as well. Once you get to where they 
are taking you, you are in the worst place, as they noll' have 
what they planned for- 100% complete control. Escape from 
here is the most difficult, dangerous, and least likely for you. 

Be prepared. 
Assess your situation, your condiTion, and the conditions 

of those around you if there are others. If you bust 3 move 
and get all';lY, then ag<lin. you might be out in the wild, trying 
to survive, avoiding them. and moving back toward safety or 

reSClle. 
NBC stands fo r Nuclear, Bio logica l, and Chemical 

environmen ts. Following the war and terror models, any 
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one of these could, theor'etically, occur nt nlly time, 
illlywhere. If you're at ground zero, then ch:lnces are there 

are no more bills for you to worry nbout paying as you won't 
survive. But if you do survive, what :lre the renlistic chances 
nnd expectations of survival? 

• NUCLEAR blasts COIllC' in nil shnpes nnd sizes. But basically 
there are three types of concern: Ground, Air, and 
Su bsmface bursts. This will determine how far the wnves 
spread and the al110llnt of f:lllout kicked up. This is 

complicated by the size or yield of the explosive, and then 
tenain and weather playa big role in how b:ld the final result 
is in terms of wind spreading fires and raining down of 
radioactive fallout p:lrticles. Common sense rules apply as 
evcr, but here's n bit more info to give you a guide. 

There are three main types of nukes based on yield. 

Those that are 1-20 MT (megaton) nnd up arc only wielded 
by the big superpowers. So chances are you won't encounter 
these and, if you do, we're all in trouble and we probably will 

never know what hit. The next are the 20-80 KT (kiloton) 
types that might be utilized by a renegade country. The third 
type and most likely prospect are the I KT yield in the form 
of:l backpack nuke used by a terrorist. 

The good news is that the worst dam:lge, abour 50%, will 

be from the blast itself. So, the farther away you are, the 
better your chances of survival. The thermnl or heat wave 

will cause about 35% of the dnmages, and the mdiation only 
causes about 15% ofthe total damages or destructive impncr. 

Now that you h:lve an idea of the realistic damnge radius, so 
as to not be pnnickcd, let's look at csrimntcd destruction 
rnllges. 
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ESTIMATED DESTRUCTION RA NGE-NUCLEAR BLAST 

YIEW BLAST O,lMAGE BU RNO,lM,lGE UDI,lTION O,lM,lGE 

• 

• 

• 

Total O .. tru<tlon lot - lrd Dq< • • Lelhalo... .. 

1 Megaton • 25~ • 1G-20Mlies • 2-3Miies 

20 Kilotons • 'I.Mlk! • 2.5-4 Miles • 1-2Miies 

1 Kiloton • '"Mile • 'h-l MIle • v.-m MIles 

As you can see, th e .:Ictual dam.:lge ranges .:Ire not as wide 
.:IS one would imagine. The radi.:ltion is less of a risk initially 

than the burn (I3m.:lges th.:lt will result from the heat wave 
:l11d the secondary fires that will oceLlI". But speaking of 
radiation , what about it? 

The radiation cm:mated is measured in two ways. In the 
simplest terms, the REf"l is the damage to our body and the 

RAD is the radintion absorbed into non-living materials. 
Organic matter can .:lbsorb and keep this energy, which can 
C.:lllse 3.n 3.cclImll13tion of RE M. and that is what callses 
damage to humans. Let's look .:It whnt it takes in terms of 
REM to cause biological damage and what that means to liS. 
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REM EFFECTS ON HUMANS FROM A NUClEAR BLAST 

REM DOSE SURVIVABILITY DURATION CAUSE EFFECT 

800 REM Imtanl Death OnSite " " 
600 REM • 9O%Death 1-7Days lkuaIlyfrom No cue.orVt 

ITIolSsiveOigarl symptomatic 
fabe treatment 

I 400 REM • SO%Death • 1-300Jys • ",,",,'= • 50% will Ie-
OIgan fabe cover but with 

''''' 
• 200 REM I 1O%Death • 1-6months """" "'" Marryolher 

time to de- side Effects 101 ... the fHYivOIs 

100 REM • 1% Death Yeolfslater 1.b;1Iy cancer • "" 
SO REM • 0% Death .... - • Mostlyokay • "" 

Fo r ;111 matters of nukes, there is a lot of math ~llld way 
too man y variables. I \Vent to Army training as a Medical 
Offi cer to handle these mass tnstlnlty events, nnd th e 
formulas they teach are mind -boggling. So, I've reduced 

these to very simpl e, general figures. 
There arc three mnin wn)'s YOLl ca n get these ItEMs. The 

first, already addressed, is direct exposu re. The other two 

wn)'s nre inhnlntion and ingest ion. These are fnirly self
explnt1ntory, but we'll look nt these more in a moment. 

There are also three main types of rndintion rnys. I'll lay 
them out ill bone-simple terms. Alpha rays nre like the 

rndiated dust pnrtitles. They arc not reall y n th reat or 
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concern unless you breathe them in, have open wounds, or 
ingest them after they've gotten onto food or have fallen into 
some open source of water :1nd you eat or drink them. So 
keep covered up, wipe everything off, and keep a wet doth 
over your mouth and nose to breathe through. 

Beta rays are rhe ones that can burn the skin and eyes, 
bur they're mainly a concern at the time of detonMion. J n 

short, you sec a nash, tum away and hit the dirt or he:1d for 
cover. and hopefully, you'll be ok there. 

The last kind of RCMs arc the worst. These are the 

Gamma rays which can pcnetrate a lot of thinb'"S. Lead. thick 
concrete, lots of dirt, stone, mountains, even large quantities 
of water call absorb these and denect them from penetrating 
you. There are, :1gain, so many formulas. based on l11ateri:11s, 
how far away you are, and how big the bomb is, etc., that all 

come into pl3y for measming what is "safe" for shielding. 
The bottom line is to get behind, under, or inside the 
thickest, stJ'Ongest thing you can - and hope. 

That said. let's wrap up on the biggie-expJosions leading 
to exposure. 

Now, not that all the math matters nor will it .stand up to 
an actual situation when/ if it all came to pass, but let's 
consider how you c<m implement your survival strategy. [f 
you're rea lly close and you survive, look at the chart to 

approximate your surv ivability and then apply it. If you 
nuke it out and get to family, <mel you know you 're ill and 
not likely to pull through, perhaps you want to give up your 
food for the other members to have a better chance? 

Maybe you know you're toast all'ead}', so you can do a few 
extreme thin/:,'"S to help or rescue others before you bite the 
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bullet. It 's all your choice, but it helps yo u make better 
decisio ns in ex treme times if you have some idea what your 

reality is. 
Spenking of food, what will the effects of the radiation be 

on foods, waters, etc? 
[n general , whntevc r happened to people and buildinbJ"S, 

also happened to animals and crops. The closer to the 
incident's ground zero, the greater the poten tial for food 
being "radi ated." 

So, try not to li ve off the land too close to the epicenter of 
the destruction. And if you must, the further our you go away 
from it, the more you decrease your cha nces of consuming 
REM s and building up your RADs. 

Provided that the food was not destroyed, if it was 

covered, concealed, and otherwise scaled, chances are that 

it is ok. Again, distance, shield, and exposure factors should 
be considered and applied. \'Vithout a meter to measure, 
the human senses cann ot detect radiation, so you' ll have 
to guess nnd assess on your own. The genernl b',.! idance is 
that sea led nnd covered items are oby to consume, if far 
enough wa)' from the sou rce of contamination. Just be sure 

so wipe off everything as wenther patterns can disperse 
fallout and cause it to spread for thousands of mil es. 
Speaking of fnll ou t. ... 

Fallout loses about 90% of its danger after 8 hours, 99% 
after 48 hours, and 99.9% after two weeks. But that 
rema illing O.l % can still kill you. So mind the d ust, and stay 
tight for two c\;lYS mininH1m. Shoot for two weeks and if you 
really must move, try to sit Ollt the 8-hour wair period. Ifit 's 

critical yo u move, at least wait two hours, but you'll be 
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risking high exposure th:lt could kill you in one week to one 
month, in a most unpleasant :md uncomfortable manner. Sit 
it out, and live a while longer. 

EM P is the Electro- rvlagnetic Pulse that occurs as a result 
of a nuclear blast di srupting the airwaves. It causes most 
electronics to s top working as it essentially fries their 
circuits. So, they won't recover without repair or 

replacement. The good news is that small radios with little 
antennas arc likely to be okay, and the better news is th:n 
these EM Ps don't seem to affect humans:H all and pass in a 
heartbea t. The bad news is that one high-yield weapon, 
deron.lted high above the surface, could cause EMP dntl1nge 

from hundreds to possibly thousands of miles. Thm means 
all the stu ff we know, usc and rely on cou ld be knocked out 

of cOJllmission , very easily, for n long while. nnd for a wide 
ranging distance. In this way, this topic is essential to the 

survival preparation and strategies of this book . 
EMS- the local Emergency Medicnl Se rvices- will be 

effected not only by the [ass of communic:nion but they will 
also be overwhelmed with the obvious need for fire control. 

life s:wing, and other issues. Also, the police need to control 
panic-induced riots. 

The federal government will be engaged protecting 

national interests in terms of financial. transportntion , 
commu nication, nnd petroleum industries as vital for any 

fururc survival. In that respect, they hnve authority and 
plans to secure whatever communications and systems that 
are still working to support this mission. Along those lines, 

all government buildings from schools to hospitals. 
highways and bridges, all become crucial entities for the 
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go\'ernm cnt to control find assist in the recovery response. 
What all that mefillS to you, is that even if you are not 

affected in the least by the actual nuclear event, you might be 

affected tremendously indirectly, as a result of being cut off 
from any access to information or support-aU forms of 

supplies to stores and hospita ls could be shut down. I n this 
W:1Y, a major nuclear catastrophe could create a survival 
s ituation for a great many people. 

Note: Morse Code is the only thing that can still 
transmit through a nuclear particle ch::u'ged atmosphere! 

There might not be food, water, electricity, utilities or 
communications for days to weeks, depending 011 your 
proximity to the ex pl osion. So what can you do about it? 

The bottom line is that all you can do is REDUCE 
EXPOSURE time by getting down and staying out of the 
environment, I NC REASE DISTANCE (like you'll have a 
choice), and INC REASE SH [ELD thickness. Get into fI hole, 

a sewer, a ditch, a pipe, under a bridge, in the water, behind 
a building, in a basement, wbfltever you hflve at the time. 
Cover your eyes and nose and mouth. 

Wait for the blast, W:lit for the shock wave to pass, and 
stay the heck down, as it's goingto come right back past you 
again. Once it does, and the s tuff has stopped flying for a 
minute, then seek better shelter so you don't get the fallout 
landing on you like ash from a forest fire or volcanic 
eruption , which will follow shortly after. 

A quick note here on "Dirty !lambs." These are made by 

some yahoo who gets hold of nuclear mate rials- maybe 
waste, mnybe bi-products-flnd then use some conventional 
explosives to spread it around. The end result is the same-
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if you survive the blast and burns, mind the radiation , make 
your post-apocalyptic assessment, and make your survival 

stratch')' accordingly. The good news is, the din~ct impact 
from this type of blast is very low. l\'lost likely it will affect 
less than 3 one-Illile area in immedi3te terms. 

There's lots of info, lots of factors, lots uf math and 
sc ience involved if you want to know more about the hard 

facts and fi gures. [have simply provided genera l guidel ines 
to give you a sense of things for plonning and reacting. Since 
you won't likely know or C~ll"C about the actual math in the 

aftermath of an actual nuclear hit, 1 figure that an overview 
will be useful enough for most survivors. That said, when it 
comes to nukes, that's abou t all you can do, what you can 

expect, and what it all might mean to YOLL . After that, 
welcome to the SLLl"vj\'Or's world. 

And just so you know the rules: Uncle Sam docs reserve 
the right to usc first-strike nukes if it is determined vital to 
save the nation, 

• BIOLOGICAL weapons arc. to my mind, by far the worst of the 
three (NBC) . These are the bacteri al attacks sllch as anthrax, 
and the viral attacks such as ebola. These have been around 
since ea rl y man - using fung3l maner as poi so ns for 
assassins; herbals as poisons for water sources; feces as 

poisons for weapon tips in barrIe; snakes as poison "bombs" 
dropped onto the heads of attacking enemies; and more. 
These tactics have been used as recently as 2001. against the 
United States, by terrorists using Anthrax in mailed letters. 

Most civilized nations have realized that these things can 

rapidly get out of control and harm everyone, regardless of 
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which side you're on. As such, these have been restricted, as 
never to be used in warf:1re. There are a handful of countries 
that have refused to sign the treaty banning biological 
warf;lre, and there are a handfu l of these weapons that arc 
lost- they call them "orphans"; how quaint! 

The re:11 concern about biological weapons is that they 
can be made by pretty much anyone. In the old days, they 
would launch dead cows by catapult into forts and let the 
anthmx kill everyone. In this way, a s imple weapon could be 
wielded by n terrorist or renegade country. 

There is no protection, only response. See the medical 
section and again, welcome to survivor-ville, as you're likely 
to be quarantined, and rightly so, for the welfare and safety 
of the larger population as a whole. Hut that doesn' t change 

your need to take care of YOli and yours. 
The good news is that these weapons require a 

sophisticated lab to prodtKe and that is usually not available 
to the bad guys, unless they have renegade govet'llment 

backing. 
The rule here is that Uncle Sam refuses to use BIO 

weapons at all, and most other countries ab'Tee . 

• CHEMICAL weapons have also been arollnd s in ce nntiquity. 

Arrows dipped in snake vellom or plant poison were used 
for hUllting by cavemen, and burning su lfur to choke out fort 
dwellers, nrc two anc ient examples. 

The bad news is that these things are deadly ill a horrid 
way and there nin' t a lor yOll can do about it. They come in 
three main ultegories- Nerve Agents, Blood Agents, and 

Bliste r Agents. They do what they say on the label. Nerve 
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~gents bask-ally make all your nerves spasm until you crush 
yourself to de~th. Blood agents make you hemorrhage 
everywhere, inside and out, until you bleed to death. Blister 

3gelltS make your skin and lungs bubble up like 3 melting 
m3rshmalloIV until they Slick all the pbsma out of you ~nd 
into the blisters :md kill yOll th3t IV3)'. very painfully. 

These are dispersed primarily by dropping them into the 
air. They could be aerosol. which disperses very quickly ~nd 
:we over in a few hours. Or they could be liquid droplets, 
which can last :l\vhile.like up to 3 week or so. 

They can be colorless and odorless or could have smells 
like mustard, chlorine, almonds, (nlit, garlic, horser:tdish or 
even geraniullls! Now there are other smells and other types, 

but you get the point on what they are and how they might 
corne into play. 

runny smells, unexpected choking, spasms, bleeding, 
etc.-look around, check the winds 3nd move 3way 3t a 

perpendicubr 3ngle. cover everything you call, hold your 
bre3th 3nd seek cover. I f it's wet, give it a week to subside; if 

it's sl11oke, give it a few hours. The good news is th3t these 

:Ire so h3rd to deliver, th:lt ag3in. only 3 government could 
employ them or they'd be limited to a very confined :lrea like 
a few hundred meters depending on how much was 
dispersed . I f a convoy of pl:mes dropped bombs, then the 
are3 would be larger. bur even still, it would be a relatively 
localized area and it would be a time of short duration. 

It is of interest for some stlrviv3lists, but most NBC or US 
j\'lilitary MOP P gear masks will not stop 90% of the 
chemicals th3t are out there in the inventory. Usc them if 
you got 'em, but don't expect those who would use sLlch 
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weapons to place nice and use the kind our masks protect 
against! 

Uncle Sam's rule for chemical weapons is that the U.S. 
can use them, but only as a response if they are used against 
us first. Tear gas is considered a chemical weapon in this 
category. But don't sweat that for survival purposes. 

At the end of the day, you'll either survive the initial 
action or not. If you do, then it's a matter of getting where 

you can and doing what you can, and it will always be a 
matter of survival until you can get to safety or get to care. 
And that's where the rest of the book comes into play. 

Weather 
Weather is all around us all day, every day. It can change in 
an instant and go from bad to worse, from mild to extreme, 
and from devastating to peaceful. The thing to remember in 
all this, is that it will pass and you can survive it if you're not 
killed right away and you apply common sense and survival 
knowledge. 

Floods, tidal waves, tornadoes, hurricanes, fires, 

earthquakes, volcanoes, avalanches, blizzards, heat waves, 

monsoons, mudslides, droughts, and famine have all been 
part of life on earth since the beginning and always will be 
around us. 

The thing to understand is that just as fires and floods 
are actually good for the ecology in the big-picture view, 
these traumatic natural occurrences have their place in the 
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life cycle of the planet. Our time and space here is very short 
indeed compared to the earth and the uni verse. We cannot 
spin ourselves down ask ing why, nnd res isting the 
occurrence. 

We must si mply pny nttention to the signs that lead up to 
these things nnd evacuate, avoid , or otherwise prepare to 

eng.:lge th e event. YOll do the best you can to avoid or survive 
it and, if you don 't, no more soup for you! 

If you do manage to survive, then many of the 3spects of 
thi s book come into play. Especially the exposure to the 
elements, the medic.:ll C.:lre due to exposu re to disease often 

prevnlent with mass casu3lty scenarios, finding clean W.:lter, 

etc. 
The amazing thing to me is the appreciation of how f,'l'eat 

n:lturc is compared to mnn. No matter how great and big and 
strong anything we build is, nature can come along and wipe 

it out easily and instantly. Remember that 3nd don't get so 
attached to physical things that you can't up and leave at a 
moment's notice of impending disaster. If you're more 
married to your bench condo than your wife, this book 3in't 
for you nnyway! So the rules nrc si mple for natural disasters: 

• Noth ing manmade will withstand nature at its worst, so 

get as far nway as possible. 
• If getting 3\vay isn't possible, find the best manm ade 

structure you can for protection. 

• If a natural escape is near and better, go there. 
• Keep calm, lise your head, nnd hang on. 
• It will pass. You'll live, or you won't. 

I've seen people survive crazy things they never should 
have, and I've seen people die fmm the si mplest things th3t 
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you'd never think would've been able to kill anyone. 
Once the natural chall enge passes, it's then just a matter 

of surviva l and time. 
Good luck! 

The Times We Live In 
Our cunent times in particular present a unique dynamic 
never before seen in human existe nce. While science 
indicates that mass extinction has occurred before, it was 
most likely caused by external sources. For the first time 

ever, we do face challenges that could cause history to repeat 
itself, but the reason this time could very well be sel f· 

induced. 
You sec, for the first time ever, we have created 

technology that has allowed us to indirectly change and 

thereby directly imp;lCt the entire globe, climate, and 
atmosphere in such a way that it may have a deleterious 

effect. Take your pick between global warming, nuclear 
winter, or other manmade or man·innllenced factors. 

[n addition. we have clearly created, through technolof,,),, 
sophisticated weaponry in sufficient quantities that we can 
wipe out life as we know it, man)' times over. Just sec the 
p['eceding section on NBC w.:lrfare. 

Finally, we have reached a ncar·S.:lturation point of 
population-to-resource r~ltio. It took us all of hUlllan history 
to reach a population of3 billion people in the [970s when I 
was a kid . We now have a planetary population of over 6 
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billion-it took only 30 years to double. By the rime I reach 
the national ,:werage old age of 80+, we will have achieved a 

population of9 billion human beings on the pbnct. 
Think about that. In the course of one human lifetime 

(approximately 80 years) we will have tripled Ollr numbers 
on the planet from what took us at least 10 million years to 
reach in the nrst place. (That time frame is a modest 
estimate based on when you choose to classify liS as separate 
from our ape-like ancestors.) Any way you slice and dice it, 
that's a lot of new demand on resources in a very short 

amount of time. 
So, just factor in one more human lifetime and it doesn't 

take a rocket scien ti st to see the extreme demands that will 
be placed on a planet with already vastly decreasing 
resources. Look at any satellite imagery of the planet a few 
decades ago compared to now, and you will realize just how 

much land folinge has been cleared to make room for 

humans. 
Likewise, the food pyramid must be considered as well. 

Humans on average need about 2-5 acres of land per person 
to stlstain life. Th is includes the actual land space needed to 
sustain the vegetation that feeds the animals, plus hold those 
animals, all the natural resources that provide ti S with the 

things we need in life stich as clothing, shelter, fuel, tools, 
etc. f\nd when you consider that not all the land on the 
pbnet is useable for suste nance-stich as deserts and arctic 
regions-it's easy to see th:lt there's an issue here. 

With this general formula for hUlllnn-to-land ratio, it is 

ensy to see bow an increase in the population becomes 
important as that menns a decrease in available acreage 
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needed and directly reduces each person's resources. Right 
now, the poor nations use ahout two acres and the wealthier 
nations average about five acres used per persoll. 

This means that simple things like food and water will 

inherently become less available and more important over 
rime. At this moment, that timeline is not that distant, and in 
fact, is very short, relatively speaki ng. 

Add to this the fact that the arguably most important 
resource on the planet, oil, is rapidly diminish ing. Most 
estimates put 2025 as the approxim:lte time they expect 
most oil reserves to begin to run out. NOTE: These are the 
current oil reserves. There are many that are known but 

exceedingly difficult to access, and there are new ones being 
discovered, but these might not have great yields and could 

be very di fficulr to access :llld be very costly as well. 
Par the conspiracy theorists out there, so far only 

petroleum-based engines can move massive quantities of 
food and sup plies. Soiar, wind, and other "al ternative" fuels 

cannot produce enough power to be truly cost effective on a 
global scale. No one is hiding this technology. The nation or 
entity that finds a better fuel alternative will become the 
wealthiest person or country on the planet overnight. 

For the anti-nuclear folks, I hate to say it, but the only 

rea ll y viable solution so far has been nuclear power. And 
rightfully concerning is the fact that the depleted uranium 
waste from nuciear fuel can be turned into a dangerous 
weapon. 

Combine all these factors of population explosion, oil 
crisis, food and wnter shortages, and a renl need by n:ltions 

for these vital and ever-decreasing limited resources, nnd it 
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leads to potent ial for conflict. At the end of the day, all 
politics and religion aside, most wars are fought over one 

simple thing- resources. 
Imagi ne that the whole world lived on one hill and there 

was only one apple tree, and all the people had to feed their 
families o ff that one apple tree. Then one day, the apples 

begin to run out due to natural or manmade causes 
(including increased population). It's easy ro understand 

how a conflict might ensue"? 
Business is rhe counter to warfan.'. It is simply the 

practice of finding ways to get those resources by barter and 
trade, so long as all parties feel the relationship is mutually 
beneficial, or at least, more tolerable than the alternative of 

conflict. 
And speaking of conflict, [offer you two more facto rs for 

the equation that might make you find a real value and need 

for the survival philosophies and skills espoused in this 

book . 
The CIA has found two interesting statist ics that have 

been very accurate predictors of conflict. There arc "Infant 
Mortality Rate" and "Male to Female Birth Ratios." The IMR 
is the number of infants under 1 year old who die out of 
every 1,000. The Mj F BR is the number of males born over 

the number of females born each year in a country. 
When the I MR gets too high, then people feel that their 

governments have failed them by leningso many conditions 

sllch as poverty, disease, famine, and inadequate health care 
exist that lead to the death of so mallY in fants. When people 
lose their children, they lose their reason and this is the best 
indicator that a coup is about to happen. 
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When the male to female ratio gets too high, it means 
there are many more men than there are women . With no 
reason to stay home, and no prospects for a family, many 

men join the military to seek a better life. This means a 
nation has a high number of military-aged young men 
joining the ranks and seeking action. Just look at any bar at 
the end of the night-the only people fighting are those who 
did not find someone to take home. See where I'm going? 

Don't take my word for it, do your own research. You'll 
easily find that the top 10 countries with the highest IMR 
are very easily candidates for a coup, and the top 10 

countries with the highest MjFUR are very easily seen as 
those most likely inclined to pick a fight. 

When you add all these factors together, any way you like, 
these facts all indicate that the study of survival, getting back 

to basics, and the need for learning primitive skills are all 
very much warranted, indeed. Again, as [ said in Chapter I , 

we hope for the best, but pbn for the worst-and remember: 
hope is not a plan! 

So, let's all hope that the minds and hearts of scientists, 
governments, and corporations find a way to balance the 

technoloh'Y with the human factors to prevent any of these 
potential calamities. In the meantime, study your basic 
survival skills! 
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Bug Out Bags, Aid Bags, 
and Survival Kits 
In SF we operate on simple principles. Keep everything you 

absolutely need for survival on your person at all times . 
Everyone should have a knife, lighter, compass, and light on 

them every day. and everywhere they go. 

Next, keep a mini-kit in your coat, or purse, or glove 

compartment, or desk . This has a little bit more like :l 

condom and or ziplock bag as a canteen, some fo il for fires 

and signals and dressings, some longer-term !ire-starters like 

a magnesium bar and magnifyinggbss, some vitamins, some 

meds, a sewing kit, etc. For us, these things were always on 

Ollr vest or web-belt. 
Then everyone in SF also had their :lctll :ll go-bng-the 

butt-pack or extra magazine pouch or canteen pouch filled 

with some food, water, first aid, fire starters, s ignals, maps, 

compasses, bigger tools and or weapons/ knives, etc. 

It is this three- tier system that I encourage everyone to 

have and live by. It 's simple, it's easy, it works, and it's useful 

almost daily. $0 always keep: OUT. 

On-You Kit- The minimal basics. 

Urgent Kit-A bit too much to have 011 you a t all times, 

but always ready to gr.:lb. 

Travel Bag- The real deal you' ll depend on for any 

duration of days. 
See the charts on the fo!lowingpages for items to include 

in your kits. 
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HAWKE'S RECOMMENDED SURVIVAL KIT ITEMS 

&dpack, mediI.rT1 sire. e.lSy,nl1igh1 

D·Ring 1001TIOlI11ing 10 vehicle 01 iliftrafl 01 hoking off 81m ~t r:<mII site 

tightef.large and soBl (2) 

Magnesium bar.l~e sLlltel 

• Whistle. with compass,nl magnifying g\.lSs 

(ompass, !ensatic (miliLlly 01 ,iviloo) 

W~ter·purification tabs 

Iodine drops (small bottle to JUffy wale! i!IId treat ~ 

Electrical tape 

Gauze. l' roils for b.Jndages. f~e sl<vleI. lodel P<lIleI. etc. 

Cra~al-tri<V1gular ~e. t<XlfTliqJet. sling. towel, swealkt~ r~ heild ptotection. and as rag b 
mtering TlII!ddy w~ter 01 g<lthering dew as well.lS ilddiln Pfe5sure tYes511g 

Toilet paper 

Watef (100 mllllII'1IOl.I11) 

Ziplock bag. liJrge (canl\'m 01 food slOlageJ 
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• Trash bag. li!rg~ (wall'fjl«lOl bagl)r riJll1 waU 

• Multivitamin pack 

Meal bar 

Beef jerty 

Kn ife. small. 5WlSS slyie. Wllh loCissors. can opener • .l(Cf!SSCW0e5 

Knife. medium, Lealr.errl1ill1 style w,th pliers. SITe\I'Ilriver, file. saw, etc. 

Knife, li!rge, fixed blade. o1 u'tar~ style. dJal bWe 

I Machete with saw 00 otr.er side 

• Hammer/hatchet tool II)r cOOpping 

Shovel tool (h.m:lheId I)r fold up) 

I Mag light. large 

Mag light. mini 

Batteries. spare. s.lITlI! lor all ~I'J'J'K 

• SlJobe light 

Signal mirror 

• Pen flare. li!ser-type 
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Radio (shor\W<M!) .nll!.mmtter 

Space blan~ets (one as sheiter from so.wvT~ one as sleeping bag. two double as litter) 

Netjhammoct (bad sac!::. bed trappong.fisllilg, ek.l 

100 feet of 550 paracord 

10 safety pins 

Fishing kit 

Sewing kit 

Watl!(, filltr, canleen. and waler containefs 

Canteen·style melal cup 

Hunting rifle, ammo. and cleaning ~il 

• Alternative rooting items like a sl ingshot, bb-gun, and bow and arrows 
Now, apply these items to)'OlJ" car, boaI. plane. home, office,.n:I vac.Jtion hoole or survrval sheiter, 

• And rnJtiply these filCtors by the IU'ltler of larniIv merrbers. iIrld increase tines by the rurber of days 
you pI.1n lor. I st(llt with 30 days. rut \5 is more reasonable. iIrld 7 is the minimal. Use 3 daysat the very .. , 
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HAWKE'S RECOMMENDED FIR ST-AID KIT ITEMS 

GENUAlDE5CI!IPTIDN SP[ClfIC DESCRIPTION QUANTITY 

• Sandage,.; Sten1e4~4 • Sterile 4.4 25 

Band.lge. ron·.xIIerer1l • Sterile 3x4 25 

Acewril;lS , 
Bard ads Various sires and ~ 15 

Tliangu\aI ~e,.; 

Burn. Rash. and Acetamroophen. aspWUl. paII1 meds. arrtiblo\lCS, KX> 
Sting. Non·Rx Meds. specia~y med ... and..-r( others )'0\1 (3n lISe. in· 
Other eluding charcoals. ipecac etc. 

• Antr..f~ cre<m tlJbe • 

~ tabs (ant l·allergy. mild 5Ieep medica- 14 
bon) 

Iljsmuth tabs «(Ifllj·diarrhe(l) 11 

Chaplottd 

• Gloves lor water aod waterproofong 5 

• Coodoms,l1liIke grNt CilI1t~ • 1 

• Hyttocor1 crean 1% tlJbe (lor alle!gic skin • 
,,""" 
I_~ • "" 
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H.wk~·. Recommended " .. t·Aid K,t Ite,... (ConUmoo<i) 

GENERAL D£SC~IHION 

• T.~ 

• (}ental Emergency 

EYi!. Nose & Throat. 
SunSl:Jeen 

SPECIFIC DESCRIPTION 

hsect sting relief lube (also lor 1M wnOOm) 

l.mlive 

loperamtie labs (ilIl~..oLallhea) 

Motion sickness labs 

Stt'l~ gel pad tun dt~sing 

Tick. splint!'l. toom Jemcwal 

Surgical. medcaI 

Mlesive ib:t 

P,!peI type 

~kelel:trical 

Nasal spray S(peeze bottle 

• St!'lileeywilSJJ 

I Soo screen 

OUANnTY 

, 
4S 

11 

11 

8 

15 

, 
, 

4 

• 
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GENERAL DESCRIPTION SPECifiC DESCRIPTION QUANTITY 

longuI' deptl'SSl)f5 (uc.e as small ~iIll5. rrl!'d- • 1\ 
icatlon application tilKle!. etc) 

• InstrumI'nts Apprrcaloro;. stl'fill' • 20 

Thermometer • 12 

5.Jlety PIlS • 10 

Sulpel sterile • I 

Shearo;. 7~1Ildl. ~~rCW'!8er"oOtJghtocul • I 
I~CIUg/l a peony 

Butterfly sulures (\.)pe) • J 

Syrrnge. 30cc • 18ga iIog.Jtoon needle (leo • I 
wou •• lJlIgalion) 

• L1rge Open Pocket • Hot/rold pac\:..eusabie • I 

Ice pad (chemicai cold compr~ • • 
Sam splint (~ibIe sp!intrrg) • , 

MirlOf Wounds. Bumlw'dag~ • 16 
Blisters 

• Alcdlol swabsfpads • 51) 
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H.wko', Re<ommendod FIr,I·A .. Kit It ..... (Continued) 

GENERAL OESCRII'TION SPECIfiC OBCRIPTION QUANTITY 

Blist'll'b<!n (large) hi·tl'dl, uItIa·thio:t blister • 20 ... 
Cotton bak (10) 6 

DuocIerm (blister dresSIng) 

• .... w .. 20 

• MoIefoam 4 ~ 35 (pressure-poolt padding) • , 
• Moieskio 4 ~ 3.5 (prel/{'llt & c.Jl'e fOl tisters) • 12 

PoIysporin oi11me1 (!ril dose) (brtOO $pet. • " lr1.1l11opicai antibiolic) 

Steri·s1Jips. rlWlor WOlIld tioslre 

Supergloe~, stalMf·tile-<W1 WOlIld ckY..ure 6 

Tegaderm.ligttl~1 birlSpdlenl woond and 5 
~ter aes>ing 

Vase1i1e ltbe 

VIOOeX~5OolP~ " 
• Small Compartm(!n\ Blood p!es5Ufe li1 

• (up. al.Jmilun 
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Hawk.', R«O"" .... tod.d r"" · ... ;,j Kit 11 ..... (Conlo......!1 

G£J-I£RAL DESCRIPTION SP£CIFIC DtsCRIPTIDN QU ... NTITY 

Stl'lile same soIutron (1'I!J.fil ~rigi!tron) • I 

StetOOSCI)pe • I 

FLlshlight pen, P3p!'f • I 

kdioe wipes • 20 

MoIefoam 4 x 35 (prl'SSlA"t-point paddilg) • 8 

• Small Pockets • CPR kit • I 

• Airway J·Tubes • I 

• F()'ceps. 45·irJch • I 

• mceps. Ilatstu<i S-inch • I 

• Retractable knife • I 

• Scissors. 55-001 • I 

• Sprains Elastic b.nIage. ]· tlch • l 

Elastic b.nlage. b-iI1ch • l 
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GEN£RAL DESC~ I PTION SPECIFIC DESCRIPTION QUAImTY 

• Survival, Repellent Insect repeBent, large C¥lSter • I 

Iodide tabs i'1l'ial I 1 

• s..vNaI biartel • 5 

I Candles I 5 

• Stankets • 1·2 
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The concept of surviving off the land is nothing new. It's 
always been there and always will be. It is, however, 
sometimes forgotten as needs change over time. And every 
once in a while its study comes b3ck into f3shion, llsll3lly 

out of necessity. Or, it simply becomes of interest to someone 
because of a change or event in their life. It was that early 
event for me th3t gave the spark, and the old SF hands who 

fanned the name for my studies. 
And for that, I want to thank all the old timers who 

taught me things over the years, both in official Army 
schools and as mentors professionally and personally. My 

childhood experiences gave me the interest and enthusiasm 
to learn survival , but it was through men far better than me 
that I learned and experienced survivnl. So, I'd like to give 
credit to them for a lot of this, ns I'm mostly::t conduit nnd a 
funnel for it to be channelled to others. It 's up to you and 

them, what is to be done or undone. 
I'd like to thank Earl , Pete, Dave and Jeff. They are no 

longer with us, but they will always menn a lot-these men 

g:we me thar true survivor spirit. I'd also like to thank the 
me n of the U.S. Army Special Forces who were my 

instructo rs, my soldiers, my leaders, and my brothcrs-in
arms, from whom [ learned so much, in all the ways that 
can't be measured and that, combined. formed a lot of who 
[ am. 

I'd like to point out hCl'e that even amongst my own, I 

have always been a bit on the extreme side and as such, there 
3re some who might not a!,'l'ee with all I've said here. In their 
defense. I will say that a lot of what J have learned and 

believe >lnd teach here was not taught to me by them, or at 
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least. not directly. [ will :1150 say that there are many aspects 

of this book that are not officially "The Green Beret Wa)'," 
only because there are no t:lctical, sterile, stealth, or military 
methodologies espoused here as they are there. The reason 

is simple: 
[n Special Forces, we have a mission that is different than 

that of the intended reader of this book. Theirs is to do what 
need s be done and lenve without n trace. The "Quiet 
Professionals," as we're often called, consider that the best 

mission is the one where the medin never knows we were 
there, and for which the credi t of success goes to someone 
else. A big difference is that while they might have little 
supportance behind the lines, they went in with eq uipment, 

a plan, and a commitment. 
For the survivor, none of these factors hold true or have 

relevance. You had no plan , no prepnrarion , no supplies, no 

support, ant! no commitment to be in this situation- it 
merely happened. Your mission is to get back-to be seen, 
heard, and to make yOlll' presence known in any and every 
way possible. And you must do this on your own. 

[n this way, the very essence of this book must deviate to 
some degree from that of the Green Beret way; but we teach 

principles, and the principles hCl'e are sound. 
As for my own defense, [ will let you, the reader-the 

survivor- decide the merit of it. 

[dedicate this book to my wife, Ruth, who put lip with a 
lot in the pl'Ocess .lnt! to m)' SOilS, all three of them-Gabriel 
the newcomer, Nichol'1S the graduate and Anthony the 
father, [ say thank you for the joy you've h>iven me, and for illl 

[ learned from watching YOll grow. YOll are my motivation 
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during the dark times and trials of life. 
[ thnnk m)' brothers and sisters, who lord knows, put up 

with a menn nnc! rascall y elder brother, especinlly during the 
hnrd times of you th. I thank Illy family and friends who hnve 
nlways been good and done right by me. And finally, [thank 
Greg Jones at Running Press, who had the vision and the 
belief to make this book possible. 

And to all those who come after me, nnd carry the torch 

ofteaching the ways of sllrvivalin'. may you do better than [ 
could. To those who survive, you know that life itself is 
thnnks enough. and all life is good and precious. 

Never forget: " Every day nbove f,"round is a good day!" 
And nlways remember: Never Quit! 
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